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PREFACE. 

THE present treatise is the outcome of a suggestion made to 
me some years ago by Mr R. R. Webb that I should assist 

him in the preparation of a work on Elasticity. He has unfor
tunately found himself unable to proceed with it, and I have 
therefore been obliged to take upon myself the whole of the work 
and the whole of the responsibility. I wish to acknowledge at the 
outset the debt that I owe to him as a teacher of the subject, as 
well as my obligation for many valuable suggestions chiefly with 
reference to the scope and plan of the work, and to express my 
regret that other engagements have prevented him from sharing 
more actively in its production. 

The division of the subject adopted is that originally made by 
Clebsch in his classical treatise, where a clear distinction is ill-awn 
between exact solutions for bodies all whose dimensions are finite 
and approximate solutions for bodies some of whose dimensions 
can be regarded as infinitesimal. The present volume contains the 
general mathematical theory of the elastic properties of the first 
class of bodies, and I· propose to treat the second class in another 
volume. At Mr Webb's suggestion, the exposition of the theory is 
preceded by an historical sketch of its origin and development. 
Anything like an exhaustive history has been rendered unnecessary 
by the work of the late Dr Todhunter as edited by Pro£ Karl 
Pearson, but it is hoped that the brief account given will at once 
facilitate the comprehension of the theory and add to its interest. 
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Readers of the historical work referred to will appreciate the 

difficulty of giving within a reasonable compass a complete account 

of all the valuable researches that have been made ; and the aim 

of this book is rather to present a connected account of the 

theory in its present state, and an indication of the way in which 

that state has been attained, avoiding on the one hand merely 

analytical developments, and on the other purely technical details. 
The first five chapters are occupied with the general theory, 

including the analysis of strain and stress, stress-strain relations, 
the strength of materials, and a number of general theorems. In 

the analysis of strain I have thought it best to follow 'fhomson 

and 'fait's Natural Philosophy, beginning with the geometrical or 

rather algebraical theory of finite homogeneous strain, and passing 
to the physically most important case of infinitesimal strain. In 
the deduction of the general equations of equilibrium or small 
motion I have set out from the equations that must be satisfied by 
a finite portion of the mass. The discussion of the stress-strain 

relations rests upon Hooke's Law as an axiom generally verified in 

experience, and on Sir W. Thomson (now Lord Kelvin's) thermo

dynamical investigation of the existence of the energy-function. 

To understand the work that has been done upon reolotropic 

bodies requires some knowledge of Crystallography, and a short 

sketch of that subject is given. The theory of elastic crystals 

adopted is that which has been elaborated by the researches of 

F. E. Neumann and W. Voigt. To understand the nature of the 
application of the theory of elasticity to practical problems it is 

necessary to have some knowledge of the behaviour of bodies more 

than infinitesimally strained, and I have given a short sketch of 
what is known in regard to technical elasticity. The conditions of 

rupture or rather of safety of materials are as yet so little under
stood that it seemed best to give a statement of the various 

theories that have been advanced without definitely adopting any 

of them. In most of the problems considered in the text Saint

Venant's "greatest strain" theory has been provisionally adopted. 

In connexion with this theory I have endeavoured to give precision 
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to the term "factor of safety". Among general theorems I have 
included an account of the deduction of the theory from Boscovich's 
point-atom hypothesis. This is rendered necessary partly by the 
controversy that has raged round the number of independent 
elastic constants, and partly by the fact that there exists no single 
investigation of the deduction in question which could now be 
accepted by mathematicians. 

Chapter VI. treats of Saint-V enant's theory of the equilibrium 
of beams. In spite of the work of Prof. Pearson it seems not yet 
to be understood by English mathematicians that the cross
sections of a bent beam do not remain plane. The old-fashioned 
notion of a bending moment proportional to the curvature resulting 
from the extensions and contractions of the fibres is still current. 
Against the venerable bending moment the modern theory has 
nothing to say, but it is quite time that it should be generally 
known that it is not the whole stress, and that the strain does not 
consist simply of extensions and contractions of the fibres. In 
explaining the theory I have followed Clebsch's mode of treatment, 
generalising it so as to cover some of the classes of reolotropic 
bodies treated by Saint-V enant. 

Chapter VII. contains a short account of the theory of 
curvilinear coordinates with applications to Elasticity. I regret 
that the theory was written out before I had seen M. Ossian 
Bonnet's researches on the subject, in which the kinematical 
method adopted was largely anticipated. 

The remaining chapters are occupied with the principal 
analytical problems presented by elastic theory. The theory leads 
in every special case to a system of partial differential equations, 
and the solution of these subject to conditions given at certain 
bounding surfaces is required. The general problem is that of 
solving the general equations with arbitrary conditions at any 
given boundaries. In discussing this problem I have made 
extensive use of the researches of Prof. Betti of Pisa, whose 
investigations are the most general that have yet been given, and 
appear to admit of considerable further development. The case of 
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a solid bounded by an infinite plane and otherwise unlimited is 

investigated on the lines laid down by Signor Valentino Cerruti, 

whose analysis is founded on Prof. Betti's general method, and 
some of the most important particular cases are worked out 

synthetically by M. Boussinesq's method of potentials. In this 
connexion I have introduced the last-mentioned writer's theory of 

"local perturbations", a theory which gives the key to Saint
V enant's "principle of the elastic equivalence of statically equi
pollent systems of load". The classical problems of the equilibrium 
and vibrations of a sphere, with applications to tidal and other 
problems connected with the Earth, are investigated by the 
methods of Lord Kelvin and Prof. Lamb. I believe that the use 
of Cartesian coordinates in these problems at once shortens and 
simplifies the work. In the last chapter a few further examples of 
the solution of the general equations are given. Although so 
much space is devoted to analytical discussions I venture to hope 

that the problems selected for treatment will be found to be those 
that possess the greatest physical interest, and I consider a treatise 
on the mathematical theory of Elasticity would be incomplete if it 
gave no account of the principal mathematical problem associated 

with the subject. 
There are some matters treated by elasticians which I have 

omitted. Among these are thermo-elasticity, photo-elasticity, and 

the elastic solid theory of Optics. None of these subjects are so 
satisfactory either in their data or in their conclusions as the part 
of the theory selected, viz. the rational mechanics of Elasticity. 

The choice of a suitable notation has been a matter of consider
able difficulty. In this I have been guided partly by some remarks 
in a paper of Prof. Lamb's, and partly by the experience that there 
is much less difficulty in mentally associating a simple and 
unsuggestive notation with a cumbersome and suggestive one than 
in using the latter. 

The references given at the heads of most of the chapters are 
generally to the sources from which parts of the work are taken, 
but occasionally they include also investigations which follow 
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totally different methods from those given in the text. They are 
intended as an acknowledgement of indebtedness, and a suggestion 
to the reader for further work. I have tried to avoid as far as 
possible reference either to erroneous mathematics or to incon
clusive experiments. 

I have not thought it advisable to introdu.ce collections of 
examples for practice. On the other hand a number of results 
are stated without proof. These are generally either of historical 
interest or else of importance in the development of the subject, 

but the analysis necessary to prove them would involve no point 
but such as will be found in the text, or may fairly be assumed to 
be known. The student without previous acquaintance with the 

subject is advised in all cases to provide the required proofs. It 
is hoped that he will not then fail to understand the subject for 
lack of examples, nor waste his time in mere problem grinding. 

In conclusion I have to express my thanks to Prof. A. G. 
Greenhill, Prof. Karl Pearson, and Mr J. Larmor for their kindness 
in reading the proof-sheets and for many valuable criticisms, to 
Mr A. Harker for his kind assistance in the revision of the articles 
on Crystallography, and to Mr C. Chree for his very careful 
revision of the proofs, and for the many suggestions he has made 
for the improvement of the work during its passage through 

the press. 

ST JoaN's CoLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE 

April, 1892. 

A. E. H. LOVE. 
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HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION. 

THE mathematical theory of Elasticity is occupied with an 
attempt to reduce to calculation the state of strain, or relative 
displacement, within a solid body which is subject to the action of 
an equilibrating system of forces, or is in a state of small internal 
relative motion, by the aid of experimental data and physical 
axioms assumed in advance, and with endeavours to obtain results 
which shall be practically important in applications to architec
ture, engineering, and all other useful arts in which the material 
of construction is solid. Its history should embrace that of the 
progreBB of our experimental knowledge of the behaviour of 
strained bodies, so far as it has been embodied in the mathe
matical theory, of the development of our conceptions in regard 
to the physical axioms necessary to form a foundation for theory, 
of the growth of that branch of mathematical analysis in which 
the proceBB of the calculations consists, and of the gradual acqui
sition of practical rules by the interpretation of analytical results. 
We propose to give a sketch of such a history, so far as to include 
the subject-matter of the present volume, excluding the special 
problems of the equilibrium and vibrations of thin wires and 
plates, and the related theories of impact and elastic stability. In 
a subject ideally worked out, the progress which we should be 
able to trace would be, in other particulars, one from less to more, 
but we may say, that in regard to the assumed physical axioms, 
progreBB consists in passing from more to less. Alike in the 
experimental knowledge obtained, and in the analytical methods 
and results, nothing that has once been discovered ever loses its 
value, or has to be discarded; but the physical axioms come to be 
reduced to fewer and more general principles, so that the theory is 
brought more into accord with that of other physical subjects, the 

L, 1 



2 HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION. 

same general dynamical principles being ultimately requisite and 
sufficient to serve as a basis for them all. And although, in our 
subject, we find frequent retrogressions on the part of the 
experimentalist, and errors on the part of the mathematician, 
chiefly in adopting hypotheses not clearly established or already 
discredited, in pushing to extremes methods merely approximate, 
in hasty generalisations, and in misunderstandings of physical 
principles, yet we observe a steady and continuous progress in all 
the respects mentioned when we survey the history of our subject 
from the first enquiries of Galilei to the final works of Saint
Venant and Sir William Thomson. 

The first mathematician to consider the nature of the resist
ance of solids to rupture was Galilei 1• Although he treated 
solids as inelastic, not being in possession of any law connecting 
the displacements produced with the force producing them, or of 
any physical hypothesis capable of yielding such a law, yet his 
enquiries gave the direction which was subsequently followed by 
many investigators. He endeavoured to determine the resistance 
of a beam, one end of which is built into a wall, when the 
tendency to break it arises from its own or an applied weight, and 
he concluded that the beam tends to turn about an axis per
pendicular to its length, and in the plane of the wall. This 
problem, and, in particular, the determination of this axis is known 
as Galilei's problem. 

In the history of the theory started by the question of Galilei, 
undoubtedly the two great landmarks are the discovery of Hooke's 
Law in 1660, and the discovery of the general equations by 
Navier in 1821. The first gave the fundamental experimental 
datum, required for the foundation of the theory, the second 
reduced all questions of the small strain of elastic bodies to a 
matter of mathematical calculation. 

In England and in France, in the latter half of the 1'7th 
century, Hooke and Marriotte occupied themselves with the ex
perimental discovery of what we now term stress-strain relations. 
Hooke gave in 16'78' the famous law of proportionality of stress 
and strain which bears his name, in the words " Ut tensio sic vis; 
that is, the Power of any spring is in the same proportion with 

1 See Todhunter and Pearson's History, vol. I. The date of Galilei's enquiry is 
1688. 

2 In his work De Potentia Re1titutiva. London, 1678. 
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the Tension thereof", By" spring" Hooke means, as he proceeds 
to explain, any "springy body", and by "tension" what we 
should now call " extension", or, more generally, "strain". This 
law he discovered in 1660, but did not publish until 1676, and 
then only under the form of an anagram ceiiinosssttuu. This 
law forms the basis of the mathematical theory of Elasticity, 
and we shall hereafter have to consider its generalisation, and its 
present position in the light of modern experimental research. 
Hooke does not appear to have made any application of it to the 
consideration of Galilei's problem. This was reserved for Marriotte\ 
who in 1680 made the same experimental discovery. He remarked 
that the resistance of a beam to flexure arises from the extension 
and compression of its parts, some of its fibres being extended, and 
others compressed. He assumed that half are extended, and half 
compressed. His theory led him to assign the position of the 
axis, required in the solution of Galilei's problem, at one half the 
height of the section above the base. 

In the interval between the discovery of Hooke's law, and that 
of the general differential equations of elasticity by Navier, the 
attention of those mathematicians who occupied themselves with 
our subject was chiefly directed to the solution and extension of 
Galilei's problem, and the analogous theories of the vibrations of 
bars, and the stability of columns. The first investigation of any 
importance is that of the elastic line by James Bernoulli• in 1705, 
in which the resistance of a bent rod is assumed to arise from the 
extension and compression of its fibres, and the equation of the 
curve assumed by the axis is formed. The equation of the axis 
practically involves that the stress across any section reduces to a 
couple proportional to the curvature. This was expressly or 
practically assumed (not proved) by Euler3 and Daniell Bernoulli' 
in their later treatment of the related problem of the vibrations of 
bars. It would carry us too far into the history of special 
problems to give a detailed account of the memoirs of this period 
on this subject, but Pro£ Pearson's remarks 6 on the quasi-theologi-

1 Trait€ du mouvement des eauz. Paris, 1686. 
• Bernoulli's memoir is entitled 'Veritable Hypothese de la Resistance des 

Solides, avec la demonstration de la courbure des corps qui font ressort ', and will be 
found in his collected works, vol. II. Geneva, 1744. 

a MethoduB invenirndi lineas curvas mari1ni minimive proprietau gau.denus. 
4 See in particular his letter of Oct. 1742, art. 46. 
6 Hiatcrry, vol •. I. p. 34. 

1-2 



4 HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION, 

cal character of the arguments usually employed to reduce a 
dynamical problem to mathematical analysis, will be read with 
great interest by all those who study the history of the develop
ment of human thought. Of more importance for our present 
purpose is Coulomb's1 theory of flexure, given in what must be 
regarded as the most scientific of all the early mathematical 
memoirs dealing with Galilei's problem. This author took account 
of the equation of equilibrium obtained by resolving horizontally 
the forces, which act upon the part of the beam cut off by one of 
its normal sections, as well as of the equation of moments. This 
enabled him to obtain the true position of the" neutral line'', or 
axis of equilibrium, and he also made a correct calculation of the 
moment of the elastic forces. His theory of beams is the most 
exact, that proceeds on the assumption that the stress in a bent 
beam arises wholly from the extension and compression of its 
fibres, and is deduced mathematically from this assumption and 
Hooke's Law. Coulomb was also the first to consider the resist
ance of thin fibres to torsions, and it is his account of the matter 
to which Saint-Venant refers under the name l'ancienrw theorie, 
but his formula for this resistance was not deduced from any 
elastic theory. The formula makes the torsional rigidity of a 
fibre proportional to the moment of inertia of the normal section 
about the axis of the fibre. Another matter to which Coulomb 
was the first to pay attention was the kind of strain we now call 
shear, though he only considered it in connexion with rupture. 
His opinion appears to have been that rupture" takes place, when 
the shear of the material is greater than a certain limit. The 
shear considered is a permanent set, not an elastic strain. 

Except Coulomb's the most important work of the period, for 
the general mathematical theory of elasticity, is the physical 
consideration of the subject by Thomas Young. This naturalist, 
(to adopt Sir William Thomson's name for students of natural 
science,) besides defining his modulus of elasticity, was the first to 
consider shear' as an elastic strain. He called it "detrusion ", and 

1 • Essai sur une application des regles de Maximu et Minimis a quelques 
Problemes de Statique, relatifs a !'Architecture', Mem .... par divers savam, 1776, 
pp. 350-354. 

• Hiatoire de l'.Academie for 1784, pp. 229-269, Paris, 1787, 
1 See the memoir first quoted, Mem •... par divers savans, Introduction. 
4 .A course of lectures on -Narural Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts, 1807, 

Lecture nx. It is in Kelland's later edition (1845) on pp. 105 sq. 
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noticed that the elastic re11istance of a body to shear, and its resist
ance to extension or compression, are in general different ; but he 
did not expressly introduce a new modulus of rigidity for this 
resistance. He defined "the modulus of elasticity of a substance 1

" 

as a column of the substance capable of producing a pressure on 
its base, which is to the weight causing a certain degree of com
pression, as the length of the substance is to the diminution of its 
length. What we now call " Young's modulus" is the weight of 
this column per unit of area of its base. This introduction of a 
definite physical concept, associated with the coefficient of elas
ticity, which descends as it were from a clear sky on the reader of 
mathematical memoirs, marks an epoch in the history of the 
science. 

In the literature of this, the first period in the hist.ory of our 
subject, there are many discussions of the physical cause of 
elasticity, the philosophers, generally, either following Descartes, 
and believing in space continuously filled and a subtle rether that 
is in the pores of bodies, or else following the suggestion of 
Newton, that all the interactions between parts of bodies can be 
reduced to attracting and repelling forces between the ultimate 
molecules, which operate immediately, without any intervening 
mechanism. But no attempt appears to have been made to 
deduce general equations of motion and equilibrium from either of 
these hypotheses. At the end of the year 1820, the fruit of all 
the ingenuity expended on elastic problems might be summed up 
as-an inadequate theory of flexure, an erroneous theory of torsion, 
an unproved theory of the vibrations of bars, and the definition of 
Young's modulus. But such an estimate would give a very 
wrong impression of the value of the older researches. The recog
nition of the fact, that there is a fundamental difference between 
shear and extension, was a preliminary to a general theory of 
strain; the discovery of forces across a section of a beam, producing 
a resultant, was a step towards a theory of stress; the use of diffe
rential equations for the deflexion of a bent beam and the vibra
tions of bars and plates, was a . foreshadowing of the employment 
of differential equations of displacement; the suggestion of Newton 
and the enunciation of Hooke's law, offered means for the formation 

1 Loc. cit. This was given in section IX. of vol. n. of the first edition, and 
omitted in Kelland's edition, but it is reproduced in the Miscellaneom Works of 
Dr Young. 
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of such equations; and the generalisation of the principle of virtual 
work in the Mecanique .Analytique threw open a broad path to 
discovery in this as in every other branch of mathematical physics. 
Physical Science had emerged from its incipient stages with 
definite methods, of hypothesis and induction and of observation 
and deduction, with a. clear aim, to explain facts, and with a fund 
of analytical processes of investigation. This was the hour for the 
production of general theories, and the men were not wanting. 

There are two subjects, usually included in the general theory 
of elasticity, which have an extended application to other branches 
of mathematical Physics, these are the analysis of strain and the 
analysis of stress. The first gives general considerations as to 
the kinematical expression of the possible deformations of the 
parts of any medium which can be treated as continuous, the 
second gives similar considerations relative to the kind of internal 
forces that can exist in such media.. The foundation of both 
theories was laid by Cauchy in 1827, but he appears to have 
been in possession of some of the results as early as 1822, 
when he communicated an account of his researches to the Paris 
Academy1

• Among his discoveries 1 must be reckoned the deter
mination of the stress at any point in terms of six 8 component 
stresses, and of the strain, whether finite or infinitesimal, in 
terms of six component strains, the properties of the stress
quadric, stress-ellipsoid, strain-quadric, and elongation-quadric. 
and the existence of principal stresses and principal extensions. 
Results equivalent to some of Cauchy's were discovered inde
pendently by Lame 4, who developed somewhat the geometrical 
study of distributions of stress by means of the properties of 
certain quadric surfaces. Cauchy's expressions of the six com-

1 Bulletin ... Philomatique, 1823. 
1 See E:z:ercices de MatMmatiques, 1827, in which are the following memoirs: 

• De la pression ou tension dans un corps solide ', • Sur la condensation et la 
dilatation des corps solides', and E:z:ercices de Math€matiques 1828, in which is a. 
memoir • Sur quelques theoremes relatifs a la condensation ou a la dilatation des 
corps'. 

8 The assumption involved in this reduction does not appear to have been 
noticed by writers on elastic theory. The fact that a medium is possible in which 
it does not hold good appears to have been first noticed in connexion with Electro
dynamics. 

4 Lam~ and Clapeyron, • M~oire sur l'~quilibre int6rieur des corps solides 
homogenes'. Mem .... par divers savans, IV. 1833. The date of the memoir is at 
least as early as 1828, 
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ponents of finite strain are practically those of Green 1, and 
Saint-V enant 1, but the latter was the first to consider them 
minutely. To Saint-V enant more than anyone else belongs the 
credit of the adequate discussion of shear • ; he was the first 
mathematician to call attention to its importance as a specific 
kind of strain ; previously to his time the quantities we should 
now call shears made their appearance simply as mathematical 
expressions. Sir W. Thomson further simplified the discussion 
of strain by the introduction of his strain-ellipsoid', and the 
kinematical theory reaches its highest development in Thomson 
and Tait's Natural Philosophy, Part I. 

To a modern reader it might appear that the analysis of stress 
and strain is a necessary preliminary to a general theory of 
elasticity, but historically this was not the order in which dis
coveries were made. The investigation of the general equations 
by Navier does not depend on any such analysis; Poisson's 
investigation involves an analysis of stress, but not of strain, 
Green's an analysis of strain, but not of stress. There are in fact 
three fundamental methods of arriving at these equations. The 
first consists in assuming a law as to the character of intermolecular 
force, and deducing the differential equations of displacement from 
the equations of equilibrium of a single displaced "molecule". 
This is Navier's method. The second method consists in forming 
differential equations of equilibrium of any element in terms of 
the stresses exerted upon it by the surrounding matter, and then, 
by means of relations between stress and relative displacement, 
eliminating the stress-components from these equations. The 
required relations may be assumed, as in Cauchy's first investi
gation, or deduced from experiment, as by Sir G. Stokes, or 
calculated from an assumed law of intermolecular force, as by 
Poisson and Cauchy. The third method consists in writing down 
an expression for the energy of the strained solid, and deducing 

1 • On ihe Laws of Befl.ex.ion and Refraction of Light at the common surface of 
two non-crystallized media', Oamb. Phil. Soc. Tram. vn. 1837. See also Math. 
Papers of the late George Green, 1871. 

2 'Memoire sur l'equilibre des corps solides', Oomptes rendus, XXIV. 1847. The 
expressions referred to were given by Sa.int-Venant in 1844, see Todhunier 
and Pearson, vol. 1, art. 1614. 

s Let;OJU de M~canique appliquee, 1837, 1838. See Todhunter and Pearson, 
vol. I. arts; 1564, 1565, 1670. 

' Thomson and Tait, Nat. Phil. ·Part I. arts. 155-190. 
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the equations by an application of the principle of Virtual Work. 
This method is due to Green, and has been followed by Kirchhoff 
and many English writers. 

Navier 1 was th1l first to investigate the general equations of 
equilibrium and vibrations of elastic solids. He set out from the 
hypothesis which we have ascribed to Newton, that the elastic 
reactions arise from variations in the intermolecular forces, 
consequent upon changes in the molecular configuration. He 
assumed that the force between two molecules, whose distance is 
slightly increased, is proportional to the product of the increase in 
the distance and some function of the initial distance. His method 
consists in forming an expression for the component in any direc
tion of all the forces, that act upon a displaced "molecule", and 
thence the equations of motion of the molecule. The equations 
are thus obtained in terms of the displacements of the molecule. 
The solid is assumed to be isotropic, and the equations obtained 
contain a single elastic constant. Navier next formed an expres
sion for the work done in a small relative displacement by all the 
forces .which act upon a molecule; this he described as the sum of 
the moments in the sense of the Mecanique Analytique of the 
forces exerted by all the other molecules on a particular molecule. 
He deduced, by an application of the Calculus of Variations, not 
only the differential equations previously obtained, but also the 
boundary-conditions that hold at the surface of the body. This 
memoir is very important as the first general investigation of its 
kind, but its arguments would not now be admitted. In the first 
place the expression for the force between two molecules, after 
displacement, is incorrect ; in the second place the expression for 
the component force in any direction, acting on a molecule, is 
wrongly discussed 1• This expression involves a triple summation, 
and N a vier replaced the summations by integrations. It appears 
from subsequent investigations by Cauchy and Poisson that this 
step is unnecessary, and, if the force between two molecules be 
taken simply a function of their distance, it leads to absurd results 
when worked out correctly. 

Cauchy gave three ways of arriving at the equations, of which 
two set out from a molecular hypothesis similar to, but not 
identical with, that of Navier; viz. it is assumed that the solid 

1 Mem. Acad. Sciences, vn. Paris, 1827. The memoir was read in 1822. 
2 See Todhunter and Pearson, vol. 1. arts. 266, 436, 443. 
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consists of a very large number of material poims, with a law of 
force between pairs some function of their distance. In the first 1 

of these "molecular" memoirs an expression is formed for the forces 
that act upon a single 'molecule', and the differential equations de
duced ; in the case of isotropy these contain two constants. In the 
second 1 expressions are formed for the stresses across any plane 
drawn in the solid. If the initial state be one of zero stress, and 
the solid isotropic, the stress will be expressed in terms of the strain 
by means of a single constant, and one of the constants of the pre
ceding memoir must vanish. The equations are then identical 
with those of Navier, but they are obtained without replacing 
summations by integrations. In like manner, in the general case 
of reolotropy, Cauchy finds 21 independent constants, of which 
6 vanish identically if the initial state be one of zero stress. 
These points were not fully explained by Cauchy. Clausius 8, 

however, has shewn that this is the meaning of his work. 
Clausius criticises the considerations of symmetry in molecular 
arrangement, by which Cauchy reduced his 15 constants to one in 
the case of isotropy, but the reduction can be effected by other 
methods, and the equations must be regarded as proved if the 
" molecular" hypothesis be admitted. 

The first memoir by Poisson' relating to the same subject 
was read before the Paris Academy on April 14th, 1828. The 
memoir is very remarkable for its numerous applications of the 
general theory to special problems, but the treatment of the 
general equations is inferior to Cauchy's. Like Cauchy, Poisson 
first obtains the equations of equilibrium in terms of stress
components, and then estimates the stress across any plane 
resulting from the intermolecular forces. The expressions for the 
stresses in terms of the strains involve summations with respect to 
all the molecules, situated within the region of molecular activit, 
of a given one. Poisson rightly decides against replacing the 
summations by integrations, but he assumes that this can be done 

1 ' Sur l'equilibre et le mouvement d'un systeme de points materiels '. Ezercice1 
de MatMmatiques, 1828. 

1 'De la pression ou tension dans un systeme de points materiels', same volume. 
a • Ueber die Verinderungen, welche in den bisher gebrauchlichen Formeln fiir 

das Gleichgewichi und die Bewegung elastischer fester Korper durch neuere 
Beobachtungen nothwendig geworden sind'. Pogg. Ann. 76, 1849. 

' 'Memoire sur l'equilibre et le mouvement des corps elastiques'. Mem. Paris 
Acad. vm. 1829. 
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for the summations with respect to angular space about the given 
molecule, but not for the summations with respect to distance from 
this molecule. The equations thus obtained are identical with 
Navier's. The principle, on which summations may be replaced 
by integrals, has been explained as follows by Cauchy 1 :-If the 
molecular distribution be such that the number of molecules in 
any volume, which contains a very large number of molecules, and 
whose dimensions are at the same time small compared with the 
radius of the sphere of sensible molecular activity, be proportional 
to the volume, then, making abstraction of the molecules in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the one considered, the actions of all 
the others, contained in one of the small volumes referred to, will 
be equivalent to a force through the centroid of this volume, 
which will be proportional to the volume and to a function of the 
distance of the particular molecule from the centroid of the 
volume. The action of the remoter molecules is said to be 
"regular", and the action of the nearer ones, "irregular"; and 
thus Poisson assumed that the irregular action of the nearer 
molecules may be neglected, in comparison with the action of the 
remoter ones, which is regular. This is Sir G. Stokes's 1 descrip
tion of Poisson's assumption, and it is the text upon which he 
founds his criticism of Poisson. Without making this assumption 
Cauchy arrived at Poisson's results. 

Among later investigations of the stress-strain relations, as 
given by the molecular hypothesis, we must note especially those 
of Saint-V enant 3• In the first place he gave an ingenious proof 
that, if the elastic reactions arise from changes in the molecular 
configuration, and the intermolecular forces are functions of the 
intermolecular distances, then, for very small strains, the stresses 
must be linear functions of the strains. For in this case the term 
of any stress, that arises from the force between two molecules, is 
the difference of the amounts of this force in the strained and 
unstrained states; and, since the force is supposed a continuous 
function of the molecular configuration, this difference must be 
ultimately a linear function of the variations in the intermolecular 

1 In his memoir first quoted. Eurcices de MatMmatiques, 1828, pp. 241-243 
of the new edition. Paris, 1890. 

1 Math. aud Phys. Papers, vol. I. pp. 116 sq. and Oamb. Phil. Soc. Tram. VIII. 

1845. 
8 See his ediiion of Moigno's Btatiqu.e, and of Navier's Lei}OflB, also the memoir 

on ' Torsion ' and the ' Annotated Clebsch '. 
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distances; but these variations are linear in the strain-components 
-whence the result. Saint-V enant has also given a ne'Y proof that 
the constants in the expressions of the six stresses, in terms of the 
six strains, reduce to 15 in the most general case, provided the 
force between two molecules is in the line joining them and is a 
function of their distance. This proof does not depend on the 
formation of expressions such as Cauchy's for the constants in 
terms of the molecular configuration, but on a consideration of the 
changes of the molecular distances involved in the existence of the 
several strain-components. 

Various attempts have been made to simplify or to get rid 
altogether of Navier's molecular hypothesis. The first of these is 
due to Cauchy 1• He had proved the theorems (1) that the stress 
at any point can be expressed by means of three principal stresses, 
on three planes at right angles to each other, and normal to the 
planes across which they act, and (2) that the strain at any point 
can be reduced to three principal extensions, of three mutually 
perpendicular line-elements. He made assumptions, which amount 
to supposing (1) that the principal stresses are linear functions of 
the principal extensions, and (2) that, in an isotropic solid, the 
principal planes of stress are normal to the principal axes of 
extension. These assumptions lead to the equations of equilibrium 
of an isotropic solid, with two constants, in the form in which they 
are now generally accepted. Of these assumptions the first is a 
very special case of the generalised Hooke's law, and must rest on 
an experimental basis, but it was formulated by Cauchy without 
reference to experiment. The second seems to me to be much the 
most axiomatic of all the assumptions that have been proposed, 
and it is difficult to reconcile any contradiction of it with the 
notion of complete isotropy. Another theory of a similar character 
has been given much later by Maxwell i, who proposed to assume 
(1) that the sum of the principal stresses is proportional to the 
sum of the principal extensions, (2) that the difference of any two 
principal stresses is proportional to the difference of the two 
corresponding principal extensions. The equations obtained by 
this method are the same as Cauchy's just referred to. 

1 • Snr lee equations qui expriment lee conditions d'equilibre ou lee lois du 
mouvement iut&ienr d'un corps solide '. Exercices, 1828. This memoir precedes 
those iu which the same author made use of the molecular method. 

s 'On the Equilibrium of Elastic Solids'. Edinburgh R. 8. Tram, xx. 1853. 
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Lame, in forming the general equations, partly adopts and 
partly rejects the molecular hypothesis. In the joint memoir of 
this writer and Clapeyron of date 1828, Navier's method, with all 
its mistakes, was closely followed, though not attributed to its 
author. In his treatise on elasticity, however, Lame 1 only invokes 
the molecular hypothesis to shew that the six components of stress 
are linear functions of the six components of strain, and the 
reduction of the constants to two, for isotropic solids, depends on 
considerations of symmetry. Although this treatise is of much 
later date than Green's investigation, to be presently noticed, 
Lame seems to have been unacquainted with the method of the 
latter, and his work is more closely associated with the older 
school of Navier and Poisson than with the new school of Green 
and his followers. 

The revolution which Green effected in the elements of elastic 
theory is comparable in importance with that produced by Navier's 
discovery of the general equations. Starting from what is now 
called the Principle of the Oons(fi'VQ,tion of Energy he propounded 
a new method 2 of obtaining these equations. He himself stated 
his principle and method in the following words :-

"In whatever way the elements of any material system may 
"act upon each other, if all the internal forces exerted be multi
" plied by the elements of their respective directions, the total sum 
"for any assigned portion of the mass will always be the exact 
"differential of some function. But this function being known, 
"we can immediately apply the general method given in the 
"Mecanique Analytique, and which appear-s to be more especially 
"applicable to problems that relate to the motions of systems 
"composed of an immense number of particles mutually acting 
"upon each other. One of the advantages of this method, of 
"great importance, is that we are necessarily led by the mere 
" process of the calculation, and with little care on our part, to all 
"the equations and conditions which are requisite and sufficient for 
"the complete solution of any problem to which it may be applied." 

The function here spoken of, with its sign changed, is the 
potential energy of the strained elastic solid per unit of mass, 
expressed in terms of the components of strain, and, if the function 

1 L~ mr la tMorie matMmatique de l'~lallticit~ d.a corps solid.es, 1852. 
2 Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans. vn. and Math. and Phys. Paper1. The date of Green's 

memoir is 1837. 
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exist, its differential coefficients, with respect to the components 
of strain, are the components of stress. Sir W. Thomson has 
shewn 1 that the function does not in general exist, unless, either 
the solid is strained at constant temperature, or the strain is effected 
so quickly that no heat is gained or lost by any element of the 
solid, and that in these cases its existence is a consequence of the 
second law of Thermodynamics, and not, as Green supposed, of the 
principle of the conservation of energy. 

Green supposed his function expressible in terms of the 
components of strain, and capable of being expanded in powers 
and products of these components. He therefore arranged it as a 
sum of homogeneous functions of the strain-components of the 
first, second, and higher degrees. Of these, it can be shewn that 
the first disappears, as the potential energy must be a true 
minimum when the solid is unstrained, and, as the strains are all 
small, the second term will alone be of importance. From this 
principle Green deduced the equations of elasticity, containing in 
the general case 21 constants, which reduce to two in the case of 
isotropy. 

The method thus introduced by Green has been followed by 
most English and German mathematicians, and has been much 
developed by Kirchhoffll and Sir W. Thomson. It has received 
severe criticism at the hands of Saint-V enant. Before proceed
ing to its discussion, it will be best to notice the theories 
propounded by Clebsch and Sir G. Stokes. 

The latter8 was the first to observe that the generalised 
Hooke's law, of the proportionality of stress and strain, is a 
consequence of the experimental fact that all solids admit of being 
thrown into a state of isochronous vibration. It follows from this 
law, and from considerations of symmetry, that in an isotropic 
solid a uniform dilatation is opposed by a hydrostatic pressure 
proportional to the dilatation, and that a uniform shear of any 
plane is opposed by a shearing (tangential) stress in that plane, 
proportional to the shear. From these observations, the equations 
of elasticity were deduced, involving two constants. Sir G. 
Stokes's memoir is remarkable for the continuity it attempts to 

1 Qtw:rlerly Journal, v. 1857. 
2 Vorlemngen fiber mathematische Physik, Mechanik. 
1 • On the theories of the ... Equilibrium and Motion of Elastic Solids'. Cam b. 

PhiZ. Soc. Trans. vm. 1845. 
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trace from perfect fluids to perfectly elastic solids through plastic 
solids, and hiil defence of the equations with two constants 
depends partly on this supposed continuity of behaviour of 
materials of different structure. 

Clebsch's theory1 is interesting on account of his dispensing 
with any physical hypotheses or experimental data whatsoever. 
He says in effect that, as the strains are all small, and the stresses 
are functions of the strains, which vanish when these vanish, the 
stresses can be expanded in homogeneous functions of the strains, 
of which only the terms of degree unity need be retained. Saint
V enant has pointed out that, even if we might assume that the 
stresses can be expanded in integral powers of the strains, which 
is not necessarily true a priori, we should have no right to predict 
that the first powers occur in the expansion, and he remarked that 
the stress-strain relation is a matter to be determined by experi
ment, except in so far as it can be deduced from a knowledge 
of the intermolecular action between the parts of the solid 

We have had frequent occasion to notice a discrepancy in the 
number of elastic constants which are found in the equations 
obtained from different theories. In case these equations are 
deduced from a molecular hypothesis such as Navier's, they 
involve fewer constants than when they are derived by methods 
like those of Green and Sir G. Stokes, and it is a very important 
question whether the relations among the constants in Green's 
equations, necessary to reduce them to Navier's equations, really 
hold. The questions to be discussed are whether elastic reolotropy 
is to be characterised by 21 constants or 15, and whether elastic 
isotropy is to be characterised by two constants or one. The two 
theories are styled by Prof. Pearson2 the multi-constant theory and 
the rari-constant theory respectively. Among rari-constant elas
ticians the most prominent are Navier, Poisson and Saint-Venant, 
while in the writings of Cauchy and Lame sometimes one theory 
is adopted and sometimes the other. Green, without intending 
it, is practically the founder of the multi-constant theory, though 
it had been introduced by Cauchy in his first memoir on the 
general equations. In Lame's treatise we have multi-constant 
equations deduced from an hypothesis which ought to have 
led him to rari-constancy. Sir G. Stokes was the first to insist on 

1 Tkeori e tkr E lasticitlit felter K'6rper, 1864. 
2 Todhunter and Pearson, vol I. ans. 921 sq. 
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the importance of the discrepancy, and Sir W. Thomson has been 
the most strenuous opponent of the rari-constant theory. 

This theory rests on the hypothesis that the action between 
two molecules is in the line joining them, and is a function of 
their distance. In other words it proceeds on the assumption that 
the behaviour of solid bodies is the same as it would be if they 
were composed of an immense number of material points, between 
which are forces of attraction or repulsion, following a certain law. 
The working out of this hypothesis leads to certain relations 
among the constants, by which the six components of stress, at 
any point of a solid, are expressed in terms of the six components 
of strain, which relations ought to admit of experimental verifica
tion. I call these relations Oauchy' s relations, because they are 
virtually included in his investigation, although they appear to 
have been first formulated by Saint-Venant in his great memoir 
on the torsion of prisms. The particular case of isotropy is the 
best known. For this case, Navier, Poisson, and Cauchy deduced 
from the molecular hypothesis equations containing a single 
elastic constant, while the utmost reduction, that can be effected 
without recourse to this hypothesis, leaves two independent 
constants. The result which ought most easily to admit of 
experimental verification is concerned with the ratio of the linear 
lateral contraction to the linear longitudinal extension of a bar 
under terminal tractive load. According to the rari-constant theory 
this ratio must be i for all isotropic materials. According to the 
multi-constant theory it depends on the material and may vary 
between the extreme values l and -It. The supporters of the 
rari-constant theory rely 1 partly on the experimental evidence, 
which they hold to be definitely favourable to their view, and 
partly on the value of the hypothesis from which it is deduced. 
They urge, in favour of this hypothesis, the general consent that 
has been accorded to it since it was first propounded by Newton, 
its success in explaining the phenomena of gravitation and the 
conservation of energy, and the similar success of similar 
hypotheses in the kinetic theory of gases, and in the theories of 
electricity and magnetism. The opponents of the theory urge 
against it firstly that it rests on a hypothesis possibly doubtful, 

1 See below, ch. nx., art. 28. 
2 See in particular Saint-Venant's edition of Navier's Letj0118 sur l'application de 

la M€caniqull, where the subject is discussed at length in Appendice V. 
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secondly that this hypothesis has been incorrectly worked out, 
thirdly that it contradicts the results of experiment, and lastly 
that the known laws of energy lead to results which are certainly 
true, whether the molecular hypothesis be correct or no, and these 
laws are sufficient to serve as a basis for theory. 

Of these objections the first depends entirely on our view 
of the world. The older theories of physics were content with 
explaining phenomena by the assumption of elements acting upon 
each other at a distance. A dynamical explanation of any pheno
menon once consisted in a statement of the attracting and 
repelling forces adequate to produce it. Why these forces existed, 
how they arose, were questions on which science was dumb. 
Modern speculations in molecular dynamics point in the direction 
of a kinetic theory of matter, according to which all the interac
tions between portions of matter are effected through the inter
vention of a continuous medium. If we are to obtain equations of 
elasticity from a supposition of this kind, without knowing the 
nature of the medium and the nature of the atoms, we can only 
invoke the known laws of energy, as was done by Green and Sir 
W. Thomson, but we are not thereby placed in a position to prove 
that the molecular hypothesis in question is not an adequate 
mathematical representation of the facts. 

I do not think it can be successfully contended that the 
hypothesis could properly lead to any but rari-constant equations. 
It is true that eiTOrs occur in the earlier writings on the subject, 
which have been seized upon by the opponents of the theory, and 
held to invalidate its results. There is in fact no single investiga
tion which would be entirely acceptable to modern mathematicians, 
but the explanations which Clausius has given of one of Cauchy's 
memoirs prove that that memoir might have been so written as 
to shew that the hypothesis really leads to Poisson's equations, 
although not strictly by Poisson's method of investigation. Sir W. 
Thomson 1 has indeed endeavoured to prove that the theory is self
contradictory. This he proposed to do by actually constructing 
a model of a molecule, which shall possess reolotropy of the most 
general kind supposed by Green, all the parts of the model being 
made of isotropic material fulfilling Poisson's condition. I fail to 
see how an unbiassed judge could accept the model as the proof of 

1 Lectures on Molecular Dynamics. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 1884. 
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a flaw in Cauchy's analysis. More recently Sir W. Thomson1 has 
convinced himself that there exists a law of intermolecular force, 
between "Boscovich point-atoms", which would lead to ran
constant equations for an isotropic solid, whose elements are such 
atoms, so that perhaps we may regard the contention of incorrect 
working out as given up. 

Both sides in this controversy appeal with equal confidence 
to the confirmation of their views by experimental investigations. 
It would seem, at first sight, a simple matter to determine, in 
some form, two moduluses of elasticity of a great number of 
isotropic substances, and to observe whether their ratio is that 
which it should be on the rari-constant hypothesis. The conten
tion of the rari-consta.nt elasticians is that the result confirms 
their view, whenever reasonable care has been taken to perform 
the experiments upon an isotropic elastic solid, strained within 
its limits of elasticity. They reject, as worthless, experiments on 
such solids as cork and india-rubber, which contain numerous 
cavities of dimensions incomparably greater than those of the 
sphere of molecular activity. They explain many apparent con
tradictions of their theory, offered by experiments on wires, by 
the supposition that the solid subjected to experiment was really 
reolotropic ; and although there are reolotropic materials whose 
elastic properties are expressed on the rari-constant theory by 
two constants, the formulre for these are quite different from 
those of biconstant isotropy. Until very recently their opponents 
relied generally on experiments made on wires or thin plates 
probably very reolotropic, but treated as isotropic, or else on the 
continuity first suggested by Sir G. Stokes in the behaviour of 
different kinds of materials, ranging from perfect fluids to 
perfectly elastic solids, and including such solids as cork, jelly, 
and india-rubber among elastic solids. The continuity referred 
to consists really in the continuously changing relative impor
tance of set and elastic strain, in different classes of materials
an appeal is virtually made to experiments on something else 
than elastic solids to disprove a supposed property of the latter. 
It seems to me unfortunate that the supporters of multi
constancy should have taken up this line of argument, as, 
at any rate since 1860, exact methods of experimental investi-

1 'Molecular conatifiution of Matter.' Edinburgh R. 8. Proc. 1889. See also 
Math. and Phy1. Paper•, vol. III. 

L. 2 
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gation have been within their reach. Numerous researches have 
in fact been made for the express purpose of discovering the 
true value of Poisson's ratio for various solids. Among them 
it is true that some were not conducted with proper care, but 
it is not a little remarkable that they all agree in finding 
values of this ratio which differ for different materials, and 
occasionally they find the ratio almost exactly equal to f. The 
first of such researches is that of Wertheim 1 who was led to take 
up the subject by an experiment of Cagniard Latour's on com
pression, by which a result was obtained that appeared to be in 
conflict with one found analytically by Lame. The materials 
selected by Wertheim were glass and brass, and he found that, 
for both, the ratio is nearer to t than f. No great importance 
can be attached to these experiments as the material was probably 
not isotropic, but later experimenters have taken more care. 
Kirchhoff' devised experiments on the torsion and flexure of 
steel bars, using Saint-V enant's formulre. These experiments 
yield a direct comparison of moduluses, and consequently the 
value of Poisson's ratio, which he found to be ·294 for his ma
terials. More recently experiments by M. Amagat8 on the 
compressibility of solids, conducted with great care, led him to 
values of Poisson's ratio which vary from about i for glass to 
·428 for lead, and verify Wertheim's value for brass, these 
experiments, like those of Kirchhoff, were made with full know
ledge of the nature of the point in dispute. But perhaps the 
most striking experimental evidence is that which Prof. Voigt' 
has derived from his study of the elasticity of crystals. The 
objection to materials possibly reolotropic, but treated as isotropic, 
was got rid of when h~ had the courage to undertake experiments 
on materials known to be reolotropic in a given manner6

• The 
point to be settled is however more remote. According to Green 
there exist, for a solid of the most generally reolotropic character, 
21 independent elastic constants. The molecular hypothesis, as 

1 Annala de Ohimie et de Phyriqlu, XXDL 1848. 
2 Pogg. Ann. CVIII. 1859. 
3 Journal de Phyaique, VIII. 1889. 
' Wiedemann's Annalen, xxn. 1887, XXXIV. and xxxv. 1888, and XXXVIII. 1889. 
a It may be questioned whether this can be knoum in the manner assumed by 

Prof. Voigt following in the footsteps of F. E. Neumann, See ch. m. of the 
present work. 
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worked out by Cauchy and supported by Saint-V enant, leads to 
only 15 constants, so that, if the rari-constant theory be correct, 
there must be 6 independent relations among Green's 21 coefficients. 
These relations I call Cauchy's relations. Now Prof. Voigt's 
experiments were made on the torsion and flexure of prisms of 
various crystals, for most of which Saint-V enant's formulre for 
reolotropic rods hold good, for the others he supplied the 
required formulre. In the cases of Beryl and Rocksalt only were 
Cauchy's relations even approximately verified, in the seven other 
kinds of crystals examined there were very considerable differences 
between the coefficients which these relations would require to be 
equal. The most remarkable results of this kind are those for 
the regular crystal Pyrites, for which the two coefficients that 
ought to be equal are respectively -483 x 108 and 10'75 x 10• 
grammes' weight per square centimetre. The latter is the prin
cipal rigidity, or resistance to shear of planes perpendicular to an 
axis of the crystal, and is considerably greater than the rigidity of 
steel, the former is negative and large, being comparable with 
this rigidity. Exactly similar results were obtained from numerous 
experiments on rods of the material It appears to me that a 
single result of this kind, once firmly established, is sufficient to 
discredit the molecular or rather point-atom hypothesis as a basis 
for elastic theory. 

Even if the experimental evidence were all fairly interpretable 
in favour of the other side, if there were a general consensus that 
Cauchy's relations hold good, and that Poisson's ratio is i. for 
materials carefully examined, that would not amount to a proof 
of the molecular hypothesis. It would still be open to us to reject 
that hypothesis as not axiomatic, and in the present state of 
science we must so reject it. It is futile to argue, as Saint-Venant 
does, that, because some proofs of the principle of energy rest on 
the assumption of central intermolecular force, therefore a system 
of forces, even if it have a potential. cannot be conservative 
unless the force between two molecules is central, and a function 
of their distance. Unless the hypothesis were axiomatic, there 
could be no reason to adopt it to-day. Modern Physics is perfectly 
capable of deducing a theory of elasticity from the known laws of 
energy, without the aid of a subsidiary hypothesis about inter
molecular force, and, being in that position, it is bound to discard 
the hypothesis. Such a device is merely a phase in the develop-

2-2 
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ment of scientific thought, and, having served its turn as a means 
of introducing generality into the subject, it must give place again 
to a still more general method. 

Saint-V enant as the champion of ran-constancy has repeatedly 
urged an objection against Green's method which its supporters 
do not appear to have met directly. The step objected to is the 
supposed possibility of expanding the energy-function in terms 
of the strain-components, and the retention of the second term. 
It is true that, as a proposition in pure mathematics, the step 
is unjustifiable. We have no right to assume that because one 
quantity depends upon another, and the first vanishes, and has a 
minimum value when the second vanishes, that, therefore, the 
first can be expanded in powers of the second, and terms of the 
second order occur. Many examples could be given to the contrary. 
But it is different in the case of elasticity. There is a definite 
physical reason, not stated by Green, and not generally stated 
in that connexion by his followers, viz. :-that experiment shews 
that the stress, in an elastic solid strained at constant tem
perature, or executing small vibrations, is a linear function of 
the strain, and it follows from this, analytically, that the 
potential energy of strain if a function of the strains at all, 
is a quadratic function of the strains. when the latter are small. 
That the potential energy is a function of the strains in these 
two cases is a proposition in Thermodynamics, first proved by 
Sir W. Thomson. 

We have just seen that the modern theory of elasticity rests 
upon the generalised Hooke's Law, as a fundamental datum given 
in experience. It is therefore necessary to pay some attention to 
the history of science in respect of this law. Its discovery by 
Hooke and Marriotte has already been noticed, but the experi
ments which led them to it were not of a very conclusive character. 
James Bernoulli, the discoverer of the elastic line, challenged it 
in 1 '7 44. The mathematicians of the 18th century assumed the 
linearity of the relation between tension and extension, whenever 
they needed it. For this case, Young gave precision to the law 
by the introduction of his modulus. Hodgkinson's experiments on 
cast-iron led him to conclude that, for this material at any rate, 
the law does not hold good. The discoverers of the general 
equations of elasticity, Navier, Poisson, and Cauchy, could all have 
deduced it from their molecular hypothesis if they had paid 
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attention to the point, but they did not. This was reserved for 
Saint-Venant and Lame. The point was really settled in 1845, 
when Sir G. Stokes remarked that the capacity of all solids to 
execute isochronous vibrations proves that the stress-strain re
lations must be linear for the very small displacements involved 
It is sufficient for the mathematical theory as at present developed 
to know that the law is true for infinitesimal strains. It is a 
matter of interest, for possible future developments, to know 
further that, for all solids, (except cast-iron and perhaps some 
other cast metals), the law represents the streBB-strain relation, as 
accurately as experiment can tell, for finite strains within the 
elastic limits. 

Now just as the generalised Hooke's Law was introduced into 
the mathematical theory from the analytical rather than the 
physical side, so almost the whole machinery of coefficients of 
elasticity, expressing the law, comes from the same source. 
Young's modulus, as a coefficient, is practically in the old theories 
of beams, in vogue before the time of Young. The rigidity, or 
coefficient of resistance to shearing strain, was in mathematical 
memoirs, (of course without a name), before it was suggested by 
Vicat1 and defined by Navier1• The whole set of 21 coefficients 
of Green's energy-function remained unnamed till the appearance 
of Rankine's paper of 18558• But, after the introduction of .A's 
and B's to express properties of matter, the physicist has come 
forward with an explanation as to what property of matter is 
expressed by .A. or B, his work has been a nomenclature of the 
.A's and B's depending on something concrete which they really 
express, or the discovery of relations between the coefficients and 
some possible new set expressing simpler properties. 

In the theory of isotropic solids there occur two constants at 
most, say the K and k of Cauchy's first memoir. If Poisson's ratio 
be !, k = 2K. Cauchy's equations involving these constants are ob
tained by means of rather arbitrary assumptions. Different writers 
use different constants, which can be expressed in terms of Cauchy's. 
N a vier and Poisson use a single constant, and so in other writings 

1 • Becherches experimentales sur ..• Ia. rupture'. Annale& du ponu et chatu~~€u, 
Y6moires 1833. 

2 In the second edition of his Le~, 1833. 
8 ' On Axes of Elasticity and Crystalline Forms'. Rankine's MiscellaneotU 

Scientiftc Paper1. 
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does Cauchy. Lame and Clapeyron use a single constant. Mean
while Young's modulus is already defined physically. Presently 
comes Vicat with a physical definition of the rigidity. What is 
the relation of these physical constants to the coefficients in the 
elastic equations 1 There is no answer, but Green appears instead 
with two new constants A and B which he shews depend on the 
velocities ef plane waves in the solid. Sir G. Stokes follows with 
again two new constants, defined, this time, from physical con
siderations. One is Vica.t's rigidity, the other is the modulus of 
compression, or the ratio of a. hydrostatic pressure applied uni
formly to a solid to the cubical compression it produces. Then 
comes Lame with his constants ,_, and X, obtained rather in the 
manner of Cauchy's K and k, easily expressible in terms of those 
of Sir G. Stokes or Green, of whose writings he appears ignorant, 
,_,is in fact the rigidity. Kirchhoff follows with his K and 8, of 
which K is the rigidity and 8 a number, these are introduced like 
Green's A and B as coefficients in the energy-function. In 
reading any memoir it is necessary to have some acquaintance 
with six constants, the more or less arbitrary pair used by the 
writer of the memoir, the modulus of compression, the rigidity. 
Young's modulus, and Poisson's ratio. 

For reolotropic solids the· matter is much simplified by the 
comparative smallness of the literature. Green introduced his 21 
coefficients, and gave little explanation of them. Franz N eumann1 

was the first to use the coefficients of Green's energy-function to 
express the elastic properties of crystals. He assumed that 
crystallographic symmetry corresponds to symmetry in elastic 
quality, and he thence shewed how to find the proper reductions 
in the number of the constants for the holohedral forms of 
the six classes of crystals, and, for systems having three planes 
of symmetry, he further shewed how to express the Young's 
modulus of the material, in a. given direction, in terms of the 
coefficients. This theory has received much attention at the 
hands of Saint-V enant 2• Prof. V oigt• has extended N euma.nn's 
work so as to include the principal hemihedral crystalline forms, 

1 Vorle.ungen 11btr die Theorie der Elalticitlit dtr festtn Karper und de1 Licht
iithers, 1885. The lectures were delivered in 1857-8. 

2 ' Memoire sur le. distribution des ele.aticites e.utour de che.que point '. 
Liouville's Journal de Mathematiques, VIII, 1863. 

a Wiedemann's Annalen, xvi. 1882. 
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and has developed the theories of flexure and torsion, so as to 
obtain experimental methods for determining the constants of 
crystals with high degrees of symmetry. We have already seen 
how his experiments throw light on the constant controversy. 
The most important of Saint-V enant's researches, in this part 
of the subject, relates to the formula, which gives Young's 
modulus for any direction in an reolotropic solid with three planes 
of symmetry. Neumann had shewn that the modulus in any 
direction is proportional to the inverse fourth power of the 
radius-vector of a certain quartic surface, the coefficients in 
which are functions of the coefficients of elasticity1• Saint
V enant proved that this radius-vector has 13 maxima and minima, 
but, if certain inequalities among the elastic coefficients be ful
filled, all but three are imaginary. It appears not unlikely that the 
maxima and minima of the Young's modulus should belong to 
principal axes of symmetry only. Saint-V enant also investigated 
the values of Poisson's ratio for extension in the direction of one 
axis, and contraction in that of another. He applied these re
searches to obtain formulre that might prove useful in the case 
of timber and laminated metals, which have a certain reolotropic 
character without being crystalline. Another matter, to which 
he drew attention 2, was the possibility of the directions of the 
principal axes of symmetry of contexture of a material, varying, 
from point to point, according to a definite law, so that, when 
suitable curvilinear coordinates are employed the stresses may be 
expressed in terms of the strains by formulre which hold for all 
points, and he applied this theory to obtain results suitable for 
the explanation of certain piezometer experiments by Regnault, in 
which a shell of metal, forming part of the apparatus, probably 
has such a kind of reolotropy. 

Two other points should be noticed in connexion with the 
elastic constants. One is that they vary with the temperature. 
In general a rise of temperature is accompanied by a decrease in 
the values of the constants. This point has been established 
chiefly by the experiments of Wertheim 3

, Kohlrausch' and Mr 

I See Saint-Venant's 'Annotated Clebsoh'. Note du § 16. 
s • Sur les divers genres d'homogeneite des corps solides '. Liouville's Journal, 

1865. 
a 'Recherches sur l'elasticite '. .Annales de chimie, XII. 1844. 
' Pogg • .d1m. CXLI. 1870. 
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Donald McFarlane1• The other is that the constants in the 
equations of vibration are not identical with those in the equations 
of equilibrium. This may be illustrated by a reference to Laplace's 
celebrated correction of the Newtonian velocity of sound. In the 
case of vibrations, the changes of state follow the adiabatic law, no 
heat being gained or lost by any element ; in the case of strain 
gradually produced at constant temperature, the changes of state, 
following the isothermal law, differ from those that have place 
in a vibrating solid. The moduluses in the two cases are called 
by Sir W. Thomson kinetic and static moduluses respectively, and 
the latter are a little smaller than the former, but the ratio is 
very much nearer to unity for solids than for air. This point seems 
to have been first investigated by Lagerhjelm2 in 182'7. 

Before passing to the consideration of problems, it is proper 
to notice some other matters connected with the general theory. 
These are the thermo-elastic equations of Neumann and Duhamel, 
the transformation of the equations of elasticity to orthogonal 
curvilinear coordinates, the theory of the propagation of disturb
ances by wave-motion in an unlimited elastic solid medium, and 
the general theory of the free vibrations of solids. 

One method by which the ordinary equations of elasticity have 
been obtained is, as we have seen, to assume that an elastic solid 
behaves like a system of material points, between which are forces 
of attraction or repulsion, and to estimate the stress thence arising 
when alterations are made in the intermolecular distances. When 
the temperature is variable, the force cannot be taken simply a 
function of the distance. Duhamel 8 assumed that there is in this 
case an additional term in the force, proportional to the increase 
of temperature, and he thence obtained equations for the equi
librium of a solid strained by unequal heating. Franz Neumann' 
about the same time obtained similar equations by a method, 
which amounted to assuming that in a small part of a solid, so 
strained, there is a uniform elastic pressure proportional to the 

1 Quoted by Sir W. Thomson, art. Elasticity, Encyc. Brit. and Math. and 
Phys. Papers, vol. III. 

2 See Todhunter e.nd Pearson, vol. I. e.rt. 870. 
s ' Memoire sur le calcul des actions molooule.ires developpees par les change

ments de temperature dans les corps solides '. M~m •... par divers savam, v. 1888. 
• • Die thermischen ... Axen des Kryste.llsystems des Gypses ', Pogg. Ann. xxvn. 

1888, e.nd 'Die Gesetze der Doppelbrechung ... ', Abh. k. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1841 ; see 
also the same author's Vorlesungen ilber die Theorie der Elasticitiit ... 
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temperature. The thermodynamical investigation of Sir W. 
Thomson shews that these equations cannot be deduced from 
known laws, and experiment appears to shew that the temperature 
coefficient introduced by Neumann and Duhamel is not constant 
but a function of the strains. We must regard the thermo-elastic 
equations of these writers as a provisional suggestion, destined 
to give place to a. theory founded on fuller experimental know
ledge. 

To Lame belongs the credit of introducing the methods of 
curvilinear coordinates into the study of physics. In a sense the 
whole theory is due to him. Special cases had received treatment 
before his time, but we owe to him all the fundamental general 
theorems of the subject. He succeeded in transforming the equa
tions of elasticity to orthogonal coordinates, and gave, in his Le9Qn8 
sur les Ooordonnees Ourvilignes, the values of the strain-com
ponents, and the equations for the stresses. He also gave the 
equations determining the displacements when the solid is iso
tropic. In elastic theory the most important cases are those of 
spherical and cylindrical coordinates. These have been treated by 
Mr Webb1 by means of vector-differentiation depending on the 
kinematical method of " moving axes" introduced by Mr R B. 
Hayward9• Other investigations have been given by Saint-Venant 
and Borchardt 8, and Mr Larmor' has shewn how to deduce the 
equations from a knowledge of the formula. for the line-element, 
and the energy-function. 

The theory of. the propagation of waves in an unlimited iso
tropic elastic medium was first considered by Poisson, who, in his 
memoir of 1828, shewed that there are two kinds of waves, one 
waves of compression, and the other waves of distortion, and that 
these are propagated independently with different velocities. He 
also gave the now well-known integral of the equations of wave
propagation, which expresses the motion, at any place and time, 
in terms of the initial disturbance. The interpretation of this 
integral was given much later by Sir G. StokesD. Green con-

1 Mtuenger of Mathematica, 1882. 
2 Camb. Phil. Soc. Tram. VII. 1856. 
3 Crelle-Borchardt, LXXVI. 1873. 
' Oamb. Phil. Soc. Tram. :nv. 1885. 
6 'On the Dynamical Theory of Diffraction'. Camb. Phil. Soc. Tram. n:. 1849, 

and Math. and Ph'll'· Paper~, vol. II. 
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sidered the propagation of plane waves in an reolotropic medium 1, 
and concluded that there are three kinds of waves which are 
propagated with different velocities. When the medium is iso
tropic the cubic equation giving these velocities has two equal 
roots. The theory of wave-motion in an reolotropic medium was 
given by Blanchet in two memoirs in Liouville's Journal (v. 1840, 
and VII. 1842). He integrated the equations of wave-propagation, 
and interpreted his integrals so as to lead to the wave-surface 
method of physical optics. A different investigation has been 
given by Herr Christoffel'. All the developments of this theory 
belong to physical optics. Optical phenomena lead to the hy
pothesis of a medium in which waves of light can be propagated, 
and it is a definite question whether the properties to be attri
buted to the medium, in order that the results may be in ac
cordance with observation, are identical with those of an elastic 
solid ; and it is therefore very important, for optical theory, to 
have an account of the propagation of a disturbance in an elastic 
solid medium. Thanks to the investigators referred to, we have 
such an account. 

The general theory of the free vibrations of solids is due to 
Clebsch, and appeared for the first time in his treatise of 1864. 
Particular problems had previously been treated by Euler, Poisson, 
Kirchhoff, and others, but Clebsch appears to have been the first 
to formulate true general results which apply to all solids. To 
him must be attributed the extension of. the notion of principal 
oscillations to systems with an infinite number of degrees of 
freedom, and the introduction of the corresponding normal func
tions, with the proof of their principal properties; he also pointed 
out the utility of· the variational equation of motion in investi
gating these properties, and that of the boundary-conditions in 
determining periods and types. This theory was given by 
Clebsch as a generalisation of Poisson's theory of the radial 
vibrations of a sphere (published in 1828), but it was no doubt 
also in part suggested by the already well-known results for 
strings, bars, plates, and membranes. Lord Rayleigh3 went 
further, in connecting the theory with the purely dynamical 

1 'On the propagation of light in crystallized media.' Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans. 
vn. 1842. 

1 'Fortpflanzung des Stosses .. .' Brioschi's Annali di Matematica, vw. 1877. 
a Proc. Lcmd. Math. Soc. IV. 1873, and Theory of Sound, vol. I. 1877. 
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treatment of small oscillations about a configuration of stable 
equilibrium, and extending to it some new theorems relating 
to such oscillations in a system with finite freedom. 

Before the appearance of Clebsch's treatise, a different theory 
had been propounded by Lame in his LefO'IIS sur ... UlastifJiti. 
Acquainted with Poisson's discovery of waves of compression and 
waves of distortion, he concluded that the vibrations of any solid 
must fall into similar classes, and he investigated the vibrations 
of various bodies on this asgumption. The fact that his solutions 
do not satisfy the boundary-conditions that hold at the surfaces of 
his solids, is a sufficient disproof of his theory; but it was finally 
disposed of when Prof. Lamb shewed how to calculate all the 
modes of vibration of a homogeneous isotropic sphere, proving that 
the classes, into which they fall, do not verify Lame's supposition. 

The general problems of the theory of elasticity may be stated 
as follows :-

(1) A body of any form is subject to the action of any given 
bodily forces, and surface-tractions, or has its surface deformed in 
any given manner, it is required to determine the state of strain 
and displacement in the interior. 

(2) The body executes small vibrations, either freely, or under 
the action of given periodic forces, it is required to find the modes 
and periods of the small free oscillations, and the amplitude of the 
forced oscillations. 

We have now to consider what degree of success has attended 
the efforts of mathematicians to solve these problems. 

The first general solution was given by Lame and Clapeyron in 
their memoir of 1828, where there is an investigation of the 
displacement produced in the interior of an isotropic solid bounded 
by an infinite plane, at whose surface there is a given distribution 
of load. This problem of the infinite plane has been the subject 
of researches by several writers. When the load is a harmonic 
distribution of normal pressure it is not difficult to find a solution 
by means of Fourier's series, such solutions have been considered 
by several writers1

• Another method has been followed by M. 
Boussinesq1

• Lame1 had noticed that certain potential functions 
1 See e.g. Solutio71B of the Cambridge Proble1118 .. . , for 1875, pp. 150 sq. 
2 The researches of this author on this part of the subject commence with four 

papers in the CO'mptes Rendus, LXXVIII. 1879, and culminate in his .dpplicatio71B de• 
Potentiell.... Paris, 1885. 

s Letjons sur ... l'elasticite, sixieme let;on. 
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could be applied to obtain solutions of the equations of elastic 
equilibrium; these are the "inverse potential", i.e. the ordinary 
potential, or volume-integral of the product of a given function and 
the reciprocal of the distance of any point within a certain region 
from a. given point, and the "direct potential" or volume-integral 
containing the distance. M. Boussinesq added to these the " loga
rithmic potential" which is the similar volume-integral containing 
the logarithm of a certain function of the coordinates, and he gave, 
in terms of potential functions of certain surface-distributions, a 
solution of the problem of the equilibrium of a solid bounded by 
an infinite plane, on which there is an arbitrary distribution of 
normal pressure. The general problem was solved by Signor 
Valentino Cerruti 1 who applied to it a general method of integrating 
the equations of elastic equilibrium, devised by Pro£ Betti. The 
displacement at any point is expressed in terms of surface-integrals, 
involving the arbitrary distribution of surface-displacement or 
surface-traction. M. Boussinesq afterwards developed his theory 
of potential functions, so as to obtain the solutions of Signor 
Cerruti, and he considered particular cases in considerable detail. 
Of these, the most interesting is the case of a solid deformed by 
considerable preBBure, applied in the neighbourhood of a single 
point of its surface ; and the consideration of this case led to a 
remarkable theory of "local perturbations", according to which the 
effect of force, applied in the neighbourhood of any point of a. 
body, falls off very rapidly as the distance from the point increases, 
and in particular the application of an equilibrating system of 
forces to a small part of a solid produces an effect, which is 
negligible at considerable distances from the part, so that in 
estimating the effect produced at a distance, by force applied in 
any manner near to a given point, the resultant only of the forces 
need be taken into account, their mode of application being com
paratively insignificant. This is of importance in connexion with 
Saint-V enant's and many other problems. 

After the plane, the next surface discussed was the sphere. 
This problem was first considered generally by Lame, who gave a. 
complete solution, in terms of spherical harmonics, of the case 
where an isotropic sphere, or spherical shell, is subject to its own 

1 ' Ricerche intorno all' equilibria de' corpi elastici isotropi '. Beak Accademia 
dei Lincei, Rome, 1832. 
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gravitation, and to any distribution of surface-traction. Lame' 
commenced by transforming the equations to polar coordinates. 
The equations of the problem in rectangular coordinates were first 
solved by Sir W. Thomson •, who applied the results to the 
consideration of astronomical problems relating to the elastic 
equilibrium of the earth, deformed by tide-generating forces, or 
centrifugal force. In the case of the tides it was shewn that the 
degree of rigidity to be attributed to the solid, in order that ocean 
tides upon it may be similar to those on the earth, is very con
siderable, and the result discredits somewhat the geological 
hypothesis of the internal fluidity of the earth. The application 
of the problem to test this hypothesis is however beset with 
difficulties which have not yet been surmounted. The spherical 
harmonic solutions of the equations of elasticity have an extended 
application to other problems besides that of the equilibrium of 
the sphere. They are solutions in terms of integral powers of the 
coordinates, and they have been considered in this light by Mr 
Chree1

, who has shewn, by means of them, how to obtain a solution 
of some problems relating to the equilibrium of ellipsoids, and has 
also utilised them to verify Saint-V enant's solutions for the torsion 
and flexure of beams. Another application of them which has been 
recently made4 is to investigate the effect of flaws in diminishing 
the strength of structures, verifying for the simplest case the 
factor of safety 2, allowed by engineers to guard against this form of 
weakness. A different solution of Lame's problem has been given 
by Borchardt6

• Instead of spherical harmonic series the displace
ments are expressed in terms of definite integrals involving the 
given surface-tractions, and a like solution has been given, by the 
same writer, of the problem of the strain in a sphere deformed by 
unequal heating8

, setting out from the thermo-elastic equations of 

J Liouville's JO'Urnal, XIX. 1854. 
t Phil. Tram. B. S. 1863. 
s • A new solution of the equations of an isotropic elastic solid, and its applica

tion to the theory of beams'. Quarterly JO'Urnal, 1886. See also another paper by 
the same author in the same journal, 1888. 

4 Larmor, Phil. Mag. Jan. 1892. 
• • Ueber Deformationen elastischer isotroper Korper durch mechanische an 

ihre Oberfiache wirkende Krii.fte '. Berlin Monatsberichte, 1873. 
e • Untersuchungen iiber die Elasticitii.t fester isotroper Korper in Beriicksichti

gung der Wii.rme '. Berlin Monatsberichte, 1873. This paper and the one last 
referred to are reprinted in Borchardt's GeBammelte Werke. 
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Neumann and Duhamel. The method of Lame, consisting partly 
in the transformation to appropriate coordinates, has been applied 
by Herr Wangerin1 to obtain solutions of the general equations, 
for a solid bounded by a surface of revolution, for which Laplace's 
equation can be solved. 

The only general method that has been devised is that of 
Prof. Betti1 mentioned above. He set out from a general recipro
cal theorem, which can be stated in the form :-The whole work 
done by forces of any type, acting over the displacements produced 
by forces of a second type, is equal to the whole work done by the 
forces of the second type, acting over the displacements produced 
by those of the first. He !)!hewed how to obtain the solution of 
the equations for any arbitrary distribution of surface-displacement, 
or surface-traction, in terms of the corresponding solution for 
certain particular distributions. The solution, that would be 
obtained by this method, puts in evidence the surface-displacement 
or surface-traction arbitrarily given, and is analogous to the 
solution of problems in electrostatics by means of Green's function. 
There can be little doubt that the method was suggested by 
electrical theory. Prof. Betti has applied it to the sphere-problem, 
and obtained results identical with those of Borchardt, and we 
have seen that, in the case of the plane-problem, success attended 
the application of it by Signor Cerruti. 

Excepting the special problems of thin wires and plates, the 
problem of the vibrations of a given solid has been solved only in 
the case of the sphere and spherical shell. The radial vibrations 
of the sphere were first considered by Poisson in 1828 and served 
as the text on which Clebsch explained his theory of the free 
vibrations of solids. The analysis of the general problem was first 
completely given by Herr Jaerisch8

, who shewed that the solution 
could be expressed in terms of spherical harmonics and certain 
functions of the radius, which are practically Bessel's functions of 
order integer+ t. This result was obtained independently by 
Pro£ Lamb, who gave4 an account of all the simpler modes of 
vibration, the nature of the nodal divisions of the sphere when any 

1 ' Ueber das Problem des Gleichgewichts elastischer Rotationskiirper ', Grunert's 
.Archiv, LV. 1873. 

I Il Nuovo Oimentc, VI-X. 1872 sq. 
3 Grelle-Borchardt, Lxxxvm. 1879. 
4 Proc. Land. Math. Soc. XIIL 1882. 
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normal vibration is executed, and the periods; we have already 
remarked upon the utility of this solution in regard to the 
general theory of the vibrations of solids. 

Prior to the discovery of the general equations there existed 
theories of the torsion and flexure of beams starting from Galilei's 
enquiry and a suggestion of Coulomb's. The problems thus 
proposed are among the most important for practical applications, 
as most questions that have to be dealt with by engineers can, at 
any rate for the purpose of a rough first approximation, be reduced 
to questions of the resistance of beams. Cauchy was the first to 
attempt to apply the general equations to this class of problems, 
and his investigation of the torsion of a rectangular prism 1, though 
not correct, is historically important, as he recognised that the 
normal sections do not remain plane. His result had little 
influence on practice. The practical treatises of the earlier half of 
the present century contain a theory of torsion with a result that 
we have already attributed to Coulomb, viz.: that the resistance to 
torsion is the product of an elastic constant, the amount of the 
twist, and the moment of inertia of the cross-section. In Young's 
Lectures on Natural Philosophy and in Navier's Lefons sur 
l'.Application de la Mecanique this is attributed to the relative 
displacement of the normal sections of a twisted prism, i.e. really 
to the shear, though this is not distinctly stated by Navier, and it 
is assumed that the normal sections remain plane. Again, in the 
theory of flexure, the practical treatises of the time followed the 
Bernoulli-Eulerian theory, attributing the resistance to flexure 
entirely to extension and contraction of the fibres. To Saint
V enant belongs the credit of bringing the problems of the torsion 
and flexure of beams under the general theory. Seeing the 
difficulty of obtaining general solutions, the pressing need for 
practical purposes of some theory that could be applied to the 
strength of structures, and the improbability of the precise mode 
of application of the load to the parts of any apparatus being 
known, he was led to reflect on the theories used for the solution 
of special problems before the discovery of the general equations. 
These reflexions led him to the discovery of the semi-inverse 
method of solution, which bears his name. Some part of the 
theory in vogue, and resting on special assumptions, may be true, 
at least in a large majority of cases. It may be possible, by 

l E:z:ercice1 de Mathlmatiquu, 1828. 
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retaining some part of the data or conclusions of such a 
theory, to restrict the generality of the equations, and so obtain 
solutions-not indeed such as satisfy surface-conditions arbitrarily 
given, but such as satisfy sets of surface-conditions practically 
important. 

The first problem to which Saint-Venant applied his method 
was that of the torsion of prisms, towards the theory of which he 
struggled from 1839 to 1855 when he gave it in his most famous 
memoir1

• For this application he assumed the general cha.ra.cter 
of the strain, viz. : that it consists of a distortion of the cross
sections combined with a simple twist about the axis; from this 
he deduced the differential equation and the boundary-condition 
that must be satisfied by the displacement parallel to the 
axis, and he shewed that the twisting couple may be of any given 
amount that produces no set, but the tractions, of which this 
couple is the resultant, must be applied to the end of the prism 
in a particular manner. In cases of symmetry the differential 
equation is Laplace's equation, and Saint-V enant made use of 
certain known solutions to discuss a large number of cases. The 
most important results are (i) that the sections do not remain 
plane, (ii) that Coulomb's torsion-formula is inexact, and requires 
for its correction a numerical factor depending on the shape of the 
cross-section. In the same memoir, and in a subsequent one•, the 
same author applied his new method to the problem of flexure. 
He assumed that in a bent beam the axis, (or line of centroids of 
normal sections,) becomes a plane curve, and the extensions or 
contractions of longitudinal fibres vary as their distance from a 
certain plane through this axis, also that these fibres exert no 
mutual traction upon each other. The most important results are 
(i) that the stress across any section reduces to a transverse force 
and a bending couple, and the latter is proportional to the curva
ture of the axis, as given by the Bernoulli-Eulerian theory; (ii) 
that the normal sections do not remain plane, but the displacement 
in the direction of the axis contains a term, which satisfies an 
equation similar to that in the case of torsion with a different 
boundary-condition. The forces applied at the end may be any 
transverse force and bending couple, but these must be the resul
tants of tractions distributed over the end in a particular manner. 

1 M€m. deB 1avantB €tranger1, nv. 1855. 
2 'Memoire sur la. flexion des prismes ... ' Liouville's Journal, I. 1856. 
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Both in the memoir on torsion and in that on flexure Saint-V enant 
enunciates the principle called by Prof. Pearson that of the "ela.~tic 
equivalence of statically equipollent loads", according to which the 
strain at any point of a beam, whose length is several times its 
diameter, can be calculated without sensible error from the 
resultant force applied at its end, provided the point be not 
very near the end. We have already seen how the later re
searches of M. Boussinesq throw light on this principle. 

In 1864 appeared Clebsch's Theorie der Elasticitat f68ter 
Korper, a work which, in its present form, as edited by Saint
Venant, is the standard treatise on our subject. In this the 
problem of the equilibrium of beams is styled " das de-Saint
V enantsche Problem", and is treated in a more general manner. It 
appeared from Saint-Venant's researches that, alike in the cases 
of torsion and flexure, there is no stress in the normal section 
between fibres of the beam parallel to its length. Clebsch 
proposed to discover the general conditions under which this state 
of things will hold. He introduced this single condition into the 
equations of equilibrium, and proved that all the solutions that 
could thus be obtained fell into three classes characterised 
respe9tively by extension, torsion, and flexure. The equations to 
be satisfied are Saint-V enant's equations for the distortion of the 
sections. 

The theory of torsion has received development at the hands of 
several writers, and we must mention especially the treatment of 
the subject in Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy. Here, for 
the first time, it was pointed out that the problem of the torsion 
of an elastic prism is mathematically identical with that of the 
motion of incompressible fluid in the same prism, rotating with 
angular velocity equal and opposite to the amount of the twist. 
This Hydrodynamical analogy, and the known method of solving 
problems in Hydrodynamics by means of conjugate functions, led 
to the discovery of a remarkable series of solutions of the torsion 
problem. The most important general results that can be gathered 
from this theory are (i) that the resistance of beams to torsion is 
seriously diminished by the existence of any concavity, or dent, or 
anything approaching to a reentrant angle in the surface, and (ii) 
that the correct formula 1 for the resistance of a beam to torsion, 

1 Sain,·Venant, 'Sur nne forn1Ule donnant approximativement le momen' de 
torsion'. Comptes Rendm, LXXJ:VIU. 1879. 

L. 3 
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when this source of weakness is not present, makes this resistance 
very approximately equal to the product of an elastic constant, the 
fourth power of the area., the reciprocal of the moment of inertia. 
about the axis, and the amount of the twist. 

It is apparent that in the case of flexure the departure of the 
new from the old theory is not so glaring as in the case of torsion, 
the character of the resultant stress is given nearly enough by the 
old theory, it is however entirely at fault in describing the 
character of the strain, and consequently could not arrive at a 
correct estimate of the strength of a beam subject to flexure. 
This Saint-Venant's theory enables us to do more satisfactorily. 
An account of the theory, and its practical applications, is given in 
Saint-Venant's edition of the Lewns de Navier (1863). Most of 
these applications rest on an extension of the results for a beam 
supporting an isolated load, to the case of a continuously loaded 
beam. So far as I am aware, the only exact solution of the latter 
problem is that which has been recently given by Prof. Pearson I, 
for a. particular distribution of load. The extension to be made 
rests, in general, on the supposition that the linear dimensions of 
the cross-section of the beam are very small in comparison with its 
length, and they thus belong essentially to the theory of thin rods 
and wires. We shall therefore properly postpone our considera
tion of these extensions of Saint-V enant's theory, until we come 
to treat of that part of the subject. 

1 Quarterly Journal, 1889. 



CHAPTER I. 

ANALYSIS OF STRAIN 1• 

1. WHENEVER, owing to any cause, changes take place in the 
relative positions of the parts of a body, the body is said to be 
strained-thus a stretched string, a compressed spring, a twisted 
wire, a vibrating bell, are bodies in a state of strain. 

The part of our subject which deals with the analysis of 
strains-including their composition and resolution-is a branch 
of kinematics, and can be investigated from a purely geometrical 
point of view. For this purpose, we shall consider homogeneous 
strain as a method of transformation of geometrical figures, and 
shall then explain the connexion of this branch of geometry with 
our subject. 

2. Homogeneous Strain. 

Suppose we are given any figure (collection of points) in 
space, tbe points may be distributed either discretely or con
tinuously, and points distributed continuously may form an 

I The following among other authorities may be consulted : 
Cauchy, Ezercicu de Mathlmatiquu, .A.nnee 1827, the artiole 'Bur la conden

sation et la dilatation des corps solides '. 
Saini-Venant, Comptes Rendm xxxv. 1847. •Memoire sur l'equilibre des oorpa 

solides, dans les limite& de leur elasticite, et sur les conditions de leur resistance, 
quand les depla.cements eprouves par leurs points ne sont pas tr~s-petits '. 

Thomson and Tait, Natural Philosophy, vol. I. part I. 

Sir W. Thomson, article • Elasticity', Encyclopadia Britannica, reprinted in 
his Mathematical and Phylical Papers, vol. III. 

Todhunter and Pearson, History of the Elasticity and Strength of Materiall, 
vol. I. espeoially arts. 1619 sq. 

Weyrauch, Theorie elastischer Kiirper. 

3-2 
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aggregate of one, two, or three dimensions, according as they 
lie upon a line, or upon a surface, or within a certain region of 
space. We shall suppose, in general, that the figure considered is 
a triply infinite series of points, filling a certain surface given in 
space. The position of any point in such a series is determined 
by means of its rectangular coordinates (a:, y, z), referred to a 
Cartesian system of axes, and we shall in general suppose that the 
origin is one of the points of the series considered. Then the 
figure is said to be homogeneously strained when we make the 
new position of a point correspond to its old position in such a 
way that the coordinates of its new position are linear functions 
of the coordinates of its old position. 

Let the equations of transformation be 

xl = (1 + au) x + auy + auzl 
Y1=a21x+(1 +~)y+ar ............... (1). 
z1 = an x + a3'J y + (1 +au) z 

Then~. y1 , z1 are the coordinates, after strain, of the point which 
before strain was at (x, y, z). 

The equations corresponding to (1 ), in two dimensions, repre
sent a transformation such that the figure corresponding to a. 
given one is similar to one of the orthographic projections of the 
original, and the characteristic property of such transformations is 
that parallel straight lines are transformed into parallel straight 
lines, and all the parts of any one straight line are equally 
extended. It is clear now that by such a transformation as 
(1) parallel planes are transformed into parallel planes, and thence 
it follows that this characteristic property of the transformation 
in two dimensions holds also for homogeneous strain in three 
dimensions. Again in orthographic projection any circle becomes 
an ellipse, and diameters of the circle at right angles to each 
other become conjugate diameters of the ellipse. In like manner 
it is at once seen from equations (1) that any sphere is changed 
by homogeneous strain into an ellipsoid, and three co-orthogonal 
diameters of the sphere are changed into three conjugate dia
meters of the ellipsoid. This ellipsoid is called the strain-ellipsoid. 
It follows that there is one set of co-orthogonal lines which remain 
such after strain, viz. these are the lines that become the principal 
axes of the ellipsoid. These lines are called the principal aa:es of 
the strain. 
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3. Eztenlion and Shear. 
Among homogeneous strains we shall note two in particular. 

In the first of these, which is called simple extension, lines parallel 
to a given direction are extended and all perpendicular lines are 
unaltered in length. It is clear that the equations of simple 
extension parallel to the x a.xiR, when lines in this direction 
remain in it, are 

Xt = (1 + au) x, y1 = y, z1 = z, 
and in these au is the extension 1 parallel to x. 

To see what is meant by shear, suppose all points in one plane 
to remain in that plane after strain, and in their primitive 
positions, and all points in any parallel plane to remain in their 
plane, but to be displaced in it in directions parallel to a given 
line in the first plane, and through distances proportional to their 
distances from that plane : e.g. suppose the planes y = const. 
to move parallel to x, through distances proportional to y. This 
kind of strain is called simple shear of the planes y parallel to the 
axis x. The amount of sliding, per unit distance from the plane 
y = 0, is called the amount of the shear. It is clear that, if s be 
the amount of the shear, the equations of such a strain are 

.fet=x+sy, Y1=y, z1=z. 

A 

Fig. 1. 
1 By " extension " of a. line we sha.ll always mean the ratio of the increment of 

lengih to the original length. Contraction will be treated as negative extension. 
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In the figure let B be the new position of A, and suppose AB 
so chosen that the middle point of AB is on the axis of y, then 
the amount of the shear is 2 tan !AOB. The angle !AOB is 
called the angle of the shear, and its tangent is half the amount of 
the shear. 

4. Componenta of Strain. 
The deformation of the figure will be completely known when 

we know the new length of every line in it. Since parallel lines 
are equally extended, we only need to know the new lengths of 
lines drawn through the origin. 

Let l, m, n be the direction-cosines of a line drawn through 
the origin, and r its length, fll, y, z the coordinates of its other 
extremity, so that 

fll=lr, y=mr, z=nr. 
After strain let the point (fll, y, z) come to (a;.,'!/~> z1). Then by 
writing lr, mr, nr for fll, y, z in (1 ), squaring and adding we find 
the new length r1 of the line given by the equation 

r;J = r2 [1 + 2 (lse1 + m2es + n2e3 + mns1 + nlss + lms8)] ••• (2), 

where e1 =au+ i (au2 + an2 + aa1
2

) } ............ ( 3), 
&1 = ~ + aw + ( ~2~ + assa~ + a:JP.ss) 

and Es, e3, Bs, 83 are to be found from these by cyclical interchanges 
of the suffixes 1, 2, 3. 

The deformation is thus completely determined by means of 
the six quantities e~> e20 e3, s~> &2 , s3. We shall call these the 
components of strain. 

The meaning of the quantities e1, Es, e3 is at once apparent, for 
the extensions of lines parallel to the axes are 

-/(1 + 2e1)- 1, -/(1 + 2es)- 1, -/(1 + 2ea) - 1. 
To see the meaning of ~. s2> s3 , it is convenient to form an 

expression for the cosine of the angle between the strained 
positions of two lines through the origin. 

Let (l, m, n), (l', m', n') be the primitive directions of the lines, 
then the cosine of the angle between their strained positions will 
be found by taking two points (fll, y, z), (fll', y', z') one on each line, 
and supposing their strained positions to be (a;., Y~> z1), (a;.', y1', z1'), 
the cosine of the angle between them after strain is 

a;.a;.' + Yl'!// + z1z1' 
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Now ~. Y~> z1 are given by (1) in terms of x, y, z, and x1', y/, z/ 
are the same functions of a!, y', z' ; also x : y : z = l : m : n, and 
al : y' : z' = l' : m' : n'. Hence we find, for the cosine in question, 
the value 
ll'(l +2•1)+mm'(l +2~2)+nn'(l +2•3) +(mn' +m'n)11 +(nl' +n'l)s2+(lm' +l'm)s3 

J[l +2 (•u ••• •s• tsu tss• l-'Jlmn)Z] J[l +2 (•1• ••• •s• tsu tsu ¥Jl'm'n)2J 
..................... (4). 

In particular if the lines be the axes of x and y this reduces to 

v(l + 2e
1
}

1

.V(l + 2e
2
) ••• ••• • .... •••• • ..... (

5). 

Thus s~> s2 , s3 depend upon the angles between the strained 
positions of the lines initially coinciding with the axes. 

Another way of looking at this matter is to suppose that the 
strain consists of a simple shear, say of the planes y parallel to the 
axiS X. 

Let the equations of the shear be 

x1 = x + sy, Y1 = y, z1 = z. 
Then the six components of strain are 

E1 = 0, E2 = ts2, Ea = 0) (6) 
0 0 

r .................. , 
81 = , 82 = , 83 = 8 J 

so that s3 is the amount of the shear. In the case of infinitesimal 
strain the shear of two lines initially at right angles is the cosine 
of the angle between them after strain, viz. this is the shear 
parallel to either line of planes perpendicular to the other. 

o. The Strain-Quadric. 

We shall call the quadric whose equation is 

(el, E2, Es, ts1, -!s2, lsa9._xyz)2 =k ............... (7) 

the Strain-Quadric. If r be the length of any line before strain, 
and r1 the corresponding length after strain, then 

r 1
2 =r2+ 2k .............................. (8), 

so that the square of every radius vector of the quadric is increased 
by the same amount. 

Let the equation of the strain-quadric referred to its principal 
axes be 

E 1x2 + E~2 + E3z2 = k ..................... (9); 

then, since the s components of strain are zero, it follows from (5) 
that the angles between lines, initially coinciding with the axes, 
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remain right angles after strain-so that the principal axes of the 
strain-quadric are the lines which remain co-orthogonal after strain, 
ie. they are the same as the initial positions of the lines which 
become the principal axes of the strain-ellipsoid, or they are the 
principal axes of the strain defined in article 2. 

The extensions of lines initially parallel to the axes of the 
strain-quadric are ~(1 + 2E1)- 1, ~(1 + 2E1)- 1, ~(1 + 2E1)- 1, 
these are called the principal ea:tensiona, and we shall denote them 
by 'IJ11 'IJ2 , '1/s• The equation of the strain-ellipsoid, referred to its 
principal axes in their strained position, is 

:c'/(1 + "11)2 + '!l/(1 + '1/s)i + Z2/(1 + '1/a)i = rl, 
where r is the radius of the sphere which is strained into the 
ellipsoid 

We now see that to specify a homogeneous strain we require to 
know the principal extensions, and the principal axes of the strain. 
In fact there are three lines of the figure initially at right angles, 
which are strained into lines at right angles, but in altered direc
tions, and lengths initially parallel to these lines are extended in 
the ratios 1 + 'IJ1 : 1, 1 + "'s: 1, 1 + "'s: 1. 

6. Tranafbrmation of Strain-Components. 
Suppose that a strain specified by f 11 e1 , e8 , s1 , 82 , s1 is known, 

and that we wish to find the strain-components referred to a new 
system of co-orthogonal axes. 

Let a/, y', z be the coordinates, referred to the new system, of 
a point whose coordinates, referred to the old system, are a;, y, z, 
and let the scheme of transformation be 

a; y I z 

a;' ~ ~ ~ 

............ (10), 
y' ls 'Ins 'lls 

z' z. 'Ins I '11'8 

and let the components of the strain referred to the new axes be 
e1', e2', e1', s1', s2', s8'. Then, since the new and old lengths of a 
given line are independent of the system of axes, it follows that 
the strain-quadric (7) will be transformed to 

(e1', e;, e1', !-s1', !s1', -fss'ia;yz)1 = k, 
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and thus e/ ... will be the coefficients in the transformed equation 
of the quadric (7). We thus obtain the equations 

•t' =•tlt1+•s7nt1+•an,.2+ 8tfntn,. +•sn,.Zt +•s~fnt, } 
•t'=2•tl.Js+2.sm,nts+2•sm2~+st(mzns+mzn2)+•2(n.Js+~ls)+•s(4ms+W 

............ (11), 
and the other components can be written down by cyclical inter
changes of the suffixes of the l's, m's, and n's. 

We remark that by a well-known theorem of Solid Geometry 
the quantities 

E1 + e, +e., &12 + Bs2 + s,•- 4 ( e.ea + eaet + e1e,), 
4f!tEsf!a + S1Ss83 - EtSl- Es&1

2 - E,S1
1 

are unaltered by the transformation of coordinates. These are 
called invariants of the strain, they are the coefficients in the 
discriminating cubic of the strain-quadric (7). 

7. Examples. Eztension and Shear. 
We may utilise the properties of the strain-quadric to discUBB 

the components of strain in particular cases. Of this we shall give 
two examples. 

(1) Suppose the strain (e1 , e2 , e., s1 , &2 , s1) equivalent to a 
simple extension. Let e be the amount of the extension, and 
v'(1 + 2E1) -1 = e, then referred to its principal axes the strain
quadric is 

We thus find E 1 = E1 + Es+ e3, 

and the extension is therefore given by 
e = v'{l + 2 (e1 + E2 + e1)} -1 ............... (12), 

where the positive square root is to be taken. 

The conditions that the strain may be a simple extension are 

81
2 + &,

2 + Ss
2

- 4 ( Esf!: + Eaf!~ + E1E2~ = 0} '' '', "', .. (13). 
4E1E2Es + St8s8s- E181 - Es82 - E,Ss = 0 

Let l, m, n be the direction-cosines of the extended line, 
then we have 

2e1l +Sam+ S2n Sal + 2esm + Btn sJ + Stm + 2esn 
2l = 2m = 2n ="say, 

where "= e1 + e2 + e3 is the root of the discriminating cubic of the 
strain-quadric that does not vanish. These equations determine 
the direction (l, m, n). 
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(2) Suppose the strain (e1, e2 , Ea. s1, s2, s3) a simple shear of 
amount s. Then, if this be a shear of the planes y' parallel to the 
axis al, we shall have by (6) for the strain-quadric referred to 
(of, '!f, z') 

!sty''+ saly' = k ........................ (14). 
We therefore have 

f1 + fs + fs = !at} 
812 + 82

2 + 88
2

- 4 ( E1E8 + fsf1 + E1Es) = s2 .......... (15), 

4e1Esfa + 818s8s- £1812
- ¥s2

- e,s,S = 0 
and the conditions that the strain may be a simple shear are the 
third of (15) and 

812 + 82
1 + 83

2 -4 (e2E3 + E3E1 + E1E2) = 2 (e1 + Ez+ Es) ...... (16). 

The amount of the shear 8 is 

s = .V{812 +B2
2 + s,s- 4 (Esfa + Esf1 + E1Es)} ............ (17). 

The equation of the strain-quadric, referred to its principal 
axes, is 

at s..j(sl + 4) 2 _ 
4(a:2+~)+ 4 -(a:2-y)-k ............... (18). 

If this be written E 1a:' + Et'!}2 = k, 
then it is easily verified that 

..j(1 + 2E1) ..j(1 + 2E2) = 1, 

and .V(1 + 2E1)- .V(1 + 2Es) = s, 

or if 'IJ1 , "'s be the two principal extensions that do not vanish, 

(1 + '1/1) (1 + "12) = 1, "11- "'s = 8 ........... .... (19). 

This shews that shear is a state of plane strain which involves 
no change in the volume of any part of the figure, and that its 
amount is equal to the difference of the two principal extensions. 

To find the principal axes of the shear, referred to the axes of 
(of, y'), we suppose one of these axes to make an angle 0 with the 
axis a/, then 

t8sin0 tscosO+!stsinO st+s..j(at+4) 
cosO = sinO = 4 ' 

whence 

Let a be the angle of the shear, then !s = tan a, so that 

0 = t'71' + ta, or tn- + !a. 
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Thus, in figure 2, the principal axes of the shear are the internal 
and external bisectors of the angle .AOa:, these are the lines 01, 02, 
and there is extension of lines parallel to 01 and contraction of 
lines parallel to 02. 

After the strain these lines will not retain their primitive 
directions, but we may find the angle through which they are 
rotated. 

Fig. 2. 

In the figure let P be a point on one principal axis before 
strain, and Q its strained position, ON the perpendicular on PQ. 
Suppose ON= 1, then PQ = s = 2 tan a, and tan 8 = (1 + sin a) sec a. 

Hence 

NQ=cot 8 +s =cosa/(1 +sin a)+ 2 tan a= tan a+ sec a, 

and 
1 +sin a cos a angle POQ = tan-1 ---- - tan-1 

1 
. =a. 

cosa +sma 

Thus the principal axes of the shear are rotated through an 
angle equal to the angle of the shear. It is clear that after the 
strain the figure can be turned back through this angle without 
any alteration of the length of any line in it, and the simple shear 
combined with this rotation is called a pure shear. 

In pure shear lines parallel to one of the principal axes of the 
shear are extended, and lines parallel to the other principal axis 
are contracted, and since the principal extensions are connected 
by the relation 

(1 + '1/1) (1 + 'IJt) = 1 

given in equation (19), we get the following representation of pure 
shear: 
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Let .ABCD be a rhombus, whose diagonals are in the ratio 
1 + '1/1 : 1 + '1/2> and are in the direction of the principal axes of the 

D' Fig. a. 
shear, and let .A'B'C'D' be an equal rhombus, with its correspond
ing diagonals at right angles to those of .A BCD; then by the pure 
shear, consisting of contraction along .AC and extension along BD, 
the first rhombus will be transformed into the second 

The reader should find no difficulty in verifying the following 
methods of producing any homogeneous strain : 

(1) Any such strain can be produced in a figure by a shear 
parallel to one axis of planes perpendicular to another, a 
uniform extension perpendicular to the plane of the two axes, a 
uniform extension of all lines of the figure, and a rotation. 

(2) Any such strain can be produced by three shears each 
of which is a shear parallel to one axis of planes perpendicular to 
another, a uniform extension of all lines of the figure, and a 
rotation. 

8. Pure Strain. 

In general a strain is said to be pure when the principal 
axes of the strain-ellipsoid are lines which retain their primitive 
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directions. In this case the principal axes of the strain-quadric 
are lines which retain their primitive directions, and lines of the 
figure parallel to these axes are simply extended in certain ratios. 

Suppose the strain represented by equations (1) is a pure strain, 
and let a- 1, /3- 1, ry- 1 be the principal extensions. Let 
Eu '1]1, ~1 be the coordinates after strain of a point whose coordi
nates before strain are f, '1], ~the axes of (f, '1], n being the principal 
axes of the strain. Then, since all lines parallel to the axes are 
elongated in the ratios a: 1, /3: 1, ry: 1, we have 

E1 = af, "11 = f3q, ~~ = 'Y~· 
Let the principal axes, viz. the axes of (f, 'TJ, ~),be given with 

reference to the axes of (x, y, z) by the scheme 

X y z 

E ll ~ ~ 

'1] l2 ms '712 

--
~ l, m, na 

and let Qh, ylJ z1 be the coordinates, after strain, of the point, 
whose coordinates, before strain, are x, y, z; then 

"h = ~E1 + l,'T]1 + la~~ 
= ~a.E + l,/3'1] + la'Y~ 
=~~+~+~+~~+~+~+~~+~+~ 

The coefficient of yin the expression for x1, i.e. the coefficient a1s. is 

a~~+ f3l2mz+ rylsm,, 
and we should find the same value for ~· We should find in like 
manner ass= as:a. an = au. 

Thus, if the strain be pure, we have the relations 

~ = as:a, am= au, au= an .................. (20). 

Conversely we may shew that, if the equations (20) hold good, 
the strain is pure. Suppose the strain given by equations (1), and 
write 

au=\,:e, ~=~f, a,~gl 
~+ a.=a, am +au=b, ~s+an=c ...... (21). 
~-~=2'1lTl, au- a:n = 2'1lT2, an -au= 2'1lTs 
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The displacements of any point are1 

ah- flJ = etJJ +icy+ i-bz- Yflls + Zfll2} 
y1- y = tcro + fy + taz- Zfll1 + f1Jfl13 ••••••••••• (22). 

Z1- z = -!bro + iay + gz- f1Jfl12 + Yfll1 

If fll1, 'll7 2, fils be separately equal to zero, the resultant dis
placement of any point is along the normal to that quadric of the 
family 

(e, f, g, ta, -!b, tc]:royz)2=const ............. (23) 

which passes through the point. Hence points on any principal axis 
of these quadrics remain in it, i.e. the three co-orthogonal lines that 
remain co-orthogonal after strain retain their primitive directions, 
and the strain is pure. 

Thus the necessary and sufficient conditions that the strain 
may be pure are equations (20), or in the notation of (21) 

fil'1=0, fii'2=0, '!il's=O. 

It is shewn in Art. 10 that, when the displacements are small, 
these quantities fil'1, fil'2, fiTs are the component rotations of any 
small part of the figure about axes parallel to the coordinate axes, 
and for this reason pure strain is often described as irrotational. 

9. The Elongation-Quadric. 

The quadric (23) is called the Elongation-Quadric. Let P be 
any point (ro, y, z) of the figure, which is transformed to P 1 (ro1, y1, z1) 
by the strain, then, if we define the elongation of OP in direction 
OP to be the projection of P1P on OP, this is 

(ro1-ro) 0~ +(y~-y) Jp+(z~-z)DP' 
and by (22), whether fil'1, fil'2 , fiTs vanish or not, this is 

1 
OP(e,J, g, ta, ib, tc]:royz)2. 

Thus the rate of elongation of OP in direction OP is found by 
dividing this by OP, or, if l, m, n be the direction-cosines of OP, 
this rate of elongation is 

(e,J, g, !a, tb, !c]:lmn)2. 

1 For a.n account of the kind of symmetry posseBBed by these expressions see 
the Note on Double Suffix Notations at the end of chapter III. 
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Hence the rate of elongation of any radius r of the quadric (23), 
measured along r, is inversely as the square of this radius. 

Let the equation of the elongation-quadric referred to its 
principal axes be 

e1ar + !JJJ~ + g1z2 = k, 
and suppose the strain pure, then the equations of strain referred 
to principal axes are by (22) 

~ = (1 + e1) x, '!/I= (1 +,h) y, Z1 = (1 + g1) z, 
and we thus see that, when the strain is pure, the quantities 
6-t,,h, g1 are the principal extensions. 

In general, by changing to new rectangular axes the following 
quantities are unaltered, viz:-

a~+h'+&-4(/g+ge+if) ............... (24). 
e+f+g } 

4efg + abc - ea2
- fb2

- g& 
From the two first of these we can deduce that 

i(a2+ b2+ cs)+(&+P +gs) 
is also an invariant for orthogonal transformations. 

10. Composition of Strains. 

Suppose a figure transformed by the homogeneous strain given 
by equations (1), and the new figure transformed again by 
homogeneous strain. Let the point (x, y, z) come to (x1 , y11 z1) 

after the first strain, and (x11 y1 , z1) come to (x11 y~, z1) after the 
second strain, and let the equations of the second transform
ation be 

X2= (1 + bu)~ + ba'!/1 + buz1} 
'!/2 = b21 x1 + (1 + b2:1)y1 + b23 Z1 ............... (25). 
Z2 = b31 ~ + bn '!/1 + (1 + ba) Z1 

If we write the equations (1) and (25) in Prof. Cayley's matrix
notation 

(~. '!/1• z1) = (1 + ~~. au, ~ "[x, y, z) ...... (1), 

an, 1+~. a.A 
a31, lla2. 1 + tlaa 

(x2, y2 , z~) = (1 + b11 , bl2, b13 "[Xt, '!/u zl) ... (25), 

b21, 1 + b22, b23 I 
b31J b32, 1 +b:= 
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we can write the equations of transformation, that express a:2 , '!J2 , Z2 

in terms of a:, y, z, in the form 

(a:,, '!/2• s,) = 11 + Cu, Ct2, CIJ ra:, y, e) ... (26), 

Cu, 1 + Ca, C. 

C11, Cat, 1 + Ca 

Cu = (1 + au) (1 + bu) + aubu + am.bu } 
Ott= ~~ (1 + bu) + (1 + ~) b12 + a_fJu ........... (27), 
Ott= ~a (1 + bu) + ~~~ + (1 + eta) lJu 

in which 

and the other coefficients c can be written down by symmetry. Of 
this there are several interesting particular cases-

(i) Suppose the component strains (1) and (25) are pure, 
the resultant strain is not in general a pure strain. We have for 
example 

Cn =au+ bu + aubn + aubD + CZ:nb23 , 

and these will not become equal on putting ~=au, .... 
(ii) Suppose the strain (1) a pure strain, and the axes of 

(a:, y, z) the principal axes, so that the elongation-quadric is 
(hwt + /l!l + g1z' = k, and suppose the substitution (25) equivalent 
to a. simple rotation 8, about an axis whose direction-cosines are 
l, m, n. Then we know that the equations corresponding to (25) 
are three of the form 

a;- let= sin() (z1m- y1n) + 2 sint; {(~etl + y1m + z1n) l-~et}, 
(see Minchin's Statics, 3rd edition, vol. n. p. 104). 

Thus the coefficients in the substitution (25) are given by 
equations of the form 

1 +bu = 1 + 2(l'-1)sin1
; 

b1s =- n sin()+ 2lm sin' ; ................ (28), 

bu = m sin () + 2nl sin2 ~ 
where the other b's can be put down by symmetry. 

Now writing down the coefficients of (1) in the forms 

au = e11 ~ = /1, aaa = gl } 
n ___ - a -0 n ___ - n __ - 0 0 ......... (29), 
'"'2d - n - , ..... - -"' - , ~~ = an = 
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we can write the coefficients of (26) in such forms as 

1 + C11 = (1 + e1)(1 + 2l1
- 1 sin• !8), ) 

Cn = (1 +,h) (l sin e + 2mn sin1 !8), ...... (30). 

c118 = (1 + g1) ( - l sin 8 + 2mn sin2 !0 
It may be verified analytically, and is geometrically obvious, 

that the six components of strain, corresponding to the substitu
tion (28), vanish identically, and that the six components of strain, 
corresponding to equations such as (30), are respectively 

E1 = ![(1 +~)' -1], Es= ![(1 + ,h}2-1], Ea= ![(1 + g1) 1 -1], 
81 = 0, 81 = 0, 81 = 0. 

In general we note that 
Cn- C113 = 2l sin 0 + (/1 + gt) l sin 0 + (/1 - g1) 2mn sin1 !0 ... (31). 
Now it is geometrically obvious that any homogeneous strain 

is a pure strain combined with a certain rotation. Also by 
comparing (28) with (22) we see that, when the equations of 
transformation, such as (22), correspond to a simple rotation 0, the 
quantities v1, 'GTt, 'GTa are the products of sine and the cosines of 
the angles which the axis of rotation makes with the axes of 
coordinates. It appears however from (31) that, when the equa
tions correspond to a pure strain combined with a rotation, the 
quantities vi> vs. v 8 no longer have this meaning, unless the pure 
strain be indefinitely small. 

It may be shewn that, if P1 , Ps. P, be the areas of the projec
tions of any closed curve on the coordinate planes, then the 
line-integral 

f(Xt -x)dx + (yt -y)dy + (z1 -z)dz 
taken round the curve is 2P1v 1 + 2P1v 2 + 2P1v 8 • From which it 
follows that we may interpret v 1 as half the line-integral of the 
tangential displacement round a closed curve of unit area in the 
plane yz, with similar interpretations for v 2 and v 3• The proof is 
left to the reader. 

(iii) When, in equations (1) and (25), all the coefficients 
au, ... , b11 , ••• are infinitesimal, the displacement of every point of 
the figure will be infinitesimal and the equations giving the 
resultant displacements reduce to 

(x2 -X, y2 -y,z2-z)=(au+bu, 
I I an+ bn, 
I au +bn, 

~~+ bll> 

ltrJ+ bw, 
an+bn, 

~a+btalx, y, z) 

au+ bll8 [ ••• (32) ; 

a..+baal 
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so that the resultant strains will be found from the component 
strains by simple addition. In particular we notice that if the 
component strains be pure the resultant strain is also pure. 

(iv) A case of great importance is that of the composition 
of two shears, especially of two infinitesimal shears of perpendicular 
planes. 

With the notation of art. 8 the equations of displacement may 
be written 

flh -a;= !bz, y1 - y=!az, Z1 -z= !bx+!ay. 
The elongation quadric is 

ayz + bzx = const. 
and its discriminating cubic takes the form 

"s-"t ( a2+ b2) = 0, 
so that the strain is equivalent to equal extension and contraction, 
each lv'(a2 + b2), along two lines at right angles, i.e. to a shear of 
amount v( a2 + b2

). 

11. Infinitesimal Strains. 
The case where the displacements are infinitesimal is the most 

important for the mathematical theory of Elasticity. In this case 
the six quantities e, f, g, a, b, c of equations (21) are all very small, 
and ultimately identical with the six quantities e1 , e21 e., 81> 8s. 81 of 
equations (3), so that the coefficients of xi, y2, zt, yz, zx, a:y in the 
elongation-quadric are the six components of strain. The strain
quadric and the elongation-quadric in this case coincide. In the 
same case, the quantities 11T11 -~· '!ITa are the components of the 
infinitesimal rotation of the principal axes of the strain-quadric 
about the coordinate axes, as they pass from their positions before, 
to their positions after, strain. 

The strains may be small, but the displacements finite. In 
this case all the quantities e11 e2, e3 , 81 , 82 , Sa must be small, but the 
coefficients a11,... of equations (1) need not be small. Thus for 
small strain it is not necessary that e, f, g, a, b, c, '!IT~> 1D's. '!ITs be 
small. If however e, f, g, a, b, c be very small, then the strain will 
not be infinitesimal unless 11T1 , 11T21 11T1 are small also. 

In the case of infinitesimal displacements, we may analyse the 
strain represented by the six components e, f, g, a, b, c. The 
quantities e, f, g are, as in art. 4, extensions of lines initially 
parallel to the coordinate axes, and the quantity a is a shear of 
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the planes y = const. parallel to the axis z, or of the planes 
z = const. parallel to the axis y ; in like manner b and c can be 
interpreted as shears. 

The elongation-quadric or strain-quadric for the same case is 
(e,J, g, ta, !b, tclxyz)-=k, 

and the extension of a radius r in any direction is kfr'l. 

For the transformation of strain-components to new rectangular 
axes, we have, with a notation similar to that of art. 10, the quadric 

(e,J, g, !a, !b, !clxyz)2=k 
transformed into (e',f', g', !a', !b', lc'~xyz)2=k, 
and thus we have 6 equations of the forms 

q=~~+fmt'+!JnJ.'+a"'-I.Ttt+~~+clt"'-1.• } 
a' =2el.j3+2~~+2U'fl2.ns+a (m2ns+ ~n,)+b (n.}3 +nJs} +c (l2tns+l3~ 

............ (33). 

From these we might deduce the invariants (24). Of these 
invariants the first, e + f + g, is the cubical dilatation, i.e. it is the 
ratio of the increment of volume of any part of the figure to the 
original volume, and the invariant 

&+ P+g2 +!(a'+b1 +c2
) 

is the ratio of the integral 

fff{(xi- x)1 + (yl- y)2 + (zl- z)'} dxdydz, 
through any small volume possessing kinetic symmetry about the 
point (x, y, z), to the moment of inertia of the same volume with 
respect to any plane through (x, y, z)1

• 

We can also put down two other invariants. These are 

flf1
2 + w 1

1 + w 1
2
, } 

( J, 1 1b _L,)( )» ............ (34). 
e, , g, 2"a, 2" , ~xw1w1w1 

The first is geometrically obvious, since the resultant rotation 
is independent of the choice of axes, and the second is analytically 
obvious, since (e,f, g, ta, !b, tclxyz)1 transforms into 

(e',f', g', !a', tb', lc'la!y'z')', 
whenever xl + y2 + z2 transforms into x'1 + y'2 + z'». 

The results of art. 'l for very small shear are that the equation 
of the elongation-quadric for very small shear c of the planes 
y = const. parallel to x, or of the planes x = const. parallel to y is 

1 Betti, 'Teoria della Elastioita '. Il NuorJo Cimento, Stf'U 2, VD, 1872. 

4--2 
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CfC'!J = k, and referred to its principal axes this is tc (rei- '!l) = k. In 
other words equal extension and contraction e, along two lines at 
right angles, are equivalent to a shear of amount 2e, of the planes 
parallel to the bisectors of the principal axes, and the angle of the 
shear is equal to half the amount of the shear. The axes of the 
shear become lines inclined to one another at an angle, whose 
complement is equal to the amount of the shear, so that, as 
remarked in art. 4, the shear of two rectangular lines, when very 
small, is the cosine of the angle between them after strain. The 
shear of two rectangular lines is often spoken of as a shear of their 
plane. 

12. Strain ln a body. 
Now regarding a body as continuously filling a region of space, 

there will be a particle of the body at any point P, whose co
ordinates are x, y, z. Suppose x +E. y + 'TJ, z + t' are the coordinates 
of a neighbouring point Q. If any system of forces be applied to 
the body, it will in general be deformed. In the deformation that 
takes place, let the particle, that was at (x, y, z) be displaced to 
(x+u, y+v, z+w). The quantities u, v, ware the component 
displacements of this point of the body, and they must be, in 
general, continuous functions of the position of the point, as 
otherwise two points, originally very near together, would not 
remain near together and the body would be ruptured. Suppose 
u', v', w' are the component displacements of the point Q, then 
these are the same functions of x +E. y + 'TJ, z + t' that u, v, w 
are of x, y, z, and we may expand u', v', w' in powers of E. 'TJ, t" by 
Maclaurin's Theorem, and obtain for the coordinates of the new 
position of Q such quantities as 

x+ E+ u + E~ +'TJ~ + t'~ +terms of higher order in E. 'TJ, t". 

so that the coordinates of Q relative to the new position of P are 
ultimately 

( ou) au au 
E I + ox + "~ oy + t' oz • 

ov ( ov) ov E-- +'TJ I+- +t'-0/lJ oy oz' .................. (35), 

E---+"1-+t' I+-Ow Ow ( ow) ox oy oz 
where squares and higher powers of E. 'TJ, t' are neglected. 
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These expressions are the coordinates of Q relative to P after 
the deformation, and they may be compared with the right-hand 
sides of equations (1 ). If then we take a notation similar to (21 ), 
VIZ. 

au f_av OW 
e=- g= oz' OX' -ay' 

Ow Ov 
a= oy +az· 

au aw 
b= oz +OX' 

Ov ou 
c=-+-ax ay' (36), 

OW ov au ow Ot1 au 
2wl = oy - az' 2w2 =- -- 2w1 =- --oz ox' ax ay 

we find that the component displacements of Q, when P is 
regarded as held fixed, are 

eE + ic"l + tbt"- '1JfD'a + t"•: } 
leE+ /"1 + tat"- t"w1 + Ewa ............... (37). 

!bE+ -!a"l + gt" - Ews + '1JfD'1 

Thus the particles in the neighbourhood of P will come into new 
positions, which are derived from their original positions by a 
homogeneous strain. 

A body deformed in any manner is said to be strained, and we 
see that, if the displacements be continuous functions of position, 
the strain about any point is sensibly homogeneous. 

The relative displacements will be indefinitely small if all the 
first differential coefficients of u, v, w be indefinitely small. In 
this case the quantities e,f, g, a, b, c, v 1 , w2 , w3 are all indefinitely 
small. We recognize that w1 , w2 , w3 are the component rotations 
of the matter about P, moving as if rigid, and thus that the most 
general system of small relative displacements of the matter about 
any point can be analysed into a small rotation, and a small pure 
strain. We also recognize that the quantities e, f, g are extensions 
of the matter lying originally in lines through P parallel to the 
axes, and that a, b, c are shears of planes through P parallel 
to the coordinate planes. The six quantities e, f, g, a, b, c are 
called the components of strain, and we know that they are 
equivalent to three simple extensions of all lines parallel to the 
principal axes of the elongation-quadric. All the results of art. 
11 in regard to invariants, the cubical dilatation, the resultant 
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rotation &c. hold for the matter about any point. For convenience 
we state here that 

Ou OV OW 
.:1 =ox+ oy + oz ........................ (as) 

is the cubical dilatation of the matter about the point (x, y, z). 

If the strain be pure, 11T1 =0, 11T2 =0, 1D'1 =0, or we have 

Ow OV ou Ow 
oy = az · oz = ox • 

so that there exists a function cf>, such that 

ocf> ocf> ocf> 
u = ox • v = oy • w = az · 

The function cf> is called the " displacement-potential." Its exist
ence is confined to the case where the strain is pure. 

If the displacements be finite, the deformation of the body 
in the neighbourhood of any point P can still be expressed 
by six components of strain. Let r be the unstrained length 
of any short line PQ of the body, r 1 its length after strain, and 
l, m, n the direction-cosines of PQ before the strain, then, as in 
art. 4, 

(r1
2

- r2)/r2 = 2 (l2e1 + m2e1 + n2e3 + mns1 + nls2 + lms3) ... (39), 

where 

E~=~: +t [~~r + (:r + (~:rJ 1 
=Ow+~+ (Ou ou +~~+Ow Ow)j-...... (40), 

Bt oy oz 'iJy oz oy oz oy oz 
and e1 , e3, 82, 8H are to be found by cyclical interchanges of the 
letters (x, y, z) and (u, v, w). These equations are deduced from 
(35) in the same way as equations (3) from equations (1). 

The necessary and sufficient conditions that the strain be 
everywhere small are that e~> e11 Es. 81, 82 , s1 be everywhere small. 

All the conclusions of arts. 5 and 6, with regard to the 
transformation of strain-components, invariants, and the properties 
of the strain-quadric, hold for the strain of the matter about any 
point, and likewise the conclusions of art. 7 with regard to the 
analysis of particular strains. 
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It is ea.sily verified that the cubical dilatation in the general 
case 1s 

v'[l + 2 (e1 + E2 + Ea) + ( ok2Es + 4eaEI + 4elet- a~'- a22- a,') 
+ 2 (4eiEtEa +a~a~,- e1a12- e~11 - e,as')] -1, 

and, in case the strain is infinitesimal, this is ultimately 

e1+e3+ea. 

whether the displacements be small or not. 



CHAPTER II. 

ANALYSIS OF STRESS 1
• 

13. Stre•• at a point. 
When a solid is strained forces will in general be called into 

play which resist the strain, we propose to investigate the 
character of the system of forces thus arising. Any molecule of 
the solid is regarded as exerting upon any other an action depend
ing on the state and configuration of the system of molecules, and 
the second exerts an equal and opposite reaction upon the first. 
Consider any plane drawn in the solid, the molecules on the one 
side of the plane exert upon those on the other side forces in lines 
which cross the plane. Let us fix our attention on an element dS 
of the plane. The forces whose lines of action cross dS can be 
reduced to a resultant at the centroid of dS and a couple. The 
order of magnitude of the couple in the linear dimensions of dS is 
higher by unity than that of the force, and therefore, when the 
element dS is infinitesimal, the couple may be left out of account. 

1 The following among other authorities may be consulted : 
Cauchy, Ezercice3 de MatMmatiques, ..itnnl!e 1827, the article 'De 1a pression 

ou tension dans un corps solide', and Anme 1828, the article 'De 1a pression ou 
tension dans un eysteme de points materiels'. 

Lame, LefjOns 1ur la tMorie matMmatique de l'l!lasticitl! deB corp~ aolide1. 
Thomson and Tait, Natural Philosophy, vol. I. part II. 

Sir W. Thomson, Mathematical a11.d Phyaical Papera, vol. III. 
Basset, Hydrodynamics, ch. II, xx. 
Todhunter and Pearson, History of the Elasticity and Strength of Materialg, 

vol. I, especially Appendix, Note B. 
Maxwell, Electricity and Magnetism. 
B£-itish ABiociation Report, 1885. Sir W. Thomson's Addreas to Section A. 
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The forces have therefore a single resultant, and this resultant 
constitutes the traction across dS. Let this traction be resolved 
into three components in lines mutually at right angles, viz. NdS 
in the normal to the plane, and Tr!S and T' dS parallel to two 
rectangular lines in the plane. Then N, T, T' are called the 
components of stress across dS. 

Now let us take any point 0 of the solid and through it draw 
three planes at right angles to each other, and take these as 
coordinate planes in a system of rectangular coordinates (:c, y, z). 
The stress across an element of the plane :c at the point 0 will 
have components X~ parallel to :c, Y~ parallel toy, and z~ parallel 
to z. The first of these X~ is normal to the plane :c, and the other 
two tangential to it, and these are the components of the traction 
exerted by the matter on the side :c positive upon the matter on 
the side :c negative. The normal stress is reckoned positive when 
it is a tension and negative when it is a pressure. 

In like manner the stresses on the other two planes have 
components X 11 , Y11 , Z11 , and Xz, Yz, Zz, the capitals indicating the 
direction of the stress-components, and the suffixes the planes 
across which they act. 

We may shew that a knowledge of the stresses across these 
three planes at 0 is sufficient to enable us to determine the stress 
across any other plane through 0 . 

. Draw a plane very near to 0 in direction normal to a line 
whose direction-cosines are l, m, n, and let .:1 be the area cut out 
on this plane by the three coordinate planes, and consider the 
equilibrium of the elementary tetrahedron of the solid whose faces 
are .:1 and l.::l., m.::l., n.::l.. Let F, G, H be the components across 
.:1 of the traction per unit area exerted by the matter on the side 
of the plane outside the tetrahedron upon that on the other side. 
The forces acting on the matter within the tetrahedron are the 
bodily forces, and the tractions across its four faces, of which the 
former are estimated per unit mass, and the latter per unit area. 
When the tetrahedron is indefinitely diminished, the bodily forces 
multiplied by the mass within the tetrahedron will give us terms 
in the equations of equilibrium or small motion of the order of the 
cube of the linear dimensions ; the surface-tractions, multiplied 
each by the area of the face across which it acts, will give us 
terms of the order of the square of the linear dimensions, and the 
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former terms are in the limit negligible in comparison with the 
latter. Thus for the equilibrium of the elementary tetrahedron 
we have, by resolving parallel to x, 

- XJ,tl- X 11mtl- X,ntl + Ftl = 0, 

and two similar equations by resolving parallel to y and z. These 
are equivalent to 

F= lX.:+mX11 +nX,} 
G=lY.:+mY11 +nY, .................... (!), 
H =lZ.:+ mZ11 + nZ, 

which determine F, G, H, the components of traction across any 
plane, in terms of the direction of the plane and the stresses across 
the three coordinate planes. 

14. Equation• of equillbrlum and tmall motion. 

From these expressions we can obtain the general equations of 
equilibrium of the solid. Let X, Y, Z be the bodily forces per 
unit mass acting at any point of the solid, and p its density, so 
that the components of the external force applied to any element 
of volume d:ndydz are pXd:ndydz, pYd:ndydz, pZd:ndydz, and let dS 
be an element of an arbitrary closed surface S drawn in the solid, 
and l, m, n the direction-cosines of the normal to dS drawn 
outwards. Then the sum of the components in any direction of all 
the forces applied to the part of the solid within S must be equal 
to zero. Thus, resolving parallel to x, we have 

fffpXd:ndydz+ ff(lXz+ mX11 +nX,)dS=0 ......... (2), 

the volume-integration extending to all points within S, and the 
surface-integration to all points on S. 

In transforming the left-hand side of (2) and similar expressions, 
we have to use a theorem of Integral Calculus discovered by Green, 
and expressible by means of the equation 

JJJ (~! +~; + ~) d:ndydz= JJ<lE+m?J +n~)dS, 
in which E • .,, t are functions of x, y, z, which are finite, continuous, 
and one-valued within the surface S, and the volume-integration 
extends to all points within S, and the surface-integration to all 
points on S. This theorem we shall always refer to as Green's 
Transjo1"fTUUioot. 
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Applying the theorem to transform the surface-integral in (2) 
into a volume-integral, we obtain the equation 

JJJ(pX +?~z + 0~11 + O!z) rkdydz=O .......... (3). 

Since this equation holds whatever the surface S may be, provided 
only that it is closed and altogether within the solid, it holds when 
S is reduced to a point, and thus we have the differential equation 
of equilibrium 

pX + oXz + oX11 + oXz=O ............... (4 ). 
ox oy oz 

In like manner, resolving parallel to y and z, we obtain the 
equations 

pY + ?~+ o:f11 + oYz= 0} 
ox oy oz 

oZz oZ
11 

oZz ............... (5). 
pZ+a;-+ o9 + oz =O 

In order that the part of the solid within S may be in equili
brium the sum of the moments of all the forces applied to this part 
~bout any axis must vanish. By taking moments about the axis 
of x we get the equation 

fffp (yZ -zY) rkdydz 
+ JJ[y(lZz+mZ11 +nZz)-z(lYz+mY11 +nYz)] dS =0 .•. (6). 

The surface-integral becomes by Green's transformation 

Jf.f[ ~Zz +oZ11 oZz) (oYz oY11 oYz)] J_d d y - --+- -z - + ·-+ - lUfi y z ox oy oz ox oy oz 

- JJJ (Yz- Z11)d:l:dydz. 

Hence using equations ( 5 ), and reducing S to a point, we have 

Yz-Z11 =0 ........................... (7). 

Similarly Zz-Xz=O, X 11 -Yz=0 .................. (8). 

The theorem expressed by these equations is due to Cauchy. 

In future we shall denote the stress-components1 as follows : 

Xz=P, Y 11 =Q, Zz=R, } 
Y -Z.-S Z.-X-T X-Y-u········(9)· z- y- ' z- z- , y- z-

1 For the symmetry see Note on Double Suffix Notations at the end of chapter m. 
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Then the equations of equilibrium become 

aP au aT 
ax + ay + oz + pX = 0 

[14 

au+ oQ +as +pY=O 
ox Oy oz .................. (10). 

aT+ as+ oR + pZ = 0 
ax oy oz 

In case the solid is in a state of small internal relative motion we 

have to put instead of pX, p (X-~), and similar expressions in 

the other equations, where ~; is the acceleration parallel to the 

axis x of the element whose mass is pd:xdydz. Thus the equations 
of small motion are three such as 

aP au aT atu 
-:l + ~ + -=-- + pX =p~ ............... (11). 
u.'IJ uy uz ut 

To obtain the boundary-conditions that hold at the surface of the 
solid, we suppose that surface-tractions, whose components parallel 
to the axes are F, G, H per unit area, are applied over this surface. 
Then the equations that hold at any point of the surface are 

F=lP+mU+nT} 
G=lU+mQ+nS ..................... (12), 

H=lT+mS+nR 

where l, m, n are the direction-cosines of the normal to the surface 
drawn outwards. 

The linearity of these equations is important in the general 
theory. We may infer from (12) and (10) that, if forces be applied 
at the boundary, stresses will exist in the interior, and the ex
pression of these stresses is linear in the expression of the bodily 
forces and surface-tractions. 

15. Statement of the Aaumptions made. 

The establishment of Cauchy's theorem, and of the equations 
(4) and (5), rests on a particular assumption not quite fully stated 
in art. 13. The bodily force that acts upon any element is 
necessarily the product of a finite quantity and the mass of the 
element. From this equations (4) and (5) are deduced. But, in 
order that Cauchy's theorem may be true, it is necessary to assume 
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that the moments of the bodily forces that act upon any element, 
about some set of axes whose origin is in the element, are 
ultimately the products of the mass of the element and small 
quantities which vanish when the linear dimensions of the element 
vanish, in other words that the bodily forces acting upon any 
element are ultimately reducible to a single force in a line that 
meets the element. This is true for such bodily forces as gravita
tion, and we shall limit our enquiry to the cases for which it holds 
good. In the theory of Magnetism and some other parts of 
mathematical Physics it has to be supposed that the bodily forces 
applied to an element of the medium reduce to a force through 
the centre of the element and a couple1• When this is the case 
we may take L, M, N for the components of the couple, and then 
to equation (6) we have to add the term JJJLdxdydz, so that instead 
of (7) and (8) we get 

Zy- Yz + L=Ol 
Xz-Z.:+M=O . 
Y.:-Xy+N=O 

In the theory of Elasticity these considerations are unimportant, 
and the equations (7) and (8) are true for the systems of forces 
usually considered. 

16. Transformation of stress-systems. 

We must now consider the transformation of any stress-system 
from one set of rectangular coordinates to another. 

Denote the new system of coordinates by a/, y', z', and the 
corresponding stresses by P', Q' R', 8', T', U', and let the scheme 
of transformation be 

y z 
·----· ---~ 

x' 
I I l I •••••••••••• (13). 

y I '2 I mt 
'11~1 j 

~,--11 __ 
z' I la '111-:J 

1 For a mechanical representation of a medium in which this would be the case, 
see Larmor ' On the propagation of &.disturbance in a gyrostatioally loaded medium'. 
Proc. Land. Math. Soc. Nov. 1891. 
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The stress across the plane :r/, or l1x + 'TY/,{Jf + ~z = 0, has com
ponents 

l1P+~U+"'-l.T, 

l1 U+~Q+~S. 

hence 

P'=l1 (~P+m1U +~T)+m1 (l1 U + ~Q+~S)+~(l1T+~S+~R), 

and 

U' = l2 (l1P +m1 U +n1T)+1~(l1 U +~Q+~S)+1!..!(l]T + m1S + ~R); 

or 

P' =l12P+~'Q+nt'R+2~n1S+2n1~T+2l1n~ U, } 
U'=~lsP+ntr~Q+nr_n~+(~ns+ms~)S+(~l~~)T+(~m,+l2~)U. 

•..... (14), 

and from these Q', R', and S', T' may be written down by cyclical 
interchanges of the suffixes 1, 2, 3. 

It is to be observed that, if the quadric 

(P, Q, R, S, T, U"§..xy•)l=k ............... (15) 

be transformed by the substitutions given by the scheme (13), it 
becomes 

(P', Q', R', S', T, U'"§..:rly'z')l=k. 

This quadric is termed the Stress-Quadric, and it appears from the 
above equations that the normal stress across any plane is inversely 
as the square of the radius vector of the stress-quadric which is 
normal to the plane. 

Again the transformation may be such as to refer the quadric 
to its principal planes. When this is so S', T', U' will vanish, and 
the stress across any one of the coordinate planes is normal to the 
plane. The stresses P', Q', R' are then called principal stresses, 
and we learn that there are at any point of the solid three co-ortho
gonal planes across each of which the stress is purely normal 
These are called the principal planes of stress. 

17. Shearing streu. 

Let us consider a case of stress in two dimensions. Suppose 
that S, T, U all vanish, so that the axes of (x, y, z) are the principal 
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axes of the stress, and consider the stress across the planes x = ± y, 
when P and Q are equal and of opposite sign. Then 

1 
l~=~= v2' ~=o. 

1 
-l:,='J1/.s= v2' ns=O, 

Z. = ma = o, na = 1. 
Hence P'=O, Q'=O, and U'=-P=Q, 

so that equal pressure and tension across two planes at right angles 
to each other are equivalent to tangential stresses across the planes 
bisecting them of amount equal to either; and, conversely, equal 
tangential stresses in any two planes at right angles are equivalent 
to two equal normal stresses on planes inclined at an angle of 45° 
to them, of which one is a pressure and the other a tension. 

Thus the following are equivalent stress diagrams: 

Fig. 4. 

Such a stress-system may be expected to produce a shear of the 
planes across which it acts, and it is for this reason that tangential 
stress is called shearing stress\ Properly speaking, shearing stress 
consists of equal tangential stresses on two perpendicular planes, 
the directions of both being perpendicular to the intersection of 
the planes. 

1 Historically ahear appears to have been first nsed by engineers ~o expreBB what 
we here call 1heariflfJ ltrtll. 
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We shall leave to the reader the working out of the following: 

(i) There are three invariants of the stress at any point, 
i.e. functions of the stresses which are independent of the 
rectangular axes of reference. 

(ii) If P 1 , Q~> ~be the principal stresses, the stress across 
any plane is proportional to the perpendicular on the parallel 
tangent plane of the ellipsoid :rf'/P11 +~/Q1'+z'/~2 =const. 

This is Lame's stress-ellipsoid. The reciprocal surface was 
considered by Cauchy, its radius vector in any direction is in
versely proportional to the stress across the perpendicular plane. 

(iii) The quadricar/P1 +'!1/Q1+z'f~ =const., called Lame's 
stress-director qumlric, is the reciprocal of the stress-quadric 
with respect to its centre ; it has the property that the direction 
of the stress across any plane is that of the radius-vector to 
the point of contact of the parallel tangent plane. 

(iv) There are in general at any point an infinite number 
of planes across which the normal stress vanishes. These 
planes envelope a cone of the second degree, (Lame's cone of 
shearing stress,) which is reciprocal to the asymptotic cone of 
the stress-quadric. When the cone is imaginary, the normal 
stress is either a tension for all planes or a pressure. When 
the cone is real it separates those planes across which the 
normal stress is a tension from those across which it is a 
pressure. 

(v) The properties of the stress-quadric enable us to find 
the magnitude and direction of the stress in particular cases 
e.g. when it is known to be a simple tension parallel to a fixed 
direction, or a simple shearing stress of sets of parallel planes 
( cf. art. '1 ). 

(vi) If the stress on every plane be purely normal, its 
magnitude is constant. In this case the stress-quadric, stress
ellipsoid, and stress-director quadric are spheres. 

(vii) If two lines (1) and (2) be drawn from any point of a 
solid, and planes perpendicular to them be drawn at the point, 
then the component parallel to (2) of the stress across the plane 
perpendicular to (1) is equal to the component parallel to (1) 
of the stress across the plane perpendicular to (2). (Cauchy's 
theorem.) This is the generalisation of the theorem expressed 
by equations (7) and (8). 
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18. Work done 1n 1Ughtly incteulng the ltrain. 

We have seen that the strain in the neighbourhood of the point 
(te, y, z) of an elastic solid, which is slightly displaced so that its 
coordinates become te + u, y + v, z + w, can be expressed by means 
of six components of strain e,f, g, a, b, c viz.: 

Ou 
e= ox' 

0'1! 
/= ay· 

Ow } 
u= a 

z •..... (16), 
Ov ou 

c=- +-ox (ly 

and we have seen that the stress caii. be expressed by means of six 
components of stress P, Q, R, S, T, U. We shall now investigate 
an expression for the work done in slightly increasing the strain. 

Let F, G, H be the applied surface-tractions given by (12), and 
suppose the displacements slightly increased from u, v, w to u + Bu. 
v + ~v. w + ~. then the work done is 

ff(F8u + G8v + H~) dS' + fffp (X~u + flv + Z8w) d:JJdydz .. . (17), 

the surface-integration extending to all points of the surface S' of 
the solid, and the volume-integration to all internal points. Sub
stituting for F, G, H from (12), and using Green's transformation, 
we find that (17) becomes 

Jff [p o8u + Q ~Sv + R o8w + S (o8w + o8v) 
ox ay oz ay oz 

+ T (ow+ o8w) + U (o&v + o8u)] d:JJdydz 
oz ox \ ox 0y 

+ JJJ [(oP + au+ oT + pX) au+ (au+ aQ +as+ P Y) &v 
ox ay oz ox oy oz 

(
oT as oR ) J + ox + oy + oz + pZ ~w d:JJdydz. 

The latter of these integrals vanishes identically in virtue of the 
equations of equilibrium, and therefore the work done in increasing 
the strain from e, f, g, ·a, b, c to e + ~e. f + Sf, ... c + 8c is 

fff(P~e+ Q8f+R8g + S8a+ T~b + U8c)d:JJdydz ...... (18). 

Thus· the increment of the potential energy per unit volume stored 
up in the solid by the strain is 

P~e + Qlf + R~g + S8a + T~b + U8c ..... .••.•.. (19). 

L. 5 
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If there exist a function W of e, f, g, a, b, c of which this is the 
total differential, then 

oe' of' og P=aw Q=aw R=ow} 
ow oW ow ············ (20), 

8= oa, T=NJ, U=ac 
and W is the potential energy of the strained elastic solid in the 
condition denoted by (e,f, g, tl, b, c). We shall shew in chapter V. 
that W exists when the solid is strained at constant temperature, 
or is executing small vibrations. 

19. The measurement of 1tre11. 

We have seen that any stress-system can be expressed by 
means of six component stresses. These are forces per unit area, 
and the dimension symbol of a stress is therefore ML-1 T-s. 

Stresses may be measured in dynes per square centimetre, or in 
ponndals per square foot, or generally in units of force per unit 
area. A unit stress is a stress of one unit of force per unit area. 
Thus if one foot be the unit of length, one second the unit of time, 
and one lb. the unit of mass, the pressure of the atmosphere (15lbs. 
weight on the square inch) is 144 x 15 x 32·2 units of stress. 

In the theory of elastic solids much larger stresses are con
sidered. Stresses of thousands of lbs. weight per square inch have 
to be allowed for in calculations made by engineers. Prof. Unwin 
cites as an example the Conway Bridge, which is daily subjected 
to t~tresses reaching " 7 tons per square inch ". Ordinary railway 
axles are expected to be quite safe with a stress of " 4 tons to the 
inch". 

20. Stre11 in a meclium. 

We have defined stress in terms of intermolecular force, 
assuming the molecular structure of matter, but we may gene
ralise the notion thus defined so as to get rid of the molecular 
hypothesis. Let us consider space, or any portion of it, continuously 
filled with a medium, whose parts move in obedience to Newton's 
Laws of Motion. Then in such a medium the change of momentum 
of any part will be partly produced by the action upon it of the 
surrounding parts. This action between the two parts separated 
by any surface can be conceived of as exerted across the surface, 
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and in that case must reduce to stress-systems such 88 we have 
been investigating. We must therefore suppose that at every 
point in a medium, across any small area containing the point, 
there exists a pair of equal and opposite forces proportional to the 
area. The existence of this stress might be taken 88 a fundamental 
fact, just 88 in Elementary Mechanics the tension of a string and the 
pressure of a fluid are taken 88 fundamental notions derived from 
experience, and we may use the notion to obtain equations of 
motion or equilibrium, without seeking to refer it to some more or 
less remote cause. As an example of a doctrine of stress derived 
from an hypothesis other than molecular we may cite the theory of 
Hydrodynamics. It can be shewn that the differential equation 
of surfaces which always contain the same particles h88 three 
independent integrals, so that there are three families of such 
1mrfaces, and the individuality of any portion of the medium is 
therefore secured by the kinematical conditions. Now, assuming 
that no part of the medium can be created or destroyed, we have 
an equation which represents the fact that the increa.se in any 
time of the amount of matter within any closed surface is equal to 
the amount that h88 entered the surface from outside during the 
time, less the amount that h88 left it from inside. If we form 
equations of motion, assuming this kinematical condition after 
the manner of Lagrange, it appears that the pressure of the fluid 
is the force called into play to prevent the violation of the 
kinematical condition. We can thus see how the notion of 
hydrostatic pressure can be arrived at kinematically without 
the intervention of any molecular hypothesis. The stress-systems 
we have been investigating would result from generalising the 
notion thus obtained, by 88suming that, when any relative motions 
of the parts of a continuous medium take place, forces are called 
into play between the parts of the medium analogous to hydrostatic 
pressure, but not necessarily normal to the separating surfaces. 

5-2 



CHAPTER III. 

ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF MATTER-STRESB-STRAIN RELATIONS1• 

21. WHEN a solid body is subjected to the action of a system 
of forces, which, acting on a rigid body, would produce equilibrium, 
certain effects are observable depending on the nature and magni
tude of the applied forces, and from the observed effects certain 
inferences can be drawn as to the behaviour of the system of 
molecules composing the body. The observable effects are changes 
of temperature and deformations of the body, and the latter can be 
kinematically expressed by the strain-systems previously investi
gated. The applied forces (load) are in general of the character of 
surface-tractions and bodily forces, and we have seen that the 
existence of stresses within the solid can be inferred. The ex
pression of these stresses is linear in the expressions of the 

1 The following among other authorities may be consulted : 
Sir G. Stokes. 'On the theories of ... the Equilibrium and Motion of Elastic 

Solids'. Camb. Phil. Soc. Tram. VIII. 1845, and Mathnnatical and Physical Paper•, 
vol. x. 

Sir W. Thomson. Art. Ela6ticity in Encyclopt~~dia Britannica and Mathe
matical and PhyBical Paper1, voL m. Also, Lecture• on Molecular Dynamic•. 
Baltimore, 1884. 

F. E. Neumann. Vorle1ungen iiber die Theorie der Ela•ticitlit der jelten Kitrper 
und des Lichtlither•, 1885. 

Saint-Venant. Translation of Clebeoh's TMorie de l'€la6ticit6 deB corp• 1olideB. 
Paris, 1883. 

Voigt. • Allgemeine Formeln fiir die Bestimmung der Elasticitatsoonstanten 
von Krystallen .. ', Wiedemann's Annalen, XVI. 1882, • Bestimmung der Ela.sticitats
oonstanten von Beryll und Bergkrystall ', Wiedemann's Annalen, :xux. 1887, 
'Bestimmung der Elasticitatsoonstanten von Topa.s und Ba.ryt', Wiedemann's 
Annalen, xxnv. 1888, ' Bestimmung der Elasticitatsconstanten von Flass-spath, 
Pyrit, Steinsalz, Sylvin ', Wiedemann's Annalen, mv. 1888, and 'Ueber die 
Beziehung zwischen den heiden Ela.sticititsconstanten isotroper Kiirper ', Wiede
mann's Annalen, xxxVIII. 1889. 
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applied forces and surface-tractions, or more generally the internal 
stress is linear in terms of the load. When we consider the solid as 
composed of molecules, the stresses are seen to arise from variations 
in the forces exerted between the molecules, depending, partly at 
least, on variations in the molecular configuration; and we have 
accordingly. included in our statement the inference that the 
application of force to the solid is accompanied by changes in its 
molecular configuration. Such changes may be of two kinds. 
Either the new configuration is a configuration of equilibrium 
without the applied force, or it is not; and, if it be not a con
figuration of equilibrium, yet it may still be nearer to some other 
configuration of equilibrium than to the original configuration. 

22. Definition•. 

Unless every new configuration is a configuration of equilibrium 
with no applied force the solid is said to be elastic. In other words 
a body is elastic if a continued application of force is required to 
maintain any alteration of volume or figure. 

The term strain connotes all the relative displacements of the 
parts of the solid. 

When the solid is elastic, part of the strain disappears on the 
removal of the load. This part is called elastic strain and the part 
which does not disappear is called set. 

Set is a permanent rearrangement of the parts of the solid. 

There are in general limits to the amount of strain of any kind 
which a solid can undergo without taking any set. Such limits 
are called elastic limits. A solid, which can be strained without 
taking any set, is said to be in a state of ease up to the amount 
of the strain at which set begins. An elastic solid is said to be 
perfectly elastic within its elastic limits. 

When a perfectly elastic solid is strained by the application of 
a load, which is not great enough to produce a strain surpassing 
the elastic limit, the whole strain disappears when the load is 
removed. 

23. Hooke'• Law. 
This law connects the observed deformation of an elastic solid 

body with the applied load. It states that 

The deformation produced is proportional to the load producing it. 
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We have already noted the linearity of the relations between 
internal stress and load, we may therefore restate the law in the 
form 

Stress is a linear function of strain. 

This is the generalised Hooke's law to which we have referred. It 
forms the foundation of the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity as 
at present developed. 

Hooke's law applies, in the first instance, to an elastic solid 
body in a state of ease, strained within its elastic limits. 

If the law be true it may be applied to finite strains not 
exceeding the amount indicated, we have therefore to consider in 
the first place the proofs of the law. 

The proof of the law in the cases in which it holds is experi
mental. The law has been demonstrated by the most minute 
and careful experiments to hold for nearly all elastic solid bodies 
in common use. Sir William Thomson states that the " law is 
fulfilled, as accurately as any experiments hitherto made can tell, 
for all metals and hard solids, each through the whole range 
within its limits of elasticity". Experimenters have however noted 
a defect of the law in the case of cast-iron and other cast metals 
for which it appears that the law does not represent the stress-strain 
relation for any strains large enough to be observed. 

A simple experimental proof can be given in all cases, when 
the strain is infinitesimal. The strain is in this case expressed by 
linear functions of the differential coefficients of the displacements. 
If the law be true, the differential equations of vibration of an 
elastic solid body become linear, and isochronous vibrations will be 
possible. The experimental fact, that all solids can be thrown into 
a state of isochronous vibration, is a peremptory proof of the truth 
of the law in the case of the very small displacements involved. 
This was first pointed out by Sir G. Stokes. 

When a solid is strained by unequal heating it is clear that 
Hooke's Law 88 formulated above does not hold, for a strain is 
produced without any load producing it. The above discussion 
must he regarded as applying to solids strained at constant 
temperature by the application of external forces, and to such 
strains as take place in sound vibrations. In case the strain is not 
of this kind there exists no theory which can be demonstrated in a 
thoroughly satisfactory manner. 
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24. I•otropy-.IEolotropy. 
A solid is said to be elastically isotropic when it exhibits no 

differences of elastic quality depending on direction. The same 
forces, applied in the same way, to similar and similarly situated 
portions of two equal spherical or cubical blocks cut in any manner 
from an isotropic solid, produce in them the same strain. 

Elastic solids which are not isotropic are termed reolotropic. 
If two spherical portions be cut in the same manner from an 
reolotropic solid, and one of them be turned through any angle 
about any axis, and thereafter similar systems of forces be similarly 
applied to similar and similarly situated portions of them, the 
strains produced will be in general different. Or if two cubical 
blocks be cut from the solid, whose edges are not initially parallel, 
and similar systems of forces be similarly applied to them, different 
systems of strains will be produced in the two blocks. In fact the 
resistance, which an reolotropic solid offers to change of shape, 
depends partly on the load, and partly on the direction, with 
reference to axes fixed in the solid, of the part of the surface to 
which it is applied. As an example of the difference between 
isotropy and reolotropy, we have the well-known result that a 
weight, hung to the end of an isotropic bar, simply extends the 
bar, while, if the bar be reolotropic, it may be twisted as well as 
extended. 

25. Elastic con•tants-Modulu•e•. 
According to the generalised Hooke's Law the stress at any 

point is a linear function of the strain, i.e. each of the six stresses 
P, Q, R, S, T, U is a linear function of the six strains e, f, g, 
a, b,·c. 

The coefficients in the expression of P ... as functions of e ••. are 
termed elastic constants. 

A Modulus of Elasticity is the quantity obtained by dividing 
the number expressing a stress by the number expressing the 
corresponding strain 1• The moduluses are functions of the elastic 
constants. 

A Modulus is called a principal modulus when the stress 
concerned provokes only a strain of its own type. In general this 
is not the case, but a stress of given type being applied to a solid, 

I e.g. P and e are corresponding stresses and strains·; so 8 and a, and the 
average pressure -HP+Q+R) and the cubical compression -(e+f+g). 
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strains of the corresponding type and of other types will be found. 
A good example is that of extension. When a prismatic bar is 
extended, the stress at any point can reduce to normal tension 
across the sections of the bar, but the strain will not at the same 
time reduce to simple extension of fibres o( the bar parallel to its 
axis. The extension is in fact accompanied by lateral contractions. 
For the definition of a modulus of any kind, we have to suppose 
that only a certain kind of stress exists, and then calculate the 
amount of the str-ain of the corresponding type, that must occur. 
Typical examples of these calculations will be found in arts. 41-43 
below. 

The moduluses and elastic constants of a solid are physical 
quantities of the same kind as stress, i.e. they are forces per unit 
area.. In many treatises and memoirs, constants are introduced 
which are the reciprocals of the moduluses and elastic constants, 
e.g. the " coefficient of compressibility " is the reciprocal of the 
modulus of compression. 

26. Constanta of I•otropic •oHd. 

To give a simple theory of homogeneous isotropic solids, we 
may assume that a uniform hydrostatic pressure, or tension, applied 
to the surface of a cubical block, produces uniform cubical com
pression, or dilatation, at all points of the interior and no other 
strain. 

We may also assume that uniform tangential stress, applied to 
any plane, produces uniform shear of the plane and no other strain. 

The modulus of compression, or bulk-modulus, of an isotropic 
solid is the quantity obtained by dividing the uniform tension by 
the uniform dilatation produced by it. It will be denoted by k. 

The modulus of rigidity is the quantity obtained by dividing 
the uniform tangential stress by the shear produced by it. It will 
be denoted by 1'-· These are principal moduli. 

Suppose the uniform tension to be p, and the small uniform 
extension of all lines of the material to be e, so that a cube whose 
sides are each 1 becomes a cube whose sides are each 1 + e, then 
the dilatation produced is 3e, and we have the equation 

p=3ke .............................. (l). 

Again suppose the tangential stress, of amount 8, to be applied 
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to the plane (yz) in a direction parallel to y, the shear of the 
plane will be a, where 

8=p.a .............................. (2). 
Young's Modul·us E is the ratio of a tractive force P per unit 

area, applied to a bar of the material, to the extension e produced 
in the bar, so that P = Ee. 

We shall now obtain the expreBBion of the six streBBes in 
terms of the six strains, and find the value of E as a function 
of k and p.. 

27. Stre••-straln relation• for I•otropic •oHd. 
A method of arriving at the theory is founded on the following 

assumption : 
In the case of an isotropic solid, the principal planes of stres.'! 

are perpendicular to the principal axes of extension. 
Suppose the stress and strain referred to principal axes. Let 

P11 QI, ~ be the components of streBB, and Bt, /I, gi the components 
of strain. Then plainly P 1 is a symmetrical function of /I and gi; 
and, since the stresses are linear functions of the strains, we may 
write 

PI= A. (ei + .h + gi) + 2,1Bt, 
QI = A. ( ei + .h + gi) + 2p.'f~> 
~=A. (ei + fi. + gi) + 2p.'g~> 

the coefficients A. and ,1 being the same in all three equations, as 
there is no difference of elastic quality depending on direction. 

Now let PI= QI =~.then will Bt =/I= g1, and we find by (1) 
3A. + 2p.' = 3k. 

Next let PI=- Q1 , and ~ = 0. Then P 1 and Q1 are equivalent 
to a shearing stress of the planes bisecting the angles between the 
principal planes, across which P 1 and Q1 act. The magnitude of 
the shearing stress is PI, and the shear produced is P1fp., and this 
is equal to 2Bt,1 since in the case supposed Bt =-fi., and gi = 0. 
Hence p.' = p., so that we have 

A.= k- fp. .............................. (3). 
It is convenient to use A. and p. as the fundamental elastic 

constants of an isotropic solid, and then the streBS-strain relations, 
referred to principal axes, are three such as 

P1=A.(e1 + .h +g1)+ 'J.p.Bt .................. (4). 
I See arts. 11 and 17. 
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Now transform this stress-strain system to any rectangular axes 
of (x', y', z'). Let (x, y, z) be the coordinates of (a!, y', z') referred 
to the principal axes, and let the scheme of transformation be 

y 

x' 

y' 

The stress-quadric (P, Q, R, S, T, U"§_x'y'z"f = const. is the 
transformed of P1:# + Q1y' + ~zS = const., and the elongation
quadric (e, J, g, !a, !b, !c9.._x'y'z')' = const. is the transformed of 
e1:# + fiY2 + g1z2 = const., and equations (33) of art. 11, and (14) 
of art. 16, give us 

P = P1ll + Q1ml + ~'nj_2 

=A.(~+ /1 + gl)+2p.(llt~ +~s.h +'nj_'gl) 

and 
= A.(e + f+ g)+ 2p.e, 

U = ltlsP1 + ~msQ1 + 'nj_nsRl 

= ("ltls + n&tms + 'nj_'ns) A. ( e1 + J,. + gl) + 2p. ("ltlA + ~ms/1 + ~'nt!}l) 

=p.c. 

Hence the expressions for the six stresses are in general 

p = A.A. + 2p.e 

where 

is the cubical dilatation. 

Q="A.Ii+2p.f 
R = A.li + 2J11J 
S=p.a 
T=p.b 
U=p.c 

........................ (5), 

a =e+f+ g ........................... (6) 

With the above expressions for the stresses in terms of the 
strains it is found that the expression 

Pde + Qdf'+ Rdg + Sda + Tdb + Udc 
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is the complete differential of a function W of e,f, g, a, b, c, given 
by the equation 

2 W =(A+ 2!-') (e + f + g'f + 1-' (a2 + b2 + c'-4fg- 4ge- 4ef) .. . (7), 
so that the stresses P, Q, ... U are given by the equations 

oW oW oW 
P=a;, Q= of, ... U=ac···············(B). 

28. Relation• between elutic consta.ntl. 
To express E in terms of A and p., suppose the stresses reduce 

to a simple tension P. Then a, b, c will be zero, and 
(A+ 2/-')e+A(/+ g)=P, 
(A+ 2!-')/+ A(g+ e)= 0, 
(A+ 2/-')g + A(e +f) =0, 

A 
from which /=g.=- 2 ()!.+ p.) e=- ue say, 

and P=[" 2 -~] =~-'(3A+ 21-') "'+ 1-' (A+J.') e A+p. e. 

Hence Young's Modulus is E, where 
1-' (3)1. + 2p.) 9p.k 

E= )l.+p. = 3k+l-' ·················· (9). 

The number u=!A/(A+J.') ........................ (10) 
is the ratio of lateral contraction to longitudinal ei1Jtension when a 
bar is pulled out. This constant is called Poisson's ratio. Accord
ing to the molecular hypothesis of Cauchy and Pojsson it is equal 
to i, and A is equal to 1-'· It is certain that there are materials 
for which experiment shews that A is at any rate very nearly equal 
to p.. We shall not however introduce the relation )1. = ~-'• except 
occasionally in numerical calculations. 

In general the ratio u must lie between ! and - 1 ; for if u > -f, 
then p. is negative, or the medium would not resist distortion, and 
if -1 > u, k(=)l.+fp.) is negative and the medium would not resist 
compression. These limits for u are theoretically necessary. As a 
matter of practice there are no known isotropic materials for 
which u is negative, and a negative value of u is for physical 
reasons highly improbable. 

We have introduced 5 constants E, u, )!., J.', k of which only two 
are independent; the reader will find it useful to make for himself 
a table giving expressions for each of these in terms of any selected 
two. 
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29. Equation• of Equilibrium and 1mall Motion. 

Let u, v, w be the component displacements of any point (x, y, z) 
of the body, and suppose them small continuous functions of x, y, z. 
Then the strain-components e,f, g, a, b, c are given by equations 
(36) of art. 12, so that equations (5) become such equations as 

P=""- (~ + av + aw) + 2P. au) 
ox oy oz ox l 

(
CJw CJv) J ............ (11 ). 

s =p. CJy +az. 
Substitute these in the equations of small motion (11) of art. 14, 
and we have 

o6. o2u 
("A+ p.) ox + p.V2u + pX = P 'iJt""""'i 

oA • asv 
(X+ p.) oy + p.V~ + pY = p ot2 •••••••••••• (12), 

("A+ p.) ~~ + p.V'W + pZ = p; 

()2 ()2 ()2 
where V2 denotes the operator CJaf! + 'i{y' + ~2 , A is the cubical 

dilatation ~= + ~ + a;; , p is the density, and X, Y, Z are the 

components of the bodily forces per unit mass acting at the point 
(x, y, z) of the body. The equations of equilibrium are the same 
as (12) with the right-hand sides put equal to zero. 

With the notation of art. 12 for the cubical dilatation and the 
three rotations, these equations can also be written in the form 

( 2 ) oA 2 O'GJ'a CJ'GT2 X CJ2u 
X+ p. ox- p. CJy +2p.a.z+P =p CJt2 

( 2 ) CJA CJ'GJ'l CJ'GT a y CJiv 
X+ p. -0-y- 2p. CJz + 2p. ax +p =pot' ...... (13). 

( 2 ) CJ6. cn.r2 CJ'!lTl z ()tw 
X+ p. oz - 2p. ()a; + 2p. CJy + p = p CJV 

The boundary-conditions are found from equations (12) of art. 14, 
by inserting the expressions for the six stresses in terms of the six 
strains. Thus we obtain 

F = l ("AA + 2p.e) + mp.c + np.b ) 
G = lp.c + m (A6. + 2p.f) + np.a ............ (14 ). 

H = lp.b + mp.a + n ("A6. + 2p.g) 
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It is easy to shew that these can be written in the form 

F= ZAa+2p.(:.+m1ll'a-n1ll's). 

G =m"ll.ti+2p. (;; + 1l1ll'1 - l1ll'a) ............ (15), 

H = nAa +2p. (: + kJ-1 - m1lf1) 

where l, m, n are the direction-cosines of the normal to the bound
ing surface drawn outwards, dn' is the element of this normal, and 
F, G, Hare the forces per unit area parallel to the axes applied at 
any point of the bounding surface. 

30. Table of Elastic Oon1tant1. 

AB shewing the order of magnitude of the moduluses of some 
well-known elastic materials, and for convenience of reference, we 
give the following table. 

Material p E k p. (f' 

I Authority 
-· ---- ·-- --

Steel Pianoforte 7•727 2049 ...... ...... ······ D. M' Farlane, quoted b_tSir 
Wire1 W. Thomson, Encyc. rit. 

Steel 7•849 2181 1876 834 [·306] Everett 1 

, ······· ...... ...... ...... •294 Kirchhoff, Pogg. Ann., 1859 , ······· 2081 1499 ...... •268 Amagat, Journal de PkyBi-
f[U8, 1889 

Iron (wrought) 7•677 2000 1485 785 f·274~ Everett 
Brass (drawn) 8•471 1096 ...... 373 ·468 Everett 
Brass ....... ...... 1063 ...... ·333 I Wertheim, Ann. de Cki1nie, 

: 1848 

" f'Oooooo 1106 1071 ...... ·327 I Amagat, loc. cit. 
Copper ....... 1239 1189 [470] ·327 Amagat, loc. cit. 

, 8•843 1258 1717 456 [ ·378] . Everett 
Lead ....... 160 369 ·4281 Amagat, loc. cit. 
Glass 2•942 615 423 243 .. .... Everett 
, ······· 690 463 [253] ·245 Amagat, loc. cit. 

- ---

For greater completeness, the density p of the matter referred 
to is also generally given. The moduluses are given in terms 
of a unit stress of 108 Grammes' weight per square centim~tre 
The authority for the results is also given. It will be noticed 

1 Except in Amagat's experiments the materials tested were probably not 
isotropic, but they are treated as such by the authorities referred to. 

2 'Units and Physical Constants'. 
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that in some cases we give E, in others k, in others p., and in 
others rr. The nnmbers in square brackets occasionally given in 
some columns are obtained from those given in other columns by 
application of known relations between elastic constants. 

31. Elastic Con1tanta of JEolotropic Solid. 

In the general case of an reolotropic solid subject to Hooke's 
Law we must have each of the si.x stresses a linear function of the 
six strains. Adopting a notation similar to that of art. 10, we may 
express the most general stress-strain relations in the form 

(P, Q, R, S, T, U) 

=(~I ~2 Cu ~. 016 ~s "'§_e,j, g, a, b, c) ... (16). 

On 022 023 C:u C.m c~ I 
C:n Cn Cas au Cu c. 

041 042 048 c .. 046 0481 

Cn Cm 0113 Cu eM eM 

On c. Caa Cu Cu I Css : 

The quantities ~1 ... 1 are called elastic constants. 

We shall hereafter prove (chapter V.), that in case the solid 
is strained, either at constant temperature, or in such a way that no 
heat is gained or lost by any element, the work (per unit volume) 
done in slightly increasing the strain, expressed by 

Pde+Qdf+Rdg+Sda+ Tdb+Udc ............ (17) 

is the complete differential of a function W of the six strains e, j, g, 
a, b, c. In consequence of equations (16), this function must be a 
complete quadratic function of the six strains, and this function is 

-! (Cu, c22, ... c., ~2 ... "'§_e,j, g, a, b, c)2 ............ (18), 

where Cr8 = c,., (r, 8 = 1, 2 ... 6) .................. (19). 

There are 15 relations of the form (19), whereby the 36 constants 
of equation (16) are reduced to 21. This is Green's reduction of 
the number of constants, and, in developing the theory, we shall 
suppose it to hold good. The constants en ... for any particular 
solid depend on the material, and on the directions chosen as axes. 

1 For the symmetry see Note on Double Suffix Notations at the end of this 
chapter. 
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Again we shall prove that, for a system of discrete particles 
homogeneously arranged, whose action upon each other is such 
that the force between any two is in the line joining them and 
is a function of their distance, there is a further reduction in the 
number of constants from 21 to 15, effected by the equations 

c23 = c", c31 = C111, ~~ = c88 } 
c1, = c1111, ~=eM, Cas= c415 

............... (20). 

This is Cauchy's reduction of the number of constants, and there 
are many practical applications for which it is convenient to 
suppose it to hold good. We shall not however expressly introduce 
it into the general theory, as we have no sufficient ground for 
supposing that it expresses a necessary property of solid bodies, 
and it has not been verified by experiment. 

32. Natural Orystall. 

Further reductions in the number of constants take place, when 
the solid exhibits any kind of structural symmetry. The theory of 
the possible symmetries, and of the forms of bodies possessing these 
symmetries, is the science of Crystallography1• The internal 
structure of crystalline bodies can be inferred from the forms in 
which they crystallize. These forms are always bounded by 
surfaaes which are very nearly plane, and deviations from 
plane forms are treated as exceptions, crystals bounded by 
planes being regarded as the rule. If any three edges of a 
crystal be chosen as axes, the planes of the crystal may be re
ferred to them, and any plane can be determined by its intercepts 
on the axes. The law of crystal form experimentally ascertained 
is that, for any crystal, these intercepts are rational numerical 
multiples of three fixed lengths dependent on the form. The 
ratios of these fixed lengths are in general irrational, and are 
called axial ratios. Crystals are classified accoPding to their 
symmetry, and their axial ratios, when referred to the most 
convenient system of axes. Thus if a, b, c be three fixed inter
cepts on three fixed axes, any crystal must be bounded by planes 
parallel to the planes whose intercepts are afh, bjk, cfl, where h, k, l 
are positive or negative integral numbers. The ratios a : b : c are 
the axial ratios, and depend on the material. The symbol (h, k, l) 

1 The system of notation adopted is that of Miller, see e.g., G. H. Williams, 
Elements of Ory•tallography. Macmillan, London, 1890. 
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represents a family of parallel planes. If the crystal possess 
symmetry with respect to the plane of two of the axes, (say the 
b-axis and the c-axis ), then the existence of a plane face, forming 
one mem her of the family (h, k, l) requires the existence of a face 
forming one member of the family (- h, k, l). The collection of all 
the planes required by this law forms a complete or holohedral 
crystal form. Of equal importance are the partial crystal forms 
arrived at by the selection of certain planes from those of 
any complete crystal form. If half the planes be selected the 
resulting form is said to be hemihedral, if one quarter tetartohedral; 
the half or quarter selected must however be chosen according to 
certain rules, depending on the symmetry of the crystal. If, when 
the axes are suitably chosen, any one of the axial ratios become 
rational, it is clear that this ratio may be taken to be unity, and 
the two axes concerned are said to be equivalent ; if further these 
axes be normal to planes of symmetry, they are said to be equi
valent axes of symmetry. The law of selection of planes to make a 
hemihedral form is that only such planes can occur as intersect 
equivalent axes of symmetry at the same distance from the origin, 
at the same inclination, and in equal numbers1• The selection of 
half the planes of a complete crystal form may either include or 
exclude pairs of parallel planes ; in the former case the resulting 
form is said to be hemihedral with parallel faces, in the latter 
hemihedral. with inclined faces. 

In the theory of elastic crystals, it is convenient to introduce 
two sets of rectangular axes. The axes of (a:, y, z) are perfectly 
general, and the axes of (a:0 , y0 , z0) are parallel to lines to which it 
is convenient to refer the faces of the crystal, (sometimes, but not 
always, crystallographic axes). We shall denote the displacements, 
stresses, and strains, referred to the latter system, by (u0 , Vo. w0), 

(Po. Qo, Ro. So, To, Uo). and (eo, fo, Uo. ao. bo. Co); and the most 
general system of elastic constants corresponding to (16), when 
referred to the axes of (a:0 , y0 , z0), will be denoted by a's with double 
suffixes instead of c's. 

1 An example will make this clearer. If no two axes of symmetry be equivalent, 
but three planes of symmetry be present, as in the rhombic system, a complete 
form is the octal!edron ( ,~: 1, ,~: 1, ,~: 1). A possible method of hemihedrism is by 
selection of the planes ( ,~: 1, ,~: 1, + 1). If there be three equivalent axes of 
symmetry at right angles, as in the cubic system, this is not a possible method 
of hemihedrism. 
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Complete crystal forms are divided into six systems according to 
their symmetries. We shall exhibit the stress-strain relations for 
each of these systems, and for the most important related hemihedral 
forms, with reference to specially selected sets of axes of (x0 , y0 , z0). 

To do this we shall follow F. E. Neumann in his assumptions 
that crystallographic symmetry is identical with symmetry in 
elastic quality, and the directions of equivalent axes of symmetry 
are elastically interchangeable. 

33. Triclinic, Anorthic, or Doubly-Oblique System
(21 Constants). 

In this system there is no plane of symmetry, and no reduction 
takes place in the number of constants. The relations (16) with 
Cr8 = Csr are the stress-strain relations. 

34. Monoclinic or Oblique System--{13 Constants). 

This system possesses one plane of symmetry. Let this be 
the plane (x0 , y0), then P 0 , Q0 , Ro, Uo must remain unaltered, and 
the other stresses must change sign, when z0 and w0 are changed 
into - z0 and - w0 , i.e. when ao and b0 are changed into - ao and - b0 • 

Hence the coefficients ~ •• ~G. ~.au. a:w,, aaa. a64, aao vanish, and the 
energy-function W is given by 

2W =(au,~. aaa, aao. al2 ... 3feo • .fo. go, Co)2 +(a .. ,~. a"~ao, bo)2(20), 
i.e. 2 W consists of a complete quadratic function of e0 ,fo, g0 , c0 , and a 
complete quadratic function of a0 , boo 

Let (h, k, l) denote any plane of a complete form of this system, 
referred to the axes of (x0 , y0 , z0), then (h, k, -l) must be a plane 
of the form, and, taking the two parallel planes (- h, - k, -l) 
and (-h, -k, l), we get the complete crystal form. These planes 
do not form the boundary of a crystal since they do not enclose a 
space. The faces of a crystal are generally the sets of planes 
belonging to several complete or partial fwms of the same system. 

The parallel-faced hemihedral forms would consist of the planes 
(h, k, l) and (- h, - k, - l), or of the other pair. Each of these is 
identical with a complete triclinic form, and may therefore be 
rejected from our enumeration. If there were true monoclinic 
crystals exhibiting this mode of hemihedrism we could have the 
phenomenon of the combination of an apparently monoclinic form 
with an apparently triclinic, which has never been observed We 

~ 6 
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shall in like manner reject all partial forms arrived at geometrically, 
which are identical with forms belonging to a different system of 
crystals. 
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Fig. 5. 

The inclined-faced hemihedral forms would consist of the planes 
(h, k, l) and (- h, - k, l) or of the other pair, or again of the pair 
(h, k, l,) and (h, k, -l) or of the other pair. The first named have 
no plane of symmetry. 

Some inclined-faced hemihedral forms of this system possess no 
plane of symmetry, but the figure of any such form will be similarly 
situated with respect to the axes if it be rotated through two right 
angles about the z0 axis. It follows that P0 , Q0 , Ro, U0 remain un
altered, and 80 , T0 change sign when u0 , V0 , a:0 , Yo are changed into 
-Uo,- V0,-a:0,- Yo while W0 and z0 remain unaltered, i.e. when a0 

and b0 are changed to - a0 and - b0• Hence the stress-strain 
formul~e for these are the same as for the complete forms of the 
same system. The remaining inclined-faced hemihedral forms of 
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this system possess one plane of symmetry, so that the formula 
(20) holds for all forms of this system. 

35. Rhombic or Prismatic Syatem-(9 Constants). 

The complete forms of this system possess three planes of 
symmetry at right angles to each other. Let the planes (x0 , y0) 

and (::r0 , z0) be planes of symmetry. Then all the coefficients 
~,, ~~. a1s. ~. ~. ~. au, a., lla&. a.~, a48 , aM vanish, and the 
energy-function is given by 

2 w = ( ~~~ ~. aaa. ~. am, au]£ eo,fo. go'f + a~tao' + a~bo' + ae.Co2 (21 ), 

which is the same as when there are three planes of symmetry. 
Topaz and Barytes are examples of crystals for which formula (21) 
holds. 

Let (h, lc, l) denote any plane of a complete form of this system 
referred to the axes (x0 , y0 , z0), then (± h, ± lc, ± l) must all be 
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planes of the form, and the complete crystal form is the octa
hedron with rectangular diagonals of different lengths. 

The types of the possible hemihedral forms are : 

1°, The tetrahedron formed by the planes ABO, A'BO', A'B'O, 
.A.B'O', where AA', BB' and 00' are the axes. This has no plane 
of symmetry but the figure will come into a similar position with 
respect to the axes after a rotation through two right angles about 
either axis, hence for these inclined-faced hemihedral forms formula 
(21) holds. 

2°. The half-form whose planes are ABO, ABO', A'B'O, 
A'B'O'. This is identical with the complete monoclinic form, 
and may therefore be rejected. 

3°. The half-form whose planes are ABO, A'BO, A'B'O, AB'O. 
This has two planes of symmetry, and formula (21) holds. 

We shall write (21) in the form 

2W=(A, B, 0, F, G, H'§.eo,fo,go'f+Lao2 +Mbo'+Nco2···(21). 

In this notation Cauchy's relations are 

L=F, M=G, N=H. 

36. Quadratic or Tetragonal System-(6 ConstantA). 

This system has three rectangular planes of symmetry, and two 
of the axes are equivalent; let these be the axes of :c0 and y0 , then 
Po must be the same function of e0 that Q0 is ofj0 , and Po and Qo 
must have the same term in g0 ; also 80 must be the same function 
of a0 that T0 is of b0 ; we thus get the equalities au=~, au=~. 
a"= a156 , and W is given by the equation 

2W =(au, au, aas, a..~. ~'J'§.eo,fo,goJ +a" (ao9+ bo2
) + aeaco2 

... (22). 

Let (h, Tc, l) denote any plane of the complete form. Then the 
complete form will also contain the planes (± h, ± Tc, ± l) and 
(±Tc, ±h, ±l). If Tc=h the figure is an octahedron with rectangular 
diagonals two of which are equal in length. The hemihedral forms 
derivable from the most general complete form are obtained as 
follows:-

1 °, Selection by alternate planes. Of the 8 bounding planes, 
4 are obtained from the form (h, Tc, l) by taking the signs all 
positive, or two negative and one positive, and the other 4 are 
obtained from these by interchanging h and Tc and at the same time 
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changing the sign of l. The resulting inclined-faced hemihedra.l 
form has no plane of symmetry, but by rotating it round the z0 

axis through 90° it will come into a similar position with respect 
to the axes. We shall see presently that equation (22) does not 
hold for this case (fig. 7). 

z 

Z' 
Fig. 7. 

In fig. 7 .AB and .A.'D are two sides of a rhombus, two of whose 
corners are .A., .A.', and the other two are on oa equidistant from 0. 
Ba and an are two sides of an equal rhombus, one of whose corners 
is a, another on Oa opposite to a, and the other two on .A..A.'. The 
complete form consists of two pyramids, vertices Z and Z' standing 
on the 8 sided figure .A.BaD.A.'... The hemihedralforms obtained 
by the first method of selection are such as that bounded by the 
planes Z'.A.B, ZBO, Z'aD, ZD.A.' ... 

2°. Selection by alternate pairs intersecting in the principal 
plane of symmetry (ro0 y0). Of the 8 bounding planes, 4 are 
obtained from (h, lc, l) by taking the first two letters either (h, lc) 
or (- h, -lc) or ( lc, - h) or ( -lc, h), and the other 4 from these by 
changing the sign of l. The resulting parallel-faced hemihedral 
form has three planes of symmetry, viz.: the plane (ro0 , Yo) and 
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planes parallel to the sides of the square base in this plane, and 
formula (22) holds for these forms (fig. 8). 

z 

Z' 

Fig. 8. 

3°. Selection by alternate octants. Of the 8 bounding planes, 
4 are obtained by taking the signs of (h, k, l) all positive or two 
negative and one positive, and the other 4 are obtained from these 
by interchanging h and k. The resulting inclined-faced hemi
hedral forms have two planes of symmetry which bisect the angles 
between the planes (x0 , z0) and (y0, z0), but the equivalence of the 
corresponding axes of symmetry is lost. The form therefore 
belongs really to the rhombic system and may be rejected here. 

For the trapezohedral hemihedrons obtained by the first 
method of selection it can be shewn that the energy-function is 
given by an equation of the form 

2 W=(au, ~l> aas, aas, ~. ~;'§_eo,fo,go'f+a"(ao2+bo2)+af#o2+2~1..eo-fo)Co 
............ (23), 
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which involves 7 constants. This mode of crystallization has been 
observed in certain organic salts only. 

37. Regular or Cubic Sy.tem-(3 Constants). 

This system has three rectangular planes of symmetry and all 
three axes equivalent. It is clear that W is given by the 
equation 

2W =(au, au, ~H U-xt, ~~> U-xt"'§.eo,fo, go1 + a"(tlo2 + bo2 + Co1
) ... (24). 

Let (h, k, l) denote any plane of the crystal. Then the complete 
form is obtained by taking the six permutations of the letters 
h, k, l, and giving either sign to each letter. The most general 
complete form is therefore bounded by 48 planes. The types of 
hemihedrism are similar to those of the tetragonal system. If the 
first method (by alternate planes) be adopted, the resulting figure 
will have no plane of symmetry; but it will coincide with its ori
ginal position after a rotation through 90° about either axis, and 
equation (24) holds for this case. If the second method (by 
alternate pairs intersecting in a principal plane of symmetry) be 
adopted, the resulting parallel-faced hemihedral forms will have 
three rectangular planes of symmetry, one belonging to the 
complete form, and the other two bisecting the angles between 
two principal planes of the complete form, and all three axes 
equivalent, and equation (24) will clearly hold for this case. If 
the third method (by alternate octants) be adopted the resulting 
inclined-faced hemihedral forms will be such that, by a rotation 
through 45° about either axis, the two principal planes of the 
complete form, that meet in that axis, become planes of symmetry, 
and equation (24) will therefore hold for this case. 

Fluor-spar, Rock-salt, Pyrites, and Potassium Chloride are 
examples of minerals for which formula (24) holds. 

38. Hexagonal System-( 5 Constants). 

This system has 7 planes of symmetry, of which one is perpen
dicular to the axis z0 , and 6 meet in the axis z0 and are symmetri
cally arranged round that axis, and the axes perpendicular to the 
latter 6 planes are equivalent. We can express this by beginning 
with the rhombic system, and supposing that the expressions for 
the stresses in terms of the strains are unaltered by a rotation 
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through 60° about the axis z0 • When the new axes are given by 
the equations 

~=!, ~=!.V3, n,.=O} 
l2 = - !.Y3, m2 = t• ~ = 0 ............... (25), 
l8 =0, ma= 0, na= 1 

the equations of transformation of strain-components, given in (33) 
of art. 10, become 

e' = }e + !f + !.V3c, a'= !a- !.V3b, } 
f = !e + l/ -l.V 3c, b' = !.V3a + !b, ... (26). 
g' =g, c' =-!.V3e+!.V3/- ic 

The equations of transformation of stress-components given in (14) 
of art. 16, give P', Q', ... in terms of P, Q, ... If we write down 
the corresponding formulre for P, Q, ... in terms of P', Q', ... we 
shall get 

P = }P' + !Q'- i.V3 U', 8 = !8' + !.V3T, } 
Q =!P' +lQ' +!.V3U', T=-!.V38' + !T', ... (27). 
R =R', U = !.V3P'- !.V3Q'- !U' 

Now writing equation (21) in the form 

2W =(.A, B, C, F, G, H'§.eo,fo, gof+Lao2 +Mbo2 +Nco2
, 

substituting for 8' and T' in the 8, T equations of (27), and 
equating coefficients of a or b, we obtain L = M. 

Substituting for R' in the R equation of (~7), and equating 
coefficients of e or f, we obtain F = G. 

Substituting for P', Q', U' in the P, Q equations of (27), and 
equating coefficients of e in the P equation, and coefficients 
off in the Q equation, we get fN = H-.A- -ArB- iH, and 
!N = H-B- -&A - !H, from which .A = B, and N = ! (.A -H). 

Thus the energy-function is given by 

2W=(~l>~l> aaa, ~. ~. ~l_eo,Jo.gof+a"(ao2+ho')+H~~-al2)co2 

............ (28). 

Note that this formula is unaltered by turning the axes of x0 and 
Yo through any angle. 

Beryl is an example of a crystal for which this formula holds. 

39. Rhombohedral System-(6 Constants). 

The most important hemihedral forms of the hexagonal system 
are the rhombohedrons obtained from a hexagonal pyramid by 
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the selection of alternate planes. In figure 9 ABOA'B'O' is a 
regular hexagon, and ZZ' a perpendicular axis, and the faces of 
the rhombohedron are ZAB, Z'BO, ZOA', Z'A'B', ZB'O', and Z'O' A. 
These forms are unaltered by rotation through 120° about the axis 
z0 , and also by rotation through 180° about the line AA', which 
we take for the axis rc0 • We have already seen (art. 34) that the 
last property produces just the same simplification in the energy
function as if the plane rc0 = 0 were a plane of symmetry, and we 
may therefore set out from the form 

2 W =(au, ~~ £Zaa, a" ... 2: eo, fo, 9o 1 ao'f +(a~~~~, atl81 ~9:bo, Co)2
• 

If we work out the conditions that this may be unaltered by a 

z 

Z' 

Fig. 9. 
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rotation through 120° about the axis z0 , we shall find the energy
function for this crystal system given by 

2W =(au, au, asa, a_, aw, aaleo,J~. go)t +a"' (ao' + bo')+t(au -all) Co2 

+ 2~,ao (eo-/o) + 2~,boeo ............ (29). 

After what we have just done for the holohedrons of the hexagonal 
·system, the work may be left to the reader. Formula (29) holds 
for Iceland Spar. 

Quartz is an example of a tetartohedral form of the hexagonal 
system, which is a hemihedral form of the rhombohedral system, 
and has the property of being unaltered by the same rotations as 
the rhombohedron. Formula (29) therefore holds for this mineral. 

40. Isotropic Solids. 

In an isotropic solid any three rectangular lines are equivalent 
axes of symmetry, and therefore there cannot be more independent 
constants than there are for a regular crystal, and the energy
function will be given by an equation of the form 

2 W =A (e' + jt + g1
) + 2H (fg + ge + ef) + N (a2 + bl + &}, 

where there may be relations among the constants. 

Again this function must be unaltered by rotation of the axes 
through any angle, and therefore, in particular, if the rotation be 
through 60' about the axis z. This will give us the same relation 
among the constants as holds for hexagonal crystals viz. : 

H=A-2N. 

Hence 2 W takes the form 

A (e+ f+ g)2 + N[a'+hl+&-4 (fg+ge+ef)]. 

Now the quantities that occur herein are invariants, and therefore 
no further reduction in the number of constants can be effected by 
considerations of symmetry. This is the same form as that of 
equation (7) of art. 27. 

4:1. Resistance to Oomprel8ion. 

Consider now a prism of any solid in the form of a rectangular 
parallelepiped whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes, and 
suppose it subject to uniform surface-tractions only. It is clear 
that the stress-equations (10) of art. 14 can be satisfied by sup
posing P, Q, R all constant, and S, T, U all zero, and then, by 
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(12) of the same article, it follows that the surface-tractions are 
P, Q, R on the three pairs of faces. 

Now let P = Q = R = - p, then a uniform pressure p is applied 
to the faces of the solid, and we have in general 

Cue+ ~,j + ~,g + ~ll + cJJ + ~.C = - P 
Cue+ c,f + CD!J + c,a + c,.b + c.c =-p 
Cue+ c./+ e.g+ Call+ c,.b + CaeC =-P ......... (30). 
~,e + cuf + C84[J + Cu.a + Ceb + CJ: = 0 
cue+ c./+ CIIJ[J + cea + c,JJ + c~ = 0 
~,e + c,f +e.g + c..a + c,JJ + c.p = 0 

Let II be the determinant formed with the c's, and 0,., the 
minor of c,.,, then 

e =-p (On+ aH + Ou)fii, 

I=-P (012 + Oa + 012)/II, 
g= -p (Ou + O'lll+ 0113)/II. 

n 
Hence P = - ( 8 +I+ g) On + 0

22 
+ 0

113 
+ 20'lll + 20

31 
+ 20H · 

If lc = II/( Ou + 022 + 088 + 20'lS + 20Sl + 2012) •..•••..••.• (31 ), 

then lc is the ratio of the uniform pressure applied to the cubical 
compression produced. This is the resistance to compression, or 
bulle-modulus of the solid, for the set of directions (x, y, z). Now 
in the case under consideration the stress-quadric is a sphere 
p (xt + ?f + z2) = const., and therefore if we transform to new axes 
the normal stresses will each be - p, and the tangential stresses 
will be each zero. Also we know that e +I+ g is an invariant. 
It follows that the bulk-modulus lc is independent of the set of 
directions (x, y, z). It can be shewn without difficulty that, if 
uniform pressure p be applied at all points of the surface of any 
solid, uniform cubical compression pjlc will be produced. 

42. Rigidity. 

Suppose that all the stress-components are zero except S; 
the stress reduces to a simple shearing stress of the planes (y, z), 
and if a be the shear produced, then 

a= SOu.JIT. 
Thus lifO" is the resistance to shear of the planes y = const. 

parallel to the axis z, or of the planes z = const. parallel to the 
axis y, and this may be called the rigidity for the directions (y, z). 
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In the case of crystals of the rhombic system the three 
rigidities, for the three pairs of principal directions, are the L, M, 
N of (21), p. 83 and a like simplification has place in the case of 
any body having three rectangular planes of symmetry. 

In general suppose the stress-system to reduce to shearing 
stress S' of planes (l2 , ~. n2) and (la, ma, n,) at right angles to 
each other (see art. 17). Let (4, ~. ~) be the intersection of 
these planes, then the stress-system referred to the (x, y, z) axes 
will be 

P = 2l'Jl3S', , Q = 2msmaS', , R = 2n'JnaS' , } (a2). 
S =(~na+ man,)S, T=(nJs+nsl'J)S, U =(l2ma+la~)S 
The shear a' of the lines (2, 3) is the cosine of the angle between 
them after strain, and this is 

a'= 2 (lhe +~'fila/+ nsnag) 

+(~ns+man'J) a+ (nsla+ n,l'J) b +(l~ma + la~) c ... (33). 

Also e =(CuP+ Cl'JQ +CDR+ Cl,S + cl~T + ClsU)/IT, 
andf, g, ... are given by similar equations. Hence 

ITa'jS' = 

(Cu. C'J'J ••• Cu •• ·l24la, 2m'J?na, 2n,ns, ~na+ms~. nJa+nal2, l2ma+ls~)2 
......... (34), 

where the right-hand side is a complete quadratic function of six 
arguments, and its coefficients are the minors of the c's in the 
determinant IT. The quantity obtained by dividing IT by the 
right-hand side of (34) is the rigidity for the directions (4, ~. n2), 

(ls, rna, ns). 

For a solid with three rectangular planes of symmetry, the 
rigidity for directions (2, 3) is the reciprocal of the expression 
4(BC-F2, CA.-(]2, AB-H2, GH-AF, HF-BG,FG-ClfllJ-3 , '"":!'Ins• n,.ns)z 

(ABC+ 2FG H- AF2 - B(J2- CH2) 

+ ~ ('"":!ns+msn,.)2+t <nsls+nsl2)2+jr(l2ms+ls'"":!)2 
......... (35). 

The general formula (34) shews that there is some obscurity 
about the definition of the rigidity in art. 26, as the rigidity of a 
crystal depends, not only on the plane to which the tangential stress 
is applied, but also on the direction of the tangential stress applied 
to the plane. Suppose any two lines at right angles to each other 
drawn in the solid, and let these be taken as axes of y' and z' in a 
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system of rectangular axes of (af, y', z'), and let the stress be such 
that, referred to these axes, the stress-quadric is 28' y' z' = const. ; 
then S' is a tangential stress on the plane z' = 0 parallel to the 
axis y', and there is an equal tangential stress upon the plane 
y' = 0 parallel to the axis z'. If the plane z' = 0 bound the solid, 
and the traction S' be uniformly applied to this plane face, we 
may expect that the planes z' = const. will be made to move 
parallel to themselves, and to the axis y'. In the case of a crystal 
however this shear is only part of the effect, and it is by com
parison of this shear with the traction S' that the "rigidity" for 
the directions (y', z') is arrived at. In regard to the formula (34) 
it is to be noticed that the rigidity for two directions is a sym
metrical function of the direction-cosines defining them, i.e. it 
depends equally on the direction of displacement and on that of 
the normal to the planes displaced. It is easy to shew that in the 
case of an isotropic solid the formula becomes independent of both 
directions. 

43. Young's Modulus. 

Suppose that all the stress-components are zero except P, then 

ITe = C11P,. 

and IT/011 is the ratio of the tension to the extension for the 
direction x. This is called the Young's modulus for this direction, 
and we shall denote it by E 1 • 

Suppose next that the stress-system reduces to simple tension 
P', in direction (~, 'fn:t, n1), then, referred to the axes of (x, y, z), 
we have 

P= ~~P', 
S = 1n:t~P', 

Q=m~1P', 
T= n1l1P', 

The extension tl in this direction is 

R=~sp' } 
U = l11n:tP' .......... (36). 

e' = e~2 + /7n:t1 + gn1
2 + a'fn:t~ + ~l1 + C~'fn:t ......... (37). 

Hence 

ITe'/P' = (011 , 021 , •• • 012 ... '§.N, 7n:t2, ~~. 'fn:t~, n1l1 , l1m1)2 ••• (38), 

where the right-hand side is a complete quadratic function of six 
arguments, whose coefficients are the minors of the c's in the 
determinant IT. The quantity obtained by dividing II by the 
right-hand side of (38) is the Young's modulus of the material 
for the direction(~, 'fn:t, ~). 
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If we construct the surface of the fourth order 
(011, O!!J, ••• Ow •• '§.uP, '!f, zt, yz, za:, o;y'f = const ....... (39), 

the radius vector of this surface in any direction is inversely 
proportional to the real positive fourth root of the Young's 
modulus of the material for that direction. 

When the solid possesses three rectangular planes of symmetry, 
the equation (38) may be written 

1 ~' m1
4 ~' 2~~~ 2~ ... ~... 2l;J.~2 

E= E1 + E ... + Ea + ---p;-+F ... -+- F,- ······(40), 

where E 1 , E 2 , E, are the Young's moduluses for the three principal 
directions, and the Es and Fs are given by such equations as 

1 BO-~ 2 2(GH -A 1 
E1 = 1 H G ' F1 = A H G +z···<41)· 

H B F H B F 
G F 0 G F 0 

This case has been discussed by Saint-Venant1• He shewed 
that there are in general 13 directions for which E becomes a 
maximum or minimum. Of these 3 are the axes of (a:, y, z), 
2 others lie in each of the coordinate planes between the axes, 
and the remaining 4 lie one in each of the trihedral angles formed 
by the coordinate planes. He also found that all these directions 
except the first three will be imaginary if 

F 1 lie between E 2 and E 8 , 

F... lie between Ea and EI> 
and Fa lie between E1 and E 2 , 

and if the 3 quantities such as 

( _!_- !) (.!_- !) + (! - !) (! - 1) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

have not all the same sign. 

In the notation of this art. the result (35) is that the rigidity 
for directions (2, 3) is the reciprocal of 

4 --+--+-+ [
l... ... las m...sms'.l n...'.lna• 
E1 E2 Ea 

(;
1

- ~) m...man ... na + (; ... -1) n2nsl2la + (~ -1) lJ,m...m8 J 
+ ( m...na + man-...)2 + ( rt/-a of: nals)2 + ( l2ma + lam2'f (35) 

L M N ········· ' 

1 See the • Annotated Clebsch,' pp. 95 sq. 
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and the result (31) of the article preceding is that the resistance 
to compression is the reciprocal of 

1112 2 2111 
E1 + E3 + Ea + F1 + F2 + Fs- L-M- N ......... (a1)· 

44. Ratio of Lateral Contraction to Longitudinal ez· 
tendon. 

When all the stresses except P vanish we have as before 

lie= OnPl 
~=g~ ........................... (42). 

Denote the ratio - ffe in this case by al,, and- gfe by o-13, then 
0"12 =- 012/0n. 

There are six principal quantities such as this, and they are 
the ratios of lateral contraction parallel to one axis to longitudinal 
extension parallel to another. We shall call them the principal 
Poiss(JYI.'s ratios. 

In the case of three planes of symmetry, we have, with the 
notation of the last article, 

o-12 = E1 (2~- ;::; 

o-18 = E1 (_!_ - _!_) 
2M F2 

tTm=E2 (2~-j) 

tTw = E2 (2~- j) 
o-31 = E, (2~- jJ 
0"311= Ea (_!_- _!_) 

2L F1 

Observe that for a regular crystal 

................... (43). 

E 1 =E2 =E8 =E, F1 =F2 =Fu and L=M=N. 

Also for an isotropic solid the E's are equal to the F's, and the 
expressions for the bulk-modulus and the a's and E's coincide 
with those found fork, a, and E in arts. 27, 28. 
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45. Elastic Oonstants of Orystals. 

The elastic constants of several minerals have been determined 
by Prof. Voigt of Gottingen by experiments on the torsion and 
flexure of rods. He shewed how to extend Saint-V enant's theories 
of torsion and flexure so as to apply to cases in which the reolo
tropy of the material was of a more general character than that 
of a rhombic crystal, having an axis of symmetry in the direction 
of the bar, but most of his experimental results depend upon the 
application of the theories of Saint-V enant. We give a resume 
of some of Prof. Voigt's principal results, the constants being 
expressed in terms of a unit stress of 1()6 grammes' weight per 
square centimetre. 

For Pyrites (regular), the constants are 

au=3680, a"= 1075, au=-483, 
and we have 

Principal Young's modulus, E = 3530, 

Principal Rigidity, a44 = p.= 1075; 

also by calculation we find Principal Poisson's ratio u = - t nearly. 

These results are very remarkable, shewing that these modu
luses of pyrites are much greater than those of steel1, and further 
that a bar of the material cut in the direction of a principal axis 
when extended expands slightly in a lateral direction. The 
modulus of compression is about 1070 x 1()6 grammes' weight per 
square centimetre, which is considerably smaller than that of steel. 

The table shews the values2 of the constants for three other 
minerals for which the energy-function has the same form as for 
Pyrites. In this table a44 is the principal rigidity, and E is the 
principal Young's modulus. 

Material E au a12 a" 

Fluor Spar 1470 1670 457 345 

Rock-sa.lt 418 477 132 129 

Potassium Chloride 372 375 198 65·5 

1 Bee ta.ble, p. 77. The moduluses for different specimens of sieel vary 
considerably. 

2 These numbers shew that there really exist materials which poBBess what Sir 
W. Thomson calls" cyboid molotropy." (Bee his Lectures on Molecular Dynamic•, 
p. 158, and Note B at the end of this volume.) 
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Except in the case of Rock-salt, Cauchy's condition (~1 = a44) is 
not even approximately verified, and the difference is much greater 
than could be accounted for by assuming experimental errors. 

Beryl is a hexagonal crystal for which the constants are (art. 38), 

au = 2'746, ass= 2409, a12 = 980, ~ = 6'74, a44 = 666. 
For a bar whose axis is in the direction of the principal axis 

of symmetry E = 2100. For a bar whose axis is in the direction 
of a secondary axis of symmetry E = 2300. The first of these is 
the same as that for steel, and the second is rather greater. The 
principal rigidities are 666 and 980, of which the first is less and 
the second considerably greater than the rigidity of steel. 
Cauchy's relations are approximately verified. 

Quartz is a trapezohedral tetartohedral form whose elastic 
character is similar to that of a rhombohedral crystal. The con
stants are 

ltt1 = 868, ass = 10'74, a23 = 143, ~2 = '10, a 44 = 582, ~4 = 1 '11, 
and E in the direction of the axis z0 is 1030. 

Topaz is a rhombic crystal whose principal Young's moduli 
and rigidities are greater than those of ordinary steel. The 
constants of formula (21) are for this mineral 

A = 28'70, B = 3560, 0 = 3000, F = 900, G = 860, H = 1280, 
L = 1100, M = 1350, N = 1330, 

the axis of a:0 being the brachydiagonal, and that of Yo the macro
diagonal. The principal Young's moduli are 2300, 2890, 2650. 

Barytes is a mineral whose energy-function has the same form, 
and its constants are 

A=90'1, B=800, 0=1074, F=273, G=275, H=468, 

L = 122, M = 293, N = 283. 

These results also shew that for these materials Cauchy's 
reduction is not valid. 

46. Amorphous bodies. 

There are many solids such as laminated metals, and fibrous 
woods, which exhibit a certain symmetry without being crystalline, 
i.e. there are three planes of symmetry, and the body may or 
may not be isotropic with reference to all lines drawn in one of 
them. In either case we may expect that the Young's modulus 
E will have only three (or two) maximum and minimum values, 

L. '1 
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and further we may expect that the Young's modulus in one 
principal direction will have a ratio neither very large nor very 
small to the principal rigidity for the pair of perpendicular axes, 
lastly, we may expect one at least of the ratios u not to be very 
large. These conditions can of course be satisfied in a variety 
of ways. Saint-Venant proposes formulre equivalent to 

P= 3~N e+Nf+Mg, S=La ~ 
3NL Q=Ne+ M f+Lg, T=Mb ......... (44), 

U=Nc J 
where n is a number. These satisfy all the above conditions, and 
are put forward by Saint-V enant as likely to prove more useful 
in practical applications than the formulre for an isotropic solid. 
(See the "Annotated Clebsch," p. 107.) In case the axes of x 
and y are interchangeable, we can simplify these formulre by 
putting L=M. 

It is easy to shew that 

~= 1 +; (~: ~ -1 ) ..................... (45), 

the work is left to the reader. 

47. Determination of the condant n. 

Saint-V enant has proposed an empirical formula for n in the 
form 

~ = 1 + ~ (~:- 1) ...................... ( 46), 

where 7 is a number. In the absence of definite evidence he 
proposed to put 7= 16. The ratio EJE1 is known for some kinds 
of wood, e.g. it has been shewn by Hagen 1 that this ratio is 
15 for oak, 22·5 for beech, 48 for pine, 83 for fir, the direction 
(3) being that of the fibres. If we eliminate n between equations 
(45) and (46), we obtain a formula for "f, viz.: 

1 8 (Ea N• ) ;· (E, ) ;y = g E
1 

lJ - 1 ~ - 1 .............. ( 47). 

Supposing the ratio E 3/E1 known, this would enable us to find 
the value of 7 by experiments on torsion directed to the deter-

1 • Sur l'elasticite du bois.' AnMlu de Chimie, :n 1844. 
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mination of N and L. The same experiments would give n 
directly by (45). 

48. Other d18trlbuttou of Eluticity ( Ourvilinear Di8-
tributtons). 

There is another way in which the elasticity of a. homogeneous 
solid may vary, viz.: two similar elements being cut from different 
portions of the solid, it may be necessary to have them differently 
orientated in order that they may exhibit similarity of elastic 
quality, the relative orientation depending on the relative position 
of the parts of the solid from which the elements are cut. An 
example will make this clearer. Suppose a. thin plate of some 
material which has three planes of symmetry, one of which co
incides with the plane of the plate, rolled into a circular cylinder; 
it will retain differences of quality depending on direction. A 
series of such plates may be put together so as to form a. solid 
cylinder, and this may be done in such a. way that the generators 
are axes of symmetry. Then, if similar elements be cut from two 
parts of the solid cylinder, they will exhibit similarity of elastic 
quality when turned so that the radii and generators of the 
cylindrical surfaces are parallel. This is an example of a. 
"cylindrical distribution" of elasticity, and in like manner we 
might have spherical and other distributions. If we refer the 
matter in the neighbourhood of any point to a system of axes 
passing through the point, and chosen so as to simplify the stress
strain relations, the directions of the axes chosen will vary from 
point to point, and it will be best to use some system of curvilinear 
coordinates. We shall return to this matter when dealing with 
such systems. It is clear that processes of manufacture may 
introduce such variations of elasticity as we have just described, 
and we shall refer to them as" curvilinear distributions". 

49. Note on Double Suf!bl: Notations. 
The kind of symmetry possessed by the sets of quantities that 

we have to consider is best brought out by the u11e of some form 
of double suffix notation. In the writings of different elasticia.ns 
a great variety of different notations may be found. Some of 
them are tabulated and compared in art. 610 of Todhunter and 
Pearson's Histor9, vol. 1. All the notations that are really 
suggestive are clumsy. We have adopted Sir W. Thomson's 
notation, which is neat but not suggestive. It will be found 

7-2 
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convenient to compare the notation employed with a double
suffix notation or some simplified form of one, and to keep the 
latter in mind. 

The six strains 
au av ow aw ov ou aw av ou 
~·~· ~· oy+~, ~+ox'~+oy 

may be denoted by X11;, y11 , Zz, '!fz, Z111 , x11 • 

This is Kirchhoff's notation, and we have 

e =Xz, f=y11 ...... c = x11. 
The six stresses P, Q, R, S, T, U may be denoted by 

Then e.g. u is the stress in direction x across a plane perpen
dicular to x,;; is the stress in direction y across a plane perpen
dicular to z, and by Cauchy's theorem ;;=;;. This is Prof. 
Pearson's notation. 

The elastic constants may be expressed in the following manner. 
Write 

u = !Xxxxl X111 + l.rqyl '!Jy + lxxzzl Zz + l.rqzl '!fz + 1zzzx1 Z111 + lzzql x11 , 

y; = lvzzzl X111 + IYZVYI '!Jy + lvzzzl Zz + ll'zyzl '!fz + lyzzzl Z111 + 1.11.....,1 x11 , 

and similarly for the other stresses, where the first two letters are 
always the same as those in the stress on the left, and the second 
two are always the same as those in the strain on the right. 
Now, from the nature of the quantities involved, it is clear that the 
first two letters in any of these coefficients may be interchanged, 
and in like manner the second two letters may be interchanged. 
With this understanding the number of the coefficients is 36. 
Green's reduction to 21 is effected by supposing that the first 
two letters may be interchanged with the second two; this is the 
relation Cr8 = c,.. of art. 31. Cauchy's further reduction to 15 will 
be arrived at by supposing that the order of the letters in any 
coefficient is indifferent. 

To see the relation of the constants lzzx.rl •••••• with c11 •••••• we 
observe that the suffixes (1, 2, 3) correspond to the combinations 
of two letters which are alike (xx, yy, zz), and ( 4, 5, 6) to the 
combinations of two letters which are unlike (yz, zx, xy), thus we 
may write down the coefficient eu = lzq.vl, and again c118 = IX~~zvl. Ac
cording to the rari-constant theory these two are identical, while 
the multi-constant theory makes them different (see Introduction). 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS. 

50. FoR practical purposes it is important to have information 
as to the behaviour of materials strained beyond their elastic limits, 
and there exists a large body of knowledge of this kind which can 
be found in treatises on Applied Mechanics1• We propose in this 
chapter to give a brief account of some of the principal facts 
experimentally ascertained, and to explain in what sense the 
mathematical Theory of Elasticity becomes of use in applications 
to practice. 

51. Streu-atrain diagrams2
• 

One of the greatest aids to scientific investigation of the 
properties of matter subjected to stress is the use of these 
diagrams. They are usually constructed by taking the strain 
developed as abscissa, and the stress producing it as the corre
sponding ordinate. For most materials the case selected for this 
kind of treatment is the extension of bars, and, in the diagram, 
the ordinate represents the traction applied, and tha abscissa the 
elongation of the bar. The testing machine, by means of which 
the experiments are made, can be associated with an automatic 
recording apparatus3 by which the curve is drawn. The general 
character of the curve for hard metals under extension, is now well 
known. It is for a considerable range of stress very nearly straight. 

1 e.g. Rankine's Applied Mechanic1, Cotterill's Applied Mecllanics, Unwin's 
Tuting of Material~ of Construction. 

2 The use of these diagrams appears to have been suggested by J. Bernoulli 
in 1694, but they were really introduced into practical treatises by Poncelet in 1839. 

1 See Prof. Unwin's treatise on the Testing of Materials of Construction. 
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Then comes a stage in which the curve is generally concave down
wards, so that the strain increases faster than it would do if it were 
proportional to the traction; in this stage the strain is largely a 
permanent set. As the traction increases there comes a region of 
well-marked discontinuity, in which a small increase of traction 
produces a large increase of set. The traction at the beginning of 
this region is called the Yield-Point1

• If the traction be increased 
above the yield-point, local How of the material generally takes 
place at some point of the bar, determined apparently by accidental 
circumstances, and the bar ultimately breaks. 

52. Elaatic Limits. 
The strain is in general wholly elastic, provided it be not 

greater than a certain limit, i.e. if a certain limiting stress be not 
exceeded, the strained body recovers its previous form and dimen
sions on the removal of the load. The elastic limits are by no 
means constant, even for the same kind of material, but appear to 
depend very much upon the previous history of the body tested. 
Cast iron is an example of a material which, in the natural state, 
cannot be subjected to any finite stress without receiving a 
permanent set. It is well known that the elastic limits may be 
gradually raised by the application of loads that produce a perma
nent set. Thus a bar of cast iron, after having received a set by 
the application of a small finite load, may be strained by the 
application of an equal or slightly greater load, without taking any 
increase of set. It is possible that in cases of this kind the initial 
set consists in the removal of a state of initial strain, or, in other 
words, that the application of a load to the body is required to 
reduce it to a state of ease. It is important to remember that 
there are in general two elastic limits for the same kind of strain ; 
thus, for most materials, the limiting elastic extension differs from 
the limiting elastic compression. It is also important to remember 
that the elastic limits may be considerably widened by the gradual 
application and removal of loads that produce small permanent 
sets. The experimental determination of elastic limits is beset by 
difficulties, among which not the least important is that the elastic 

1 The phenomenon appears to have been firs1 noticed by Dufour in Geneva in 
1824, in some observations on a bridge of iron wire. Poncelet was acquainted 
with it. The name • Yield Point' is due to Prof. Pearson (Todhunter and Pearson, 
vol. 1.). 
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limit is the greatest stress that produces no set, while experiment 
can only determine whether there is a set large enough to be 
measured, and therefore the determination depends upon the deli
cacy of the measuring apparatus employed. 

53. Time-eft'ecta. Plasticity. 

The length of time that a body has been subjected to con
siderable stress generally affects the strain produced, and the 
length of time that a strained body has been free from stress 
generally affects the extent of the elastic recovery. The latter 
effect was discovered by Weber1 in 1835 and called by him 
Elastische Nachwirkung or elastic after-working, the former appears 
to have been first noted by Vicat1 in 1834. When a body has 
been strained by a load surpassing the elastic limit, and is set free, 
part of the strain disappears at once, and the strain that does not 
at once disappear gradually diminishes. The body never returns 
to its primitive condition, and the ultimate deformation is the 
permanent set, the part of the strain that gradually disapp!W'S is 
called elastic after-strain. To produce the effect noted by Vicat 
very considerable stress is generally required He found that wires 
held stretched, with a tension equal to one quarter of the breaking 
stress, retained the length to which this tension brought them 
throughout the whole time of his experiments (33 months), while 
similar wires stretched with a tension equal to half the breaking 
stress exhibited a notable gradual increase of extension. The 
gradual flow of solids under great stress, indicated by these ex
periments, has been made the subject of exhaustive investigation 
by M. Henri Tresca.•. He found, in his experiments on the 
punching and crushing of metals, results which point to the 
conclusion that all solids when subjected to very great pressure 
ultimately flow, i.e. take a set which increases with the time. An 
account of some of these experiments is given by Prof. Unwin'. 
This capacity of solids to flow under great stress is called plasticity. 
A solid is said to be hard when the force required to produce con-

I De .ftli Bombycini vi Ekutica. GOttingen, 1841. An off-print of a paper 
communicated to the Kllnigliche GuellBchaft d.er Wuse111Chaftm .ru GlJttingm, 1885, 
and practically translated in Poggendorff's Annalen, :uuv. 1885 and uv. 1841. 

I Note BUr l'allongement progreasif du fil de fer •oumu a diver•u temiom. 
Annales de• pcmts et chausa€e1, 1er 1emeatre, 1834. 

1 M€moiru ... par diver• aavana. Paris, Aca.d. xvm. 1868, and xx. 1872. 
' The T~1ting of Materials of Comtruction. 
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siderable set is great, soft or plastic when it is small; for a fluid it 
may be 88 small 88 we please, provided it is continuously applied. 

54. Vt.cotdty of Sollda. 
" Viscosity " is a general term for all those properties of matter 

in virtue of which the resistance, which a body offers to any change, 
depends upon the rate at which the change is effected. The 
existence of viscous resistances involves a dissipation of the energy 
of the substance, the kinetic energy of molar motion being trans
formed, 88 is generally supposed, into kinetic energy of molecular 
agitation. The most marked effect of this property, in the case of 
elastic solids, is the dying away of vibrations set up in the solid. 
Suppose a solid of any form struck, or otherwise suddenly disturbed. 
It will be thrown into more or less rapid vibration, and the stresses 
developed in it will depend partly on the displacements, and partly 
on the rates at which they are effected. The parts of the stresses 
depending on these rates of change are viscous resistances, and 
they ultimately destroy the vibratory motion. This effect is quite 
different to the time-effects previously noticed. The latter are also 
influential in producing a decay of oscillations, and they also dis
close a transformation of energy, but apparently it is the potential 
energy of strain that is transformed into some other form of energy, 
possibly as suggested by Maxwell1 and Mr J. G. Butcher2 into 
energy of separation of more or less stable groups of molecules. It 
is necessary to mention this distinction 88 Sir W. Thomson3, unless 
read very carefully, appears to attribute the dying away of vibra
tions entirely to the Elastische Nachwirkung of Weber, while in 
Maxwell's Heat the term "viscosity" is used in a different sense, 
namely, that a body is more or less viscous, according 88 a change 
produced by the application of stress takes a greater or less time to 
produce. 

55. Jl:olotropy induced by permanent set. 
One of the changes produced in a solid, which has received a 

permanent set, may be that the material, previously isotropic, 
becomes reolotropic. The best known example is that of a bar 
rendered reolotropic by permanent torsion. Herr W arburg' found 

1 0011Btitution of Bodies, Encycl. Brit. 
3 Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. vm. p. 103, 
1 Ela&ticity, Encycl. Brit. and Math. and Phys. Papers, vol. III. p. 27. 
• Wiedemann's Annalen, x. 1880. 
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that, in a copper wire to which a permanent twist had been given, 
the elastic phenomena observed could all be explained on the 
supposition that the substance of the wire was rendered reolotropic 
like a rhombic crystal. 'fhe strain of the substance observed as a 
permanent set may be regarded as a. shear of the material, the 
plane of the shear being the plane parallel to the axis and 
perpendicular to the axial radius vector at any point, and this 
shear is by art. 7 capable of analysis into a compression and an 
extension along the principal axes of the shear, which are the lines 
bisecting the angles between the axis of the wire and the direction 
of displacement of any point. The axes of the rhombic crystal 
whose reolotropy is similar to that of the substance of the wire are 
the axial radius vector and the principal axes of the shear, and it 
was found that the Young's modulus in the direction of the per
manent extension was increased, that in the direction of the 
permanent compression diminished. When a weight was hung 
on the wire it produced, in addition to extension, a small shear, 
equivalent to a partial untwisting1 of the wire; this was an elastic 
strain, and disappeared on the removal of the load. This experi
ment is important as shewing that processes of manufacture may 
induce considerable reolotropy in materials which in the unworked 
stage are isotropic, and oonsequently that estimates of strength, 
founded on the employment of the equations of isotropic elasticity, 
cannot be strictly interpreted. 

56. Fatigue of ReaUtance. 
A body strained within its elastic limits may be strained again 

and again without receiving any injury; thus a watch-spring may 
be coiled and uncoiled millions of times without deterioration. 
But it is different when a body is strained repeatedly by rapidly 
varying loads. Herr Wohler's" experiments on this point have 
been held to shew that the resistance of a body to any kind of 
deformation can be seriously diminished, by rapidly repeated appli
cations of a load. The result appears to point to a gradual 
deterioration3 of the quality of the material subjected to repeated 
loading, which can be verified by the observation that after a 

1 Cf. Sir W. Thomson's article Elasticity, Encycl. Brit., see Math. and Phys. 
Papers, vol. III. p. 82. 

2 Ueber die FeatigkeitsverBUClie mit Eisen und Stahl. An account of Wohler's 
methods and results is given in Unwin's Te1ting of the Materials of Construction. 

a Prof. Pearson proposes a different inierpretation. See Me11. of Math., 1890. 
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l~ge number of applications and removals of the load, bars may 
be broken by a stress, much below the statical breaking stress, 
and even below the elastic limit. 

An analogous property of bodies is that to which Sir W. 
Thomson 1 has called attention under the name "fatigue of elas
ticity". He observed that the torsional vibrations of wires died 
away much more rapidly when the wires had been kept vibrating for 
several hours or days, than when, after being at rest for several days, 
they were set in vibration and immediately left to themselves. 

Experimental results of this kind point to the importance of 
taking into account the manner and frequency of the application 
of force to a structure in estimating its strength. 

57. Theories of Rupture. 

Various theories have been advanced as to the conditions under 
which a body is ruptured, or a structure becomes unsafe. Thus 
Lame2 supposed it necessary that the greatest tension should be 
less than a certain limit. Poncelet•, followed by Saint Venant4, 
assumed that the greatest extension must be less than a certain 
limit. These measures of tendmwy to rupture agree for a bar 
under extension, but in general they lead to different limits of safe 
loading•. Again M. Tresca followed by Prof. G. H. Darwin 8 makes 
the maximum difference of the greatest and least principal stresses 
the measure of tendency to rupture, and a not very different limit 
would be found by following Coulomb's7 suggestion, that the 
greatest shear produced in the material is a measure of this 
tendency. It is possible that the proper limit of safety depends 
on the nature of the load (whether it tend to produce extension or 

1 Math. and Phys. PapeTI, vol. m. p. 22. 
1 See e.g. the memoir of Lamb and Clapeyron, M€m. pa·r diverr ravam, Pa.ris 

Acad. vol. IV. 1833. The same supposition is ma.de by a grea.t many elasticia.ns. 
s See Todhunter and Pearson, vol. I. art. 995. 
4 See especia.lly the Historique Aln'€g€ in Saint-Venant's edition of the L€p071B 

de NavieT, pp. cxcix.-ccv. 
1 For examples see Todhunter and Pea.rson, vol. I. p. 550 footnote, and a.rt. 150 

of the present work. 
8 'On the streBBes produced in the interior of the Earth by the weight of Con· 

tinents and Mountains', Phil. Tram. R. 8. 1882. The same measure is adopted 
in the account of Prof. Darwin's work in Thomson and Tait's Nat. Phil. Part n. 
art. 832'. 

7 'Essai sur une application des r~les de Ma.ximis &c.', M€m. par divers Savam, 
1776. Introduction. 
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compression, or shear), and on the manner in which it is applied. 
The conditions of rupture are but vaguely understood, and may 
depend largely on these and other accidental circumstances. At 
the same time the question is very important, as a satisfactory 
answer to it might suggest in many cases causes of weakness 
previously unsuspected, and, in others, methods of economising 
material that would be consistent with safety. The answer given 
in most practical treatises is that the stress developed in the 
material must nowhere exceed a certain fraction of the breaking 
stress. The reciprocal of this fraction is called the " factor of 
safety", and it depends in general on the nature of the strain to 
which the structure or machine will be subjected. Thus a. factor 1 

6 is allowed for boilers, 10 for pillars, 6 for axles, 6 to 10 for 
railway-bridges, and 12 for screw-propeller-shafts and parts of 
other machines subjected to sudden reversals of load. 

In all these theories it is supposed that the stress or strain 
actually produced in a body of given form, by a. given load, is 
somehow calculable. The only known method of calculating 
these effects is by the use of the mathematical theory of elas
ticity, or by some more or less rough and ready rule obtained 
from some result of this theory. To explain how this is done 
we may consider any one of the theories described above, e.g. 
that of Poncelet and Saint-V enant. According to this theory, 
rupture ensues, if at some point, and in some direction, the 
greatest principal extension exceed a certain limit, depending 
on the direction if the body be reolotropic. Suppose the body 
subject to a given system of load, and suppose that we know 
how to solve the equations of elastic equilibrium with the given 
boundary-conditions. The extension at every point in every 
direction can be found, and the maximum principal extension 
can be deduced; this maximum will be linear in the expression 
of the given load, and equating it to the limiting extension 
consistent with safety1, we shall have an equation to determine 
the maximum safe load. Now the maximum referred to, being 
found by the use of the equations of elasticity, it is virtually 

1 My authorities for these numbers are Unwin's Tuting of Materials of Con. 
struction, Rankine's Applied Mechanic., and Box's Strength of Material&. 

2 This limiting extension e is given by the equation T0=~Ee, where E is 
Young's modulus of the material for a given direotion, T0 is the breaking tension 
of a bar cut in that direction, and ~ is the factor of safety. 
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assumed that the strain is a small elastic strain, while, at the 
same time, it is perfectly well known that there is considerable 
set before rupture is approached. The only logical way out of 
the difficulty would be to use, instead of the elastic equations, 
others, in which set is properly taken into account, and these are 
unfortunately still unknown. 

58. Practice and Theory. 

The application of the Mathematical Theory of strains, so 
small that their squares are negligible, to practical problems of 
strength cannot, from the nature of the case, be exact. Tb.e 
theory is capable of determining exactly such small strains as 
those produced in the interior of the Earth assumed to be solid by 
the tidal disturbing attraction of the Sun and Moon, and the modes 
and periods of the free vibrationR of solids. It is not capable of 
answering exactly any other kind of question than such as relate 
to very small strains. The results to which it leads, in other 
cases, are qualitative rather than quantitative. Thus, by Saint
V enant's theory of the torsion of prisms, it can be predicted that 
a shaft transmitting a couple by torsion is seriously weakened by 
the existence of a dent having a curvature approaching to that 
in a reentrant angle, or by the existence of a flaw parallel to the 
axis of the shaft. By the theory of equilibrium of a mass with a 
spherical boundary, it can be predicted that the shear in the 
neighbourhood of a flaw of spherical form may be as great as 
twice that at a distance. The result of such theories would be 
that a factor of safety must be allowed fur shafts transmitting 
a couple in which such flaws may occur, and it suggests that 2 
may be the factor required-this is the factor allowed in practice 
to guard .against this kind of weakness ; other factors are allowed 
for other reasons. Again, it can be shewn that, in certain cases, 
a load suddenly applied may cause a strain twice 1 as great as 
that produced by a gradual application of the same load, and 
that a load suddenly reversed may cause a strain three times as 
great as that produced by the gradual application of the same 
load. This shews that additional factors of safety will be required 
for sudden applications and sudden reversals, and it suggests that 

1 This point appears to have been first expressly noted by Poncelet in his 
Introduction a la M€canique industrielU!, physique et tzp€rimentale of 1839, see 
Todhunter and Pearson, vol. I. art. 988. 
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these factors may be 2 and 3. The actual values that ought to 
be given to these factors in practice can however only be found 
by experiment. Again, a source of weakness in structures, some 
parts of which are very thin bars or plates subjected to thrust, is 
a possible buckling of the parts. The conditions of buckling can 
be determined from the theory of Elastic Stability, and this theory 
can thus be made to suggest some method of supporting the parts 
by stays, and the best places for them, so as to secure the greatest 
strength with the least expenditure of materials; but the result, 
at any rate in structures that may receive small permanent sets, 
is only a suggestion and requires to be verified by experiment. 

There exists no adequate mathematical theory of set, or of 
after-strain, or in fact of any of the phenomena exhibited by 
materials strained beyond their elastic limits. No one apparently 
has ever attempted to formulate general equations of equilibrium 
or motion of a solid so strained, although empirical laws of set 
have been suggested, such as the Coulomb-Gerstner law1

; and the 
researches• of Boltzmann, Kohlrausch, Meyer, Neesen and others 
have gone some way towards the foundation of a theory of after
strain. Yet it is imperatively necessary that effects which cannot 
be calculated exactly should be taken into account in construc
tions, and it is in this sense that elastic theory is at this time 
behind engineering practice. 

1 See Handbuch der Mechanik, by Franz Joseph Ritter von Gerstner. Prag, 
1833; and Todhunter and Pearson, vol. I. p. 441. 

2 For a. good account of the theory see F. Braun in Encyclopli.die der Natur
wissemchaften, Handbuch der Physik, Bd. I. pp. 321-342. 



CHAPTER V. 

GENERAL THEOREMS. 

STRESS-STRAIN EQUATIONS DEDUCED FROM CAUCHv'S 

MOLECULAR HYPOTHESIS. 

59. Statement of the Hypothesis. 

We proceed to investigate, after the manner of Cauchy', the 
stress across a small plane area arising from the forces (supposed 
insensible at sensible distances), that act between the individual 
pairs of a system of particles homogeneously arranged, when the 
force between two whose masses are m and m' placed at a distance 
r is mm'x(r). The nature of the homogeneity of the arrange
ment can be described by stating that all the particles have the 
same mass, and, if P, P', Q be the positions of any three particles, 
and a line QQ' be drawn from Q equal and parallel to PP', there 
will be a particle at Q'. 

60. Evaluation of stre••-components. 

Now, as in ch. 1., let x, y, z be the coordinates before strain 
of a point P, at which there is a particle of mass M, and x+ E. 
y + 'TJ, z + ~ those of another point Q at which there is a particle 
m of equal mass, r the distance between them, and 'A, p., v the 
direction-cosines of PQ, so that 

E = 'Ar, 'TJ = p.r, ~ = vr ..................... (1 ). 

Through P draw a plane parallel to the plane yz, and let 
'"'-~• m2 , • •• denote particles on the side of the plane where x is 

1 • De la preSBion ou tension dans un systeme de points mat6riels '. Ezercices 
de MatMmatiquu, 1828. 
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greater than the {IJ of P, and ~'. m;,... particles on the other 
side of the plane. Describe round P any small curve in the 
plane {IJ = const. through P whose radii vectores are all sensibly 
greater than the greatest distance at which the force between 
two particles is sensible, and let s be the area of this curve ; 
then, in the notation of ch. II., if 

P.s, U.s, T.s ........................ (2) 

be the sums of components, parallel to {IJ, y, z, of all the forces that 
cross the plane within the curve s, P, U, T will be the component 
stresses at P across a plane parallel to {IJ. Now these sums of 
components are the sums of such quantities as 

lfnim/ X (r,j) A.v, 'fnim;' X (r,J) P.>i> 'fnim/ X (r,1) vii .... .. (3), 

where m,. and m/ are the masses of two particles on opposite sides 
of the plane, r,i the distance between them, and ~i> 11-ii• ll>i• the 
direction-cosines of this line, and the summation must be extended 
to all pairs so situated that the line joining them crosses 8, and 
the distance between them does not exceed the greatest distance 
at which the force is sensible (called by Cauchy the "radius of the 
sphere of molecular activity"). 

Now there will be a particle m whose distance r from M is 
r,i> and such that the line joining M, m is parallel to the line 
joining lfni, m;', and therefore the force across 8 arising from the 
force between 'mi and m/ will have components 

Mmx(r):>.., Mmx(r)p., Mmx(r)v ............ (4). 

The summation may be taken by first summing for all the pairs of 
particles (m., m;') that have the same r, :>.., p., v, and are so situated 
that the line joining them crosses 8, and then summing for all tLe 
directions >.., p., 11 on which pairs of particles are met with, and 
lastly summing for all the particles on each such line (X, p., l') 
whose distance apart is not greater than the radius of the 
sphere of molecular activity. The first summation will be made 
by multiplying the expressions (4) by the number of particles 
contained in a cylinder standing on 8 whose height is rX; this 
number is psrXfM, where p is the density, or mass per unit 
volume, of the system of particles, and thus we get for the 
component stresses per unit area across the plane parallel to 
(yz) through M, the sums of such quantities as 

pmrX2x(r), pmrXp.x(r), pmrXvx(,·) ............ (5). 
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Now it is clear that, if the summation be extended to all directions 
round M in which particles are met with, the force between any 
pair m;, m/ will have been counted twice, and we thus get 

P=jpi[mrA~x(r)], U=tpi[mrA~x(r)], T=tpi[mrAvx(r)] ... (6), 

where the summations refer to all particles m, whose distance 
from M is not greater than the radius of the sphere of molecular 
activity. 

61. Stre• in terms of strain. 

Now let the system be displaced so that M comes to 

(a:+u, y+v, z+w), 
and m comes to 

(a:+u+E+Bu, y+v+'I'J+Bv, z+w+~+Bw), 

then, since m is very near to M, we may express Bu, Bv, Bw in the 
forms 

Bu=E~: +"7~; + ~~:l 
ov ov ov 

Bv=Eax +'I'Jay + ~ ozf .................. (7), 

ow OW ow 
Bw = E oa: + "7 ay + ~ oz 

and use the notation e, f, g, a, b, c, a of strain-components. 

Let r become r (1 +e), then, by (33) of art. 11, 

e = eA2 + /~2 + gv2 + a~v + bvA +CAp. ............ (8). 

Also rA is the difference of the a:'s of m and M, and this 
becomes 

or 

and in like manner we may write down the values of r~, rv after 
strain. 

The new value of X (r) is 

X (r) + erx' (r) ........................ (10). 

The new value of p is 

p [1-(e+ f + g)]=p' say .................. (11). 
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Thus P, U, T become 

P=tp''i [ m r(/+e) {x(r)+erx'(r)}{rA+S(r}\.)}1] 

U =lp''i [ m r (1 ~e) {x(r)+erx'(r)} {rA+S(rA)} {rp.+S(rp.)} J (12). 

T =!p'l: [ m r (1~e) {x(r)+erx'(r)}{rX+S(rA)} {rv+ S (rv)}] 

We shall put down P and U, we get 

P=!p':.t [mrA'X (r)] 

{ ou ~ Ou out 
+p' 'i[mrA'x(r)] 0a: +~[mr>..J£x(r)] 0Y +I[mrAvx(r)]ozJ 

+ lp'I[mr{rx'(r)-x(r)}A2(eA2 + /J£~+ gvl + ap.v + bvA+ CAp.)] ... (13). 

U =lp'I [mrAp.x(r)] 

+ jp' {I [mr>..~(r)]~ +I [mr>..p.x(r)]~; + :.t [mrAvx(r)] ~} 

+!p' {! [mrp.Ax(r)] ~: + :.t [mrp.2x(r)]~; + :.t[mrp.vx(r)] ~;} 
+ lp'I [mr{rx' (r)- x (r)} Ap. (eA'+fp.'+ gvl+ ap.v+ bvA +CAp.)] (14). 

In like manner the other four stresses can be put down. 

Now suppose the initial state of the system is one of zero 
stress, or that the system is disturbed from the natural state, 
then we see that all the 6 quantities such as 

:.t [mrA'X (r)], I [mrAp.X (r)] ............... (15) 

must vanish identically, and, therefore, the expressions of the. six 
stresses in terms of the strains are such quantities as the last lines 
of the right hand sides of (13) and (14). In these, neglecting 
squares of the strains, we may put p for p', and thus writing for 
shortness 

r {rx' (r)- x (r)} = 4> (r) .................. (16), 

we find such expressions as 

p = lpl: [mf/> (r) A2 (eA2 + fp.2 + gv+ aJ£v+ bvA +CAp.)]} (17) 
U =tp:.t [mf/> (r) Ap. (eA2 + fp.2 + gv + ap.v + bv>..+ CAp.)] ... · 

Hooke's Law follows at once, and the elastic constants are such 
expressions as 

!pi[mf/>(r)A'], lpi[mf/>(r)A8p.], 
!pi[mtJ>(r)A2p.2], lpi [mf/>(r)A2p.v] .......... (18), 

and there are 15 of these. 
L. 8 
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If all the stress-equations similar to the above be written 
down, and the coefficients compared with the elastic constants 
e of art. 31, it will be found that 

and that 
er1 = e,.., (r, 8 = 1, 2 ... 6), 
~ = eu, eSI =eN, e11 =Cas}, 
Ci,=eiMI, ~=es" e111=e411 

as in equations (20) of that article. 

The particular result for isotropic solids is that A= p., and 
consequently u = t, as stated in art. 28. 

62. The Thermo-Ela&tic Equation•. 
Consider a solid strained by unequal heating. Suppose that, 

when the temperatm·e of any part is increased by t, the force 
between two particles m, 'rn' is increased by a quantity of the 
form mm'Kt, where K is independent of the configuration. Then, 
referring to the investigation of art. 60, we see that we have 
to add to the expressions for the stresses the sum of all such 
quantities as 

m.m/KtA, m.m/Ktp., m.m;'Ktv, 
where '/11.i, m/ are the equal masses of particles in a line crossing 
the area 8; and, as before, the stresses thence arising are given by 
such equations as 

P = tPI [ mrA2Kt], U = tPI [ mrAp.Kt]. 
We should find in this way the stresses given by such equations 
as (17), each increased by a quantity, which is the product of t 
and a constant depending on the material. 

In case the particles of the system are distributed symmetri
cally in all directions, the terms contributed by t to the tangential 
stresses will disappear, and the terms contributed to the normal 
stresses will all be equal, so that the stresses will consist of 

(1) a hydrostatic pressure proportional to the change of 
temperature, 

(2) elastic stresses like those of (17) due to the strains. 
The equations of equilibrium hence deduced will be three of 

the form 
oP au oT ot 
oa: + oy + oz + pX = fJ oa: ········ ·········<19), 

where {J is a constant, and P ... are component stresses due to 
the strains, and are the same functions of the strains as occur 
when t is constant. 
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The boundary conditions will be three of the form 

lP+mU +nT=F+lf1t ..................... (20). 

These are the Thermo-elastic equations of Duhamel and 
Neumann, and the above method of obtaining them is practically 
that of DuhameP and Weyrauch 2• We may, however, obtain 
them by another method, dispensing with the hypothesis of 
material points with forces between them. To do this we shall 
have to make subsidiary assumptions. 

1°. When a homogeneous isotropic solid is uniformly heated, 
and allowed to change form freely, a uniform cubical dilatation 
takes place proportional to the change of temperature. 

2°. When the solid is heated and the volume of every part 
kept constant, stresses are developed in the interior, which, we 
shall assume, reduce to a hydrostatic pressure proportional to the 
change of temperature. This we shall call the thermal stress. 

3°. When a solid is unequally heated the stress at any point 
consists of two parts :-(1) a hydrostatic pressure proportional to 
the change of temperature (the thermal stress), (2) elastic stresses 
proportional to the strains. 

Of these assumptions 1 o appears to be experimentally verified, 
when the changes of temperature do not amount to more than a 
few degrees Centigrade ; 2° is in some sense a consequence of 1 o 

since we know that in the case of elastic strains and stresses 
uniform pressure produces uniform cubical compression, and we 
have only to assume that this holds however the stress be pro
duced; 3° is then the assumption that the stress due to strain 
and variation of temperature is the sum of the stress due to strain 
without variation of temperature, and the stress due to variation 
of temperature without strain. 

This method leads to the same equations as Duhamel's method, 
it is practically that of F. E. Neumann 8• The resulting equations 
cannot be regarded as proved, but only as resting on probable 
hypotheses. They are applied by Duhamel and Neumann to 
cases where t is a given function of x, y, z and the time. 

1 • Memoire sur le calcul des actions molecolaires ... ', Mem • .. . par diver• Savam, 
1838. 

~ Theorie der Ela~ticitiit fester Kltrper. 
3 Y orlemngen fiber die Theorie der Elasticitiit der featen KiJrper o o. 

8-2 
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EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF THE ENERGY-FUNCTION. 

63. Sir W. Thomson's Theorem of the E:datence of 
the Energy-Function 1• 

In the general case of an reolotropic solid, the stress-strain 
relations contain 36 constants, and we have seen that in the 
special case of isotropy these are reduced to 2, and that in such 
a way that the stresses are the partial differential coefficients of 
a quadratic function W of the strains, this function denoting the 
potential energy of strain. The method by which we obtained 
this result was founded on particular assumptions. If such a 
function exist in the general case, there will be 15 linear relations 
among the constants, reducing their number to 21. We shall now 
shew that, if the solid be strained either at constant temperature, 
or in such a way that no heat is allowed to escape from or to 
enter into any element, then the function W exists. 

Let e, f, g, a, b, c be the six components of strain, and, in 
some state of the solid, let e0 , fo, g0 , a0 , b0 , c0 be the values of 
these quantities, and let t be the temperature of the solid 
measured on some absolute scale, i.e. on some scale independent 
of the working substance, and let the state of the solid defined by 
e = e0 , ... a = a0 , ... t = t0 be taken as the standard state, then the 
intrinsic energy E of the solid is the whole work that would have 
to be done upon it to bring it from the state e0 , f 0 , g0 , a0 , b0 , C0 , to 
to the state e, f, g, a, b, c, t. Since the state of the solid depends 
only upon e, f, g, a, b, c, t it follows that E is some function of 
these quantities, say 

E=rp(e,f, g, a, b, c, t) .................. (21). 

Then a knowledge of rp includes a knowledge of all the thermo
elastic properties of the solid. 

Now let the solid be strained at constant temperature from 
the state (e0 , fo, g0 , a0 , b0 , c0 , t) to the state (e, f, g, a, b, c, t), and 
let H be the heat that must be supplied to it to keep its tempe
rature constant, and then let the solid be brought back from the 
state (e, j, g, a, b, C, t) to the state (e0 , /o1 9o• ao, bo, Co, t), through 
the same or any other series of states, provided it is always at 

1 Quartwly Journal, v. 1857. 
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constant temperature, and let H' be the heat supplied to it during 
this process. Then, by the second law of Thermo-dynamics, 

H H' t + t = 0 ......... . ............... (22). 

Hence H =-H', and the heat that must be supplied to the 
solid to keep its temperature constant, while it is being strained 
by the action of external forces from the state (e0 , f 0 , g0 , a.,, b0 , Co) 
to the state (e, f, g, a, b, c), is independent of the particular 
succession of states through which it is made to pass. Hence H 
is a function of ( e, f, g, a, b, c) which vanishes when e = e0 .... so 
that we may take 

H = '1/r (e,j, g, a, b, c, t)- '1/r (eo,Jo, Yo• ao, bo, Co, t) ...... (23). 
Let E0 be the intrinsic energy in the state (eo,/0 , g0 , a.,, b0 , C0 , t), 

then the whole change of the intrinsic energy in passing from the 
state (e0 ,f0 , g0 , a0 , b0 , Co) to the state (e,f, g, a, b, c) at the constant 
temperature t is }!} - E 0 • But this change in the intrinsic energy 
is equal to the work W done by the external forces, together with 
the mechanical value of the heat supplied to the solid during the 
process. 

Thus if J be the mechanical equivalent of the thermal unit 
W +J.H=E-E0 , 

or W =f/J(e,j, g, a, b, c, t)- f/J(eo,fo, go, a.,, bo. Co, t) 
- J {'1/r (e, f, g, a, b, c, t)- '1/r (e0,fo, go, a.,, b0 , Cg, t)} ....... (24). 

Hence W is a function of e,f, g, a, b, c, and is independent of the 
particular succession of states through which the solid passes 
during the strain at constant temperature. 

When the solid is strained in such a manner that no heat is 
allowed to escape, let t0 be the initial, and t the final temperature, 
and suppose that the initial state is taken 88 the standard. Then 
the heat supplied during the process is zero and the whole change 
of intrinsic energy is equal to the work done by the external forces. 
With our choice of the standard state, this statement is equivalent 
to the equation 

W = E = rf> (e, f, g, a, b, c, t) .•................ (25). 
Now the temperature of the solid will be a function of 

(e, f, g, a, b, c), since the solid is strained according to the 
adiabatic law, and it follows that W is a function of (e, f, g, a, b, c) 
and is in this case also independent of the series of intermediate 
states which can be pBBsed through when no heat is allowed to 
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pass into or out of any element of the solid. This probably 
applies to the small vibrations of solid bodies, the period being 
so small, that no heat is gained or lost during it, and we shall 
therefore be able to use the energy-function to obtain the equa
tions of vibration. 

In any other case Was a function of (e, f, g, a, b, c) does not 
exist. We have always the relations, given by the general theories 
of the Conservation and Dissipation of Energy, in the forms 

fdW + fJdH =E -E0 } 

E = rp (e,f, g, a, b, c, t) ...... (26), 

J~l!. = x (e,j, g, a, b, c, t) -x (e,j, g, a, b, c, t)0 

where dH is the heat supplied to the solid when its state is 
changed by infinitely small variations of the quantities (e, j, g, 
a, b, c, t), and the integrations are summations taken with reference 
to the series of states through which the solid passes. 

It is apparent that, until the form of rp is known, we can assert 
nothing concerning the behaviour of the strained solid, except in 
the cases when W is known to exist. Thus, if the solid be strained 
by unequal heating, the theory of elasticity is incapable of answer
ing any question relating to such strain without some additional 
assumption. Attempts to give an answer have been made by 
Duhamel and Neumann starting from particular hypotheses. The 
results at which they arrived could be obtained by assuming that, 
when the temperature of an element is increased by t, the work 
done by external forces, in slightly increasing the strain in this 
element, is 

Srp (e,f, g, a, b, c)- fJtS (e + f +g) ............ (27), 
where rp is the same function that would occur if t were constant, 
and f1 is a constant coefficient. 

64. Green'• method 1• 

When the function W exists the general variational equation 
of small motion is 

+ JJJ[ (px- p a;;:) Su + (pY- p~) Sv + ~Z-p ~~) Sw J dxdydz 

+ JJ<nu + GSv+ H&w) dS- JJJ SWdxdydz=0 ... (28), 

1 'On the Laws of Refiexion and Refraction of Light', ... Mathematical Papers of 
tM late George Green. 
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in which p is the density, X, Y, Z the components of the bodily 
force per unit mass at any point (a:, y, z), u, v, w the component 
displacements of the particle initially at (a:, y, z), and F, G, H the 
component surface-tractions per unit area applied at the point of 
the bounding surface where the element of surface is dS. For this 
equation represents that the whole work done by all the forces 
internal and external in a small displacement vanishes. 

If we transform this equation by writing 
oW oW oW oW oW oW 

SW = oe Se +of of +--agSg+ aaSa+ ob Sb+ Tc oc, 

ou 
e= oa;' ... , remember that 

and note that JJJo: s~: da:dydz 

= JJJ:a: (00~ ou) da:dydz -JJJ:x (00~) Suda:dydz 

= JJl 00~ SudS- JfJ~ (00~)auda:dydz ... ............. (29), 

where l, m, n are the direction-cosines of the normal to dS drawn 
outwards (from the region occupied by the solid into the space 
outside), and treat the other terms in like manner, we shall see 
that the left hand side of equation (28) becomes the sum of a. 
number of volume-integrals and a. number of surface-integrals, 
and these may be arranged so that there is one of each containing 
ou, one of each containing Sv, and one of each containing Sw. We 
must equate to zero the quantities that multiply each of these 
variations under each of the signs of integration, and we thus 
obtain 

three differemial equations that hold at every point of the 
solid, 

and three equations of condition that hold at all points of the 
surface. 

65. Form of the Energy J'unctlon W 1• 

We found, art. 18, equation (19), 
SW =PSe+ QSf+RSg+Soa+ Tob +USc ...... (30), 

oW oW 
so that P = oe ,... S=aa···· ............ (31}. 

1 Kirchhoff, Vorlesungen uber mathematuche Phylik, Mechanik. 
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Now, according to the generalised Hooke's Law, the stress
components P, Q, R, 8, T, U are linear functions of the strains 
e, f, g, a, b, c, and therefore W is a quadratic function of the strains. 
A complete quadratic function of six arguments involves 21 inde
pendent coefficients, and therefore there are in general 21 constants 
of elasticity. As in art. 31 these may be denoted by c's with 
double suffixes, and then Cr1 =c •• 

We may adopt a symbolical notation. Writing the six strains 

e=ah, f=x'fl, g=xa. a=x,, b=x6 , C=X6 ...... (32), 

and writing down the form 

E)= Ct/lh + 'flJs + CaflJa + c,x, + CtPJo + CsflJs ••••••••• (33), 

we may put W = tas ........................... (34), 
where it is understood that c1 , as, ... have no physical meaning, but 
after the square of e has been formed Ct2 is to be replaced by CtJ, 
CtCs by ~ and so on. Then the quantities CtJJ Ct2 , ... are the elastic 
constants. 

Our proof of the existence of W, in the two cases of isothermal 
and adiabatic changes of state, points to different values of W as a 
function of (e,f, g, a, b, c) in these two cases. The form of the two 
functions is the same, since each is a homogeneous quadratic 
function of the same six arguments, but the coefficients of the two 
functions may be different. This probably explains some of the 
discrepancies in the values of the elastic constants 88 calculated 
from experiments on equilibrium, and experiments on small 
vibrations. (cf. Lord Rayleigh, "Sound", ch. XI.) 

We shall in our equations express the constants for equilibrium 
and small vibrations by the same letters. The difference between 
them is small for all hard solids which have been subjected to 
experiment. 

It may be remarked here that, if a solid be strained at constant 
temperature, then, whether Hooke's Law hold or not, and whether 
the strain be small or not, the above equation (28) will still hold 
good. As soon 88 we know the stress-strain relations appropriate 
to the case, it will be possible to proceed to form the equations of 
motion or equilibrium. 

68. Klrcbho:ff'a General Theorems. 
Kirchhoff hM given some general theorems, founded on the 

form of W. 
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(a) Since the solid is supposed disturbed from a state of stable 
equilibrium, W is always positive. Thus W is a quadratic function 
of six arguments e,f, g, a, b, c which is always positive. 

({J) If W = 0 the solid is only moved as a rigid body. 

For W is a quadratic function of six arguments, which is always 
positive for all real finite values of these arguments. Thus if the 
strains be real W can vanish only when the strains all vanish, so 
that, if W = 0, we must have 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ox= 0• ay = 0• oz = 0• ay + az = 

0• oz + ox = 0• a;+ oy =O <35>· 
If we differentiate each of these equations with respect to x, y and 
z we shall find eighteen linear equations among the eighteen 
second differential coefficients of u, v, w which shew that each of 
these second differential coefficients must vanish. Thus u, v, w are 
linear functions of x, y, z, and, in virtue of the above equations, 
these must be of the forms 

U=t~o-ry+qz, v=v0 -pz+rx, w=w0 - qx+py ... (36), 

which are the formulae for the displacement of a rigid body by a 
translation (u0 , v0 , w0), and a rotation (p, q, r). 

(ry) If the six strains be given, and we seek the displacements 
u, v, w, then these will be arbitrary to the extent of quantities 
of the form given in ({J). But, if we impose six independent 
equations of condition, such as that, when x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, 

ou ~ ~ 
u = o, " = o, w = o, az = o, a:z = o. ax= o. 

the expression for the displacements with given strains will be 
unique. These particular equations indicate that a point of the 
solid (the origin) retains its primitive position, that one line
element of the solid (along the axis of z) retains its direction, and 
that one plane-element of the solid (the zx plane) retains its 
direction unaltered by the strain. It is manifestly possible, having 
strained the solid in an arbitrary manner, to bring it back, by 
translation and rotation, so that this point, this line, and this plane 
shall recover their primitive positions. 

(o) The strains cannot be given arbitrarily'. 

1 This theorem was given by Saint-Venant in his edition of Navier's Ltt;OTI8, 
Appendice III. 
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Suppose we have the equations 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
e =OX' I= oy' g = oz ' a= oy + oz' b = oz + OX ' c =ax+ oy <37), 

and seek the conditions of compatibility. 

The displacements u, v, w must be one-valued functions of 
x, y, z, so that, if we integrate along any line drawn through the 
origin, we must have 

IOU ou ou 
u = Uo + OX dx + oy dy + oz dz .................. (38), 

where ?-'o is the value of u at the origin. 

In like manner we must have 

'Ou (~) J o'u O'u O'u oy = 'Oy o + aiay dx + oys dy + oyoz dz. · · · · · · · · · · ·<39), 

cu (ou) J o'u o't' o'u oz = oz 0 + OXOZ dx + oyoz dy + az2 dz ............ ( 40), 

where the line-integrals may be taken along any line leading from 
the origin to the point (x, y, z), and must be independent of the 
path of integration. 

Now using the equations (37), and re-writing, we may expres.<J 
these in the form 

~ = f'Ou) +J~ dx+ (oc _of) dy+t(~ + ob _ oa) dz} oy \}Jy o oy oy ox oz oy ox ... ( 41). 

~=(ou) +Joedx+ 1 (oc+~-~)d +(~-?f!)az oz oz o oz "2" oz oy oa; Y oz ox 
The line integrals will be independent of the path of integra

tion, if 
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to which may be added 
a~f a2g _ o'a 
oz' + olf- oyoz ........................ ( 43), 

one of the equations obtained by operating in like manner upon v. 

These six equations are the necessary and sufficient conditions 
of compatibility of equations (37). 

(e) If either the surface-displacements or the surface-tractions 
be given, the solution of the general equations of equilibrium is 
umque. 

1°, Supposing the bodily forces and surface-tractions given, 
then, taking W a quadratic function of the six strains, we have 

ow 
ae=P, ...... 

also the general equations of equilibrium are three such as 
aP au aT 
ax + ay + a-z + pX = 0 .................. < 44 ), 

and the boundary-conditions are three such as 

lP+mU +nT=F ..................... (45). 

If possible suppose there are two different solutions of these 
sets of equations, and that the corresponding displacements are 
'U:!, v1 , w1 and u2, v,, w~ in the two solutions. Then, writing 

u' =U:i -Us, v' = V1 -v2> w' = w1 -w1 , 

we see that u', v', w' are a set of displacements which satisfy three 
such differential equations as 

aP' aU' aT' 
OX + oy + (}z = 0 ..................... ( 46), 

and three such boundary-conditions as 

lP' +mU' +nT' = 0 ..................... (47), 

where P', ... are the stresses corresponding to these displacements. 

Now, by Green's transformation, 

fff{ , aP' aU' aT' } 
u ( ax + ay + -az) + ... +... dxdydz 

= JJ{u' (lP' + mU' +nT')+ ... + ... } dS 

fff , oW' , oW' ,oW') 
- ( e ae' +I of' + ... + c ac' dxdydz, 
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where e', f', ... c' are the strains corresponding to the displacements 
u', v', w'. Hence 

fff oW' oW') (e oe + ... + c' oc' dxdydz = 0 .......... (48). 

But, from the form of W', as a positive quadratic function, we 
know that the expression under the integral sign is 2 W', so that 
the integral is a sum of positive terms, which can vanish only 
when e' = j' = ... = c' = 0. Thus the displacements ( u', v', w') are 
such as are possible for a rigid body, and the solution is only inde
terminate to the extent of such displacements. 

2°. Supposing the bodily forces and surface-displacements 
given, we take as before two solutions u1 , v1 , w~> u2 , V2 , W 2 , and 
form their differences u', v', w', then u', v', w' satisfy stress
equations like 

oP' oU' oT' 
ox + oy + oz = 0• 

and boundary-conditions u' = 0, v' = 0, w' = 0, at the surface. 

Thus we find that 

JJ((e' 00: + ... + c' 00:) d.xdydz = o, 

and hence e = 0, /' = 0, .. . c' = 0, and the displacements are only 
indeterminate to the extent of displacements possible for a rigid 
body. This indeterminateness is also removed, since u, v, w are 
given at the surface, and, if three points of a rigid body be moved 
in a given manner, the displacement of all the points is deter
minate. 

It follows from this theorem that, if in any manner we can find 
a solution of the equations of equilibrium, which satisfies all the 
conditions, this is the only solution. 

There are exceptional cases, in which more than one solution 
is possible ; in these cases one of the solutions that can be obtained 
corresponds to an unstable condition1• It will be observed that, if 
we had set out from the variational equation, the stability of the 
system would have depended upon second variations. It will be 
better to postpone the general consideration of the theory of 
stability of elastic systems until after we have discussed the theory 

1 Sir W. Thomson, Math. and Pky1. Paper1, vol. m., G. H. Bryan, Camb. Phil. 
Soc. Proc., vol. VI. 1888. 
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of the deformation of thin wires and plates, for which possible 
instability becomes of importance. Kirchhoff's theorem of the 
uniqueness of solutions holds for the ca.qes we shall investigate in 
this volume, viz. those of infinitesimal strain in a body all whose 
dimensions are finite. 

67. Pouibility of Solution. 

We add here a theorem relating to the possibility of solving 
the general equations. 

Suppose the surface-displacements given, and that there is no 
bodily force, we have to shew that there exist functions u, v, w, 
satisfying the differential equations of equilibrium and the 
boundary-conditions. 

Let u, v, w and u', v', w' be two systems of functions of :c, y, z 
which are finite, continuous, and one-valued within the surface S, 
limiting the body, and at that surface become equal to the given 
displacements. It is clear that there is an infinite number of 
such systems of functions. Form with u, v, w the energy-function 
W, which is a definite quadratic function of the six strains, ex
pressed by certain differential coefficients of u, v, w ; and form 
in like manner with u', v', w' the energy-function W', and let 

V =JJJWd:cdydz, V' = JJJW' d:cdydz ......... ( 49), 

the integration extending throughout the body, then 

V'- V =Iff ( W'- W) d:cdydz ............... (50). 

Denote the six strains corresponding to u, v, w by the letters 
e1 , ~ •••• e8 , and the corresponding six stresses by P 1 , P,, ... P8 , and 
let similar quantities derived from the u', v', w' system be denoted 
by the same letters with accents, and write 

W=f(el, ~ •... ea)=.f(e) .................. (-51), 

then with the same notation 

W'=f{e+(e' -e)} ..................... (52), 

and V'- V =fff{f{e+(e' -e)}- j(e)} d:cdydz 

= JJJ{~ (e'- e) 
0~~e) + f(e'- e)} d:cdydz .... (53), 

since f is a homogeneous quadratic function of its six arguments. 
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Then it is easy to shew that the right hand side of (53) can 
be transformed into 

ffr , ) (oP1 oPe oP6) dxd d 
- . (u- u oa: + oy + az y z 

-(similar terms in v'-v and w' -w)+ ffff(e' -e)dxdydz ... (54), 
and therefore, since the function f(e' -e) is necessarily positive, it 
follows from (53) that V' is always greater than V, if the equation 

(J~~ + ¥:8 + ~r6=0 ................... (55). 

and the two similar equations hold good, and therefore these 
equations have a solution if V have a minimum value. 

Now W is a sum of positive terms, and, at the surface, W 
must be different from zero, and therefore V being necessarily 
positive must have a minimum value for some set of functions 
u, v, w satisfying the boundary-conditions. This shews that the 
equations such as (55) have a solution, and that the values of 
u, v, w thence deducible make V a minimum. Since these are 
the equations of equilibrium, the theorem is proved. 

This is an expansion of the proof sketched by Sir William 
Thomson (Math. and Phys. Papers, vol. III., p. 389). It is similar 
to the well-known "proof" usually given of Dirichlet's Principle. 
This proof has been attacked by Weierstrass, and is not admitted 
as valid in its application to the Theory of Functions of a complex 
variable. The difficulty appears to be one concerning the con
tinuity of the integral ; it is not shewn that the minimum value, 
proved to exist, can be arrived at by continuous variation from a 
function V', otherwise arbitrary, but satisfying the boundary
conditions. The difficulty has not yet been cleared up. 

68. Betti's Theorem. 

Let u, v, w be any functions of a:, y, z, t which are finite, 
continuous, and one-valued within the space occupied by a solid. 
Then, if proper bodily forces and surface-tractions be applied to 
the solid, u, v, w can be the component displacements of a point of 
it. These bodily forces and surface-tractions can be determined 
from the equations of equilibrium or small motion, and, when 
they are known, u, v, w will be the system of displacements that 
such bodily forces and surface-tractions would produce. 
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Now let (~. V1 , w1), (u2 , v1 , w2) be two sets of displacements, 
(X11 Y11 Z1), and (X2 , Y9 , Z1) the corresponding bodily forces, 
(F11 G1 , H1), and (F2 , Gh H 2) the corresponding surface-tractions, 
then Prof. Betti's theorem is that the whole work done by all the 
forces (including kinetic reactions) of the first set, acting over the 
displacements produced by the second set, is equal to the whole work 
done by the forces of the second set, acting over the displacements 
produced by the first. 

Analytically stated this gives the equation 

JJJ [P ( X1-a;) Us+ p ( Y1- ~;~) vs + p ( zl- a;;~) w2J rUJ;dydz 

+ J J(F1Us + G1vs + Hlws) dB 

= JJJ [P (X~-~) Ut +p ( Y2- ~~~) vl + p (z~- a;;~) w~J rUJ;dydz 

+ J J< F2Ut + Gsvl + Hsw1) dB ...... ( 56), 

the volume integrations being taken over all points within the 
surface B of the solid. 

To prove the theorem, let P1o Q11 ~. Bt, T1o U1 be the six 
stresses, and e1,ft, g1 , ~. ht. Ct the six strains, corresponding to the 
first set of displacements, and like expressions with suffix 2 those 
corresponding to the second set, and let W1 be the energy-function 
for the first set, and W2 that for the second set. Then, by the 
equations of equilibrium,·the left hand side of (56) is 

-JJJ[(~P~ + ~u~ + oT1) Us+ (aul + aQl + ?§.) v2 oa: ay az oa: ay az 

+ e;:1 +a:+ a:;) w2] da:dydz + Jf(F1Us+ G1v1+ Hlws)dS 

= fff<Ples+Q~~+~gs+B~as+Tlbs+ U~~)dP;dydz 

- JJ[Us(lPl + mU1 + nT1 -F1)+ Vs(lU1 +mQ1 +nB1- G1) 
+ W 2 (lT1 + mB1 + n~-H1)] dB. 

The surface integral vanishes identically in virtue of the 
boundary-conditions, and the volume integral is 

fff[ oW1 awl awl awl bawl awl] rUJ;d d 
e2 06t +Is ajl + gs ogl + as 0~ + 2 oht + ~ OCt '!I z, 
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and this, by a property of quadratic functions, is equal to 

ff.f [ oW2 '"oWs oWs oW. boW, oWs] .3-d d 61 oes + J 1 Cifs + g1 og, + ~ oas + 1 ob, + c1 oc. ua; y z, 
which, as before, is equal to the right hand member of (56). 

This theorem1 is equivalent in the subject of Elasticity to 
Lord Rayleigh's general reciprocal theorem for any system dis
placed from a configuration of stable equilibrium. Its utility, 
as the foundation of a method of integration of the general 
equations, will be hereafter explained. 

69. Determination or the mean value• or strain-com
ponents. 

Prof. Betti has given an interesting example of the use of his 
theorem, shewing how the mean values of the strains produced in 
a body of any form by given surface-tractions can be calculated. 

Let the system of displacements ~. v2 , w, correspond to a 
homogeneous pure strain given by the equations 

~= e~+}ctY+ib,zl 
v, = t¥ + ftY +it¥' .................. (57), 

Ws = f b~ + iasy + g,z 

and let the system u., v1 , w1 be produced by given surface-tractions 
FlJ G1 , H~" Then the theorem for displacements produced by 
surface-tractions becomes 

JJ (F1~ + G1v, + H1w,) dS = ff (F,u. + G,vl + Hsw1) dS .. . (58). 

The six stresses P 2 , Q21 ~. 82 , T,, U1 are all constants, 
and thus, substituting 

F,= lP,+mU, +nT, G,= lU,+mQ,+nS,, H 2 = lT1 +mS,+~ 
............... (59), 

the equation becomes by transformation of the right hand surface
integral into a volume-integral 

ff[F1¥+ GdtY+H19,z+ta,(H1y + G1z) + lb,(F1z+H1w) 
+tc,(G1w + FtY)]dS =P,Jffe1dV + Q.JJJ.ftdV +~JJ!g1dV 
+ S,JJJ~dV + Tsfff~dV + U,JJJCtdV ............... (60), 

where dV is the element of volume. 

1 Betti's theorem was first given in ll N'OOIJo Cimento, 1872. Its publioa.tion 
precedes by one year that of Lord RByleigh's reciprooa.l theore1;11. 
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Now it is easy, by solving the stress-strain equations, to find 
e .. fs, g~, a:,, b11 c, so that one of the stresses P 2 ,o o o is unity and 
the rest zero, and thus from the above equation we can find the 
volume-integrals of each of the six strain-components. 

Consider, in particular, the case of an isotropic solid, for which 

~: ~o ("A. + 2p.) 6, + "A. (/s + 9t)} 

8 
oooooooooooo(61~ 

,= p.Us 

In order that P, may be unity and the rest zero, we must have 

"A.+p. 1 }\. -tT 

6:. = p. (3"A. + 2p.) =E. f, = g,=- 2p. (3"A. + 2p.) =E. as= bs= Cs =Oo 

In order that S, may be unity and the rest zero, we must have 

1 
~ = -, e,=f, =g~=O, b,=c2 = Oo 

p. 

Hence, suppressing the suffix 1, we find the mean values of 
the six strains in the following forms : 

mean value of e = iv JJ{Fx-u (Gy+ Hz)} dS ........... o(62), 

mean value of a= 2~ V Jj(Hy + Gz) dS ..................... (63), 

where Vis the volume of the body, and E is the Young's Modulus, 
p. the Rigidity, and u the Poisson's ratio of the material, and these 
three constants are connected by the relation 

E = 2p. (1 + u ). 

We notice that the mean value of the cubical compression is 

mean value of A= a~vff (Fa: +Gy+Hz)dS ............ (64), 

where k is the resistance to compression, given by 

1+u 
k= "A.+ fp. =fp. 1- 2u. 

L. 9 
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THE PROPAGATION OF A DISTURBANCE IN AN ISOTROPIC 

ELASTIC MEDIUM1• 

70. Solution or the equations or small motion. 

We shall suppose a medium unlimited in extent. At any 
instant, which is taken as the origin of time, we shall suppose the 
medium disturbed, so that different parts of it are in different 
states as regards compression and distortion, and we seek to find 
the state of the medium at any time t, at any point. We begin 
with the simple case of a homogeneous isotropic medium. 

The differential equations of small motion of the medium are 

aA O&u 
('A. + p.) oa; + p. Vsu = p at• 

aA asv 
("A.+ p.) ay + p.Vs.v = P at~ ............... (65). 

oA o1w 
("A.+"') az + p.Vtw = P -ot1 

By differentiating with respect to :c, y, z, and adding, we 
obtain the equation 

('A.+ 2p.) V2A = p ~: ..................... (66). 

By differentiating the third of equations (65) with respect toy 
and the second with respect to z, and subtracting, we obtain the 
equation 

p.V1w1 = p~;1 
........................ (67), 

where r;rl = t (~- ~) 
is the rotation about an axis parallel to the axis :c, and in like 
manner 

n 2 O"rirs} "'v r;r• = P at• 
{)lr;ra ...... • .............. (68). 

p.V"rira = p ott 

1 See Poisson's memoir of April 14, 1828, Mem. Pari• .A.cad. 1829, and Lord 
Rayleigh's Theory of Sound, vol. n. ch. uv. 
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These equations, with the identical equation 

:~ + a;;i + a;;• = 0 ..................... (69), 

determine the whole motion. 

In what follows we shall for shortness write 

("'- + 21:'-) = h1p, "'= 'Jclp .................. (70). 

We have now to consider the solution of the equations 

h~~li=~A } ot1 
a~.ar ............ (71). 

/CJV2fiT = ()tt , fiT= (fiT~> fiT2> fiT a) 

These equations are of the same type 
()2~ 
otl = a'Vi~ ........................ ('72), 

and we want a solution of this in terms of arbitrary initial 
conditions. 

We can write down at once the symbolical solution 

sinh(aVt) 
~=cosh (aVt)~ +t aVt ~~ ............ ('73), 

from which it appears that initially 

a!=~~} ........................... ('74), 
at-~ 

so that, if the initial values of~ and 
00~ be denoted by ~0 and c/J0 , 

sinh (atV) · 
cfJ = cosh ( atV) c/Jo + t atV ~o ............ ('7 5), 

where ~0 , ~ are functions of :c, y, z. 

Observing that cosh (atV), and sin~~tV) are even functions 

of V, we see that these are real operators, and the operations 
indicated can be performed. 

But there is another form into which the solution can be 
thrown, in virtue of the theorem that the mean value of a function 
+ over the surface of a sphere of radius R, whose centre is the 

. . . h 1 fsinh (RV) ~r.. h .. ongm, IS t e va ue o -RV- ,.. at t e ongm. 

9-2 
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For, consider the function ff fJ"+IIIJ+ezdS, the integration ex
tending over the surface of a sphere, whose centre is the origin, 
and whose radius is R. Changing the axes, so that the new axis 
of Z may be the normal to the plane aa; + by + cz = 0, we see that 

z..; a1 + bS + as = aa; + by+ cz, 

also dS = 2w-RdZ, and the integration for Z is taken between the 
limits R and - R. 

Hence JJ tfl"'+bll+czdS= f~B27TRe""'+bi+ciZdZ 
47TR11 • 

=-RV smhRV, 

if V 11 =a1 +h'+&. 

Now suppose ,Y is any function of x, y, z, uniform within a 
sphere whose centre is the origin and radius R, 

(..,~ +y.2_+ • .!!.) 
then ,Y (x, y, z) = e dzo 411• '"• ,Y (x0 , y0 , z0), 

by Maclaurin's theorem, where x0 , y0 , z0 are to be put equal to zero 
after the differentiations have been performed. 

Hence the mean value of the function over the surface of the 
sphere 

= 4;~JJ ,Y(x, y, z)dS 

where 

and x0 , y0 , z0 are to be put equal to zero after the differentiation; 
this proves the theorem. 

Now o ( sinh ( atV)) cosh (atV)=ae t -~ . 

Hence the general solution of the equation 

o'"' "iii = a2V1c/J 
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in terms of initial conditions is shewn to be 

o { sinh (atV) } sinh (atV) • 
cf> =at t atV cf>o + t atV 1/>o• ........ ('76), 

and this solution can be interpreted as follows : 

Take any point of the medium as origin, and with this point 
as centre describe a sphere of radius at, then the function 

sinh ( atV) J.. 
at"V '1'0 

is the mean value of 4>o over the surface of this sphere, and 

sinh ( atV) _,_ 
atV "'

0 

is the mean value of rp0 over the surface of this sphere, thus 
0 - _,_ 

c/> =at (tcf>o) + tl/lo •. •• .. · ••.• • · .•.....• ('77), 

where i/)0 and ~ are the mean values of the initial cf> and 4> at all 
points of the surface of a sphere whose radius is at and centre the 
point at which the disturbance is to be estimated. 

71. Interpretation. Wave-motion 1• 

Now suppose the initial disturbance confined within a certain 
space T. Then at time t = 0 all the medium without the surface 
of T is at rest, and rp0 4>o have values different from zero for points 
within T, and are zero outside. With any point of T as centre 
describe a sphere of radius at, then at time t the disturbance will 
be confined to the space within the envelope of these spheres. 
This envelope is a surface of two sheets, an inner and an outer, 
and the part of the medium between the two sheets is in motion, 
all the remainder is at rest. Each element of the medium as the 
outer sheet of the envelope reaches it takes suddenly the small 
velocity corresponding to 4>, and after the inner sheet passes it 
suddenly loses velocity and comes to rest. This kind of motion is 
called wave-motion. If the disturbance emanate from the space 
close about a central point it is clear that there will be at any 
instant two concentric spheres very close together whose common 
centre is at the point, and the disturbed parts of the medium will 
be those between the two spheres. The radius of the mean sphere 

1 Stokes, 'Dynamical Theory of Diffraction', Math. aml Plry•. Paper•, vol. n. 
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at time twill be at. The waves are therefore said to be propagated 
with velocity a. 

In the case of the isotropic solid, we have two kinds of waves. 
The first is a wave of compression corresponding to equation (66), 
and travelling with a velocity h = v(>.. + 2p.)fp, the other kind are 
waves of distortion, corresponding to equations (67) and (68), and 
travelling with a velocity k = v p.fp. 

72. Propagation or plane waves. 

Now suppose that plane waves are propagated through the 
medium. Then we must have the displacement the same at all 
points of a certain family of parallel planes, and we may take 

u = Aj(a:J: +by+ cz + et)l 
v = Bf ( atJ: + by+ cz + et) . 
w= Cf(a:c+by+cz+et) 

The general equations are satisfied by supposing 

{(>..+ p.)a1 + p.(a1 + b2 +&)-pet} A+(>..+ p.)abB+ (>..+ p.)ac0=0} 
(>..+ p.) abA + {(>.. + p.) bl+ p.(a1 + bl +&)-pet} B + (>.. + p.) bcC = 0 · 

(>.. + p.)acA + (>.. + p.) bcB + {(>.. + p.) & + p. (a2 + b2 + &) - pe'}C = 0 
Let et = V 2 (a1 + b2 + &), then Vis the velocity of the waves, 

and we have, on eliminating A, B, 0, an equation which turns out 
to be 

(>.. + 2p.- p V1) (p.- p V1}' = 0 ............... (78), 

which gives the values of V, V = v(>.. + 2p. )/ p, and V = v p.f p, 
corresponding to waves of compression and to waves of distortion 
respectively. 

PROPAGATION OF A DISTURBANCE IN AN ..EOLOTROPIC MEDIUM. 

73. Formation or equations or motion when there b 
a surfkce or discontinuity. 

The particular case of an isotropic medium, in which the part 
within a space T is initially compressed and distorted, and the 
remainder of the medium in its natural state, is included in the 
more general problem presented by a medium within which there 
is, at time t = 0, a surface of discontinuity So- On one side of S0 , 

which we shall call the positive side, the medium is strained in such 
a way that the component displacements u, v, w are continuous 
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functions of the coordinates (x, y, z), and on the other side of S0 , 

which we shall call the negative side, the displacements are 
different continuous functions of the coordinates. The difference 
between two components of displacement on opposite sides of S0 is 
zero, the difference of their differential coefficients with respect to 
x, y, z or t is taken to be of the same order of magnitude as these 
differential coefficients. We shall shew that the surface of discon
tinuity is propagated through the medium in such a way that any 
tangent plane moves parallel to itself, with a velocity depending 
on its direction and independent of the time. The theory was 
given by Herr Christoffel in Brioschi's .Annali di Matematica, 18'7'7. 

Suppose then that, at time t, there is in the medium a surface 
of discontinuity S. On the positive side of S let the displacement 
be~. v~> w1 and on the negative side of S let the displacement be 
~. V2 , W 1 , then these agree at the surface, but their differential 
coefficients are different on the two sides. We suppose the tangent 
plane at any point on S to move in time dt through a small space 
6Xlt with velocity o> in the positive direction of the normal to S, 
then, in the neighbourhood of the point of contact, a small 
cylindrical element po>dtdS of the medium will have its velocity 
changed from~. v~> w1 to it-s, V~o ws. and will therefore have been 
acted upon by an impulse whose components are 

po>dtdS ( ~- ~) parallel to x} 
po>dtdS ( 112 - 111) paralle] to y ............ ('79). 

po>dtdS ( tbs - w1) parallel to z 
Now let l, m, n be the direction-cosines of the normal to dS 

drawn in the positive direction, and let F~> G1 , H 1 be the surface
tractions on the positive face of the small cylindrical · element, 
F2 , G~o H 2 those on the negative face, then the impulses of these 
forces during the time dt are the impulses that change the motion 
of the element. Hence we have 

-po>dS(~- ~) = (F1 -F2)dS ............ (80), 
and two similar equations. 

Also we have, by the ordinary stress-equations, 

F1 = lP1 + mU1 + nT1~ 
Gl =lU1 + mQ1 +nS1 •••••••••••••••••• (81), 

H 1 = lT1 + mS1 +nRt 
and similar equations with suffix 2. 
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Thus, if for shortness we write 

P1- Ps = P' ........................ (82), 

also 

we get 
- po>E = lP' + m U' + nT'} 
- POYTJ = lU' + mQ' + nS' •••••••••••.••• (84). 
- po>~ = lT' + mS' + nR' 

Now let W be the potential energy of strain, and, as in art. 65, 
let o:1 , O:s •• • o:8 be the six strains, and write symbolically 

X = £;.11; + c~ + ... + CS0:8 ••••••••••••••• (85), 

then, symbolically, W = !-X2 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (86). 

Let the excess of the strains ~~;, ... on the positive side of the 
surface of discontinuity above those on the negative side be 
denoted by~~;', o:s' ... , and write down the form 

X'= £;.11;
1 + CsQ;s' + ... +ceo:,' ............... (87), 

and let W' = !-X'! 

=t(£;.1, Cn•••£;.2la;' ••• o:,')2···············(88), 

then for any a;, oa":' is the same linear function of the quantities a;' 

h oW· r h · · · · · h f t at oo;- 1s o t e quant1t1es a;, t.e. 1t IS t e excess o a stress-

component on the positive side above the corresponding stress
component on the negative side. Thus the equations (84) become 
three such as 

oW' oW' oW' - po>E = l -:,---, + m ~ + n ~-, ............ (89). 
uo:1 uo:6 uo:6 

74. Oondition• at the 1eparating 1urftl.ce. 

Now let (a, fJ, ry) be any point which moves so as always to be 
on the surface of discontinuity at time t, and write the equation of 
the surface 

t=f(a., fJ, ry) ........................ (90). 
Then it is clear that 

o>dt = lda.+ mdfJ +ndry .................. (91), 

otl CJtm otn 
and therefore oa. =; ' ofJ =;;' a-;y = ; ............ (92). 

The equations of continuity of displacement hold at points 
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(a:, y, z) which move so as to remain on the surface, i.e. so as to 
coincide with ex, {3, "f· Hence we may differentiate the equations 

Ut = ~. t11 = tllh W1 = w, .................. (93), 

with respect to ex, {J or "f, regarding t as a function of these quanti
ties, and replace the partial differential coefficients with respect to 
(ex, {3, "f) by partial differential coefficients with respect to (a:, y, z). 
Doing this we get nine such equations as 

:-~~ + (~ -U..) :! = 0 .....•.......•. (94). 

With notations already introduced we thus obtain 

(J):r;/ + l~ = 0, (J)II:~' + m7J = 0, (J)IIJa
1 + nt" = 0) (9.) 

(J)X,' + n7J + mt" = 0, (J)X3' + lt' + n~ = 0, (J)X1
1 + m~ + lTJ = 0 J 0 

• 

7G. J"ormation of the equation for the velocity. 

Let II be the function into which W' is transformed by 
substituting for flh', x2' ••• a:1' from the equations (95). Then II is 
a quadratic function of ~. TJ, ~ and, since ~ only occurs in the 
expressions for flh1

, a:3', a:8', we have 

~~=-1(z~::+m~:: +n~[-) ............. (96), 

and similar equations for 

an an 
aTJ ' at" · 

And the equations (90) therefore become 

an an an 
PE = o~ , PTJ = aTJ , p~= at" ............... (9'1). 

To form the function IT, write down the symbolical equations 

Ctl + c8m + c.n = ~} 
cJ + C2m + c,n =As ..................... (98). 
cJ + c,m + c,n =As 

Then 

(J) (Cttlh' + ¥s' + .. · + Cellle') =- (~~ + ;\,2"1 + "Xst') ...... (99), 

and therefore 

wiT = l (~~ + 'Xsf'J + Ast'f 
= H~. ~. X., As., ~. ~lE, ,, r1 ............... (100), 
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where 
~11=Xl = (c,.l + c8m + c0n)1 = (Cn, c., C00 , 0118 , 0,.01 c111Il, m, n)1 

••• (101), 

~ ~=~=W+~+~~+~+~ 
=(C,.e.c.,cu, Heso+ce]. ![c,.,+cll8], Hc,.,+c.]Il, m, nf 

......... (102), 
and the other coefficients can be written down in like manner. 

The function II is thus a complete quadratic function of ~. "'' 
~. a.nd, since W' is always positive, ID1II also is always positive. 

Now from the equations (97) we find 

piD~~ = IDs 00~ = ~n~ + "'A,ufJ + ~~. 
and two similar equations. 

Hence ID1 must satisfy the determina.ntal equation 

~- ID
2p, ~~~ Xu 

Xu, X.- ID1p, 'A.a = 0 ...... (103). 
Xu, ~~ Aaa- ID

2p 
Since the function ID1Il is always positive, the roots of this equation 
are all real a.nd positive. 

Thus there are in general three real values of ID, the velocity 
with which the tangent pla.ne to the surface of discontinuity 
advances, and these are functions of (l, m, n) the direction of the 
tangent plane. 

76. Equation• of a ray. 
Let ao, /30 , 'Yo be any point on the surface 80 when t = 0, then 

the parallel tangent plane at time t is 

l (a: -ao) + m (y- /30) + n (z- ry0) = IDt, 

and this contains the point 

( 
OID OID OID) 

IXo + t ol ' /3o + t om ' 'Yo + t On ' 

l"f l OID OID OID (104) Ol +mOm +nOn =ID ••••••••••••••• • 

But ID is given by equation (103) which is of the form 

f(ljiD, mjiD, njiD) =0, 
and therefore writing fi, f,, fa for the differential coefficients off 
with regard to ljiD, mjiD, nfiD, we have 

(lfl +m/s+n/s) diD =ID (j1dl + /sdm+ /adn), 
so that equation (104) is satisfied. 
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Again, if we seek the point of contact of the plane 

l (x -«0) + m (y-/30) + n (z- ry0) =QJt, 

139 

with its envelope, when l, m, n vary and Q) is a given function of 
l, m, n, we shall get, taking account of (104), 

0(1) 
x- ao-t ol =O 

0(1) 
y- /3o- t

0
m = 0 ..................... (105), 

0(1) 
z- 'Yo - t on = 0 

and therefore the point 

( 
0(1) 0(1) 0(1)) 

IXo + t ar' f3o + t om ' 'Yo + t On 

is the point of contact at time t of the tangent plane parallel to 
the tangent plane initially at («o, /30 , ry0). 

The equations ( 105) are the equations of a straight line 
passing through («o, /30 , ry0). This line is called the ray through 
(«o, /3o, 'Yo). 

77. Wave-Surface. 

We have shewn how the surface of discontinuity S at time t 
is connected with the initial surface S0 , viz. our equations shew 
that from every point P of So we have to draw in a given direc
tion, depending on that of the normal to So at P, the ray through 
that point, and take on it a length proportional to the time and to 
a certain function of the direction of the normal to S0 at P. This 
gives a construction for the points on S. Also the tangent plane 
to Sat any such point is parallel to the tangent plane to So at 
the con·esponding point. This gives a construction for the tangent 
planes to S. 

Now suppose the initial surface So to be a small closed surface 
surrounding the point (ao, {30 , ry0). Then we have to draw normals 
in every direction from this surface and mark upon them lengths 
Q)t where Q) is a function of the direction of the normal given by 
equation (103). The planes drawn perpendicular to these normals 
at the points so found will envelope a surface, which Herr 
Christoffel calls the "central-surface" of the point («o, {30 , ry0). 

That particular central-surface for which t = 1 he calls the "wave
surface". If the wave-surface be constructed all other central-
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surfaces are obtained from it by producing the radii vectores in 
the ratio t : 1. 

78. Wave-Motion, 

We can now give a sketch of the propagation of the disturbance 
through the medium. For this purpose we shall suppose that 
initially the part of the medium outside a certain surface S0 is 
unstrained, and the medium within the surface is strained in a 
given manner. If then we draw the central-surface corresponding 
to time t for every point within S0 , these surfaces will have an 
envelope S, which will consist in general of six sheets, two for 
each value of w. Fixing our attention on one value of w and the 
corresponding sheets of S the motion of this type will be called a 
wave. Three such waves are propagated. The parts of the 
medium, not included between the two sheets of S, corresponding 
to a wave are at rest and unstrained. Every element of the 
medium when the wave reaches it takes suddenly the small dis
placement-velocity propagated with the wave. After a time 
depending on its position with respect to the original region of 
disturbance (the space within S0), the wave will have passed over 
this element, and as the inner sheet of S passes over it the 
element suddenly loses the small velocity that it had, and returns 
to a position of rest and a configuration of no strain. The same 
thing happens for each of the three waves. 'fhe element, if it be 
far enough from S0 , is jerked into motion from rest, and returns 
impulsively to rest from motion by the action of three separate 
impulses, and its motion in each case lasts for a finite time 
depending on the size of 80 • In every case the whole motion 
depends simply on the form of the wave-surface and on the initial 
state. 

The particular case of an isotropic solid is an example of a 
case in which the determinantal equation for w has two equal roots, 
the lc of our previous work. The reader will find it an instructive 
exercise to work out this case, and also the case of a medium 
whose energy-function is of the form 

l {A (e+ f +g)~+L (a9 -4jg) + M(b2 -4ge) +N(lf- 4ej)}, 
which leads to Fresnel's wave-surface 1 and a sphere as the general 
wave-surface. 

1 See Jlath. Paper• of the late George Ckeen, pp. 308--S05. 
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ON THE GENERAL THEORY OF THE FREE VIBRATIONS OF SOLIDS1• 

79. Determination or Principal Modes or Vibration. 

Suppose a finite solid mass, bounded by a closed surface, and 
under the action of no bodily forces, is slightly disturbed, so that 
initially there is a given distribution of strain, displacement, and 
velocity, and suppose that the forces applied to the boundary are 
of the nature of constraints which do no work, as, for example, 
when a point of the surface is held fixed, or is constrained to move 
on a smooth fixed guiding curve or surface ; the problem of de
termining the subsequent motion is a particular case of the 
general problem of determining the free vibrations of a system 
about a configuration of stable equilibrium. 

We know that for such a system there are definite periods and 
types of vibration, and the type is determined by stating the ratio 
of the various displacements of all the points to the displacement 
of one of them in some particular direction. The displacements 
in any direction are in general continuous functions of position, 
and the amplitudes of the displacements in different direc
tions are in a certain ratio. The whole motion is analysed into 
the sum of certain series of coexistent small motions which can be 
executed independently of one another. The m:otions of these 
types are called principal modes of vibration. 

Now let u, v, w be the displacements, and suppose the solid is 
vibrating in a principal mode with a period 2w'fp. Then p/27r is 
called the frequency and p the speed of the vibration. The 
functiont1 u, v, w are for this mode proportional to simple harmonic 
functions of the time, i.e. of the form cos (pt +e). 

Let Pr be any one of the speeds of principal modes and write 
4>r for cos (prt +e .. ), then we have to take 

U = ~cf>t + ~4>~ + ••• + 'Ur4>r + ···~ 
v = V1~ + v~4>2 + ... + Vr4>r + .. . .. ........ (106), 
W = w14>1 + w~4>~+ ... + Wr4>r + ... 

and the whole motion of the rth type is determined when u,., v .. , 
w,., Pr are known. 

1 Clebsch, Theorie der Ela.ticitiit je1ter Korper, and Lord Rayleigh's Theory of 
Sound, vol. L 
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The quantities tf>r are called normal coordinates, and u,., Vr, 
Wr normal functions. The general variational equation of motion 
is 

Jjj8Wda:dydz 
+ JJJ{p ~; Su + p ~ Sv + p: &w}da:dydz = 0 ....... (10'1). 

If after performing the variations we put u = u,.tf>r, 'IJ = Vrtf>r, 
w = Wrtf>r, and observe that 

Q2u 
ott= 'Urt/>rPr', 

and so on, we see that tf>r will be a factor which can be removed 
from the resulting equations, and the part that arises from 8W 
will be the same as if we substitute (u,., Vr, wr) for (u, 'IJ, w) in the 
expressions 

aP au aT au aQ as aT as aR 
~+~+~, ~+~+~, ~+~+~· 

If Pr, Qr ... Ur denote the values of P, Q, ... U when u,., 'IJr, Wr are 
substituted for u, v, w the equations of vibration are 

a:;;+ oo~r + o~r + PPr"Ju.. = 0 ............... (108), 

and two similar equations. 

These are three partial differential equations of the second 
order for the determination of u,., 'IJr, Wr· 

In addition to these we have three boundary-conditions at 
every bounding surface. By substituting therein the values of 
u, 'IJ, w i.e. of Ur, Vr, Wr, since tf>r is a factor which may he removed, 
we shall obtain in general sufficient equations to determine the 
ratios of the unknown constants that occur in the solution, and 
one other equation generally transcendental which involves Pr· 
The values of Pr• that satisfy this equation, are the speeds of the 
possible principal oscillations of the system. The equation is 
generally referred to as the freq:uency-eq:uation. 

80. General Theorems on Vibrating Systems. 

We can now use the general equation of vibration (107) to 
prove two theorems. 
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Theorem 1 ". Suppose Pr and p, are two roots of the frequency
equation and that the corresponding types are given by 

U = cf>rUr, 'IJ = cf>r'Vr, W = cf>rWr} 
,.. ,.. .I. ............ (109). 

u=.,,u,, v=.,,v., to= .,,w, 

Then, in the variational equation, we may take u, v, w to 
be proportional tour, Vr, Wr, and 8u, 8v, 8w to be proportional to 
u8 , V8 , w,. Then remembering that 

OSu CJ2cf>r 2,_ 

ott = Ur ott = - Pr .,rUr, 
we have, omitting the time-factors, 

PNffp ( UrUa + wu, + WrW,) dxdydz 

= JJJO W dtcdydz. 

Now ffj0Wdtcdydz=fff(P8e+ ... )dxdydz 

=Iff (Pre,+ Qrf, + ... + U ..c.) dtcdydz 

=JJJ(P,er+ Q,Jr+ ... + U.cr)dtcdydz, 
by a general property of quadratic functions. 

Thus fff 8 W dwdydz is a symmetrical function of 

(ur, Vr, Wr), (U8 , V1 , w,), 

and thus we shall obtain the same expression for this integral 
when we identify u, v, w with u,, v,, w, and 8u, &, 8w with 
Ur, Vr, Wr• 

But proceeding as before we find that in this case 

P•t fffp (u,Ur + VaVr + w,wr) dtcdydz = JJJ8W dtcdydz. 

Hence 

(Pr1
- p,1) JJJ p ( UrU, + 'Vr'11a + WrWa) dtcdydz = 0, 

and since Pr2
- p,• is not = 0 it follows that 

JJJ p (u,.u, + 'Vr'11a + WrWa) dtcdydz = 0 ............ (110). 

This theorem enables us to determine the subsequent state in 
terms of the initial conditions by the method of Lord Rayleigh's 
Theory of Sound, art. 101. 

Theorem 2". We can shew that the frequency-equation for p 2 

has always real positive roots. 

For suppose if possible that Pr' =a+ tfJ where a and fJ are real. 

Then the equation will have a root p1
1 =a- tfJ. 
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We shall obtain two corresponding sets of nonna.l functions, 
u .. and u, ... , which are conjugate imaginaries. 

Thus u,.u, is the sum of two positive squares, and the same 
is true of v .. 'll, and w .. w,, and therefore 

JJJ p ( u .. u, + v .. v, + w .. w,) dxdydz, 

is a sum of terms, which are all positive, and consequently this 
integral cannot vanish. The values of p2 are therefore all real. 

To shew that the roots are positive consider the integral 

fff(u .. ' + vl + Wr2)dxdydz ...•.......•.... (111), 

which is always positive; this by (108) is equal to 

- p-lp .. --2 Iff{ u,. e::: + O~r + oo~r) + ... + ... } dxdydz, 

and by Green's transformation this is 

- p-1p .. -'J. ff{u,. (lP .. + mU .. + nT .. ) + ... + ... }dB 

+ p-1pr -'J. JJJ {P ,.e .. + Q..j .. + R..g .. + S,.a,. + T ,h .. + U ..c .. } dxdydz. 

Of this expression the first line vanishes identically1 in virtue of 
the boundary conditions, and the second line is 

2p-1pr-'J. JJJ W .. dxdydz, 

where W .. is the potential energy of strain per unit volume when 
the solid is vibrating in the rth normal mode. Hence the integral 
(111) is the product of p .. -'J. and a quantity which is always positive, 
and therefore p .. --s is also positive. 

81. Load suddenly applied or suddenly reversed. 

The theory of the vibrations of solids may be used to prove 
two theorems of great importance for the strength of materials. 
The first of these is that the strain produced by a load suddenly 
applied may be twice as great as that produced by the gradual 
application of the same load ; the second is that, if the load be 
suddenly reversed, the strain may be trebled. 

To prove the first theorem, we observe that, if a load be 
suddenly applied to an elastic system, the system will be thrown 
into a state of vibration about a certain equilibrium configuration, 
viz. that which the system would take if the load were applied 

1 If the surfaces be not free there are additional surface-terms for the work done 
by the surface-tractions, and the surface-integral again vanishes. 
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gradually. The initial state is one in which the energy is purely 
potential, and, as there is no elastic stress, this energy is due 
simply to the position of the elastic solid in the field of force 
constituting the load. If the initial position be a possible position 
of instantaneous rest in a normal mode of oscillation of the system, 
then the system will oscillate in that normal mode, and the con
figuration at the end of a quarter of a period will be the equi
librium configuration; i.e. the displacement from the equilibrium 
configuration will be zero ; at the end of a half-period, it will be 
equal and opposite to that in the initial position. The maximum 
displacement from the initial configuration will therefore be twice 
that in the equilibrium configuration. If the system, when left 
to itself under the suddenly applied load, do not oscillate in a 
normal mode the strain will be less than twice that in the 
equilibrium configuration, since the system never passes into a 
configuration in which the energy is purely potential. 

The proof of the second theorem is similar. The system being 
held strained in a configuration of equilibrium, the load is suddenly 
reversed, and the new position of equilibrium is one in which all 
the displacements are reversed. This is the position about which 
the system oscillates. If it oscillate in a normal mode the maxi
mum displacement from the equilibrium configuration is double 
the initial displacement from the configuration of no strain; and, 
at the instant when the displacement from the equilibrium 
configuration is a maximum, the displacement from the configu
ration of no strain is three times that which would obtain in 
the equilibrium configuration. 

A typical example of the first theorem is the case of an 
elastic string, to which a weight is suddenly attached. The 
greatest extension of the string is double that which it has, 
when statically supporting the weight. 

A typical example of the second theorem is the case of a 
cylindrical shaft held twisted. If the twisting couple be suddenly 
reversed the greatest shear can be three times that which 
originally accompanied the twist. 

L. 10 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE EQUILffiRIUM OF BEAMS. SAINT-VENANTS PROBLEM 1
• 

82. The Sem.l-invene Method. 
It seems in the first place appropriate to explain the semi

inverse method of solution adopted by Saint-V enant, and to give 
the reasons which led to its adoption, and this leads us to speak of 
the theory of beams in practical use by engineers and others 
before the publication of his researches on the subject. Let us 
for example consider flexure. The problem of determining the 
resistance of a beam to flexure, when one end is built into a wall, 
while the other end supports a weight, is the oldest problem of the 

1 The following among other authorities may be consulted. 
Ba.int-Veuant. • Memoire sur Ia Torsion des Prismes, aveo des considerations 

sur leur flexion, a.insi que sur l'equilibre intllrieur des solides elastiques en general, 
et des formulas pratiques pour le calcul de leur resistance A divers eftorts s'exerQant 
simultanement '. M€m. des Savanu €trangers, 1855. Also • Memoire sur Ia flexion 
des prismes, sur les glissements ... qui l'accompa.gnent ... , et sur Ia forme courbe 
afteotee ... par leurs sections transversale& primitivement planes', Liouville's .Juumal, 
1856. Also ' Bur une formula donnant approximativement le moment de torsion ', 
Comptes RendUB, LXXXVIII. 1879. 

Clebsoh. Theorie der Elasticitiit jester Kiirper. 
Thomson and Tait. Natural Philo1ophy, vol. I. part 11. 

Basset. Hydrodynamic•, vol. I. 

Pearson. • On the Flexure of Heavy Beams subjected to Continuous Systems of 
Load'. Quarterly .Juumal, 1890. 

Navier. L€t;ons sur l'application de la M€canique ... , Srd edition, 1863, with 
notes by Sa.int-Venant. 

Voigt. • Allgemeine Formeln fiir die Bestimmung der Elasticititsoonstanten 
von Krystallen ... ', Wiedemann's Annalen, XVI. 1882, and • Ueber die Torsion eines 
rechteckigen Prismas aus homogener krystallinischer Substanz ', Wiedemann's 
.Annalen, xxn:. 1886. 
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subject of Elasticity, and had received discussion even before the 
discovery of Hooke's Law. This problem continued to attract the 
attention of mathematicians, and was the subject of researches by 
Coulomb, Euler, the Bernoullis, Navier, and many others, but for 
practical purposes most simple questions of flexure may be regarded 
as settled by Sain~ Venant's solution. The method of the older 
mathematicians was to suppose the resistance to flexure to be the 
resultant of the stresses arising from the extensions and contractions 
which the fibres of the bent beam undergo, taking no account of the 
shears of the cross-sections, or the distortion of these sections, by 
which the bending is generally accompanied Saint-Venant pointed 
out that in general the method is inadequate, as its hypotheses are 
false and some of its conclusions erroneous, but he set himself to 
discover whether in this and similar cases a solution of the equations 
of elasticity could be obtained, which, leaving intact some of these 
hypotheses and conclusions, should yet be applicable to a large 
majority of practical problems. The semi-inverse method of 
solution consists in imposing a restriction on the generality of the 
stress within the solid in accordance with a result based on some 
theory not derived from a solution of the general equations. In 
the particular case of beams, the conclusion borrowed from the 
older theories is that each fibre of the beam parallel to the genera
tors of its bounding surface, is deformed by forces acting on its 
ends alone, and suffers no traction from neighbouring fibres. 

We are to suppose, then, a beam of cylindrical form with 
plane ends perpendicular to its axis, to be subject to the action of 
forces on its plane ends, while no traction is exerted on its 
cylindrical bounding surface, and we are further to suppose that 
there is no stress across any plane parallel to the axis. To make 
our work as generally applicable as possible we shall assume that 
the material of the beam has three rectangular planes of symmetry1, 

1 Saint-Veuant began with a solid which has one plane of symmetry only, 
perpendicular to the axis of the beam, but introduced the other two planes after
wards to simplify the work. The student reading the subject for the first time is 
advised to work over all the general theory for the case of an isotropic beam. 

As a further example of the analysis in the next article it may be shewn that, if 
Saint-Venant's stress conditions be imposed and the beam be supposed vibrating, 
equation (12) will be satisfied, and equations (11) and (18) become 

Ollw p (1 + 2cr) 0'10 o.zJ = 2~-' 11 + lr} oz at• .................................... (H), 

10-2 
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two of which intersect in the axis of the beam, but we shall not at 
:first take it to be isotropic. 

83. Equatiou of the Problem. 
Take then the axis of z parallel to the length of the beam, and 

suppose that it is the line of centres of inertia of the normal 
sections in the unstra.ined state, and suppose the energy-function 
of the material when strained to be W, where 

2W = (A,B, C, F, G,HJ...e,f,g)2 +La'+MI:r+Nc' ... (1), 

so that the stresses are given by the equations 

P=Ae+Hf+ Gg, S=La} 
Q=He+ Bf+Fg, T=Mb ··············· (2). 
R=Ge+Ff+Cg, U=Nc 

The stress-conditions imposed by the semi-inverse method are 

P=Q= U=0 ........................ (3). 

and 
01w trp OStD aaw 
~=- 2#£(l+tr) azae•= oza,• ............... ......... (18), 

whm·e tr is the Poisson's ratio of the material, supposed isotropic, and #' is the 

rigidity, Equations (11), (12), and (18) cannot be satisfied UDless ~: is independent 

of :e and y. The equation corresponding to (10) is 

a~w aaw a~to _ p OStD 
&2 + ay• + 2 oz1 - ~ ae• ........................... (lO), 

and, on difterentiating this with respect to z, we find incompatible equations for ~: 

as a function of z and t. Hence ~!! must be zero ; and then, since (7) holds, u is oz 
a function of z, y, t and v of z, :e, t; and using (8) and (6) and the equations corre
sponding to (9), we shall find that 

u= -T!Je••<•-bt>, 
V= T:&e'•(s-bt), 

where T is a constant, and 'fll= #'fp, and the boundary condition oan be satisfied only 
when the boundary is a circle. 

Thus a circular cylinder oan execute purely torsional vibrations under Baint
Venant's streBB condition; and, with Ulis exception, Ule only vibrations under this 
condition are given by 

02w alto p alto 
u=O, v=O, or + O!J' = i( ot• ' 

and the boundary condition 

TheBB are similar to the vibrations of water in a cylindrical tank whose curved 
surface coincides with that of the beam. 
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We have therefore for the equations of equilibrium 

oT =O oS=O} 
;; +0~ +~~ =0 ..................... (4), 

ox oy oz 
and the only condition at the cylindrical boundary, which is not 
satisfied identically, is 

lT+mS=0 ........................... (5), 

where l, m are the cosines of the angles which the normal to the 
boundary drawn outwards makes with the axes of x andy. 

We may also suppose the geometrical conditions satisfied at the 
origin to be 

u=O, au en, Ou 
v=O, w=O, oz=O, oz=O, oy=()1 ... (6). 

Then the problem consists in the discovery of the most general 
solution of the equations (3), (4), (5), (6), and the determination of 
the consequent amount and distribution of force over the plane 
ends of the cylinder1• 

84. Equation• for the displacements. 

Since P = 0, Q = 0, we must have 

au BG-HF aw aw 
ox=- .AB- H2 oz = - IT

1 oz ' say} 
Otl __ AF-GH aw __ aw ............ (7), 
oy- AB-H1 oz- ITs oz' say 

where 1T1 and 1T1 are the ratios of lateral contraction, parallel to x 
andy respectively, to longitudinal extension parallel to z. 

Also, since U = 0, we must have 

Ou en, 
oy + ox= 0· .............. · · .. · .. · .... (8>· 

1 These equations denote that the origin is supposed held fixed, that the 
element of the axis of the beam at the origin retains iw primitive direction, and 
the element of the plane through it and the am 11 retains its primitive direction. 
H any other conditions be imposed at the origin the displacements consist of thoae 
that we shall obtain combined with a suitable rigid body displaoement. 

• The problem in this form was first considered by Clebsch. (See lnVoduoUon.) 
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aT as 
And, since oz = 0 and oz = 0, we must have 

~~ + ()Jw =0} 
::: : ........................ (9). 

-+-=0 oz2 oyoz 
The third equation of ( 4) is 

( 
O'u O'w) ( asv Qlw) O'u ()tv O'w 

M ozo.x + ox' + L 'Oyoz + ays + G ozo.x + F o60y + O az2 = O, 

or by ('7), 
asw asw 'O'w 

Jf ox' +Lays+ [0- (M +G) u1- (L + F)u,] az• =0 ... (10). 

85. Determination or the form or u and v. 
Differentiate (10) with respect to z, the equations of (9) with 

respect to x and y respectively, and use ('7) to eliminate u and v, 
and we get 

O'w aza = o ........................... (11). 

Differentiate equations (9) with respect to y and .x, add, and 
use (8), and we get 

O'w 
o:iiJyoz = o ........................... (12). 

Differentiate equations (9) with respect to .x andy, then, using 
('7) and (11 ), we get 

()Jw ()Jw 
o.x'Oz = 0, o'!f(Jz = 0 ..................... (13). 

It thus appears that ~ is linear in z, and linear in .x and y 

separately, and therefore 
Ow 
oz =(a+ a1.x + ~XtY) + ~ (/3 + fJ1.x + /3.y) ......... (14), 

where the a's and fJ's are constants; and the only possible forms 
for u and v that satisfy ('7), (9) and (14) are 

u =- u1 (ax+ !a1.x' + lltX'!f)- ulz (/3.x + l/3l.x' + fJ.,.xy) 
- la1zl-l/31z' + Uo + ~z. 

v =- u. (ay + a.1.xy + la..v')- us.z (/3y + A.xy + l/3..v') 
- ia.z' -!fJ.z' + 'llo + 'I/1Z, 

where Uo and 141 are functions of y, and v0 and '1/1 functions of .x. 
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Now (8) shews that the equation 

Q OU0 OUt [ Q OVo OtJ1] O 
-tTl¥- tTUJsZ:X + oy + z oy + - tTsrlL'IJ- tTstJlzy +OX+ z OX = 

is identically satisfied whatever z may be, and therefore 

Uo = «' + «oY + !usrx.J!t, 

1h =fJ' + fJoY+iuJJIY'• 
t1o = a.'' - ¥ + lui~• 
tJ1 = fJ"- f:J~+ iuJ32x', 

where all the a's and fJ's are constants. 

Hence, using equation (8) and the conditions (6) at the origin. 
we find for u and v the forms 

u =- u1 (ax+ !a1x' + (l,JJJ'!J)- u1z (fJ:x + tfJ~:x' + fJ,p:y)} 
- !a1Z2

- !fJ1zl + !u2«1Y2 + z (fJoY + iusfJJ!f), 
v = - us ( ay + a.la:y + l«tY2) - u sZ (fJy + fJ1:xy + lfJsY') · " <15 ). 

- !¥"2 -!fJtzl + lu~~- z (f:JotX- iu J3.P) 
86. Determination of w. 

Returning now to equation (14) we find 

w =z(a + a1:x+ a,y) + !zl(/3 + fJ1:x + fJsY) +w' ...... (16), 
where w' is a. function of :x andy which satisfies the equation 

'iJiw' 'ilw' 
M ow + L oil + [0- (M +G) u1- (L +F) u2](fJ + {31:x + fJsY) = 0. 

A particular solution is 

w' =- [0-(M + G)u1-(L+F)u2] [t/3 (~!~ 
a:yt y:x'] 

+ lfJ1 y + t/3. M .•• (17), 

and therefore w consists of (16), in which w' is given by (1 '1), and 
a solution as genem.l as may be required of the equation 

os!f> o•f/> Mow +L oy•=0 ..................... (18). 

Thus, if If> be the solution of this equation required to satisfy 
the boundary-conditions, w is given by the equation 

w = z (« + a1:x + «sY) + t.e-t (/3 +fJ1:x + fJsY) +"' 
- K {t/3 (~: i) + !fJ1 i' + !fJ2 ~l··(19), 

where 

K = 0- (.M + G) u1- (L +F) u1 •••••••••••• (20). 
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87. Boundary-condition. 

The stresses corresponding to these displacements are by (2) 

S = L l~ -fJoflJ- {3y ( cr1 + L ~ M)- fJ1xy (cr.+ f) -l/3.cr.y• l 
+ l/3.xt ( cr1-!) J l 

[
a!/> ( K ) ' K) (21) T=M ax +fJoY-fJx cr1+ L+M -{3.xy\cr1+ M -t/3lcrl:rJJ · . 

+ !fJtY1 ( cr2- f)] 
R= (0- Gcr1 - Fcr1) [tx + «1X + a,y + z ({3 + fJ.x+ {3.y)] 

The condition (5) at the cylindrical boundary becomes 

(Ml~ +Lm~t) =/30 (Lmx-Mly) 

+ {3 [ Lmy ( tr1 + L! M) + Mlx ( tr1 + L! M) J 
+/31 [ Mlttr1XS + Lmxy (cr• +f) -Mlb• (u.-f)] 
+ /31 [ Lmicr.y• + Mlrcy ( tr1 + ~)- Lm!:rJJ ( tr1- ~) J ... (22). 

This condition holds at every point of the boundary. If therefore 
we multiply by the element of arc of the boundary ds, and inte
grate round the boundary, and transform the line-integrals into 
surface-integrals over the normal section, the left-hand side 
vanishes identically by equation (18), and the right-hand side 
becomes 

{3 JJ[L(cr.+ L!M) +M(u1+ L!M)] lkdy 

+ fJ1 JJ [ Mtr1 + L ( tra +f) J xlkdy 

+ /3. JJ[Lu2 + M(u1 + ~) J ylkdy. 

The last two terms vanish if we take the axis z to pass through 
the centres of inertia of the normal sections, and it follows that in 
general {3 muRt be zero, the term in {3 being 

{3 ( 0- Gtr1 - Fu1) [area of normal section]. 
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The coefficient 0- Gu1 - Fu2 can be shewn to be the Young's 
modulus E of the material for traction parallel to z ( ch. ill. 
arts. 43 and 44 ). 

88. SlmpWled forma of the Dlaplacementl and Streuea. 
As we have shewn that fJ = 0 we may rewrite our equations as 

follows: 

u =- u1a:r:- -!«1 (u1fl!J- u,,l)- u1a.pg + fJogz 
- if11z (u~u:'- u.y')- utflsfCYZ- -!«1.8'- if11zl 

t1 = - u,a.y- trst%1tcy + i«s ( u1:rP- u.f!l)- fJoZa: 
- usf11rcyz + ifJsZ ( u1u:'- utJI)-t~- lfJ.z' · · · · · .(23), 

w = z (« + «1a: + a..f!}) + tz11 (f11a: + fJ~~Y) + cfJ 
- t(E- Mu1- Lu~)(fJ~a:ytfL + fJ~~Y:rPfM) 

where cfJ satisfies the equation (18), viz. : 

O'JcfJ CJ2cfJ 
M a:rr+L 0~=0 

at all points of any normal section, and the condition 

Ml~: +Lm~t =f10 (Lma:-Mly) 

[ 
E-Mu ] + f11 tMlu1u:'+ L 1 (Lmrcy+1JMl~) -Mlu~~Y1 

[ 
E-Lu ] + fJ, tLmu~~Y' + M 1 (Ml:cy+tLma:')- Lmu1u:' ... (24) 

at all points of the cylindrical boundary. The stresses at any point 
are 

S = L[CJcfJ- fJriC- E- Mu1 fJ~rcy 1 oy L 

- if!, ( u,y'+ E-.:--·.<'- 2u ,,. ) ] \ • 

T=M [~ +fJoY-tfJ~ (u~afJ+ E-LMu~~-2u,:t) r ..... (2o). 

_ E -;u, fJsfC!I J I 
R = E [ex+ «1a: + tx.1!J + z (f11a: + ll~~Y)] J 

89. Character of' the solution. 

The solution is linear in 6 independent arbitrary constants, 
«, «11 a:., flo, f11, fJ, and we may suppose all but one of these to 
vanish. Thus we shall have a solution involving «, a solution 
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involving a11 and so on. Of these the solution involving tXt can be 
obtained from that involving a1 by changing a; into y and making 
appropriate changes in the constants u~> L, ... , and the solution 
involving {32 is similarly related to that involving {31 • 

The solution involving a corresponds to simple e:ctension of the 
beam. 

The solution involving a1 corresponds to uniform fte:r;ure in the 
plane of (:c, z); for the equations of the line of particles initially 
coinciding with the axis of z become 

y = 0, a; = - taizl. 
As all the f3's vanish, 4> = 0, and the resultant stress across any 
section reduces to a couple about the axis of y. 

The solution involving {30 corresponds to torsion about the z 
axis; for this axis retains its primitive position, and every normal 
section is rotated through an angle - f3oZ. The resultant stress 
across any section reduces to a couple about the axis z. 

The solution involving {31 corresponds to non-uniform jlea:ure in 
the plane (:c, z); for the equations of the line of particles initially 
coinciding with the axis of z become 

y = 0, a;= - if31zl, 
and the resultant stress is of a more general character than in the 
other solutions. We shall shew that, by a combination of this 
with the previous cases, it is possible to make the stress reduce to 
transverse force parallel to the axis of :c. 

90. Extension or the cylinder. 
The displacements are 

U= -ulaa;} 

tl =- u.ay r ........................ (26), 

w=az J 
where a is the extension of the beam. 

The only stress that is different from zero is R, and we have 

R = Ea ........................... (2'7), 
where E is Young's modulus of the material for extension parallel 
to the axis of the beam. 

The resultant stress across any normal section is 

EQ'Ja .............................. (28), 
where (iJ is the area of the cross-section. 
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91. Vniform l"le::mre. 

Suppose all the constants except ~ to vanish. The displace
ments are 

'IJ =- ~tT.flJY ••••••••••••••• (29). 
u =- !a1 (zl + tr1a:l- tr<J!f1)} 

W= a1UJZ 

All the stresses except R vanish, and 

R = Ea1:c ........................... (30). 
The resultant stress across any section reduces to a couple about 
the axis y of amount 

- Ea1l 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• (31), 
where 11 is the moment of inertia of the cross-section with respect 
to the axis y. 

The central-line is deformed into the curve 

:c--tazt} '!/: 0 l ••.••••••••••••••••••••• (32), 

which is an arc of a parabola, but as the bending is very small we 

may regard it as an arc of a circle of large radius .! . 
ax 

The change of position of the cross-sections is given by the 
equation 

w = a1:cz ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (33), 
which shews that any section z = z0 becomes 

z = Z0 (1 + a1:c) .....•.................. (34), 
so that this section is turned round the axis y through an angle 
zoa1 and remains plane. 

The distortion of the shape of the cross-sections depends on u 
and v. Consider the beam rectangular, and let 2a and 2b be the 
lengths of the sides. Then, referred to the new position of the 
centre of inertia the sides 

:c = ± a, and y = ± b 
become :c +a= -!«1 (u1a2

- uq}, 
and y + b =- trt«1b:c. 

The latter are straight, and intersect y + b = 0 in :c = 0, and are 
inclined to these at a small angle u~a1 ; the former are arcs of 
parabolas, and their curvature is u1a1 • 

If, to fix ideas, we draw the axis z horizontal, and perpendicular 
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to the paper, and the axis a: in any section vertically upwards, the 

central line will be approximately part of a. circle, of radius _!_ 
1.111 

whose centre is vertically above the origin (o:1 being taken negative). 
The shape of the cross-section 1 is given in the figure in which all 
lines parallel to .AB or OD become approximately arcs of circles 
with their concavities downwards or in the opposite direction to 
that of the central line, and the upper and lower plane faces of 
the bar become anticla.stic surfaces with their principal curvatures 
in the ratio 1: u~. 

X 
A 

0 y 

D 

Fig. 10. 

If this figure be supposed raised through the distance necessary 
to bring its centre on to the circle formed by the central-line, and 
turned round the axis y until the axis a: produced passes through 
the centre of this circle, we shall have a complete representation of 
the changes of form and position involved, and the representation 
applies equally well to the distortion of a beam of rectangular 
section and to the distortion of a. rectangular portion of a. beam of 
any section. 

1 The curvature in the figure is much exaggerated. 
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92. Torsion of the Cylinder. 

Let us write 
fJo=-T, 

15'7 

so that TZ is the angle turned through by any section at a distance 
z from the fixed end. Then the displacements are 

u=-T'!JZ} ::;a: ........................... ( 35), 

where cfJ satisfies the differential equation 

O'cl> O'c/> M o:rP +L Oif = 0 .................. (36), 

and the boundary-condition 

ocf> ocfJ Ml oa: + Lm oy = T (Mly- Lma:) ............ (3'7). 

The resultant stress across any section has components 

M f f (~: - TY) rkdy parallel to a:, 

L JJ(~t + Tfl:) rkdy parallel toy. 

The first of these may be written 

!![ M 0: {a:L(~!- TY )} +L:y {a:(~+ Tfl: )}] rkdy, 
since (36) holds at all points to which the integration extends ; 
and this can be transformed to 

fa: {Ml ~! + Lm ~- T (Mly-Lma:)} ds, 

where ds is an element of arc of the boundary. The line-integral 
vanishes identically, since cf> satisfies the boundary-condition (3'7), 
and thus the resultant stress parallel to a: vanishes. In like manner 
the resultant stress parallel to y vanishes. The stress therefore 
reduces to a couple 

JJ{La:(~~ + Tte) -My(~!- TY )} rkdy 
=T (L/1 +M/1)-t· JJ(La:~t- My~:) rkdy ...... (38), 

where 11 and 11 are the moments of inertia of the cross-section with 
respect to the axes of y and a;. 
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93. Symmetrical Cue. 

If the two principal rigidities L and M be equal the theory is 
simplified. Taking L = M = p.1

, we find that the stress gives rise 
to a couple about the axis z of amount 

P. f{{x (~t + TOJ) -y (~! -TY )} ~dy 
or fj.( ot/> otl>) p.Tl+p. x 0y-y()y dxdy ......... (39), 

where I is the moment of inertia of the section about the axis z. 
If we suppose 

JJ(x~t -y~!)dxdy=(q-I)T Jj(a:'+ys)~dy, 
the couple will be qp.Tl. The quantity qp.l is called the torsional 
rigidity of the prism. 

These results suggest two considerations. The first is a 
comparison with previous theories. The predecessors of Saint
V enant had generally supposed that, in every case of torsion, the 
stress at any section reduced to a couple about the axis of the 
cylinder, whose amount is p.-rl where Tis the amount of the shear. 
In their work the distortion of the cross-section, implied by the 
existence of t/>, was neglected. It is only for the circular cylinder 
that t/> vanishes, and the property assumed is a unique property of 
the circular cylinder. Saint-V enant by introducing t/> shewed that 
the couple is only proportional to that assumed by his predecessors, 
the coefficient q depending on the size and form of the section. 
This coefficient is now called Saint-Venant's "torsion-factor". 

94. Hydrodynamlcal Analogy. 

The second consideration is that there is an analogous problem 
in Hydrodynamics, viz. : it will appear that the solution can be 
derived from that for the motion of frictionless liquid in a rotating 
cylindrical vessel. 

Let <I> be the velocity-potential of the liquid, ro the angular 
velocity of rotation, then the conditions to be satisfied are 

a•<I> os<I> 
aa:2+ ay'J=0 ................•....... (40) 

I We shall retain this supposition till the ~d of art. 102. 
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at all pointR of the section, and the boundary-condition 
a<I> a<I> 

loa; +m oy =- U,y+ mCci.X ............... (41) 

at all points of the bounding curve. 

So that <I>:~=- Ccl: T ........................ (42). 

In the hydrodynamical problem the whole momentum of the 
liquid is angular and the moment of momentum is 

• ·( a<I> a<I>) P jj a: a:iJ -y d.x d.xdy .................. (43), 

where pis the density, and this is -Cclp(q-1)1. 

If we suppose the vessel constructed of such material that its 
moment of inertia about the axis of the cylinder is -pi, the whole 
impulse required to start the motion will be - pCc1ql, so that, 
identifying p and p., the impulse in the hydrodynamical problem 
will be identical with the couple in the elastic problem. The 
hydrodynamical problem is however no longer a real physical 
problem as it involves a negative distribution of matter on the 
surface of the cylinder. 

The hydrodynamical analogy suggests the method to be 
followed in the solution of the torsion-problem. We know that in 
irrotational motion of a liquid in two dimensions there exists a 
stream-function 'I', which is the conjugate-function of <I> with 
respect to a; and y, and that the value of 'I' is given at the boundary, 

d . . . 1 . I 1 h · QIV o'V 0 an It 18 1D genera Simp er to SO Ve t e equatiOn -0_$1 + oyi = 
when the value of V is given at any boundary than when the value 

of~~ (rate of variation in the direction of the normal) is given at 

the boundary. 

We shall accordingly suppose that cfJ and '+' are conjugate 
functions of a; and y, so that cfJ + t'+' is a function of the complex 
variable a;+ ''!I· then we know that cfJ and '+' satisfy the same 
partial differential equation 

( o' Ql \ cfJ 
ofli'l + oy2),. = 0• 

ocfJ _ a,. ocfJ _ a,. 
and we have -o:C- oy' oy-- ()a; ..................... (44). 

We have to obtain the boundary-condition for '+'· 
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Let ds be an element of arc of the bounding curve of a normal 
section of the cylinder, measured in that direction in which the 

0 

Pig. 11. 

curve must be described in order that its area. may be always to 
the left of the boundary, then 

dy dtx 
l=ds' m=- as········ .. ···············<45) 

are the cosines of the angles which the normal to the boundary 
makes with the axes, and the boundary-condition becomes 

dy ~t + dUJ oy = 'T (a: dtx + Y ~?!) . 
ds oy ds oa: ds ds 

We may obtain the integral of this equation in the form 

y= tT(afJ+~)+ a ..................... (46), 

where a is an arbitrary constant. 

Thus the problem is reduced to finding a solution of the 
equation 

tAfr 0~ oai' + oy' = o ........................... ( 47) 

at a.ll points of the section, subject to the condition 

y. =iT (a:t + y2) +a ..................... ( 48) 

at a.ll points of the boundary. 
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95. Hydrodynamical Analogy, continued. 

There is another form of the hydrodynamical analogy in which 
the problem of torsion is compared with that of a liquid circulating 
with uniform spin in a fixed cylindrical vessel coinciding with the 
surface of the twisted prism. In this form the moment of 
momentum of the liquid coincides with the torsional rigidity of 
the prism, and the velocity of the liquid at any point represents 
the shear at that point of the prism. In the first form of the 
analogy the shear is represented by the velocity of the liquid 
relative to the vessel. 

A result of considerable importance 1 can be at once deduced 
from the bydrodynamical analogy. Suppose a shaft transmitting 
a couple to contain a cylindrical flaw whose axis is parallel to that 
of the shaft. If the diameter of the cavity be small compared with 
that of the shaft, and the cavity be at a distance from the surface 
great compared with its diameter, the problem is very nearly the 
same as that of liquid streaming past a cylinder. Now we know 
that the velocity of liquid streaming past a cylinder bas a maximum 
value equal to twice the velocity of the stream, and we may 
therefore conclude that in the case of the shaft the shear near the 
cavity is twice as great as that at a distance. The importance of 
this result in connexion with the strength of materials bas been 
previously pointed out (art. 58). 

96. Strength or a beam under torsion. 

With our notation the six strains of the material are 

olf> o4> 
e=f=g=c=O, a= oy +TX, b= oa; -ry, 

and, by art. 10 (iv), these are equivalent to a shear ,f(a2 + b2). 
This, as stated in the last article, is the velocity of the fluid in the 
corresponding circulating motion. Whatever theory of strength be 
adopted it is clearly necessary that this shear must not surpass a 
certain limit, and it is therefore of great importance to know where 
the maximum of this shear is to be found. In a number of 
particular cases it can be shewn that this maximum is on the 
contour at the point (or points) nearest the axis. To investigate 
the question generally, it would be necessary to know the solution 
of the torsion-problem, or of the corresponding hydrodynamical 

1 Larmor, Phil. Mag • .Tan. 1892. 

L. 11 
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problem. We can however give reasons for thinking that the 
points of maximum shear in general lie on the contour and not 
far from the points nearest the axis. Take the hydrodynamical 
problem of the liquid circulating within the boundary, and suppose 
the stream-lines drawn. Then at any point of a stream-line the 
velocity is inversely proportional to the distance between con
secutive stream-lines. As the stream-lines do not cut themselves 
or each other, and as near the axis they approximate to circles 
round the axis, and near the boundary they approximate to the 
boundary, it is clear that in general they will be closest together 
in the neighbourhood of a line drawn from the axis to the 
nearest point of the boundary, and farthest apart in the neighbour
hood of a line drawn from the axis to the farthest point of the 
boundary. Again, since the line-integral of the velocity round 
any closed curve within the boundary is equal to twice the 
surface-integral of vortex-strength over the area enclosed by the 
curve, it is clear that the average velocity along any stream-line 
increases as we pass from the axis to the boundary. This of course 
does not amount to a proof that the points of maximum shear in 
the torsion-problem lie on the boundary, but it goes some way 
towards making this probable. 

According to what has just been said the result for a cylindrical 
cavity requires a more exact statement. Practically it comes to 
this. Suppose the cavity meets a section in the point P, the shear 
in the neighbourhood of P is nearly doubled, provided the 
distance of P from the surface is at least three or four times 
the diameter of the cavity. If P be near the axis this is of no 
importance as a greater shear exists at the surface, but if the 
distance of P from the axis be at least three or four times its 
distance from the surface the result becomes important as the 
maximum shear is considerably increased. The case of a semi
circular groove in the surface can be included by observing that 
the motion of the fluid in its neighbourhood would be the same as 
that of fluid streaming past a semi-circular ridge on an infinite 
plane. The maximum shear may in this case be doubled. 

If the boundary have anywhere a sharp corner projecting 
outwards, the velocity of the fluid at the corner vanishes, and 
therefore the shear in the torsion-problem is zero at such a corner. 
If the boundary have a sharp corner projecting inwards, the 
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velocity is theoretically infinite, and the torsion of a prism with 
such a section will be accompanied by set in the neighbourhood of 
the corner. 

The resistance of the beam to torsion is in general not increased 
by the existence of a sharp corner projecting outwards, and by 
paring down the section in the neighbourhood of the corner a form 
could be arrived at with a smaller area and the same torsional 
rigidity. The fibres that might be pared away are called by Saint
Venant "useless fibres" (fibres inutiles). 

97. The circular cylinder. 

The boundary condition becomes 
v=const., 

so that '1/r is constant at all points. Hence also~ is constant, and 
as cf> vanishes with :r; and y the value of cf> is everywhere zero. 

In this case the twisting couple is p.Tl and there is no distortion 
of the cross-sections1• 

98. The elllptic cylinder. 

'!/ 

B 

Fig. 12. 

A 

Let the equation of the ellipse be 
aP y_ 
as+ lr-1 ........................... (49). 

1 When the two principal rigidities are unequal there is distortion. Its inves
tigation is left to the reader. 

11-2 
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The differential equation is satisfied by 

y =A (a:l- yJ) ........................ (50), 

where A is any constant. This will also satisfy the boundary
condition if 

can be constant when 

which requires that 

(A -tT) a'+ (A+ iT) lJ2 = 0. 

Hence 
a2-b2 ""= ~'T~b2(a;2- y2) .................. (51), 
a+ 

and 
a2-b2 

cf> =- 'T a'+ b2 xy .. ...................... (52). 

In this case the twisting couple qp.TI is 

p.'T I + p.'T J J :: ~ ~ ('!l- :#) dJJJ dy 

= i1rabp.T [a'+ & - <:: ~ ~] 
= 7rp.Ta3b8/(a2 + b') .............................. (53), 

and q = 4a2b'/(a2 + b2
)

2 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (54). 

The distortion of the sections into curved surfaces whose contour
lines are given by cf> = const. is shewn in fig. 12. One quadrant 
only is drawn and the curves in the other quadrants can be 
obtained by refl.exions in the axes. In the quadrant drawn the 
section is depressed, in the other quadrants it is alternately 
depressed and elevated. 

The stream-function of the circulating motion when the ellipse 
is held fixed is 

or 

the stream-lines are therefore similar ellipses, and the distance 
between consecutives is proportional to the perpendicular from the 
centre on the tangent. The maximum velocity along a given 
stream-line has place therefore on the minor axis. The velocity 
at any point on the minor axis is proportional to the distance from 
the centre, and therefore, in the torsion-problem, the shear is 
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greatest at the extremities of the minor axis of the ellipse, and is 
there equal to 2Tat.bj(a2 + b2). 

99. The equilateral triangular prism. 

!I 

Fig. 13. 

Let 3a be the height of the triangle, then the equation of the 
boundary is 

(x- a)(x- yv3 + 2a)(x+yV3 + 2a) = 0, 

or w- 3a:!l + 3a ( w + y2
) - 4a1 = 0. 

The function A (w- 3xy2) satisfies the differential equation, 
and 

A (w- 3xyt.) -l'T' ex~+ y2
) 

will be constant all over the boundary if 
'T' 

A=-6a' 

Thus 
'T' +=-

6
a(w-3xyt.) .................. (55), 

and cfJ =-;a (ya- 3wy) .................. (56}. 

The curves of equal distortion are shown in fig. 13. The triangle 
is divided into 6 exactly similar and equal parts by the lines 
joining the corners to the middle points of the sides, and, in these 
parts, the section is alternately depressed and elevated. 

In this, as in any case where there is a sharp corner which is 
not re-entrant, the velocity of the fluid circulating in the prism 
is zero at the corner, and it is obvious from .symmetry that its 
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maximum in the case of the triangle has place at the middle 
points of the sides. It may be verified by direct calculation that 
the maximum shear in the twisted triangular prism has place at 
the middle points of the sides. 

100. The rectangle. 
Suppose the edges of the rectangle are a;= ± a, y = ± b, so that 

the lengths of its sides are 2a and 2b. 

We have t.o solve the equation ~ + ?.' = 0, subject to the 

d
.. y 

con 1tion 
"fr -iT (uJ + y1) = const. 

all along the boundary. 

Suppose "fr =X+ .A(a;2
- y2

) + B .................. (51), 

where A and Bare constants at present undetermined Then we 
have to solve 

O'Jx D'x 
au;~+ oy2 = o ........................... (58), 

subject to the condition 

X+ A (x'- y2) -iT (a:'+ '!l) + B = 0 ............ (59) 

along the edges. If we suppose a > b, and take A= iT, B = b2T, the 
conditions for X become 

x=0 .............................. (60), 
when y = ± b and a > a; >-a, and 

x=T(~-1Jt.) ........................ (61), 

when a;= ± a and b > y > -b. 
The most general form of solution can be expanded in series of 

the form 

where the A and B are complex constants. But we observe that X is 
an even function of y at the boundaries, and vanishes when y= ±b. 
Thus we must expand X in cosines of multiples of y, and make 
every cosine vanish for y = b. Again x is an even function of g;, 

and thus the g; coefficients must all be hyperbolic cosines. 

Thus X is of the form 

[ 

(2n + 1) wa; ] 
ao cosh 2b (2n+l)wy 

x=~ An h(2n+l)7racos 2b ...... (62), 
cos 2b 
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provided 
"" (2n+ 1)wy 

T(~-b2)=~An COS --~ ............ (63), 

when b>y>-b. 

Now between these limits we find, by expanding y2 - b2 in 
Fourier's series, 

(2)8 (-1)" 
An=- 4Th~ ;r (2n + l)3 ............... (64). 

Thus 

[ 

cosh ( 2n + ~) ?r.Z J 
__ t(2)300 (-1)" 2b (2n+l)?ry 

x- 4Tb ; ; (2n+ I)• h(2n+ 1)7ra cos 2b ... (65). 
cos 2b 

Also + = b2 + !T(a-1- ~)+x, 
so that 

q,=-TX'!f 

[ 

sinh (~~±_l) wx ] 
2 ( 2)8 

"" (- 1 )" 2b . ~ 2n + 1) ?rY 
+4Tb ;. ~ (2n+1)3 h(2n+1)7rasm- 2b ... (66)· 

cos 2b 

The twisting couple is, by (39) of art. 93, 

4p.Tab a
2

; b' -JJ-T JJ (:#- y') dxdy 

+ •"'Tb' (~Y ff ( ia!- y ~!) clxdy, 
which is equal to 

fp.TabB + 4~TIJ2 (~r f J (X~~- Y ~:) dxdy .. ,. .. (67), 

where 

inh
(2n + 1) 7rX • (2n + 1) 7rY 

_ 00 (- 1)" S 2b SID 2b <I>-; (2n + f)a h (2n + 1) wa ... (GS). 
cos 2b 

A term of the double integra] is 

h (2n+l)7ra (-1)" ?r Jj [ . h (2n+ l)7rx (2n+ l)7ry 
sec ---2b-- (2n + lf 2b xsm 2b cos 2b 

h (2n + 1) wx . (2n +I) 7r!f] d d 
- y COS 2b SID 2b X '!J• 
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Now 

J~ . h (2n + 1) 7rX d 
-a XSID 2b x 

2b [ 2 h(2n+1)7ra 2b 2 . h(2n+1)7ra] 
=--,(2,..-n-+-1) 7r a cos 2b - (2n + 1) 1r SID ·- 2b- ' 
and 

so 
JfJ (2n+1)7ryd =. 2b 2 (- 1)11 

-b cos 2b y (2n + 1) 7r ' 

rb y sin (2n ± .12 '1r'!J dy = !3b' (::-1 )n . 
. -b 2b (2n + 1 )~ 

Also 

J~ h (2n+ 1)7rx ..]_ _ 2b 
2 

. h (2n+ 1) 'Ira 
-a cos 2b r.w;- (2n + 1) 7r SID 2b 

Hence the twisting couple is 

(4)• 00 1 
i,u.Tabs + ; p.Tabs~ (2n + 1)• 

( 
2)s "" (2b)' 8 tanh (2n ~!)'Ira 

- 4,u.Tb' ;. ; 7r (2n + 1)6 ' 
which is equal to 

siDce 

and it is to be noticed that a tenn i~J-Tab3 is contributed by the 
transcendental part of ¢. 

The expression for ¢ must really be unaltered when x is 
changed into y, and a into b, and the expression for the twisting 
couple must be symmetrical in a and b. For an account of the 
identities thus obtained the reader is referred to a paper by 
Mr F. Purser in the Messenger of Mathematics, XI. 1882. 

Saint-V enant has investigated 1 the fonns of the curves of equal 
distortion given by ¢ = const. If we begin with the case of a 
square prism cf> vanishes along the diagonals, and along the middle 
lines of the square parallel to its sides. If we take one side great 
compared with the adjacent side, then cf> vanishes only on the 
middle lines and not on the diagonals. The limiting form between 

1 See the great memoir on ' Torsion ' of 1855. 
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rectangles which divide into 8 parts, in which cf> is alternately 
positive and negative, and those which divide into 4 such parts, is 
given by making the ratio of the sides equal to 1·4513. 

101. Other sections. 
When the section is not of one of the forms just considered 

the problem can frequently be solved by means of conjugate 
functions. Whenever we know a transformation by means of 
conjugate functions, say 

a+ t/3 = f(x + t.y), 
such that the boundary consists partly of lines a= const. and 
partly of ·lines /3 = const., the differential equation for 'ir can be 
expressed in the form 

(}2+ (}2+ 
oa2 + '0{32 = 0, 

and Y. will be a given function of a along some part of the 
boundary, and of /3 along the remainder. The simplest case is 
that of a curvilinear rectangle bounded by two arcs of concentric 
circles and two radii, including the case of a sector1 of a circle of 
any angle. The work in these cases may be left to the reader, we 
give the results. 

1°. For a sector of angle 2/3 in terms of polar coordinates 
r, 8, so that the boundaries are 

r=O, r=a, 8=±/3, 
cos 28 «> [ (r)(2n+1)2~ 1r8] 

'\fr = tT'r
2 

COS 
213 

+ Ta2
; A.'l7Hl a COS (2n + 1) 

213 
... (70), 

where 

A _ ( )n+1 [ 1 2 1 J 
mH- - (2n + 1) 1r- 4/3- (2n + 1) 1r + (2n + 1) 1r + 4/3 

If we write re'9 =ax, then 
af 

'1/r- t.cf> = i-ra
2 cos 2/3 

......... (71). 

-ra~ { Ja; a;~-3 4/3 ( ~) 1 Ja; a;l!~+l } 
- 2f) af o ~dx---;: tan-1 a;2fJ + a;2 o ------;__& ... (72), 

1+~ 1+# 

where the modulus of a:: is ~ 1, and ta.n-1 (afo) is that branch 
of the function which vanishes with a;, 

1 Greenhill, Messenger of Mathematics, VIII. 1879, and x. 1881. 
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2°. In case 2.S is an integer greater than 2 the integra

tions can be performed, but when 2~ = 2 the first two terms 

become infinite, and their difference has a finite limit, and 
we find for a quadrantal cylinder 

t'- t</> = ~~a
2 

[- :r:' log tJJ + tan-1 :r:' + i ( :r:'-!) log (1 + .x') J 
......... (73). 

au. For a semi-circular cylinder 

t' -t¢ = T:2 

[ !1r:r:'- i (tJJ + ~) + !' (:r:' + ~- 2) log i-!:] ... (74). 

4°. For a curvilinear rectangle bounded by two arcs and 
two radii, taking conjugate functions 

a;+ ty = ce"'+'fl ........................ (7 5), 
and supposing the outer radius is a= cf!'O, and the inner 
b = ce-ao, (so that c is the geometrical mean of the radii,) and 
taking for the bounding radii f1 = ± {10 , we find 

4> = -!Tab&• sin;: + 21Tab{10'1l I .An<I>'" cos 0 0 

where 

{ 

sinh (2n +})_1ra cosh (2n + l) 'Tt'a} 

<I>n = cosh 2ao (2n ~o) mzo + sinh 2ao . (2n !~)'Tl'Clo ... (76), 
cosh 2/3o -- smh 2f1o 

and 
(-)nsin (2n + 1) 71'~ 

.A _ 2/3o 
n- {(2n + 1) 1r- 4fB0J (2n + 1)71' {(2n + 1) 71' + 4fBoJ' 

Another method is to take any function t' satisfying 

~t+a~=o oar oy2 
• 

and make t' -!T (:r:' + '!l) = const., 

the equation of a bounding curve. Then this gives a boundary for 
which the problem of torsion is solved. 

102. Approximate Formula. 

A large number of sueh cases have been solved, and the results 
obtained lead to a very remarkable approximate formula for the 
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torsion of a prism of any section which is not very elongated in 
any direction, and does not present any re-entrant angles. 

This formula is a generalisation of the formula for the ellipse. 
The latter gives for the twi.11ting couple G the form 

1 w" 
G = 47l"~ I p.T, 

where w is the area and I the moment of inertia about the axis. 

Now Saint-Venant1 found that, in the case of all sections such 
as those just described that had been worked out, 

w• 
G ="I p.T, 

where the value of " varies only from ·0228 to ·026 while its mean 
value is about ·025, or -iJ, and its value for an ellipse is ·02533 ... , 
and thus we may take with remarkable accuracy for most forms 
of section likely to occur in practice 

(1)4 

G = irr y P.T •••••••••••••••••••••••• (77), 

and the twisting couple for different prisms of the same material 
is directly as the fourth power of the area of the cross-section, and 
inversely as the moment of inertia of this section about the axis. 
The theory of Coulomb and Navier made the couple directly 
proportional to the moment of inertia I. 

103. Tonlon of JEolotroptc Rectangular Beam. 
On account of its importance we shall give the solution of the 

problem of the torsion of the rectangular prism in the case where 
the two principal rigidities of the material for shear of planes 
through the axis are not the same. 

We have to find a function 4> to satisfy the differential 
equation 

and the conditions 

CJ24> o~q, 
M aa,a +L oy2 = o ..................... (78), 

~! = T'!f, when w =±a, and b > y > -b, 

and ~t = - TW, when y = ± b and a > w > - a. 

1 Oomptu Rendm, LXXXVIII. pp. 142-147, 1879. 
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Let a:= x\IM/'1/(L + M)) 
y = y' '1/L/'1/(L + M)J .................. (79), 

where the denominator is introduced for the sake of homogeneity. 

The differential equation (78) becomes 

(J2tj> (J2tj> -
&:'2 + oy'2- o ........................ (80), 

and the boundary-conditions become 

when 

and 

and 

when 

and 

otJ> _ v(LM) , ox' - L + M "Y • ' ................... (81 ), 

x' = ± J ( L t M) a 

.j(L~M) b >y' >- J(L 1M) b, 
otj> '1/(LM) , oi'=-L+M Tx ..................... (82), 

y' = ± J ( L ~ M) b 

J ( L ~ M) a> a:'> _ J ( L t M) a. 

Introduce y the conjugate function of 4> with respect to a;' and 
y', supposing 4> + t.'l/r to be a function of x' + t.y'; then, writing 

'1/(LM) I f(L +M) I } L+M"=T, V M a=a, 
...... (83), 

J(L~M)b=b' 
y has to satisfy the conditions 

when 

and 

when 

Thus 

~t = T 1Y1 
•• ,,,,, ....... ••••••••••••••(84), 

x' = ± a' and b' > y' > - b', 

~~ = 7'
1
/1J

1 
............................. (85), 

y' = ± b' and a'> a;'>- a'. 

'1/r = !T' (x'2 + y'2) + const ...................... (86) 

is the condition that obtains at the boundary. 
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The problem is now precisely the same as m the case of 
elastic symmetry except that 

, , , b' , x,y,a, ,T 

take the places of 
a;, y, a, b, -r. 

Vl e have therefore 
,I.. I I f 't'=--rxy 

[ 

. (2n + 1) '7T'X' ] 
, 26b'' 00 

(-)n smh 2b' . ( 2n + 1) '7T'y' 

+-r w-3 ~ (2n+1)8 h(2n+1)'7T'a' 8m 2b' ' 
cos 2b' 

or 4> = - -rxy 

f(M) 2ob2 oo (-)n smh · ~-V M . (2n+ 1) '7T'Y 

[ 

. {(2n+1)'7T'x fL} ] 
+-rv L ;:s· ~(2n+1)3 h{(2n+1)'7T'a\JL}sm 2 

cos 2b M 
.................. (87). 

And the twisting couple is, by (38), 

-r(LI1 + MI,) + JJ{Lx~t- My~!} d:x:dy, 

which can be shewn to be equal to 

[

tanh {(2n + 1) '7T'a f(L )}] 
16 MTabB- M f(M) -rb' (±)D i 2b v M 
3 \1 L '7T' 0 (2n + 1)0 

............... (88). 

104. Approximate Formula. 

We may express this result in the following form. 

Let l be the length of the beam, t its thickness (or smaller 
cross-dimension), oo the area of its cross-section, r the ratio 
(a..jL)j(b.jM), I the function 

tanh (2n + 1) '7T'r 

( 4)6 00 
2 

;. ~ (2n + 1 )0 .... • .. • • • .... • • .. (
89). 

Then the angle turned through by the end at which the couple 
G is applied is 

3Gl 
Moot' ( 1 -

1
3
6
flr) ...................... (90). 

Now when r is not < 3, I is remarkably nearly constant and equal 
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to 3·361. .. ; and thus, if the thickness of the beam be considerably 
less than the breadth, we have an approximate formula 

3Gl 
angle turned through = .63) . 

MC&Jt2 (1- 7 
In this formula M is the rigidity for the directions of the axis of 
the beam and the breadth of the cross-section, supposed perpen
dicular to planes of symmetry of the material. 

It is clear that by twisting thin rectangular bars of a crystal, 
cut parallel to axes of symmetry, and having their smaller sectional 
dimensions parallel to axes of symmetry, we can obtain sufficient 
data to determine the three principal rigidities of the crystal. 
Prof. Voigt of Gottingen has used this method to determine the 
rigidities of certain crystals. He has also shewn that a formula 
similar to (90) holds in the case of other crystal forms than those 
having three planes of symmetry, only M is not the rigidity for 
the two directions, and f is a function which satisfies equations 
that have not been solved. At present we refer the reader to 
Pro£ Voigt's papers1 for an account of the torsion of prisms of 
matter which has not three planes of symmetry of contexture, and 
we hope to return to the subject in connexion with Kirchhoff's 
theory of thin rods. 

105. Non-uniform Flezure. 
Returning now to the general solutions of art. 88, we wish to 

shew how they may be applied to the case of flexure by transverse 
force applied at one end of the beam. For this purpose we must 
consider the terms of the solution which involve the constants /31 

and /32' We have seen already in art. 89 that the solution 
involving /32 is distinct from that involving {31 and that one of 
these can be obtained from the other, and it will therefore be 
sufficient if we consider the terms in {31 only. 

Suppose then that all the constants in equations (23) except 
/31 vanish, and let us seek to determine the end-traction that gives 
rise to the terms in /31• 

The displacements are 

u = - i/3lz ( cr1ar- cr2y2
)- i/3lz3 } 

v =- cr.ft1:cyz ....... (91), 
w = cp + iz2/3l:c- t (E- Mcr1- Lcr2) /31:cy'JL 

1 For references see p. 146 supra. 
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where cp satisfies the differential equation M ~~ + L ~~ = 0 ... (92), 

at all points of a normal section, and the condition 
ocp ocp 

Ml-+Lm · om oy 
= /31 [tMlu1ar + E -LMo-1 (LrruiJy + !Mly2)- Mlu2Y2] ...... (93) 

at all points of the boundary. 
The stresses at any point of a section, z = const., are 

S = L [~:- E -L Mu1 {31xy J pamllel to the axis y, 

T =M [~! -!,81 (u1ar+ E- M1- 2~~) y') J ... (94). 

parallel to the axis x, 
R = E/31zx parallel to the axis z 

The resultant stress parallel to a; is 

M JJ[~t- !/31 ( ular +E-M~- 2Lu, y') J dxdy 

= JJ[ M :x (x~=) +La~ (x~t)J dxdy 

-!/31M JJ(utar+E -Mi- 2Lu2 y')diiJdy. 

The first surface-integral on the right can be transformed into a 
line-integral round the boundary, and, if ds be an element of arc 
of the boundary, and l, m the direction-cosines of' the normal to it 
drawn outwards, the stress parallel to x becomes, by (93), 

f[ E-Mu J /31 !Mlu1w + -L-1 (Lmary + !Mly'm) - Mlu2Y2
X ds 

-!/31M jj(u1ar+ E- Mi- 2Lu,1l) dxdy. 

Transforming the line-integral into a surface-integral, we find 
stress parallel to x = E/1/31 .......................................... (95), 

with our previous notation for the moments of inertia. 

The resultant stress parallel toy is 

L ff[~:- E-LMo-
1 /31xy J dxdy 

= J J[ L 0~ (y ~t) + M a: (y ~=) J dxdy - f3t j j (E-M u1) xydxdy. 
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Transforming as before we find that this is 

f11 f{!Mlulafy + E -LMu1 [Lm.xy~ + !Mlt]} ds 

- !3~JJ (E -Mul) xyd:xdy 

= f11 j f Exydxdy, 

[106 

which vanishes provided the principal axes of inertia of the section 
of the beam coincide with its axes of symmetry of elastic structure. 

The resultant stress parallel to z vanishes . . 
The couple about ab axis in the section parallel to the axis a; is 

z{31E JJ xydxdy, 

which vanishes identically when the stress parallel toy vanishes. 
The couple about an axis in the section parallel to the axis y is 

- z/31E I J afdxdy =- z{31E. / 1 ............ (96). 

The couple about the axis z at any section is 

ff(Lx ocp -My ocb) dxdy 
oy ax 

-/31M ff[(E- Mul)(x2y/M- }y8/L)- !u1:x2y + uq] dxdy . .. (97), 
and, as in the case of torsion, the first term of this can only be 
calculated when cp is known. 

We shall suppose that the principal axes of inertia of the 
section of the beam coincide with its axes of symmetry of elastic 
structure, and then we see that the resultant stress at any section 
reduces to a transverse force parallel to· the axis x, a bending 
couple about the axis y, and a torsional couple about the axis z. 
By a combination of this solution with the previous solutions, 
in which there was either simply a bending couple about the 
axis of y, or simply a torsional couple about the axis of z, we 
may obtain the solution for any resultant stress-system. 

106. Practical Utility or the Solution. 

Now although the resultant stress-system may consist of any 
extending force, any transverse force, any twisting couple, and any 
bending couple whatever, yet the mode found for the application 
of these forces is unique and determinate. It is very unlikely 
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that in the pieces used in architecture or engineering the stresses 
applied at an end of a bar are distributed over the end in the 
manner here considered, and the application of the theory to 
structures depends on the validity of a principle introduced by 
Saint-V enant1 which may be called the principle of the " elastic 
equivalence of statically equipollent loads". He stated that any 
system of surface-tractions applied to a small part of a surface of 
a solid will produce at any point not very near to that surface the 
same strain as any other system of forces having the same resultant 
would produce. When the part of the surface to which the forces 
are applied is vanishingly small the principle is obviously true, 
but it becomes less and less exact as the surface subjected to 
traction becomes larger. The principle is in fact equivalent to 
this-the application of an equilibrating system of forces to a 
part of the surface of a solid produces no strain in the interior
a theorem which is in general obviously untrue, but which becomes 
more and more exact as the surface subjected to traction is 
diminished. It is on account of the assumed smallness of the 
linear dimensions of the cross-section of the beam compared with 
its length that the principle may be applied to obtain a theory 
of the equilibrium of beams. 

107. Bending by tranavene force. 

We wish to obtain in the general case the solution for applied 
transverse force X parallel to the axis a:. 

Consider first the terms in #1 , these give rise to (1) a stress 
E#111 parallel to the axis a:, (2) a couple - E#111z about the axis 
y, and (3) a couple which we may call T about the axis z. (See 
art. 97.) Tis constant along the beam. 

The terms in a1 give rise to a couple - Ea1/ 1 about the axis y. 
(See art. 89.) 

The terms in #o or T give rise to a couple about the axis z (see 
art. 92), and since T is at our disposal we may make this couple 
equal to-T. This couple is constant all along the beam. 

If then we take a1 + #1l = 0, the stress-system at z = l will 
reduce to a force X where 

X= E/3111 ........................... (98). 

1 See the memoir on ' Torsion ' of 1855. 

L. 12 
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The stress at any other section will reduce to a force X and a 
couple 

E/3J1 (l- z) ........................ (99). 
Since 

a1 =- fJ1l =- XljEl11 
the equation of the central-line is by (23) 

X 
rc = Ell (!zsz_ !z'), 

and the stress-system consists of a force parallel to the axis rc 

d•rc 
- El1 dzl· .......................... (100), 

and a couple about the axis y 
d2rc 

Elldzt····························(101). 

The quantity El1 is called the fle:cural rigidity of the beam, 
and the above analysis verifies the ordinary theory of the "bending 
moment", viz.: that the flexural couple at any point of a slightly 
bent beam is the product of the curvature and the flexural rigidity. 

Let .ABbe the beam, P any point on its central-line, then the 
system of forces just considered is the resultant of the action of 

A z 

X 

Fig. 14. 

the part BP on the part .AP, and the action of .AP on BP is equal 
and opposite to this. 

Now it may be observed that the equation 

d2rc 
EI1 dzt =X (l- z) ..................... (102), 

which is derived at once from the figure by taking moments for 
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the equilibrium of BP about an axis through P parallel to the 
axis y, is sufficient, with the conditions 

d:r; 
a:=O, a-z=O 

at z = 0, to determine the form of the central-line. 
We shall devote a subsequent chapter to the development of 

this remark. 
At present we notice that the defl.exion of the axis of the 

beam is 

t ~~ (l- }z) Z2 
........................ (103), 

and the maximum defl.exion is at the end of the beam, and is 
equal to 

Xl3 

! EI~····························(104). 
The displacements are 

X 
u = t ]?/~ [(l- z) (ula:2- IT·J?l) + (l-}z) z2

] - T'!JZ 

X 
v = EI~ a-2 (l- z) rey + TaJZ •••• (105), 

_ ~ X [< 2 27_) E- Ma-1 -La-1 ~] ,.. w- z Ell z - ~ a: - L rey + .,.. 
where T is the twist corresponding to the twisting couple - T. 

The changes in any cross-section may be analysed into :-
(1) A rigid-body translational displa.cement parallel to a: 

which brings the centre of inertia to its proper place on the 
bent axis of the beam. 

(2) A rigid-body rotational displacement TZ round the axis of 
the beam1• 

(3) A distortion of the shape of the cross-section similar 
to that sketched in art. 91, the displacements involved being 
proportional to the distance from the end at which the force X 
is applied. 

(4) A distortion of the cross-sections into curved sUifa.ces 
depending on the function cf>. 

Readers of Saint-V ena.nt's Memoir of 1856 will see that his 
expression for the displacement u contains an additional term 

1 In all the partiq.ular cases that we shall treat T vanishes. 

12-2 
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proportional to z, and in fact equivalent to - z (~)o, where the 

suffix 0 refers to the value at the origin, this cannot occur in our 
solution because we have imposed the geometrical condition that 

(~)0 = 0. Saint-Venant consequently obtains an additional term 

-l (:)
0 

in the maximum deflexion, and Prof. Pearson1 appears to 

think that this constitutes a correction (though not a very 
important one) to the Bernoulli-Eulerian theory of beams. As a 
matter of fact it only amounts to superposing on the displacements 
(105) a certain rigid-body rotation, and need not therefore be 
considered. 

108. Asymmetric Loading. 
Suppose the principal axes of inertia of the section of the beam 

do not lie in and perpendicular to the plane through the axis z 
and the direction of the force. Then, still supposing the axes of :c 

and y to be these principal axes, the force will have two com
ponents X and Y. 

p 

Fig. 15. 

Let P be the applied force, 8 the angle between the direction 
of P and the axis of x, then P cos 8 = X, and P sin 8 = Y, and we 
have to add the solutions for 

fJ
1 

= P C_!!S!!_ fJs = P sin 8 l 
P 

El1 ' PE!2 
............... ( 10G). 

__ lcos8 __ lsm8J 
«t- El

1 
' ~- El

1 

Let t/J1 be the value of tfJ corresponding to fJ~> and let 4>t be the 
value of tfJ corresponding to {31 , then the twisting couple Tis the 
sum of the two twisting couples that come from ~ and 4>t. 

~ ElasticaZ Rt•earche• of Barr6 tk Saint-Vt11ant, art. 96. 
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The displacements for bending by the force P are, by 105, 

Pcose 
u=-f EI

1 
[(l- z) (u1t#- as!l) + (l- !z) z'] 

Psine + -Els (l- z) u1tey- -ryz, 

Paine 

181 

v = i Ela [(l- z)(u~2 - u1xt) + (l- !z) z2] 
...... (107), 

Pcose + EI
1 

(l-z) uatey + -r:cz, 

_ 1 Pcose[<..!l 2l) E-Mu1-Lu1 ~J W-1"-EJl ~-- z :c L ·tey 

1 Psine[( 2 2l) E-Mu1-Lu2 _.] + l" --- Z - Z y- yw-
Els M 

+ c/>1 + cf>s 
where Tis the twist corresponding to the twisting couple-T. 

The equations of the central-line are 

:c = t p cos e (l- iz) z1 } 
E~1 

. .. ............. (108), 
Psrne y=! El

2 
(l-iz)zl 

and the deflexion in the plane through the axis and the direction 
of the force P is 

The maximum 
equal to 

p (COS2 e sin2 e) l E 1-;- + I;" (l-iz) z2 ............ (109). 

defiexion is at the end of the beam and is 

Pl3 (cos1 e sin2 e) ! E I;- +I; .................. (110). 

Unless 11 = 12 the axis will not be bent into a plane curve in the 
plane through P and the old position of the axis, but the plane in 
which the curve lies is given by the equation 

:csine_y.cose=O· 
Is 11 ' 

the sine of the angle between this plane and the plane through P 
and the axis is 

. ( 1 I\ (sin1 e cos' e)-l 
smecose 11 - tJ I,' + 112 • 
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The plane through the axis perpendicular to the plane in which 
bending takes place cuts the cross-section in a line which is conju~ 
gate, with respect to the ellipse llf/11 + y'fl~ = 1, to the intersection 
of the cross-section and the plane through the axis and the direc
tion of the force P. 

This is the theorem of Saint-V enant and Bresse that the 
neutral line is conjugate with respect to the ellipse of inertia to 
the trace of the load-plane on the cross-section. 

109. Strength of a beam under flexure. 
To simplify1 the consideration of this question we shall suppose 

that u1 = u~ = u, and L = M = p.; also we shall suppose the section 
such that the twisting couple T = 0, and thus reduce the displace
ments to 

u = !fJ1 [u (l-z) (x'- '!f)+ (l- !z)z'] } 
v = {J1u (l- z) 1C!J 

...... (111), 

w=ifJ~ [<~- 2~)x- (~- 2u) ~ J + cf> 

where 4> is a certain function of (x, y) to be determined by solving 
the equation 

!Jlcf> ()lcf> 
aa;s + a'!f = 0• 

subject to a. condition given at the boundary. 

The six strains are 

e = {J1u (l- z) x 

f= fJ1u(l- z)x 

g=- {11 (l-z)x 

a= ~t- (!- u) fJ11C!J ••••••••• (112) 

b = ~: -lfJl [ (!- :1T) tl + trr# J 
c=O 

Now in the particular cases that we shall investigate we 
shall find that ~ is at least of the order 3 in the linear 
dimensions of the cross-section, and thus, if x and y be small 

1 The suppositions of this article are not equiftlent to that of transverse 
isotropy. Bee Note B at ihe end of ihe volume. 
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compared with (l-z), we may for a first approximation neglect 
a and b in comparison with e, f, g. It will then be seen that 
the greatest principal extension has place at the highest point 
on the contour and at the fixed end, a; being measured positive 
downwards. According to the theory of Poncelet and Saint
Venant (art. 57) this extension must not exceed a certain limit. 
If T0 be the breaking stress of the material for pull in the 
direction of the axis z, and t the thickness of the beam the limit 
of safe loading X is given by the equation 

ci>X = 2TJ1j(lt) ..................... (113), 
where ci> is a factor of safety. 

In case the beam is not very long1 in comparison with its 
breadth and thickness, we cannot neglect the shears a, b, due to 
flexure, and given in equations (112). The problem then becomes 
very complicated. We have really to transform the elongation 
quadric 

(e,f, g, la, !b, !o1a;, y, z'f=k 
.to its principal axes, so as to obtain the form 

fhar + 1 I'!J1 + g1zl = k, 
then the greatest positive value of fh, 11 , or g1 is the greatest 
principal extension. The quadric can be found in particular cases 
only after the function cf> has been determined. 

110. Strength under combined ltrain. 

Suppose the strains due to transverse force X ( = fJ1El1) to be 
as in the last article 

e = fJ1rr (l-z)a;, I= fJ1u (l- z) a;, g =- fJ1 (l- z) a;, 

and the strains due to torsional couple G to be as in art. 96 

and suppose o = 0. 

a _ocf>+ ... ,. b-olf>_.,.,J - oy ,..,, - oa; . .,, 

The beam will be at once bent to curvature fJ1 (l- z) at any 
point, and twisted to torsion 'T. 

The principal axes of the strain at any point are a line parallel 
to the axis z and two rectangular lines in the plane of the section. 
It is easy to see that the latter make half-right angles with the 
tangent and normal to the stream-line of the circulating fluid 

1 If this be not the case the forces whose reeultant is X must be regarded as 
distributed over the end in a particular manner. See art. 106. 
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motion associated with the torsional strain by the hydrodynamical 
analogy of art. 95. For the strains e and f at any point, being 
equal, are equivalent to uniform extension {31u (l- z) x in the 
plane z = const., and the principal axes of the shear compounded 
of a and b are the lines in question. If 8 be the amount of the 
shear .,f(a2 + b2

), then the principal extensions that arise from the 
torsional strain are -f8 and - -f8, and by superposing these on the 
uniform extension we find that the principal extensions for the 
combined torsional and flexural strain are 

/31u (l- z) x + -f8, /31u (l- z) x- -f8, -/31 (l- z) x .. . (114). 

The maximum is either the maximum of - {31 (l- z) x when x 
is negative and has its greatest value, or of /31u (l- z) x + -f8 when 
tc is positive. Let us first suppose 8 very small or that Tis small in 
comparison with {31 (l- z), then the limit of safe loading is deter
mined by considering the flexure and disregarding the torsion. In 
the same way if T be great in comparison with /31 ( l- z) the limit 
of safe-loading is determined by considering the torsion and disre
garding the flexure. 

In general there is an abrupt change from circumstances in 
which safety is determined purely by considerations of flexure to 
others in which it is determined partly by considerations of torsion. 
For example consider an elliptic beam for which the plane of 
flexure passes through the minor axis. Let ~ and b1 be the semi
axes of the beam, and take its equation to be uP/~'+ '!l/~' = 1 
where ~ > ~. Then we know that 8 is a maximum when '!I= 0, 
x = ± b~> and its value at these points is 2T~~~/(~1 + b1

2
). Hence 

in this case the two maxima to be compared are 

/31 (l- z) ~' and fJ1u (l- z) b1 + T~2bJ(~1 + bl). 
The greatest extension is therefore determined purely by flexure 
or partly by torsion according as 

~~ TE~~..,. 
(l-z) >or< ~1 +b11 4X(l-u) · 

Now each of the principal extensions has its maximum when 
.z = 0, and the extension at the highest point of the contour near 
the fixed end is the greatest extension anywhere, if the twisting 
couple G satisfy the inequality 

G <"'(IE u) 4Xl. 
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In this case the limit of safe loading is given by the formula (113) 
of the last article. 

If G be greater than this limit, one of the principal extensions 
at the lowest point of the contour near the fixed end is the great
est, and is equal to one of the principal extensions at the highest 
point near the loaded end. In this case, according to the theory of 
Poncelet and Saint-V enant, the limit of safe loading is given by 
the equation 

c;I> [; G + 4uXl] = 7rab1
2T0 , 

where T0 is the breaking stress for pull in the direction of the axis 
of the beam, and <I> the factor of safety. 

In the case of the ellipse, just worked out, it happens that s 
has its maximum where ro has its maximum. When this is not 
the case, and it usually is not, the maximum value of fJ1ulro +is 
would require a special investigation. For example we might 
take the equilateral triangle ; in general the lowest point of the 
contour is at a corner of the triangle, and s has its minimum value 
zero when ro is a maximum. A case like that worked out for the 
ellipse would be fallen on by supposing the lowest side horizontal. 
Another example would be found by bending a horizontal elliptic 
bar with its major axis vertical by an applied weight, and twisting 
it by an applied couple. The maximum of ro is then at the lowest 
point, which is the point where sis least. This case can be easily 
investigated and may be left to the reader. 

111. Distortion of Oroaa-Section. Symmetrical Oaae. 
We shall now suppose that the principal axes of inertia of the 

section coincide with axes of symmetry of the material of the 
beam, and that the two principal rigidities, corresponding to sec
tions through these axes and the axis of the beam, are equaP. 

Then the problem of finding the terms of the general solution 
that contain /31 reduces to finding cfJ to satisfy the equation 

O'Jcf> 'i}Jcf> 
0(1)2 + C:Jy2 = 0 ........................ (115}, 

and the boundary-condition obtained from (93}, viz. : 

~= = fJ1 [!lu1# + (Ejp.- u1}('f1UIJY + lly)- Usly1
] ... (116), 

1 This supposition will be retained in the following articles, except where thjlrB 
is a statement modifying it. 
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where dn is the element of the normal to the bounding curve 
drawn outwards, and p. is written for M or L. 

As in the case of torsion we may introduce a hydrodynamical 
analogy. For ~ is the velocity potential of the plane motion of 
fluid within the bounding curve when the normal velocity at any 
point of the boundary has components 

.81 [ lu 1/lP + t( E / p. - a 1 - 2a ,) !/] parallel to x, 
and ,81 (Efp.- a 1) rcy parallel toy. 

We may utilise this analogy to shew that ~ is of the third 
order in x and y. For suppose x and y very small, then the 
normal velocity at the boundary is of the second order of small 
quantities, and the velocity at every point must be of the second 
order at least, and therefore the function rp whose differential co
efficients are the components of velocity must be of the third order. 

There exists a. solution of the equation for ~ subject to the 
boundary-condition, For we know from elementary hydrodyn
amics that there exists a. solution of the equation with the 
normal rate of variation of ~ given at the boundary provided 

fa! ds=O, 

the integral being taken right round the boundary. 

Now 

J~: ds = .81 f[rlalaf + (Ef p.- a 1) (ma;y + !ly')- a,l!f] ds 

= ,8!; J J tcdxdy 

over the section, and this vanishes since the axis of z passes 
through the centre of inertia. of the section. 

In the general case where L =l= M we may take a!,; M = x, 
y',; L = y, the boundary is transformed to a curve in a. new plane 
of a!, y', and the boundary-condition (93) becomes 

= a. given function of x', y' = y (x', y'), say, 

where j(x, y) = 0 is the equation of the boundary, and dn' is the 
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element of the normal to the transformed boundary. The differ
ential equation becomes 

Q'lcf> (!J~ 
oa:'t + ay•s = 0, 

and there will be a solution if 

I (of)2 + (of)' -l 

f ~ o/ } ,_ 
+(a:', y') l_!_ ('a] )51 .! ('af)!l ds - 0, 

M oa:' + L o'!f 
where ds' is the element of arc of the new boundary. Remember
ing that y (a:', y') is linear in l, m we see that it becomes linear in 
l', m', (the direction cosines of dn'), and contains the reciprocal of 
the radical as a factor. This factor therefore disappears and the 
theorem reduces to that in the symmetrical case. 

112. Df.atortion of the sections of a oircular Cylinder. 

To find cf> for a circular cylinder we transform to polar co-
ordinates 

a:= r cos (), y = r sin (), 

so that the boundary-condition (116) becomes 

~~ =rll fJl [ ial cos• fJ+ (~~-tal- a,) cos() sin51 e J when r =a 

= a1fJ1 [ (iff -las) cos()+ ( !a1 +}a,- i!) cos 3() J ... (117). 

Now any function cf> which satisfies (115) within a circle whose 
centre is the origin can be expressed in the form 

Ir" (An cos nfJ + Bn sin nfJ), 
1 

and to satisfy the boundary-condition we take this to contain only 
the terms in A1 and A1 , thus 

4> = fJ1 [ (1!- !a.) a'rcos fJ+! (la. +}a,-~ ID ,..COB aeJ 
= fJ1 [ ( i ~ - fa,) a'a: + l ( !a1 + fa,- i ~) (a:'- 3a:y•) J. .. (l18). 

It is easy to see that the integral 

ff(a: ~- y~~) da:dy 
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over the circle vanishes identically, and thence that the twisting 
couple (97) vanishes, and the resultant stress across any section 
reduces to a transverse force X parallel to the axis a; given by 
the equation 

X= }E/31'1l'a', 

and a bending couple M' about an axis parallel to the axis y, 
which is given by 

M' = - !E/31'1l'a'z. 
Suppose an equal and opposite couple applied at the end z = l 
and produced by forces distributed over the end, such that the 
force per unit area is parallel to the axis z and is 

-E{J/,a;, 

then we shall have the solution for bending by transverse force X 
by adding to the displacements (91), in which 

/31 = 4Xf(E.,.a'), 

the displacements (29), in which 
al = - 4Xlf(E.,.a'). 

The displacements are, by (105) and (118), 
2X 

u =E~ [(l- z) (u1w- u2!f) + z2 (l- }z)] 
'Tl'U 

4X 
v=E'[(l-z) u~y] 

2"; [· E E . (119). 
w = E'Tl'a' (! p.- !u2) a2

a; +! (u1 + !u2-! ;) (iL.a- 3a;~l) 

+ (z2
- 2lz) a;+ ( u1 + Us - !) a;y2] J 

The change of shape of any rectangular element of the cross
section will be similar to that investigated in art. 91, so that 
lines a; = const. in the section remain approximately straight, 
and lines y= const. become approximately arcs of circles whose 
concavity is in the opposite direction to that of the axis of the 
beam, and all the displacements in the plane of a section which 
affect the shape of an element are proportional to the distance 
from the end at which the force is applied. 

But the point of most interest is the distortion of the sections 
into curved surfaces. The curves for which the displacement 
parallel to the axis is constant, called curves C?f equal distortion, 
are given by the equation 

a; (a#+ {Jy2
- 1) = const ................ (120), 
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where 

a= ip.(ul+!u,)-!E } 
p.z (2l-z)- a' (fE- Jjp.u~) ............ (121 ). 

Jjp.u,-!E 
fJ =p,z (2f= z)-:._ a'(fE- Jjp.us) 

If aafJ and fJy2 be small, these curves are very nearly straight 
lines a;= const. ; and thus, if l be great compared with a, near 
the end z = l, where the force X is applied, any section remains 
very approximately plane and is turned through such an angle as 
will make it pass through the centre of curvature of the arc into 
which the central-line is bent. As we travel along the beam from 
the loaded end towards the fixed end, z is continually diminishing, 
and at distances from the loaded end comparable with the radius 
of the section a and fJ are comparable with a-s, so that the curves 
are no longer approximately straight. 

113. Distortion of sections of isotropic circular beam 
by flezure. 

Consider in particular the case of an isotropic beam for sections 
so near the fixed end that z may be neglected in comparison with 
a, and suppose (with Poisson) u1 = u1 = !, and E = -&p., then the 
curves of equal distortion become 

a; (ar + y2
- ia2

) = const ................ (122). 

In tracing the curves, if we take the constant zero, the curve 
consists of the axis y, and the circle 2W + 2yt = 7 a2

, which 
completely surrounds the circular cross-section of the cylinder. 
The latter is the inner circle, and the former the outer circle in 
the figure. If we take the constant positive, and not too great, 
the curve consists of an oval lying within the outer circle on the 
side a; positive, and an open branch outside this circle and asym
ptotic to the axis yon the side a; negative. When the constant is 
!.V{, the oval contracts to a point (a;= .y'~, y = 0) and for any 
greater value of the constant the oval disappears ; this point is 
outside the circular boundary. If we take the constant negative 
similar results hold. The curves of equal distortion are the parts 
of the ovals included within the inner circle, and the displacement 
parallel to the z axis has the opposite sign to :c. Thus if, to fix 
ideas, the axis of z be perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and 
the axis a; vertically downwards, and the beam be supposed bent 
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by a vertical downwards force applied at the end z = l, all the part 
of the section in the lower half of the figure is shifted towards the 
origin, and all the part of the section in the upper half of the 
figure is shifted away from the origin, and the distance through 
which any point is shifted is the same at all points of the curves 
traced in fig. 16. (One quadrant only is drawn.) 

_ .. ------. -t··-·-···--
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Fig. 16 . 
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.Af5 we travel along the beam towards the end z = l the outer 
circle expands. The double points move off farther from the 
inner circle and the parts of the ovals within the inner circle 
flatten out. If l > l-v'7 a 1, the outer circle becomes infinite for 
z = l- -v'(l' -!a'), and, for greater values of z, a and /3 are 
negative, and the outer circle disappears. The curves of equal 
distortion may now be written 

a:(.#+ys+p)=q, 

1 See footnoie p. 183. 
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where pis a constant depending on z, and q has the opposite sign 
to the displacement tv. The curves of equal distortion are like 
that shown in fig. 17. 

The surfaces into which the cross-sections are distorted are 
given by the equations 

2X 
z- Zo = E~ {zo (2l- z0)- {a2

} rc (d + fJy' -1), 
'IT'(}) 

·.vhere z = z0 is the equation of any cross-section before strain. 
When z0 is small this becomes 

X 
z- Zo =- E7ra'rc (:# + y2-ia2), 

of which the contour lines are drawn in fig. 16. When Zo is 
greater than l- v(l2- -Ia11) the equation becomes of the form 

z- Z0 =krc (a;il + y2 + p), 

where k and p are constants. The contour-lines of this surface are 
such as that drawn in fig. 17. 

.'f: 

Fig. 17. 

It is worth while to remark that the parts of the ovals in fig. 
16 and of the curve in fig. 17 situated outside the circle r =a, are 
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the curves of equal distortion of the section of a hollow circular 
tube of internal radius a, and external radius r, bent to the same 
curvature by end tractions, and whose outer surface is subjected to 
traction parallel to the axis z. The amount of this traction near 
the fixed end is proportional to a; ( a2

- r"J)fr. 

114. Distortion of seotlons of hollow circular beam. 

Suppose the bounding curve of the normal section of the beam 
consists of two concentric circles, and let r = a be the outer 
boundary, and r = b the inner. Then we have to find a function cf> 
to satisfy the equation 

at all points between the two circles, and 

0: = a2/jt [ ( i! -!us) cos 8+ (tu~ +!u2-1;) cosae] 

when r = a, and 

- ~~ =- b2fJ1 [ (t;-lus) cos 8 + (!ut +!u2-1;) cosae] 

when r = b; the required function cf> is 

cf> = {jl [ (!! -lus) {<a2 + b') r +~;}cos e 

+! (tul +fu,- riD rcos ae] 

= fJ1 i-- tUs a; [( 
E ) (a2 + b2

) (a:'+ y') + a2b1 

p. a:2+'!f 

+ i ( !u1 +!us- i ~) (w- 3a:y') J ...... (123). 

The twisting couple given by (97) vanishes identically, and the 
transverse force applied is 

X= !Ef3t'1T'(a'- b'). 

The distortion of the cross-sections is given by the equation 

w = E71' (:~- b') [(z2
- 2lz) a;-(~- u1 - u,) a;y2 

+ (!!!- ju2) ~~
2

+b')(a:l+'!)')+a'b' a:+!(ul +!u2 -! J!\(w-3a:y')J 
p. a;2 + '!l /i.) 

..................... (124), 
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and the equations of the curves of equal distortion are of the form 

x (1 - aa-.'J - Qys - _'Y_) = const tJ af + y2 ., 

where all the constants that occur are functions of z. 

For an isotropic solid fulfilling Poisson's condition ( u = !), it 
can be easily verified that these curves, when z is small enough to 
be neglected, are given by the equation 

x[(w + ys)2 -Has+ bS)(af+ y2)-ia2b2] =- 4w (XS+ ys)/{11 ••• (125), 

and they may be traced in the same manner as the curves for 
a solid cylinder. 

llli. Elliptic cylinder. 

To simplify this case we shall suppose the beam isotropic. We 
have then to find a function 4> to satisfy the differential equation 

CfJ4> O'J4> 
axs + a,Y2 = 0 

at all points within the ellipse 
af y2 
aft + 1)2 = 1 .......................... (126), 

and the condition 

~: =fJ1 [!l {uaf + (2- u)y2
} +m (2+ u) xy] 

at the boundary. This is obtained from (116) by writing 2 (1 + u) 
for Efp.. 

If p be the perpendicular from the centre on any tangent, this 
condition is 

o4>- Q [uafl + (2- u) Jfx (2 + u) ifx] (127) on - tJlP 2a2 + b2 .. • • • • • 

Take conjugate functions E. 'TJ of x, y such that 
x+ ty= ccosh (E+ t1J) .................. (128), 

where c2 = a2 - b2, then we know that, if 4> be the real or imaginary 
part of any function of E + t'T], the equation will be satisfied and 
the form of 4> will be adapted to satisfy boundary-conditions at 
the surface of the elliptic cylinder. 

Let the cylinder be the surface E = Eo of the family, so that 

ccosh Eo= a, 
c sinh Eo= b, 

L. 13 
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and let p be the perpendicular from the axis on the tangent plane 
at any point, and h the positive value of the function 

[ (~!r + (~;rr. 
Then we know that h-1dE is the distance between the consecutive 
surfaces E and E +dE, and h-1dn, is the distance between consecu
tives "1 and "1 +an,; also we have 

h-'J = tc2 (cosh 2E - cos 2'1] ), 

from which, by putting E =Eo, we find for the perpendicular p 
from the centre of the elliptic section on any tangent the equation 

hab = p ........................... (129). 

The solutions cf> of the differential equation, which remain 
finite continuous and one-valued within the elliptic boundary, are 
of the form 

or 

cp = /31'I. [.An cosh nE cos n7J +Bnsinh nEsin n7J]. .. (130). 

The boundary-condition (127) at E =Eo is 

h ~~ = /31p [ {(2 + u) ~ + (1 -lu) ~}cosh Eo sinh2 Eo cos 7J sin2 7J 

+ lu ~ cosh8 Eo cos3 '1/ J , 
of/> [r b~} of=fJ1ab l(2+u)a+(1-lu)a t{cOS7J-COS37J) 

+ !ua(cos 3'1/ + 3 cos "1)]. ........ (131). 

Hence all the B's vanish; and, of the .A's, all vanish except 
.A1 and .A.a. and we have 

.A1 sinh Eo= !ab [(2+u)a ;-+- (1-!u) ~+ iua] } 

3.A3 sinh3E0 =-lab [(2+u)a+(l-!u)~-!ua] ' 

or A1 =!ac [(2+iu)a+(1-!u)~J, 

and As=--hac2:z:4b3 [(2+!u)a+(l-!u)~J. 
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Hence 

rp = i.81ac [<2 + iu) a+ (1 -iu) ~]cosh E cos "1 

- n.81 S& a: 462 [(2 + iu) a+ (1-iu) ~]cosh 3f cos 3'1] ... (132). 

Now 
IC [43;2 - 12Jf- 3&] cosh 3E cos 811 = 0 ,;. , 

as is easily verified; hence 

or 

rp = t.81:c [(2 + iu) as+ (1 -lu) b2] 

43;2 -12JI- 3& 
- n.81:c 3& + 462 [(2 + !u) a1 + (1-iu) 7J2], 

rp = 3~~ b2 [a2 {2a2 + 62 + 2ua1
} -l (:c<J- 3tl) {2a2 + b2 + !u (a'- 62)}] 

............ (133). 

We notice by way of verification that the value of rp for the 
circle is deduced by putting a = b. 

It is easy to see that the couple (97) about the axis z vanishes. 

AP, in the case of the circle we find the displacements produced 
by a load X at the end z = l, by substituting from (133) in (105), 
in the forms : 

where 

a- !{4a
1
+262+u(a

1
-b

1
)} t 

- - (3a' + b2
) (2l- z) z + 2a1 (2a2 + 62 + 2ua') ••. (135), 

2a2
- u (a1 -7J2) 

,8 =- (3a2 + b2) (2l- z) z + 2a1 (2a2 + 62 + 2ua•) 

and the curves of equal distortion are now ovals lying within an 
ellipse when z is small, and curves like that in fig. 17 when z is 

13-2 
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considerable. These are among the curves given in the frontis
piece of Prof. Pearson's Elastical Researcha of Barre de Saint
Venant. 

116. l"laure of J.Eolotropic Rectangular Beam. 

We shall suppose the sides of the rectangle parallel to the axes 
of a; and y, and of lengths 2a and 2b. 

When the two principal rigidities of the beam in the planes 
(z, a;) and (z, y) are unequal we have to satisfy the equation 

CJ2cf> CJ2cf> 
M oa.a + L oy' = 0 ...................... (136), 

within the rectangle, and the boundary-conditions 

of/> [ E- Mu1- 2Lu, ~J 7 oa: = if11 u1a.a + L y .......... (13 ). 

when a;= ± a and b > y > - b, 

and ocf> E- Mrr1 oy = f11 L a;y ..................... (138), 

when y = ± b and a >a; > - a. 

Now, as in the case of torsion, take 

a:'= a: v(l + L/M)} 
y' = y v(l + MfL) .................. (139). 

Then the differential equation becomes 

o'cf> CJicf> 
oafs+ oy'i = o, 

and the boundary-cQllditions become 

~!=i!31J(L!M) [ u1 L!Ma:''+ E-~~~2Lu•y's], 
when a;'=± at,/(1 +LfM) 

and bt,/(1 + MfL) > y' >- bt,/(1 + MfL), 

and :: = /31 J(L:M)~~~~ ufy', 

when y' = ± bv(l + M/L) 

and at,/(1 + LfM) > uf >- at,/(1 + LfM). 

Take a. new function X such that 

cf> =- if11 J (L: M) ~~~1 (uf'-3ufy'')+x ...... (140). 
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Then x must be determined to satisfy the equation 

ot.x O'x-
oz' + oy'' - 0 

at all points of the section, and the boundary-conditions 

~ =P1 J(L~M) [2(L!M)z'- L~My''] 
at the af boundary, and 

at the y' boundary. 

Assume 

Ox=o 
oy' 

19'1 

X= P1 J (L: M) [Ax'+~ (An sinh n;a:' cos 7) J .... (141), 

where a' is written for av(1 + LfM), and 1/ for bv(1 + MfL). This 

form is taken because ~ is an even function, and the condition at 

the y' boundary is satisfied identically. To determine the coeffi
cients we have 

A ~ [n7r A h n1ra' n'1l7[l E 2 Ltr, ,1 
.£1. + { vnnCOS TCOSTJ = 2Ma - L+My' 

when b' > y' > - b'. Now between these limits we may expand y" 
by Fourier's theorem in the form 

Hence 

b'2 4b'2 
«> l-(-)n n1J y'2 =- +-I -cos-3 r 1 n2 b' . 

E b2 

A =-a'-tr-2M I 3, 

An=- J(L iM) ~ tr1 <~r sech{n~a J(!)}. 
And therefore 

( 

1/> = .811 (2~ a•- itrsb') a:- l(E- Mtrl) (~- ~') 
\. 

4b• JM «> [(-)"sinh {T (i)} nmJ]} 
- ~ V L tr,~ na cosh c~a (M)} cos T ... (142). 
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For an isotropic beam this reduces to 

4> = fl, { [(1 +a) a'- lab'] m- !(2 + a)(r- 3my') 

[ 

sinh mrx ]} 4b• "' (-t b 'WTr'!J 
- __.. u I -. cos --b ....... (143). 

w- 1 n h n7ra 
cos -b-

Returning to the general case, it is easy to see by symmetry 

that the integrals JJ :1: ~~ da;dy, and JJ y ~: da;dy vanish, and that 

therefore the terms in fJ1 contribute no couple about the axis z. 

Now suppose the beam bent by a load X parallel tom applied 
at the end • == l, we have, as in art. 107, to add the solutions for 

fJ1 == iXf(Ea•b), 

«1 == -!Xlf(Ea•b). 

The displacements are 

X 
u ==i Ea•b [(l-z) (u1ufl-u1!l)- (l-}z) z2], 

X 
V == i Ea•b u, (l- z) my, (144), 

X 
W ==I Ea•b [z (2l- z) tc- (E- Mu1 - Lus) mysfL] + 4> 

where 4> is the function determined by (142). 

The curves of equal distortion have been traced by Saint
V enant for a square beam of isotropic matter obeying Poisson's 
condition. 

Investigations by means of conjugate functions might be given 
of the distortion of beams of various forms of section by flexure, 
but the problem is less interesting than the corresponding one of 
torsion on account of the comparative smallness of 4>-



CHAPTER VII. 

CURVILINEAR COORDINATES. 

117. Orthogonal Surfaces. 

For many problems it is convenient to use systems of curvi
linear coordinates instead of the ordinary Cartesian rectangular 
coordinates. These may be defined as follows : 

Let I (a;, y, z) =a, some constant, be the equation of a family 
of surfaces. Fixing our attention upon any point (w, y, z), one 
surface of the family will in general pass through this point. If 
small variations be made in a;, y, z, i.e. if we pass to a neighbour
ing point (w + dw, y + dy, z +de), this point will in general lie on 
a surface of the family differing from the surface I (a;, y, z) = «, 
but near to it. The surface on which it lies is given by the 
equation I (:c, y, z) = a+ da, where 

_¥ ¥ ¥ -~ ~ ~ 
~-~dw+~~+~d.e-~dw+~~+~~ 

Thus a knowledge of a gives the surface of the family on which 
the point (w, y, z) lies, and a is called a curvilinear coordinate of 
the point (w, y, z). 

If now we take three independent families of surfaces 

.h (:c, y, z) = a, 

h (w, y, z) = fJ, 
Ia (w, y, z) = ry, 

and fix our attention on the point (w, y, z), we find one surface of 
each family passing through the point. If a neighbouring point 
be taken one surface of each family will pass through the neighbour
ing point. The two sets of surfaces are taken to be (a, {J, ry) for the 
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point (a:, y, z), and (a.+da.,fJ+dfJ,ty+dry)for the neighbouring 
point. The quantities (cr, fJ, 'Y) are called curvilinear coordinates 
of the point. Now, conversely, as any point will lie on three 
particular surfaces these determine the point ; and, the region of 
space considered being suitably limited, if we attach to one point 
of this region a set of corresponding values of (cr, fJ, ty), and proceed 
in all directions from this point, by giving to (a:, y, z) as functions 
of (a, {:J, ty) values continuous with those at the chosen starting 
point, any point within the region will be given by its (a, fJ, ty). 

The most convenient systems to choose, in applications of the 
theory of elasticity, are systems of surfaces which cut each other 
everywhere at right angles. Such systems are called orthogonal 
surfaces. It is well known that there exists an infinite number of 
sets of such surfaces, and, according to a celebrated theorem of 
Dupin's, the intersection of two surfaces belonging to different 
families of the same set of orthogonal surfaces is a line of curva
ture on each. In what follows we shall suppose the surfaces to be 
a., fJ, ty, and shall suppose that these cut each other everywhere at 
right angles, so that the three relations 

ofJ a'Y + ofJ (J,y + ofJ ~ = 0 ax aa: oy 'iJy az az ' 
(J,y aa. + a'Y aa. + (J,y aa. = 0 ................. (1 ), 
oa: oa: 'iJy oy oz oz ' 
aa. ofJ + oa. ofJ + aa. ofJ _ 0 aa: oa: 'iJy oy az az -

are identically satisfied. 

The theory of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates is due to 
Lame, and was developed by him in his Let;ons sur l88 coordonnees 
cuir'IJilignea. The method we shall employ is founded on the 
particular case treated by Mr Webb in the Messengf/1' of Mathe
matics, 1882. The problems at the end of the chapter have been 
considered by various writers, including Poisson, Lame, Clebsch, 
Saint-V enant, and Mr Chree. 

118. The line-element. 
Let d~ be the length cut off from the normal to a.= constant 

at any point (a:, y, z) by the neighbouring surface a+ da of the 
family, and write h1

2 for the quantity 

(ocr/oa:)2 + (oaf'iJy'f + (oa.foz'f. 
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Then, if 111 + dx, y + dy, z + dz be the coordinates of the point in 
which the normal to a at (x, y, z) meets the surface a+da, we 
shall have, by projecting the line joining two neighbouring points 
on the normal to a, 

1 (ocr oa oa ) dnl=~ axdx+oydy+a,zdz =daf~. 

If, in like manner, dn., dn1 be the elements of the normals to fJ 
and 'Y• drawn through the point (x, y, z), we shall find 

where 

and 

dn, = dfJf~, dna= d-y/h1 , 

ht2 = (ofJfox}t + (ofJ/oy}t + (ofJfoz)2
, 

ha2 = (o'Yfox)2 + (o'Yfoy}t + (O"ffoz)t. 
Since the square of the distance between the points (a, fJ, 'Y), 

(a +da, fJ + dfJ, 'Y+ d-y) is d~2 +dns1 +dn,2, we find for this distance 
the expression 

In general h1 , ~. hs can be supposed to be expressed in terms of 
cr, fJ, 'Y· The quantity (2) is called the line-element. 

119. Vector-Di11"erenttation. 
If P be a point whose coordinates are x, y, z, we may draw 

through P a system of rectangular axes, to which we may refer 
points in the neighbourhood of P, the directions of the axes being 
the normals to the three surfaces cr, fJ, 'Y which pass through P. 
If x1 , '!/u z1 represent the coordinates of any point near to P, 
referred to this system of axes at P, we require formulre for 
differentiation with respect to xi> y1 , z1• It is plain that dx1 , dyl> 

dzl are the same as d~, dns, dna, but it does not follow that aaq, 
xl 

is the same as h1 ~:, when q, is a component of a vector, which 

has a magnitude and direction depending on (2, fJ, 'Y)· In estimat

ing ~~ , we have to remember that the change contemplated in cfJ 
ux1 

is that which takes place when we pass from P to a near point 
situated on the normal to a at P. If q, be a component of a 
vector quantity estimated parallel to one or other of the three 
normals at any point, the change produced in q,, when we pass 
from any point to a neighbouring point, will depend partly on 
the change of direction of the axis along which the vector is 
resolved. 
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Now let E. fJ, ~be the components of a. vector quantity parallel 
to the three normals at any point (a:, /3, "f), then we know that the 
changes, BE, B,, 8~, which take place when we pass from any point 
(a:, /3, 'Y) to a. neighbouring point (a:+ da., /3 + d/3, 'Y + d"f) are 

BE= dE- 1180a + ~8,,) 
8, =a,- ~81 + EM •• J· ...................... (3), 
8~ = d~- EM~ + 11881 

in which dE stands for ~! da: + ~% d/3 + ~ d"f, and 80~> 882 , 881 

are the infinitesimal rotations of the three normals at (a, /3, 'Y) 
about themselves necessary to bring them into coincidence with 
the normals at (a +da, fJ+d/3, 'Y+ d"f). 

120. The three rotations. 

3 

1 

2 

Fig. 18. 

Let P be the point (a,/3, 'Y); P~> (a+ da, /3, 'Y); Ps. (a, /3 + d/3, 'Y); 
and Q, (a+ da, /3 + d/3, 'Y)· 

It is clear that the rotation 88a will be a linear function of da, 

d/3. To find the term in d/3, observe that the length PP1 is~, 

and the length P1Q is t + da 0: (f); the angle between the 

tangents to PP1 and P2Q is fbund by dividing the difference of 
these by P P 1, and is therefore equal to 

~~·(iJa/3, 
and this is the rotation of the system of axes from (1) towards 
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(2) in passing from P to Pt, i.e. it is the term of 088 that contains 
dfJ. In like manner the term in da. is 

-~ 0~ (~)da. 
Adding these we get the complete expression for BOa. We can 

now put down the formulre 

oel =~a~ (i.) r1rt- ha ~ (~) d/3, 

082 = hs ~ (~) da.- ~ ~ (t) drt. .. ........... ( 4), 

Ms = ~ :a (k) d/3 - h, a~ (~) da 

of which the third has just been proved, and the other two are 
found by cyclical interchanges of the letters and suffixes. 

As an example of the application of these formulae we shall 
find the normal to the surface 'Y at (a+ da, fJ, 'Y ). 

In the expressions ( 4) for 881 , oe., 801 we must put d/3 = 0 and 
firt=O. 

The equations giving the changes in the direction-cosines 
(l, m, n) of any line are obtained from (3) by putting l, m, n 

for f, "'' ~ Thus 
ol = dl - moe. + ,wet. 

Om = dm- noel + loe., 
on= dn -l801 + moe1 • 

When l = 0, m = 0, n = 1, these become 

Ol = oea = hs :'Y (k) da, 
om=O, 
on=O; 

so that the equations of the normal to 'Y at (« + da., /3, ry), referred 
to the three normals at (a, /3, 'Y), are 

d« 
tlh--

y,=O, a c) =r-
Ita Cry ~ da. 

This meets the normal tory at (a, /3, 'Y) in the point 
1 
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and thus the line of intersection of fJ = const. and ry = const. is a 
line of curvature on ry. This proves Dupin's Theorem, and gives 
for the principal curvature 1/p1 of the surface ry in the normal 
section through the line drx 

~ =- ~ha~ (k) ........................ (5). 

In like manner we could find the other principal curvature 1/p2 

of ry, viz.: 

~ = hA ~ (~J ........................... (6). 

These formulre for the curvatures are due to Lame. 

121. The .trains. 

We shall now find expressions for the components of strain and 
the rotations of an elastic medium referred to the orthogonal 
coordinates. 

Suppose a system of rectangular axes drawn through any point 
P (a, fJ, ry) whose directions coincide with the normals to the three 
surfaces at the point. Let x1 , y11 z1 be the coordinates of a neigh
bouring point Q referred to this system of axes. Then after strain 
we must suppose the whole of the elastic body moved back without 
rotation so that P is brought to its old position. When this is 
done, let x1 + u, y1 + v, z1 + w be the coordinates of Q referred to 
the same system of axes. The six components of strain are the 
three extensions au av aw 

axl ' ayl ' azl ' 
and the three shears 

aw+av OU+Ow av+au 
oy1 oz1 ' oz1 o~.Vt ' ox1 oy1 ' 

and the rotations of the medium are 

(aw av\ (au aw) ( av au) 
l ayl - azJ ' i oz1 - o~.Vt ' t ax;_ - oy1 . 

Since u, v, w are components of a vector, the changes in them 
are by (3) 

87£ = du- v888 +w801 l 
Bv = dv - w881 + uBOa · · • • · • • .••. · · · · • · .••• (7). 

Bw = dw- uM1 + v801 
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Inserting the values of the 88's from (4), the first of these 
equations becomes 

ou ou Ou ou Ou Ou 
oxl ~ + oyl dyl + ozl dzl = oa da. + ofJ dfJ + ().y d!y 

- v [~:a (k) dfJ-~ 0~ (~) da] +w [ ha~ (k) da -~~ (k) d!y J 
•........... (8). 

Remembering that dx1, dy1, dz1 are da./~. dfJJ~, dryfha we 
obtain by equating the coefficients of da, df), d!y the results 

Ou Ou 0 (1) 0 (1). 0~ = ~ oa + ~hav of) ~ + ~h.w ().y h;. 

au= hs ou - ~hsv _o_ (! \ ......... (9). 
oyl of) oa 1i:J 

ou =ha ou -~haw!(.!) 
ozl ory oa hs 

Similar results follow from the other equations of (7). 

If as in ch. I. we write e, f, g, a, b, c for the six components of 
strain 

..... (10). 

These give the six strain-components, and the cubical dilatation 
a is given by the equation 

a=~haha [:a (~)+;fJ (~)+~(~XJJ. ..... (ll). 
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Again, if as in ch. I. we write 'ID'1> 1D'2 , 'ID'1 for the three 
rotations 

(
Ow ov) (Ou ow) (ov Ou) 

l a'!h - oZt • l az1 - oa; ' l aa; - ay1 • 

we easily find the formulre 

21D'1 = hA [:P (fJ- :1 (~) J 
2'ID'1 = /lA [ ~ (k) -~ (~) J "" ·" ·"" (12). 

2ura = h1~ [a: (k)- a~(~) J 
122. The dress-equations of equiHbrium or small 

motion. 
We have next to consider the expression of the stress-equations, 

referred to the same system of axes. Let BV be an element of 
volume contained by the three pairs of surfaces a and a+ da, 
fJ and P + dp, 1 and 1 + d1, and A1, A~> Aa the areas of the faces of 
this element, which lie in the tangent planes to a, p, 1 respectively. 
Denote by P, Q, R, S, T, U the system of six stresses acting at any 
point a, p, 1, P being the stress on the face A1 in the direction of 
~, and S being the stress on the face A1 in the direction of dn,, or 
on the face Aa in the direction of dn,, and similarly for the others. 
Then the equation of motion of the element parallel to a; is 

a a a aau dtrh ;;;-(PA1) + dy1 ;;;-( UAs) + dz1 ;:;-(TA,)+pX18V =p ~~ BV . .. (13), 
uX1 uy1 uZ1 u~ 

xl, yl> zl being the components of the bodily force per unit of 
mass parallel to d'nt, dn,, dna respectively. 

In the above equation ~V = drx.dPd1/hthaha. and A1 = dPd1/Ma. 
and so on. 

Now PA1 is the x1-component of a vector quantity whose other 
components are UA1 and TA1 , viz., this quantity is the resultant 
stress across the surface-element A1 • 

Hence 

a(PAl)d o(PAt)d o(PA1)d 
0 a;+-':l- Yt+-':l- z1 

X1 U'/Jl UZt 

_ o(PA1)d +o(PA1) dt:J +o(PA1) ,~_,_ UA M +TA 80 
- orx. rx. ap f.J ~ ...,., 1 ~ 1 ~· 
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Again UA2 is the ~-component of a vector quantity whose 
other components are QA1 and 8A1 , so that 

In like manner 

0 ('!_~~) dz = da.dfJdty [-_!__ oT + !'! (!) + !~ (.!) _ !!~ (.! \] oz1 
1 h1k, o'Y ~ o'Y It, h, o'Y ~ hs oa ha I 

............ (16). 

Hence multiplying throughout by J:.dj:dty equation (13) 

becomes 

(o2u ) aP au aT [ a (1) a (1\J P ott-XI =~ 0a.+h,r;~+haa;y+hsU 2h10fJ h;_ +h10fJ kJ 

+haT [ 2~ ~ (k) + h1 0~ (k) J 
+~ lh, (P -Q) :a. (k) + h,(P- R) :a.(~) ] ......... (17). 

In like manner we may form the equations of motion parallel 
to y1 and z1 ; they are 
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(o2v ) a u aQ as [ a ( 1 ) a ( 1 )] p Ot2 - Y1 = h1 oa + h2 o/:3 + ha 07 +haS 2h~ O"f ~ +~ 07 ~ 

+ ~ U [ 2~ ~ (t) + ha 0: (~) J 

and 

+ h~ [ ha (Q- R) 0~ (ij +~ (Q- P) 0~ (k) J ...... (18), 

(o
2
w ) aT as oR [ a (1) a (1)] 

P ot~ -Zl =hloa +h~ofJ+ha o'Y +~T 2h•oa ha +~oci ~ 

+ ~ [ 2ha 0~ (k) + ~ 0~ (k) J 
+ ha [ ~ (R - P) 0~ (k) + ~ (R- Q) 0~ (~) J. ..... (19). 

These equations were first given by Lame who obtained them 
by direct transformation from the Cartesian equations. 

From these equations we may obtain the differential equations 
in terms of u, v, w by means of the stress-strain relations. When 
the solid is isotropic we have 

P = A/:1 + 2p.e, Q = A/:1 + 2p.f, R = ")o.Jl. + 2p.gl 
S = p.a, T = p.b, U =pi) ...... (20). 

~=e+f+g , 

We shall however be able to obtain the equations for u, v, w 
as well as equations (17), (18), (19) more directly by using the 
energy-method explained in the last chapter. 

123. AppHcation of the energy-method. 

To obtain the stress-equations (17), (18), (19) by variation of 
the energy-function, we set out from the known result (art. 64) 
that all the equations and conditions are included in the general 
equation 

Iff BWdxdydz 

= JJJ[ (Px1-Po;;)Bu+ (PY1-p ~)&+ (Pz1-p 00~)Bw Ja.a:dydz 

+ JJJ<FBu+ GBv +HBw)dS ....................................... (21). 
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With orthogonal coordinates a, {:J, ry we must replace d:mydz 
herein by the element of volume expressed by dad{:Jdryf(~h.A). 

We have to evaluate 

fffs w dadSdtr , 
.. ~hA 

where 
_aw aw aw • s w- ae & + of sf+ ... + ac & .......... (21 >· 

Also we have, by (10), 

o8u a (1) a (1) Be = h1 a; + h1h2 o{:J ~ 8v + ~ha ory ~ 8w .... ... (22). 

Thus we shall have to evaluate terms of the form 

JJJ ~ a;:aa~ d~~a,y .................. (23). 

Now if X• cp be any functions of a, {:J, ry, we have 

x a;:= a: (xBcf>)- ~; Bcp ............... (24). 

Hence the above term (23) is 

JJJ[:a {h:h, 
00~ su}- 8u :a {!i~ 00~} Jdad{:Jdry .... (25). 

Again if E be any uniform function of a, {:J, ry and the inte
gration extend to all points within a closed surface S 

J J ~! dad{:Jdry = J J hAEldS ............... (26), 

where l, m, n are the cosines of the angles which the normal to 
S, drawn outwards, makes with the normals to a, {:J, ry, at any 
point of S. 

Thus the term in o~B·u is transformed into the sum of a volume-oa 
integral and a surface-integral. In like manner all the terms 
containing differential coefficients of u, v, w may be transformed 
each into the sum of a volume-integral and a surface-integral. 

lu the expression of 

Jffswd~~dry 
we shall collect the terms containing Bu. 

L. 14 
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The volume-integral is 

rff[ a { 1 a w} 1 o (!'I ow 1 o ( 1) ow . -oa h.A Te + h; oa hJ of+~ 'Ja. ha og 

-~ {l"' ;r}- is~ (k) ~ar 
- ~ {_!__ o_W} -.!. i_ (!) 0 w] 8uda.df3d7 . ofJ haht Oc ha o# ht oc 

The surface-integral is 

JJ(zaa: +moo: +n oo~) f>udS. 

The sum of all the terms thus obtained has to be equated to 

fff[(pXl-p ~t~) f>u+ ... + ... J d~~d-y + Jf(Ff>u+Gf>v+H&w)dS. 

By equating the terms in 8u in the volume-integrals we obtain 
the equation 

hth.A [!(__!._oW)+~ (-1 ~l¥) + _£_ (-}_ oW)] oa h.A oe ofJ hA oc 07 ,hth2 ob 

[o (1) ow o (1) ow] -~ha oa ~ of- ofJ h,_ ac 

[o (1)oW o (1)awJ o2
u - ~ha ali ha -ag - ~ r,_ 1Ib +pXl = P ot~ ..... (27). 

This is identical with equation (17), and the equations corre
sponding to (18) and (19) can be written down by symmetry. 

In like lll8nner by equating the terms in ~u, f>v, f>w in the 
surface-integrals we obtain the boundary-conditions 

lP+mU +nT=F,} 
l U + mQ + nS = G, .................. (28). 

lT+mS+nR=H 
The strain-equations can be found as before by substituting 

for the stresses their expression in terms of the strains, or by 
beginning with the expression for W in terms of strain-com
ponents. 

124. Strain-equations for isotropic solid. 
In the case of an isotropic solid, the strain-equations can be 

put into a particularly simple form. 
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The energy per unit volume W is given by the equation 

2W =('A.+ 2p.)~1 + p. [a•+ b1 +&-4fg- 4ge -4ef] ... (29), 

where ~ and a• + b• + & - 4fg- 4ge- 4ef are invariants. 

Now we have proved (art. 11) that 'GT1
1 + fl12

1 + fl11
1 is also an 

invariant. We have the identities 

a2-4fg=4'rJT11+4(aw ov- Ow av). oyl ozl ozl oyl 
b2- 4ge = 4'Grst + 4 (~ OW - au Ow) ' 

ozla~ a~azl 

& - 4if = 4'Gra• + 4 (av au - av ou) 
a~ayl ayl a~ 

Hence also the quantity 

........ (30). 

(ow ov OW ov) (au Ow au Ow) (av au av au) 
oyl oz1 - oz1 oy1 + oz1 oah - ox1 oz1 + a~ oyl - oyl ox1 

is au invariant for orthogonal transformations. 

Now take a fixed system of axes of x, y, z, and let U1 , V1 , W1 

be component displacements referred to this system of axes, then 
according to the theorem just quoted 

(~~ ;~ -~: ;;) + ... + ... =(a;l a;;l- a:~ aa~l)+ ... + ... 
......... (31), 

where the fixed system (x, y, z) is quite independent of the 
directions of the (x~> y1 , z1) axes, which are the normals to the 
surfaces a:, f:J, 'Y at any point. 

Thus in varying the energy we have to find the variation of 
the functions ~. 'GT11 fl12 , 'Gra. and of such quantities as 

Jfj(a~~ a~l- a:~ a~~) dxdydz. 
Now the variation of such a quantity as this last can contribute 

surface-terms only; for 

fff(aswl avl +awl asvl_ aswl avl_ awl asvl) dxd dz 
ay az ay az az ay az ay Y 

=fff[·~ (oVl~w) -8Wl a~v~ . ay oz 1 ayaz 

- ;z (00~1 8 wl) + 8 W1 ~~ J dxdydz 
+terms containing svl. 

14-2 
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The parts :y (00~1 ~ W1 ) and - :z (00~1 ~ W1 ) contribute only 

surface-integrals, and the other parts vanish identically. The 
terms in ~V1 may similarly be shewn to contribute surface
integrals only. 

Hence the volume-integral part of 

J J J ~W da:dydz 

is the same as that of 

JJJ ~ {! (:\ + 2p.) fl.2 + 2p. (11112 + 'GT~I +'Gras)} d~~drt ... (32), 

and we can obtain the equations of equilibrium or small motion 
in terms of u, v, w by variation of this integral. 

The term in au proceeding from the variation of the term in 
!l.1 is 

and this is 

- JJJ<:\ + 2p.) ~u ~~ drx.t1dty + a ~urface-integral ... (33). 

There is no term in ~u proceeding from the variation of 'GT1• 

The term in 0u proceeding from the variation of 'GT2 is 

and this is 

- JJJ 2,.,. ~~ :'Y ('::) drx.drgdry+a surface-integral ...... (34). 

The term in ~u proceeding from the variation of 'GT8 is in like 
manner 

JJJ 2p. ~ 0~ cu::J dadrgdty+a surface-integral.. ...... (35). 

Hence the volume-integral part of fff ~ W da:dydz is 

- JJJ cm{(:\+2,.,.)hl ~!- 2,.,.hAa~(~) +2J£Ma;'Y (~:)} ~?:,"~ 
-similar terms in~" and aw .................................... (36). 
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Thus we obtain the three equations of equilibrium 

(A+ 21') ~ ~~- 2/'Maa~(~:) + 2/IMa:'Y (~:) +pXl =p a;;, 
(A+ 21') h, ~~- 21'~~ (~) + 2~:« (~) + pY1 = p~, 37). 

(A + 21') h, ~~ - 21'~h1 :« (~:) + 2/'~hs 0~ (~1) + pZ1 = p a;; 
Equations equivalent to these were first given by Lame, who 
obtained them by direct transformation from the Cartesian 
equations. 

The boundary-conditions are, as inch. III. (15), 

F= lA~+ 21' (:,+m•3 -'1MIT~), 

G = mA~ + 21' (:_, + nv1 - l•,), .......... (38), 

H = nA~ + 21' (:, + lv2 - m•1) 
where F, G, H are the surface-tractions estimated in the directions 
of the normals to the surfaces (a, fJ, ry) which meet in any point of 
the bounding surface, (l, m, n) are the cosines of the angles which 
the normal to the bounding surface drawn outwards makes with 
these three normals, and dn' is the element of the normal to the 
bounding surface. 

125. Systems of Orthogonal Coordinates. 

Among particular systems of curvilinear orthogonal coordinates, 
we may mention 

1°. Polar coordinates. 

The coordinates are the colatitude 0, the longitude t/J, and 
the radius vector r, and the surfaces are 

coa.xal cones (} = const., 

planes through the fixed axis t/J = const., 

concentric spheres r = const. 

If we take (} = a, 4> = /3, r = 'Y the values of the h's are 

~ = 1fr, h, =cosec Ofr, ha = 1. 
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2°. Elliptic coordinates. 

The surfaces are confocal quadrics. For an account of the 
system the reader is referred to Salmon's Geometry of Three 
Dimensions, ch. XIL sect. IV., and for applications in the theory 
of Potential and in Hydrodynamics to Heine's Handlnwh der 
K ugelfunctiO'I'I.en, and to M. Poincare's memoir in the .Acta 
Mathematica, vol. VII. There are at present no applications of 
importance in the theory of Elasticity. 

3°, Cylindrical systems derived by means of CO'Tijugate 
functions. 

Suppose a+ tfJ = f(x + ty), 

so that a and fJ a.re the real and imaginary parts of a function 
of a complex variable in the plane x, y. Then it is well 
known that the curves a= const., fJ = const. cut at right angles. 
It follows that we may take a = const. and fJ = const. for two 
families of cylindrical surfaces cutting at right angles, and the 
planes z = const. will cut each of them at right angles. Hence 
a, fJ, z form a system of orthogonal surfaces. Such systems 
ought to prove useful in the solution of problems relating to 
bodies with cylindrical boundaries. 

4°, Systems of revolution. 

Let 7 1 = r# + y1
, and 1mppose a+ tfJ = f(z + t'GT ), then in the 

plane z, 'GT the curves a, fJ cut at right angles. If this plane 
be made to turn about the axis z, the surfaces a= const., 
fJ = const., and the planes <f> = const. drawn through the axis z 
are a system of orthogonal surfaces. We shall consider some 
examples of the application of such systems in our subject later. 
For other applications the reader is referred to Mr Basset's 
Hydrodynannics, vol. II., to a paper by Mr Bryan in Phil. 
Trans. R. 8. 1888, and to Mr Hicks's memoirs on Toroidal 
Functions and on Vortex Motion in Phil. Trans. R. 8. 1881, 
1R84, 1885. 

We leave to the reader the verification of the following results 
for polar coordinates, the displacements u, v, w being in the 
directions of the meridian, parallel, and radius through the 
point (0, <f>, r): 
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I 0 • The strains are 

1 ou w 
e=roe+r, 

1 Ov u w 
I= r sin e orfl + r cot e + r • 

ow 
g= or. 

1 OW Ov '11 a=---+--r sin e orfl Or r , 

b=~+!ow_~ Or roe r, 

1 ov 1 ou '11 
c =- -:.e + -. -e ':1.1..-- cot e. r u r s1n u., r 

2°. The cubical dilatation is given by the equation 

.:1 = r2 s~n e [ooe (ursine)+ 0~ (vr) + 0~ (un-2sin e)] . 

3°. The three rotations are given by the equations 

2vl = __ ;!._[ow- i (vrain e)] 
rsme orfl or , 

2v2=~ [:r(ur)-:], 

2va = ~- 8k-0 [oae<~w sin e)- 0~ (ur)J. 

4t. The stress-equations are 

215 

1 oP 1 oU oT 3T+(P -Q)cot e _ fiJ~t x) 
r-oe+ rsin tJ orfl +Or+ r - p \at1 - 1 , 

.! o U + _ I oQ + o8 + 38 + 2 U cot e = (CJiv _ y
1
) 

r oe r sin e orfl 01· r p ot1 , 

! oT +_I __ o8 + ~~ + T cot e + 2R- P- Q (Oiw _ z
1
) 

r oe r sin e orfl or r p ot1 , 

in which, with Prof. Pearson's notation (see art. 49) P = 'ii, 
Q=#, R=;;, 8=~. T=ri, U=~. and X 1 , Yl> Z1 are the 
components of the bodily force per unit mass in the directions 
e, rfl, r. 
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5°. The equations of motion in terms of displacements1 for 
an isotropic body are 

(A+ 21') sin 8 ~!- 21' ~~ + 21' sin 8 :r (N111) = pr sin 8 (a;- X1), 

a.:1 a ova (Otv ) (A+ 21') cosec (1 o<f>- 21'fu. (r•t) + 21' aB = pr ott- Y1 , 

(A+ 21') rl sin 8°0~- 21'r~(•2sin8)+21'r 0~ =prtsin e(a;-z1). 

In like manner in cylindrical coordinates, r, 8, z, the dis
placements being u along the radius, v along the tangent to the 
circular section, and w along the generator, we have the following 
results: 

1°, The strains are 

low &v 
a= roe +a:z, 

1 ov u 
f=;:ae+;., 

ou ow 
b= oz +or, 

OW 
g=az' 

ov lou v 
c = or + r ae - r . 

2°. The cubical dilatation is given by the equation 

1o 10-v ow 
.:1 = r or (ur) +roe+ Ilz. 

3°. The three rotations are given by the equations 

2vl = ! [ow - ! (rv)J r oe oz , 
au ow 

2"~~"t = oz- Or, 

2v8 =- - (rv)- ;;n • 1 [0 Ou] 
r or ou 

1 For applications of polar coordinates the reader is referred to Mr Chree's 
paper on ' The equations of an isotropic solid in polar and cylindrical coordinates', 
Camb. Phil. Soc. Trans. XIV., 1889. 
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4°. The stress-equations are 

aP 1 au aT P- Q ((Jtu ) 
0r +;: ofJ + oz +-r-=p ot'-X1 ' 

au+ ! ~Q + as + 2 u = P (OSv _ y
1
) 

Or r ae az r ott ' 
aT+ ! as+ aR +! = P (o'w _ z

1
) 

Or r (J(J az r ot2 ' 

in which, with Prof. Pearson's notation, P = rr, Q = H', R = ;;, 
S =9;, T=;;, U = ri', and X 1 , Y1 , Z1 are the components of 
the bodily force per unit mass in the directions r, 8, z. 

5°. The equations in terms of the displacements for an 
isotropic body are 

( 2 ) 
a~ aar, 

X + p; r -- 2p. -Or (J(J +21'r:'=pr ~; -x~), 

+21' :~ = p (~~- Y1), 

126. Radial Strain. Polar Coordinates. 

We proeeed to consider the very simple example of purely 
radial strain of isotropic matter referred to polar coordinates. For 
this it is simpler to proceed by a different method. 

Suppose the displacement of a point to be U' along the radius, 
and zero in any other direction, then the displacements parallel to 
a:, y, z are 

u=U'~. v=U''!i., w=U'~ ............... (39), 
r r r 

where U' is a function of r. 

The strains e,f, g, referred to the fixed axes of a:, y, z, are 

au aU' a:t U' U' a:~ 
e=-=--+---

oa: orrl r r' 
av au' ys U' U'y• 1=-=--+---ay Orr' r r' 
aw au z~ U' U'z~ g=--=--+---oz ar r r r 

1 ............... (40). 

J 
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so that the cubical dilatation is given by the equation 

aU' 2U' 
~ = Or + ----;;:- ........................ (41). 

The rotations are w 1 , ws. w 3 , where 

211Tl =OW-~= oU' (yz- yz) + U' (- ~ 'V_ + '1!. !.) = 0 
oy oz or rt ,a rri rr2 , 

so 2w2 = 0 and 2GT3 = 0, as indeed is physically obvious. 

In the equations of small motion the bodily forces must reduce 
to a purely radial force, R say, and 

z 
Z=R- ............... (42). 

r 

The equations of small motion are, by (13) of ch. III., 

(A+ 2J£) ~~ + pR ~ =p~~ ( U' ~) ••.•••..••••••. (43), 

and two similar equations. 

Multiplying these by ~, '11, ~, and adding, we have 
r r r 

a~ (JJU' 
(X + 2J£) (Jr + pR = p CJt2 , 

a au' 2U') (}2U' 
or (A+ 2J£)a;: (or + r +pR=pTtF ............. (44). 

To estimate the traction across a concentric sphere, suppose 
this traction to be a tension T along the radius outwards; the 
component tractions are Txfr, Tyfr, Tz,lr. Hence equations (15) 
of ch. III. become three such as 

x x a ( ,x) T- =- X~ + 2J£- U' -r r or r' 

or T-=- (A+ 2.u) -+2A- . x x [ oU' ~ 
r r . or r 

oU' U' 
T=(A + 2p.) ~ + 2A- ................... (45). 

ur r 
Thus 

This is the radial traction per unit area across any element of a 
concentric sphere of radius r. 

We shall now consider some examples of these formulae, and, 
as we do not require U to denote a component of stress, we shall 
suppress the accent on U'. 
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127. Oompreaaion of a aphere due to ita own gravita
tion1, 

Let a be the radius of the bounding surface in the strained 
state, and let the bodily force at a distance r be - grfa. 

The equation of equilibrium is 

(A +2J£); (~~ + 2rU) -gp ~ = 0. 

Putting gp = 10H ("'- + 2p.) a, the equation becomes 
a,su dU 

r dr + 2r dr - 2 U = 10Hr'. 

The complete primitive of this equation is 
B 

U=Ar+;a+Hr', 

where A and B are arbitrary constants. 
As U must be finite at the centre of the sphere, we must put 

B = 0, and thus 
U = Ar + Hr'. 

Suppose the surface free, then T = 0 when r = a, or 

(A+ 2J£)(.A + 3Ha11
) + 2A (.A+ Ha11

) = 0, 

hence A = - H ll 5A + 6p. 
a 3A+ 2p.' 

so that gpar (5A + 6p. ~ 
U=-ioA+2p. 3A+2p. -a•) ............... (46)· 

Writing this in terms of Poisson's ratio u, where 

we have 
u = tA/(A + p.), 

gpar (3 - (T r) 
U = - To A + 'i.p. 1 +u - ~ ................. ( 47). 

The displacement is everywhere towards the centre, since by 
art. (28) 3- u > 1 + u. The radial contraction - dUfdr is 

gpa (3- u 3r') To A+ 2p. 1 + t:T- a1 .................. (4S), 

so that the parts of the radii that lie within the sphere 
r= a.V{(3 -u)/(3 + 3u)} .................... (49) 

are contracted, and the parts that lie outside this sphere are 
extended. 

1 For further details in regard to this problem and those in arts. 128-180 the 
reader is referred to Mr Chree's paper quoted on p. 216. 
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The greatest extension has place at the surface, and is 
equal to 

gpa u 
!A.+ 21' 1 + u ........................ ( 50). 

According to the theory of Poncelet and Saint-V enant (art. 
57) the sphere will be certainly unable to resist the strain arising 
from its own gravitation if the breaking stress T0 of the material 

be less than fE , gpa
2
. -

1 
u , or the condition of safety is 

"'+ ,.,. + (T 

3A + 2u. u gpa 
To> !J£ A 1- ~2 ............... (51). 

+p. +u"-+ J£ 

Supposing, with Poisson, A=,_,. and u = !, this is T0 > -hgpa. 
For a sphere of the same size and mass as the Earth, this is 
greater than 237 x 108 grammes' weight per square centimetre, 
and the solution is not applicable to such a body. 

There is another difficulty in the application of the result to 
the case of the Earth. The necessary limitation to the mathe
matical theory is that the strain found from it must always be 
"small". Now we found at the surface an extension 

gpa u 
!A+2J£l+u' 

and this cannot be treated as a small quantity unless gpauf(A. + 2J£) 
can be so treated. For a sphere of the size and density of the 
earth gpa is about 3585 x lOS grammes' weight per square 
centimetre, which is greater than any modulus of any known 
homogeneous isotropic material, and for any such material it is 
clear that gpaf(A + 2J£) cannot be a small fraction. 

In case the material be approximately incompressible so that 
A is very great compared with p. we can have gpa/(A + 2p.) a 
small fraction of the order of strains usually considered. In any 
other case 1 what the work shews is that a sphere of the size 
and mass of the earth, homogeneous, and possessed of finite 
and comparable moduluses of rigidity and compression equal to 
those of any known material, could not exist. If such a solid 
existed for an instant, finite motions would ensue accompanied 
by large permanent sets. 

1 If u be small the extension (50) is small, but (48) shews that large strains 
would exist in the interior. 
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128. Spherical Shell under internal and external Pres
sures. 

As an example of equilibrium under surface-tractions, consider 
the case of a spherical shell, whose outer and inner surfaces are 
subjected to hydrostatic pressure. 

Let r 0 , r 1 be the radii of the outer and inner surfaces, 
p0 , [JJ. the pressures on them. 

Then, when r=r0 , T=-[JG, 
and, when r=r~, T=-Pl· 

The general solution of the differential equation of equi
librium 

18 

! (~~ + 
2~) = 0 ..................... (52) 

B 
U=Ar+]:2· 

The radial stress at any point is 

thus 

hence 

and 

(:\ + 2p.) (A - ~) + 2:\ (A + ~ , 

(3:\ + 2p.) A (_!_ - _!) = - ~ + p 1 
• 

rl r 0
3 r 1

3 r 0
8

' 

from which 
U = 1 P.J.r13

- Poro3 
r + _..!:_ ro3r1

8 
( [JJ. -Po) .! ..... (53). 

3:\ + 2p. r 0
3

- r13 4p. r 0
8 - r18 rl 

In particular if p0 = 0, p 1 = p we have a spherical envelope 
strained by internal pressure. The displacement is 

pr1
3r [ 1 1 r 0

1
] -~--s 3X 2 + T :S .................. (54). ro - rl + p. -slJI- .,-

The radial extension at any point is 

pr18 [ 1 1 r02] -a-s 3:\ 2 - 2- _. .................. (55), 
ro -r~ + p. p. .,-

which is greatest at the inner surface. 
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The extension of any line perpendicular to the radius is 

pr1
3 

( 1 1 r 0
8

) -.--3 -3" 2- + ~ ..... . ................. (56), 
r 0 - r 1 "' + ,_, -rp. r 

which is also greatest at the inner surface, and its value there 
is the greatest principal extension. 

According to the theory of Poncelet and Saint-V enant 
(art. 57) the spherical envelope will be certainly unsafe 
if its breaking stress be less than the product of E and the 
above expression (56). 

If we take A=,., this condition becomes 
4ra + 5ra 

To<P 8 (1 a ~) •••••••••••••••••••••• (57}, ro -r~ 
where T0 is the breaking stress of the material. 

If the envelope be of small thickness 2h 1, and radius r, the 
condition of safety is 

h 
<l>p < lj. -. T0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (58), 

r 

where <I> is the factor of safety. This gives the greatest safe 
pressure allowed by the theory referred to. 

129. Vibration• or a spherical ahell. 
Suppose a shell whose internal radius is a, and external radius 

is b iS vibrating freely, and that the displacement is purely radial. 

The bodily forces and surface-tractions vanish; and the dis
placement U is determined by solving the differential equation 

(a
2 u 2 au 2 ) a•u 

(A+ 2p.) ara +;: ar --:;au = P at2 ............. (59), 

subject to the conditions that 
au u 

(A+ 2p.) 'Or +2A-;:-=0 .................. (60), 

when r =a. and when r =b. 

Assume that U as a function of t is proportional to e'pt, then 
the period of the small oscillations is 2w/p. and, to determine U as 
a function of r, we have to solve the equation 

d2U 2 dU 2 pp2 

dr2 + r ar - ~ U +A+ 2p. U = O. 

1 The factor 2 is inserted here as we shall find it always convenient in the 
theory of Thin Shells to represent the half-thickness of the shell by h. The 
spherical envelope is a " thin shell". 
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Writing 
rU = yf!Pt,} 

!C'(X + 21-') = p[P, 
the above equation becomes 

d~ 1.2 
drs + "'Y = ----,a- Y • 

which is an integrable case of Riccati's equation. 
primitive is 

_ 3 (1 d ) (.A. sin "r + B cos "r) y-r -- . r dr r 
Hence with new arbitrary constants we may write 

U _ _ d_ (.A. sin tCr + B cos tCr) pt 

- d (tCr) tCr f! ' 

223 

The complete 

Or U= [A tCr cos "r- sin "r _ B tCr sin tCr +cos "r] •Pt (61) 
n. (tCr)2 (tCr)l e . . . . 

From this 
oU e•Pt 
Or = ~Ts (.A. {(2- IC¥) sin /Cr- 2tCrCOS ICr} 

+ B { (2 -~)cos "r + 2tCr sin tCr} ]. 
Hence at either surface we shall have 
((X+ 2p.) {(2- ~)sin tCr- 2tCr COB tCr} + 2X (tCr cos tCr- sin tCr)] .A. 

+((X+ 2p.) {(2- ~)COB tCr + 2tCr sin tCr} 
- 2X (tCr sin tCr +cos tCr)] B = 0 .................. (62). 

Writing 
2X/(X + 21-') = 2- v ......... ............ (63), 

substituting successively a and b for r, and eliminating the ratio 
.A. : B, we obtain the equation 

-""a+ (11 -K2a2) tan "a_ -vtCb +(v-!C'b2) tan "b (64) 
, - tC

2a2 + ""a tan "a - 11 - IC'b2 + ""b tan "b • • • · 
'fhis is an equation to find "· When " is found from this equation 
the type of vibration is given by (62), and the period 27r/p is 

2; J (x: 2,_,.) ....................... (65). 

The particular case of an indefinitely thin shell is interesting. 
The equation for "may be written j(a) = j(b); and, if b =a+ Sa, 

of 
we get oa=O, 

or !!___ ("w- (v- rc') tan w) = 0 
dw v-rc'+vwtanw ' 
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where xis written for ~ea. This equation reduces to 
afJ r;ec2 x {x2- v (3- v)} = 0, 

[130 

so that ~a2 =v(3-v)= 4p.(S}..+ 2.u). 
(}..+2p.)2 ' 

and the period is l(e 1-u) 'TT'a V .U 1 + u ••••••••••••••••••••• (66), 

where u = lj}..j(}.. + p.), is the Poisson's ratio of the material of the 
shelL 

130. Radial Strain. CyHndricai Coordinates. 
The reader will easily supply the analysis necessary to prove 

the following results, for cylindrical radial strain, the axes at any 
point being taken to be the radius, the tangent to the circular 
section, and the generator through the point, and the displace
ment being U along the radius : 

(i) The strains are 
au u 
~' -' 0, 0, 0, 0 ..................... (67). ur r 

(ii) The general equation of small motion is 

a (au u) o'U (}..+ 2.u)ar or+ r +pR=p Qt2 ............ (68). 

(iii) The radial stress across any element of a coaxal 
cylinder of radius r is 

au u (}.. + 2p.h;-+ ;\. - ....................... (69). 
ur r 

(iv) The solution for bodily force R = CcJ'r is 
CcJ2p 

U =.Ar+Br-1
- 8 (>..+ 2,.,.) r ............... (70). 

This is sometimes taken to include the case of a circular 
disc1 rotating with angular velocity CcJ. If the disc be complete 
up to the axis we must have B = 0, anrl if the edge be free 

CcJ
2
pr (2}.. + 3p. 2 ) 

U 8 (}.. + 2,.,.) }.. +,.,. a - r' ............ (71 ), 

where a is the radius of the disc. The extensions are both 
greatest at the axis, and there they are each equal to 

CcJ2pa' (2}.. + 3,u) 
8 (}.. + p.) (}.. + 2p.)""" ................ (72). 

1 A better solution of the problem of a rotating disc is given in the next article. 
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According to the theory of Poncelet and Saint-V enant, the 
cylinder will certainly tend to crack at the axis if the breaking 
stress T0 of the material be less than 

m1pa}f.' (3'A. + 21') (2'A. + 31') 
8 ('A.+ I')' ('A.+ 21') .................. ('13), 

and if Poisson's ratio be ! this condition is 

To< flm1pa' ........................... ('14). 

The stress in the cylinder at a distance r from the axis 
consists of a radial tension 

~ = tJJ'P (2"A- +a,.,)< ,_ .,.) 
"" 4 ('A.+ 21') a ' 

a tension along the tangent to the circular section 

88 = 4 c:Z 21') [(2A +a,.,) a'- (2'A. +I') r]. 

and a tension in the direction of the axis of the cylinder 

-- = tJJ'p'A. [2"A. + 31' 2 - 2-"] 1111 4 (>.. + 21') 'A. + I' a .,- · 

These are principal stresses, and the maximum of each is at the 
axis, where ;; and 8i are > -;; and are each equal to 

tJJ'p 
4 ('A.+ 21') (2A + 31') at. 

Thus Lame's condition of safety (art. 5'1) would be that 

T. 2 2 2"A. + 31' 
o > tJJ pa 4("A.+ 21')' 

or if Poisson's ratio be !, 
To > frpspat. 

Thus the maximum angular velocity for safety given by Lame's 
method is less than that given by Poncelet's in the ratio vl 

The maximum difference of greatest and least principal 
stresses is the value of 8i--;; at the axis, and this is 

tJJ2pa1f.' (2'A. + 31') 
4 (>.. + p.)(>.. + 21')' 

On the "stress-difference" theory (art. 5'1) this must be less 
than T0 • The maximum angular velocity for safety according 
to this theory is .Vi of that given by Poncelet's theory, Poisson's 
ratio being t· 

L. 15 
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The solution does not afford a means of experimental 
investigation 88 to the relative values of the stress-difference 
and the other theories, for it really refers to an infinite cylinder 
or a. cylinder whose length is maintained constant by the 
requisite end tractions1

• 

(v) The solution for hydrostatic pressures, PI inside and Po 
outside an infinite cylindrical shell of internal radius r1 and 
external radius r0 , is 

U _ r;pl- ro'iJo r + ro'r11 (pl -Po) __!__ 
- ro•- r1• 2 (A+ p.) r01- rt' 2p.r ... · .. (7S). 

In case p 0 = 0 and Pt = p the greatest extension is along the 
circular sections of the inner cylinder, and its amount is 

pr1
1 

[ 1 1 r 0
1
] -,-, 2(A ) + 2- I ............... (76). r0 - r 1 + p. p. r 1 

According to the theory of Poncelet and Saint-V enant, if T0 be 
the breaking stress of the material the cylinder will certainly 
be ruptured if 

rll+2r: 1 

To< i 1 

1 : p ....................... . (77), 
ro -rl 

adopting the value i for Poisson's ratio. For a thin cylindrical 
envelope of radius r and thickness 2h the condition of safety is 

h 
c;llp < H- To ........................ ... (78), 

r 

where <I> is the factor of safety.-This result should be compared 
with that in equation (58}. 

(vi) The solutions for purely radial vibrations of a solid 
cylinder of radius a is 

U = AJ1 (&r) e<.flC ........................ (79), 

where J1 denotes Bessel's function of order unity, and 
"'(A+ 2p.)=p'p ..................... (80). 

We should find that " is determined by the equation 

"aJ1' (Ka) +A: 2P. J1 (~&a) =0 ............... (81). 

For purely radial vibrations of a cylindrical shell of radii 
a and b, we have in like manner 

U = [AJ1 (&r)+BYl(&r)]e<.flC ............... (82), 
1 A new solution of the problem of the rotating cylinder was communicated io 

the Cambridge Philosophical Society in February, 1892, by Mr Chree. 
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where J 1 and Y1 denote the two kinds of Bessel's functions, and 
" is determined by the equation 

(:>.. + 2p.) "aJ/ (!Ca) + M 1 (!Ca) (:>.. + 2p.) "b.!/ (!Cb) + >..J1 (!Cb) 
(:>.. + 2p.) "aY1' (!Ca)+ :>..Y1 (!Ca) = (:>.. + 2p.) 1CbY1'("b)+ :>..Y1(1Cb) 

......... (83). 

The two last problems (v) and (vi) are important in the theory 
of Thin Shells. 

131. Strain Symmetrical about an az18. Rotating 
Circular Di1c. 

As another example', consider strain symmetrical about an 
aXIS. 

Let the axis be the axis of z, and let r be the radius vector 
to any point drawn perpendicular to this axis, and (} the angle 
between the direction of r and a fixed plane through the axis ; 
also let u and w be the displacements in the direction of the radius 
and the axis of z. Then the strains are 

ou h . 1 e =or ' t e extensiOn a ong r, 

f= ~,the extension perpendicular to the plane (r, z), 
r ... (84). 

ow h . 1 g = oz , t e extensiOn a ong z, 

ou ow 
b = oz +or' the shear of the plane (r, z) 

If the material be isotropic the stresses are 2 

- ou 'I 
rr =P=:>..~+2p.or' 

Bi=Q=~ +2p.~. 
r .................. (85). 

1 Only the leading steps of the analysis are given, and the verification is left to 
the reader. 

2 See art. 49. 

15-2 
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The equations of equilibrium under "centrifugal force" fJ>11' 

from the axis z are 

aP + aT+ P - Q + (J)'pr = 0 } 
:;, :~ T r 0, ............... (86). 

Or+ oz +-;: = 
There is no difficulty in verifying the following solution 

(J)2p fJ>'p ) 
u =BE (1- cr){(3 +cr) a'r- (1 + cr) r} + 6E cr(1 + cr)r(l2

- 3z2
\ 

(J)2p (J)
2
p 1 + CT J w = - 4!E cr {(3 + cr) a2z- 2 (1 + cr) rz} - SE uS 1 _ cr z (l1

- z1
) 

...... (87), 
where E is the Young's modulus p. (3A. + 2p.)/(A. + p.), and cr is the 
Poisson's ratio !A./(A. + p.). It is easy to shew that this solution 
makes the planes z = ± l free from stress, and the cylindrical 
surface r = a free from tangential stress, and also makes the 
resultant normal stress per unit length of the circumference 
vanish when r = a. 

This is Mr Chree's solution 1 of the problem of the rotating 
circular disc. The complete solution, if it could be obtained, 
ought to give zero radial traction a.t all points of the cylindrical 
bounding surface, a. condition which the above solution does not 
satisfy, i.e. it should make P = 0 when r =a, but what it really 
gives is P finite when r =a, and 

Jl Pdz = 0 ........................... (88), 
-l 

when r=a. 
According to the principle of the equivalence of equipollent 

loads (p. 177), we see that for ·a very thin disc the solution is 
sufficiently accurate at all points not very near the edge. It will 
be found that the greatest extension is the tangential extension /o 
at the centre, z = 0, r = 0, and this is given by 

Efo = fJ>2p [! (1- cr) (3 + cr) a1 + icr (1 + cr) l2] ...... (89). 
This solution is quite different to that in example (iv) above. 

In the latter the conditions at the flat surfaces of the cylinder 
are altogether neglected, and it applies only to the case of an 
infinite cylinder rotating about its axis or of a cylinder whose 
length is maintained constant. 

1 Oamb. Phil. Soc. Proc. 1890. 
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No solution has yet been found which satisfies all the con
ditions exactly. In this respect the problem is just as much 
finished and just as much unfinished as the beam-problems in 
the last chapter. 

132. CurvWnear Distribution• of .IEolotropy. 
In the case of an reolotropic material, with what we have called 

in art. 48 a curvilinear distribution of elasticity, it is convenient 
to refer the equations of elasticity to curvilinear coordinates, so 
that the directions of the axes of~. '/JIJ z1 (art. 121) through any 
point are those of the axes at the point for which the energy· 
function takes the simplest form. The number of "elastic 
constants " is then the smallest possible, and those that occur are 
constants if the material be homogeneous. If we adopted any 
other mode of forming the equations the " elastic constants" 
of the material would vary from point to point in a. manner 
difficult to manage. Thus in polar coordinates we may have 
a material which has at every point three planes of symmetry such 
that the axes of symmetry at any point are the directions of the 
meridian, the parallel, and the central radius vector at the point. 
As examples of curvilinear distributions we may take the problems 
of art. 128 and (v) of art; 130. 

Taking first the cylinder-problem of art. 130, and supposing 
the material similar to a tetragonal crystal, whose equivalent axes 
of symmetry are the generator and the tangent to the circular 
section at any point, we. shall have the energy-function W given 
by the equation 

2W =A (e2 + p) + Og2 + 2Fg (e + /) +2Hef + L (a2 + bt) + N& 
...... (90), 

and from this the stresses are easily expressed in terms of the 
strains. We shall suppose the displacement purely radial and 
equal to U (a. function of r), and thus find the strains e,f, g, a, b, c 

equal respectively to 0, U, ddU, 0, 0, 0, the axes being the 
r r 

generator\ the tangent to the circular section, and the radius of 
the cylinder through any point. 

The stresses are 
dU U dU U U dU 

F dr + H r' F dr + A r' F r + 0 dr ' 0, 0, 0. 
1 The order is dii!erent to thai in art. 125. 
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The equations of equilibrium under surface-tractions only 
reduce to 

~(FQ+ 0 dU)+!(FU +OdU -FdU -A U)=o, 
dr r dr r r dr dr r 

or 
d1 U OdU AU 

a drs + r dr - 7 = 0 ...... ···········<91); 

and the solution is 
U = a:rA + ,Br-........................ (92), 

where n1 = AjO, and n is taken positive. 

The constants are given by the equations 

-Po= F («ro,._1 + ,8ro--1) + On (a.r0A-1- ,8r0--1), 

-PI =F (ar1,._1 +,8r1--1)+ On(cxr1- 1- ,8r1--1); 

from which we find 
a= - plro-A-1 + Por~--1 

(F +On) (r1A 1r0--1- r0-Ir1- 1)' 

plroA-1 - Por1A-l . 
,8 = (F- On) (r1n lr0--1- r0,._lr1--1)' 

so that 
- Pirln+l- Po'l"oA+l n (rorl)AH (PtroA-1-Por1n-1) -

U- (F + On) (rom- rr) r + (On- F) (rom- r1m) r ... (9a), 

which agrees with equation (75) in the case of isotropy. 

In Saint-V enant's solution an extension ry parallel to the axis 
is assumed, and ry is supposed constant ; for this we may refer to 
Prof. Pearson's Elastical Researches of Barre de Saint- V enant, 
p. 79. 

Taking next the sphere-problem of art. 128, and supposing the 
material of the spherical shell such that when referred to polar 
coordinates 8, tf>, r the energy-function has the form (90), we 
find that, if the displacement be purely radial and equal to U, a 
function of r, the strains are 

U U dU 
r' r' dr ' o, O, 0 j 

and the stresses are 

U dU U dU dU U 
(A +H)-+F-d , (A+H)-+F-d , 0-d +2F-; r r r r r r 
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and the equations of equilibrium reduce to 

~u 2adu u a drt + -,:- dr - 2 (A + H- F) rs = 0 ......... (94); 

so that U = ar"-i + {Jr--1, 

where n• = l { 1 + 8 A + ~- F}, 

and we can find, as in the cylinder-problem, 

U = 1 {I'I"In+f-poron+fr"-i+(~r)-PI"lt--porot- r--1} 
rosn-rr (n-i)a+2F 01 (n+t)a-2F 

.....• (95), 

which agrees with equation (53) in the case of isotropy. 

The cubical dilatation of the spherical cavity is the value of 
3 U fr when r = r 1 , and this is 

3rln-f {PI"ln+f- Pof'on+f "' Plr1t-- Porof-} 
rosn-rl"' (n -l) a+ 2F + "o (n +l) a- 2F ... (9G). 

This result is of importance in the theory of piezometer ex
periments, for which a discrepancy appears to ha.ve been observed 
between the results obtained and the dilatation that would have 
place if the material were isotropic. The solution in (96) contains 
3 independent constants and Saint-Venant1 held that these could 
be adjusted so as to explain the experiments in question. 

1 See Pearson's Elaltical Btltarclu• of Barrl de Saiflt-VtMnt, p. 82. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

GENERAL SOLUTIONS 

133. Statement of the Problem. 

The general problem of the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity 
consists in the discovery of functions u, 'II, w which satisfy the 
system of equations 

aP au aT a»u 
pX+aa:+ay+az =pat'' 

au aQ as a-v 
pY + aa: + ay + az = P at'' 

aT as aR ?w 
pZ+aa: + ay+az =pat,· 

(where P, Q, R, S, T, U are the partial differential coefficients of 

a quadratic function W of the six quantities 

au ~ aw aw ~ au aw ~ au) 
aa:' ay• az' ay+az· az+aa:' aa:+ay' 

at all points within a certain closed surface, the surface of the 
strained solid, and also fulfil certain conditions given at the 
boundary. 

We shall consider separately problems in which a solid is 
considered as held strained by the application of forces, and 
problems involving small motions, and shall proceed now to the 
consideration of the equilibrium of an isotropic solid body. 

Suppose then that a mass of homogeneous isotropic elastic 
matter is subject to bodily forces whose components at any point 
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are X, Y, Z. The equations of equilibrium which hold at every 
point are 

(.)A 
(A.+ p.) oa: + J£V1u + pX = 0, 

a A 
(A.+ J£) oy + J£V'v + pY = 0, ............... (1), 

a A 
(A.+ J£) oz + J£VIw+ pZ = 0 

where A is the cubical dilatation given by 

ou Ov ow 
A ::;:: ax+ ay + az .. · · · .................. ·<2)· 

In order to solve these equations we seek first any set of 
particular integrals in terms of X, Y, Z, and secondly the most 
genera.l complementary solutions of the same equations with X, 
Y, Z all equal to zero. The first set of particular integrals 
obtained will not in general lead to values of the stresses or 
displacements which satisfy the boundary-conditions. In that 
case we have to determine the arbitrary functions or arbitrary 
constants, that occur in the complementary solutions, so that the 
complete solutions, consisting of particular integrals and com
plementary functions, may satisfy these conditions. 

134. Formulm for the Bodlly J'orce11• 

Let X, Y, Z be the components of the bodily force, per unit of 
mass, supposed finite continuous and one-valued functions of x, y, s 
throughout the body; we seek to throw X, Y, Z into the forms 

X=of _aw +av 
OX Oy oz J 

y = of _ au+ a w ..................... (3), 
ay oz ax • 

Z=of _av +au 
oz ox ay 

where U, V, W, and/ are functions of x, y, z. 

By differentiating the above equations with respect to x, y, s 
and adding, we obtain 

, _ax aY az _ vI- OX+ oy + oz- ci> say ................. (4)· 

1 The subject-matter of this and the two following articles is due to Prof. Betti
Teoria della Ekuticita. Il Nuo"o Cimento, 1872. 
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Let 4>' be the value of ell at (a/, y', z), and r the distance of 
(.21, y, z) from (m, y', z), then a particular integral of the equation 
for I is the potential of a distribution whose density at (.21', y', z') 

is - 4
1

71" ell', so that we may write 

I= ,Y- 4~ J{j~' k'dy'dz' = ,Y + F say ........... (5), 

where the integration extends throughout the solid, and + is a. 
function which is finite continuous and one-valued within the body 
and satisfies the equation 

vsy. = o .............................. (6); 
we may complete the definition of ,Y by subjecting it to the 
condition 

ov oF 
ov + ov -(lX +mY +nZ)=O ............... (7) 

at the boundary, (l, m, n) denoting the direction-cosines of the 
normal drawn outwards, and dv the element of this normal. Thus 
the function f is completely determined. 

of 
Now let X =a$+ G, 

Y=% +H, ........................... (8), 

Z=of +K oz 
then G, H, K are completely determined. 

By differentiating these equations with respect to .21, y, z, 
adding, and using (4), we find 

aG an oK 
0$ + oy + az-=0 ........................ (9); 

and by the condition (7) we have 
lG+mH +nK= 0 ...... . .............. (10) 

at the boundary. 
1 JJJG' dx' dy' dz' Let A=-
4

71" r ..................... (11), 

where, as in the case of ell', G' is the value of G at (.21', y', z'), and in 
like manner let 
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then we have 

From the definitions of A, B, 0 we obtain 

oA + aB + aa = _ _!__ JJj(G' _!_ + H'! + K' !) (!) dol dy' dz' oa: oy 08 47r oa: oy oz r 

= i, J JJ ( G' a:+ H' a~ + K' a:) (~) aa:· dy' dz' 

= ! (f(lG' + mH' + nK') ! dS 
"ll!'IT, r 

- _!_ JJJ(oG' + oH' + oK') ! dol dy' dz' 
4w oa:' 'iJy' oz' r 

= 0 identically. 

We can now write 

_ • _ a (aA oB\ a (aa a.A) 
G- V .A -oy oy- a-;)- az oa:- az .......... (1S), 

and we have similar equations for Hand K. 

Hence, if 

aB aa aa aA aA aB 
- u = az - ay • - v = aa: - az • - w = ay - oa: · .. (l4), 

X, Y, Z will be thrown into the forms (3), and all the functions 
f, U, V: W will be well defined. 

135. Interpretation. 

Consider any surface tT drawn within the body. The surface
integral of the normal component of the system of forces depending 

on f is p JJ J tl>dT, where dT is the element of the volume within 

the surface tr, and, when the surface is contracted to a point, 
we see that this system of forces tends to vary the volume of 
an element. 

The surface-integral of the normal component of the G, H, K 
system is 

p ff(lG+mH +nK)dtT=p JJJ(~: + ~: + ~~)aT=O, 
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so that this system does not tend to alter the volume of an 
element. 

Consider the line-integral of the tangential component of this 
latter system along any closed line 8, and let dB be an element of 
a surface having the line 8 for an edge, then this line-integral is 

Jada:+ Hdy+ Kdz, 
and, by the theorem for the transformation of line-integrals and 
surface-integrals, this is 

Jj{l (~:-0J:) + m (~~- ~) + n (~!-~~)}dB. 
Thus if 8 be a very small closed curve in the plane (y, z), and B1 

its area, the line-integral in question is BS2 U, so that the system 
G, H, K tends to produce rotation of the elements. 

136. Particular Integral• for the Bodily Force•. 

Now let u, v, w be the displacements at any point of the body, 
and suppose u, v, w expressed in the sa.me way as X, Y, Z in the 
forms 

.................. (15). 

Then 

and 

The equations of equilibrium become three such as 

oV'tfJ ( oV2N oV1M) (of oW oV') 
(~ + 2P.) -a;-+ P. -y +---a:;- + P oa:- oy + oz = 0· 

Hence we have a. solution in the form 

47r (~ + 2p.) r ' ............ (16), 
tP = _p_ jjj [_ da:'dy'dz'} 
L = 4~p.jjj~' rlAfdy'dz' 

and similar forms for M and N, where a.s before f, U' are the 
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values off, U at (x', y', z'). Hence we can write down u in the 
form 

u = 47T c: + 2JJ.)J Jf ~ cos ndu;' dy' dz' 

- 4:JJ.Jff{~' cos;;-~ cos;;} da!dy'dz' ...... (l7), 

where cos;; is the cosine of the angle between the axis a; and the 
line r drawn from (x, y, z) to (a/, y', z'), and v and w can be written 
down by symmetry. These values of u, 'If, w are particular 
integrals of the equations of equilibrium. They will not however 
in general satisfy the boundary-conditions. 

We notice that in accordance with our interpretation off, U, 
V, W the cubical dilatation is- pf/(A. + 2JJ.). 

137. Second form of Particular Integral. 

Another method of obtaining the particular integral will be 
given later ( ch. IX. art. 1.50), where we shall shew that, if X', Y', 
Z' be the bodily forces, per unit mass, applied at the point (a/, y', z'), 
the equations of equilibrium can be satisfied by the forms 

u = __!!__ JJJ[X' _ A.+ p. ~ (x' 6r + Y' ar + Z' or)] da! dy' dz' 
47rp. r 2(A. + 2p.) ox ox ()y oz ' 

p JJJ[ Y' x + JJ. o (x' or Y' ar Z' or)J .3 -'d 'dz' 
v = 47Tp. r-- 2(x + 2p.)oy ox+ ay + oz tWi Y • 

w = _e_ JJJ [~ - A.+ ~' ~ (x' or + Y' ar + Z' or)] dx' dy' dz' 
47TJJ. r 2(X + 2JJ.) oz ox oy oz 

...... (18). 

Solutions equivalent to these are given in Thomson and Tait's 
Natural Philusophy, Part II. art. 731. 

138. Particular Integral for Forced Vibrat1on1. 

Suppose the solid executes forced vibrations, under the action 
of periodic forces. Then we have to take X, Y, Z and consequently 
f, U, V, Wall proportional to e-Pt, where 27r/p is the period. 

In the forced vibrations u, v, w will also be proportional to e-pt, 
and thus the equations of small vibration may be written in such 
forms as 

M (lf oW o~ (A.+ JJ.} ox + p.Vtu + pp'u + p ox- oy + oz) = 0 ... (19). 
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Now substituting from (15), and writing 

h1 = pp'/(X + 2p.), JC1 = pp'/ p. ............... (20), 

we have three such equations as 

(X+ 2p.):o; [(V1+h1
) tf>+x: 2/J-j]- p. :y [(V1 + ~)N + ~ W] 

+p.:z [ (V1 + r) M +~V] =0 ......... (21), 

and thus all the equations can be satisfied by making tfJ a. solution 
of 

p 
(VI+ h1

) t/J +). + 
2
/J-j = 0 .................. (22), 

and L, M, N solutions of such equations as 

(V1 +~)L+.f!. U =0 ..................... (23). p. 
Now we know that a particular solution of (22) is 

p JJJ'f'e-J&r , tP = 47r(X + 2p.) -r- d:Cdy dz' ............ (24) 

(see Lord Rayleigh's Theory of Sound, vol. II. art. 2'1'1), and in 
like manner for L, M, N we have such solutions as 

p JJJU'e-_. . L= 
4

7rp. -r-d:Cdy'dz' ............... (2a). 

The values of u, v, w hence obtained are particular integrals of 
the equations of small motion (21), but they do not in general 
satisfy the boundary-conditions. 

139. Particular Olas• of Oue•. 

When the bodily forces have a potential f which satisfies 
Laplace's equation, these particular solutions are very much 
simplified. 

For equilibrium we may take 

uda: + vdy + wdz = dt/J •.................... (26). 

Then b. = V1t/J, and we have three such equations as 

0 
()a; {(X+ 2p.) V2t/J + pf} = 0, 

whence we may take 

vst/J +X: 2p.f = 0 ..................... (2'1). 
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Now f may be thrown into the form 

oF I= r or + fF •.......................... (28), 

where r1 = ar + y1 + z', and F satisfies Laplace's equation, and then 
oF 

V•(irsF)=r or +iF= f. 

and 

Hence ,P = -lrs X: 211-F ..................... (29), 

u= ocp 
ox' 

v = ocf> w = a,p 
oy' az 

constitute a set of particular integrals. 

For forced vibrations, taking the equations such as 

aA of 
(X+ JJ-) ox + p.V'u + pp'u + p0a: = 0 ............ (30), 

where f satisfies V'f = 0, and has the time-factor e•Pt, we may put 

_ 1 of _ 1 of 1 of 
U --lf ox' V--pt oy' W=--ps OZ ••••••.•. (31), 

then these make 

V•u=O, V'v=O, Vtw=O, A=O, 

and we have a set of particular integrals. 

140. De1cript1on of Betti'• Method of Integration. 

Prof. Betti has developed, by the aid of his theorem (art. 68), 
a general method of integrating the equations of elasticity, for an 
isotropic solid of any shape, with any given boundary-conditions, 
when the problem can be solved for the same solid with a certain 
set of boundary-conditions. In this method we ~:~eek in the first 
place to determine the cubical dilatation and the three component 
rotations, and from these we find the corr~ponding displacements. 
We have already shewn that it is always possible to find a parti
cular integral for the bodily forces; so that we may divide the 
problem into two parts : (1) the determination of a system of 
particular displacements which satisfy the equations containing 
the bodily forces but do not satisfy the boundary-conditions ; (2) 
the determination of a system of displacements which satisfy the 
equations when the bodily forces are null and which also satisfy 
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arbitrary boundary-conditions. It is with the latter problem that 
we shall here occupy ourselves. 

We have to find a solution of the equations 

oA 
(X+ p.) oa: + p.V'u= 0, 

(X+ JJ.) ~~ + JJ.V"v = 0, · · ·· • ....••••••••. (32), 

oA 
(X+ JJ.) oz + JJ.V'w= 0 

which hold at all points of the solid. 

We shall consider first the problem of determining the cubical 
dilatation A and the three rotations •~> ., Til'1 , so as to satisfy the 
differential equations, and so that it may be possible to satisfy the 
boundary-conditions ; and we shall suppose that at the boundary 
of the solid either the surface-tractions or the displacements are 
given functions. When A, til'~> 111'1 , 111'1 are known, we have 

Vitt = -X+ Jl- oA , 
P. oa: , 

VSV =-X !Jl- ~, .................... (33). 

V'w = _X+ JJ. oA 
Jl- oz 

Hence, if the surface-displacements be given, we have to find 
u, v, w to satisfy equations of the form Vtu =a given function of 
a:, y, z, and u =a given function at the boundary. 

If the surface-tractions F, G, H be given the boundary-con-
ditions can be written, by (15) of art. 29, in the forms 

au F lx . 
011 = 2JJ.- 2JJ. A -mar,+ 11Til'a, ) 

&v G X [ 
011 = 2Jl- + ltiT1 - m 2Jl- A -n•~o J ............ (34), 

ew H X 
011 = 2Jl- -ltiTs+mtiT1 -n 2p. A 

where (l, m, n) are the direction-cosines of the normal (dv) to the 
boundary drawn outwards from the space occupied by the solid. 
Thus we have to find u, v, w to satisfy equations of the form 
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Vllu =a given function of (x, y, z), and ~:=a. given function at the 

boundary. 

Now Pro£ Betti has shewn that we can find the value of d, 
at any point (uf, y', z'), so that the surfa.ce-displa.cement.a may 
be given functions, if we can find systems of displacements 
E, 'TJ, ~ which become equal at any point (a:, y, z) of the surface 

()7·-1 ar-1 ar-1 
to - ~ ' - oy , - oz ' where r is the distance between the points 

(x, y, z) and (x', y', z'); and we can find d so that the surface
tractions may be given functions if we can find displacements 
(E, 'TJ, ~) auch that the surface-tractions that would produce them 
are those that would occur if near the surface the displacements 

ar-1 ar-1 or-1 
were - ox , - ay , -az ; and he has given similar methods for 

the determination of •1• •2• •a· 

141. Determination of the Oubical Dilatation. 

Consider first the system of displacements 

(Jr-1 or-1 or-1 
Uo = OX + Eo. 'l/o = oy + '1/o. Wo = oz + ~0" .... (35), 

where r is the distance of any point (x, y, z) from a particular point 
(x', y', z') of the solid, and Eo. '1Jo, ~0 are finite, continuous, and one
valued throughout the volume V enclosed by the surface B of the 
solid. We shall shew that, if Eo. '1]0 , ~0 be suitably determined, 
we can hence obtain the value of d. The quantities 

ar-1 or-1 ar-1 
OX , oy , oz ....................... (a6) 

satisfy the equations of equilibrium (32) at all points which lie 
within the volume V', enclosed between the surface B and any 
small closed surface 8' surrounding the point (111, y', z'). Hence 
if f 0 , '1/o. ~0 satisfy these equations throughout the volume V, the 
displacements u0, v0, w0 given by (4) will f!atisfy the equations 
throughout the volume V'. Let F 0 + L0 , G0 + M0, H 0 + N0 be the 
surface-tractions on B arising from the displacements Uo, v0 , Wo. and 
suppose L0 , M0 , N0 are the parts contributed to these surfa.ce
tl'ljoCtions by the displacements Eo. '1]0, ~0 • Let F; + Lo', Go'+ Mo', 
Ho' + No' be the surface-tractions on B' arising from the same set 

L. 16 
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of displacements, and L0', M0', N; the parts contributed by 
Eo, 'TJo, ~o· 

Let u, v, w be any system of displacements finite, continuous, 
and one-valued throughout V, and requiring no bodily force for its 
maintenance, F, G, H the resulting surface-tractions on S, F, G', H' 
the resulting surface-tractions on 8'. Let us apply Pro£ Betti's 
reciprocal theorem (a.rt. 68) to the systems (u, v, w) and (Uo, v0 , w0) 

and the space V' between the surfaces S and S' ; then, since there 
is no bodily force, we have 

ff(Fuo+ Gvo+Hwo) dS+ ff(F'Uo+ G'vo+H'wo)dS' 
= ff{(Fo+Lo)U +(Go+Mo)v+(Ho+.No)w} dB 

+ ff{(F; + Lo') u -1- (Go'+ Mo') v + (H; +No') w} dS' .... .... (37). 
We shall find the limiting form of this equation when S' is 

contracted to a point. 
The left-hand side is 

and the right-hand side is 
JJ[(Fo+ Lo)U +(Go+ Mo)'ll+ (Ho+N0)w]dS 

+ ff(Fo'u+ G:v+Ho'w)dS', 
since the integrals ff(F'Eo+G''1Jo+H'~0)dS' 
and ff(Lo'u+ Mo'v+No'w) dS' 
vanish when S' is contracted to a point, the functions to be 
integrated being finite. 

To calculate J J {F' t 1 

+ G' a;;1 

+ H' ~~~} dS' 

we may take the origin at (of, y', z'), and the surface S' a sphere 
of small radius, whose centre is the origin. Then, remembering 
that the normal to S' must be drawn towards its centre, we have, 
by (15) of art. 29, 

F' or--1 + G' Or--1 + H' Or-1 
oa: oy oz 

= ~ [u ~ + 2P. au + P. ~ (av _ ou) _ P. z_ (ou _ aw)J 
r' ,. Or r oa: oy r oz oa: 

+ two similar expressions, 

=U+2p.(~Ou+l[O'V +:ew) 
r' r' rer rOr rer. 
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Again 

1 1 I . [ () (()r-1) () {rJr-1) () ((),.-1)] 
F0 u + Go v + How = - 2p. u Clr a:c + v ar \. Ty + w Clr ()z 

4 u:c + vy+wz 
=- p. r' . 

Thus equation (37) becomes 

ff[A! +~{a:(;+ ~u) + y (~; + ~) + z (a;+ 2;)}] dS' 

=-Jj[F(a;:1 

+Eo)+G(a;
1 

+'!o)+n(()~' +~)JdB 
+ JJ[(Fo+L0)u+(Go+Mo)V + (Ho+ N0)w] dS ........ (38). 

Now (
()u 2u) o 

wr -+- =-(uwr) 
()r r dr ' 

and J!J~lkdydz= JJU: dS = JJ uwrdro, 

if rdro = dS'. 

Hence J: rdr J J~: dro = J J uwrdro ; 

and therefore, differentiating, 

r2 JJ~: dro = JJ a;r (~~ + ~u) dro; 

so that jj~ ~=dB'= ff (a;+ 2;) ~dB'. 
Thus equation (38) is transformed into 

47T(A+2p.)A=-JJ [Fe;:1 
+Eo)+ G(a;

1 
+'!o)+n~;;

1 

+ ~)J dB 

+ JJ[(Fo+Lo)u+ (Go +Mo)v+(Ho+ No)w]dB ...... (39). 

This gives the value of A at (a:', y', z'), when the surface
tractions are F, G, H, and the surface-displacements are u, v, w. 

If the surface-displacements be given, then supposing we can 
find Eo. 'lo• ~0 so as to satisfy the equations of equilibrium, and so 
as to make {)r-1 

'Jo=- ()y' 
{)r-1 

~o=-OZ 
at the surface, r being the distance of any point on the surface 
from (of, y', z'), we shall have to calculate thence the sets of 

16-2 
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surface-tractions F0 , G0 , H 0 and L0 , M0 , N0 • When this is done 
the value of~ at (a/, y', z') can be expressed in the form 

~ = 4.,.(A.l+ 2ft-) jj[(Fo + Lo) u + (Go+ Mo)v + (Ho +No) w] dS .. . ( 40), 

where u, v, ware the given surface-displacements. 
If the surface-tractions be given, we first calculate the tractions . ar-1 ().,.-1 ar-1 . 

F 0 , G0 , H0 as tf --a;,;, oy , oz were the displacements; then we 

find Eo, '1/o• ~0 a system of displacements which satisfy the general 
equations of equilibrium and the particular boundary-conditions 
F=-F0 , G=-Go, H=-H0 , i.e. we make F0 +L0 , Go+Mo, 
H 0 + N 0 vanish. When this is done the value of ~ at (a!, y', z') 
can be expressed in the form 

~=- 47r(A.I+ 2fl-)Jj[F(a;:1 +Eo) 

+ G (a;\ 'lo) +H(0~
1 

+ ~o) J dS ........ (41), 

where F, G, Hare the given surface-tractions. 

142. Determination of the Rotatlon1. 

To determine the rotation v 1 = i- (~:- ~), we take 

or-1 or-1 

u, = Oy + Es· Va = - oa: + 'TJa, Wa = ~ .......... ( 42), 

where r has the same meaning as before, and E3 , "'a.~. are finite, 
continuous, and one-valued throughout the solid, and are a possible 
system of displacements satisfying the differential equations of 
equilibrium. Then we form the surface-tractions F, + L., G, + M,, 
H, + N, on S, where L,, M,, N, are the parts contributed by the 
displacements f,, "'•• ~ •. and the similar set F,' + L,', G,' + M,', 
H,' + N,' on S', and take any other set of displacements u, v, w, 
and the corresponding surface-tractions F, G, H on S and F', G', 
H' on S', and apply Prof. Betti's theorem as before to the volume 
between S and S' when S' is contracted to a point. We thus 
obtain the equation 

ff [F (a;;1 

+Ea) + G (-o;:1 

+"'a) + H~.J dS 

+ ff (F'~;1

- G'~
1

) dS' 

= ff[(F, +L,)u+ (G, +M,)v+(Ha+ N,)w]dS 
+ JJ (F,'u + G,'v + H,'w) dS' ........ (43). 
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As before, take (:rl, y1
, s1

) as origin, and 8' a small sphere 
described round this point as centre, then, by (15) of art. 29, 

Fl or--1 - Gl or--1 = 2p. (1L ou-~ ~) + e (~ -au) oy ox rsar rsar r ox ay 
_ P. ~ [~ (aw _ ov\ + ~ (au _ aw) + ~ (av _ au)] 

r r oy oil r oz OX r ox oy , 

Hence F' ar-1 Gl ()r--1 (F I G I HI ) · 0y- i)X- aU+ at1+ aW 

= 2p. [{l!. ?~ _ u i (Ji.)} _ {!!! ~ _" ~ (!!!)}] + ~ (~ _ ou) r Or or r ror Or r r om oy 
+ ~ [~ {0 (vz)-a (wz)) +~{a (wz)- 0 (uz)} +~{a (uz)- 0 (vz)}]. 

r r oz oy J r OX oz r oy OX 

The integral of the last line over 81 vanishes identically. 
The first line is 

2p. {o (ury) _? (vrx)~ + ~ (ov _ ou). 
r' or or J r ox oy ' 

and, working as before, we find for the surface-integral the 
value of 

at (x', y1
, z'). 

- 4'1Tp. (~- ~) ox ay 

Hence at (x1
, y1

, Z
1

) we have 

11r,= s!,.,JJ [ F (o;;1 

+E.)+ G (-
0
;:

1 

+77a) +H~.J dB 

1 
- &rp.Jf[(Fa+La)u+(G, +M,)v+ (H,+N,)w] d8 ... (44). 

If the surface-displacements be given, we have to find E., 771 , ~. 
a system of displacements to satisfy the general equations of 
equilibrium and to make 

ar-1 ()r--1 
Ea=--ay, 'Ia== ox , ~1 =0 .............. (45) 
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at the surface ; then we calculate two sets of surface-tractions, viz.: 
L81 M1 , N8 corresponding to f,, "'a. t"a and F,, G,, Ha corresponding 

• Or-1 Or"-1 
to dJBplacements aij , - ~ , 0. 

When this is done the rotation 'GJ'a can be expressed in the 
form 

1 
'GJ'a =- 8-Jf[(F,+L,)u+ (Ga+M,)v+ (H,+ N,) w] d8 ... (46), 

7rp. 

where u, v, w are the given surface-displacements. 

If the surface-tractions be given, we have to find f 1 , .,,, t"a a 
system of displacements to satisfy the general equations of equili
brium, and to make the surface-tractious 

F=-F, G=-G, H=-H1 •••••••••••• (47), 
ar-1 

where F11 G,, H, are calculated as if the displacements were Ty, 
ar-1 - oa: ' 0; then the rotation 'GJ'a can be expressed in the form 

'GI'a = s!J£Jf[F (a;;1 
+ Ea) + G (-a;:1 

+"'a) +Ht",] d8 ... (48), 

where F, G, Hare the given surface-tractions. 

In like manner 1il'1, 'GI'a can be determined 

To find 'GI'1, when the surface-tractions are given, we seek a 
system of displacements f 1 , "111 t"1 which satisfy the equations of 
equilibrium, and which would be produced by surface-tractions 
equal to those that would act at the surface if the displacements 

Or-1 Or-1 
near the surface were 0, - az ' ay ' then 

8'1T'J£'G1'1 = JI[FE1 + G (0~1 

+"11) +H (- a;;1 
+t'1)] d8 ... (49), 

where F, G, Hare the given surface-tractions. 

To find 'GI'a we seek a system of displacements f 1 , "11 , t's which 
satisfy the equations of equilibrium, and would be produced by 
surface-tractions equal to those that would act at the surface if 

Or-1 Or"-1 
the displacements near the surface were oz , 0, - a;- , then 

87rp.GTs = JJ [F (-o;:1 
+ fs) + G.,s+ H-~

1 

+ t'a) J d8 ... (50). 
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We might state in similar language the methods of deter
mining '117'1 and '117'1 when the surface-displacements are given, but 
this case is of less importance as. u, t1, w can be determined 
when .t1 is known without the previous determination of '117'1 , 

'ID't, 'ID'a• 

Prof. Betti has applied his method to develope the solutions of 
problems concerned with spherical boundaries, and has obtained 
results in terms of definite integrals extended over the bounding 
surfaces. Similar results were found by Borchardt using a different 
analysis. (See Introduction.) The same method has been applied 
by Signor Cerruti to determine the state of strain in the interior 
of a solid bounded by an infinite plane at which given conditions 
are satisfied. We shall consider this problem in the following 
chapter. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE PROBLEM OF BOUSSINESQ AND CERRUTI. 

DISPLACEMENT IN A SOLID BOUNDED BY AN INFINITE PLANE

SURFACE-TRACTIONS GIVEN. 

143. Statemeat of the Problem. 
Suppose a solid bounded on one side by an infinite plane, and 

otherwise unlimited. If the points of the plane be made to 
execute given displacements, or if given tractions be applied to 
the plane, strains will be produced in the interior. The problem 
of determining the displacements produced was first attempted by 
Lame and Clapeyron and was afterwards solved by M. Boussinesq 1 

and Signor Valentino Cerruti 1• We shall give Signor Cerruti's 
solution, and shall investigate particular cases by the method of 
M. Boussinesq. We begin with the case where the surface
displacements are given. 

144. Determinatloa of the dllatatloa. 
Suppose the solid is bounded by the plane z = 0, and that the 

displacements u, v, w are given function..~ of tc, y when z = 0. 
We have in the first place to determine .:1 at any point (tc', y', z') 
of the solid. For this purpose we require a system of displace
ments f0 , 'TJo, ~0 , which satisfy the equations of equilibrium, and, 
at the surface, are equal to 

(37·--1 (W--1 ()1·--1 

OIC ' - O'!J ' oz ' 
r being the distance between (tc, y, z) and (tc', y', z'). 

Let (~. y1 , z1) be the image of (tc', y', z') in the plane z = 0, 
so that ~ = tc', y1 = y', z1 =- z' ..................... (l), 
and let B 1 = (tc- ~'f + (y- y1}1 + (z- z1)

1 
............... (2); 

1 .Application~ des Potentiell, dirtcUB, invtrles, logarithmiquu. Paris, 1885. 
s 'Ricerche intomo all' equilibrio de corpi elastici isotropi '-Beak .Accademia 

dei Lincei, Rome, 1882. 
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then we have, when z == 0, 

ar-1 cJlr1 ar-1 a.R-1 ar-1 a.R-1 
a;-==ax-' Oy == &ii' a;-=-a;- · 

Thus - o.R-1 fox, - o.R-1 fey, CJR-1 foz are functions which sa.tisfy the 
boundary-conditions, but they do not sa.tisfy the differential equa
tions of equilibrium. We therefore take 

1 (J,R-1 I CJ.R-1 CJ.R-1 
Eo == E - ox , 'lo = '1 - oy • ~ == f:' + at • 

where (, '1', {;' vanish with z. Now if these be a system of dis
placements the differential equations of equilibrium become 

a ror 0'7]' a~' CJ2 R-1 

(X+ J£) ax \ax + oy + az + 2 ozl ) + J'V•f' = O, 

a rar 0'7]' ar oa.R-1) , 
(x + J£) ay \ow+ ay + oz + 2 ozt + J'v~ = o, · ..... (a). 

a ror ~, ar (}I .R-1) 
(x + J£) oz Ulw + oy + oz + 2 ozt + J'v•r = 0 

These can be satisfied by assuming 

, CJ~R-l , oaR-1 , a•R-l 
f = cu oxoz ' '1 = a.z oyoz ' ~ == a.z az~- · .... · < 4 ), 

where a is a constant. For we find 

of' a'1' a~' oa R-l 
OW + Oy + oz = a ozl ' 

vu::' = 2a ~ (Jt,R-1 V• I= 2 ~ (JJR-1 V'"' = 2 ~ (}J,R-1. 
i" ox oz• ' 17 « (Jy ozl ' " « oz oi! ' 

and hence the three equations are of such forms as 

a CJ'.R-1 
[a (X+ J£) + 2 (X+ J£) + 2J£«] ox ozl = 0, 

and they are all sa.tisfied if Cl = - 2 (X + J' )/(X+ 3J£ ). 

Hence we have 

Eo=- (J,R-1- 2 (X "T J£) Z (}J,R-1 
ow X + 3J£ oa:Oz ' 

o.R-1 2 (X+ J£) (}J,R-1 
7Jo=- "&iJ- X+ 3J£ z oyoz' ............ (5). 

~o == (J,R-1- 2 (X+ J£) z (Jt,R-1 
oz x + aJ£ az~ 
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To find .:1 from these, we have to calculate two sets of surface
tractions. Let .:1', 'rll/, 'rl12', 'riTa' be the dilatation and rotations 
corresponding to any system of displacements u', v', w', and let 
F', G', H' be the corresponding surface-tractions. Then, if z 
be positive within the medium, the boundary-conditions are, 
by (15) of art. 29, 

au' 
F' =- 2p. oz + 2p.'rll;, 

G' =- 2p. ~ - 21-"rJ11', •••••••••••••••••• (6). 

H'=- 2p. CJw'- "'A.tl.' 
oz 

The system F 0 , G0 , H 0 is obtained by putting 

and we get 

ar-1 ar-1 I 0r-1 
u' == ow ' v' = Ty ' w = --a; ' 

(}lr-1 

Fo =- 2~-'azow' 
(}lr-1 

Go=- 2p. oz'Oy' 
{)lr-1 

Ho=-2p. oz' 

..................... (7). 

The system L0 , M0 , N0 is obtained by putting u' =Eo. v' = 'I'Jo, 
w'=to· We get 

I 4p. OS R-1 
I ( X + ,.,. ) 'jJt R:-1 

.:1 = X + 3p. OZ2 ' 'rill = 1 + X + 3p. oyoz I 

I (1 X + ,.,. ) 'jJt Jt-1. 
'rllt =- +X+3p. ozew·· 

Hence we find, when z = 0, 
X+ p. '()tR;-1 X+ p. {)lr-1 

Lo = 2f' X + 3p. owi3z = - 2~-' X + 3p. owi3z' 

...... (8). 

X+p. osR-1 X+p. O'r-1 

No = - 2f' X + 3p. oz= = - 2~-' X + 3p. oz' 
Hence, by (40) of art. 141, we find 

,.,. ff( (}lr-1 {)tr-1 {)tr-1) 
.:1 =- '"(X+ 3p.) u owi3z + v oyoz + w oz' d:cdy •. .••• (9)· 
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This gives the value of .11 at (a/, y', z') in terms of the given 
surface-displacements u, v, w. 

145. DetermiaatioD of the cU.splacemeab. 

We may now determine u, v, w at (x', y', z'). 

Let L, M, N denote the functions 

L = ~~~ dxdy, M = ff¥ dxdy, N = Jf~ dxdy ...... (10), 

which are finite, continuous and one-valued within the solid; then 
the value of a at (x', y', z') is given by the equation 

~ + 3p. _ o•L o•M (}IN 
- -P.- 'IT' a - ax'oz' + (Jy'oz' + oz'1 

o (oL oM oN) 
= oz' ox' + 'iJy' + (Jz' 

= ~; say .............................. (11 ), 

and the equations for u, v, w are three such as 

o~tt o~u 01u ~ + p. o•q, 
ox's + oy'• + 'iJz'l = (~ + 3p.) 7r oaloz' ............ (12). 

Now L, M, N are the potentials of distributions of densities 
u, v, w on the surface, and therefore L, M, N, q, all satisfy 

Laplace's equation. Also the surface-value of u is - 2~ ~~· for 

this is the density of the distribution whose potential is L. Thus 
we may take 

where 

1 oL 1 ~ + p. aq, 
u =- 27r oz' + 27r ~ + 3p. z' ox' ' 

1 oM 1 ~ + p. aq, 
v = - 27r oz' + 27r >.. + sp. z' 0'!/ • 

_ 1 oN 1 ~ + P. olf> 
w-- 27r az' + 27r ~ + 3}1- z' oz' 

......... (13), 

oL oM oN q, =ox'+ oy' + oz' ..................... (!4). 

We shall devote the next seven articles to the discussion and 
generalisation of a. particular example, returning in art. 153 to 
the problem of determining the displacements when the surface
tractions are given. 
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146. Particular Bzample. 

The simplest example of these formulre will be found by 

supposing that L = M = 0. Then ~~ = <f>, and <!> satisfies 

()l<f> tJicb (}l<f> -
ax'l + (Jy't + azs- 0. 

To fix ideas suppose the bounding plane horizontal, and the 
axis z drawn vertically downwards from a point in the plane. 
Then this example will correspond to the case when part of the 
bounding plane is vertically depressed, and the remainder held 
fixed. 

Now <f> is the potential of a distribution of matter on the 
surface, and the simplest example we can take is that of a single 
masa dm distributed over a small area dO'J at the origin. (It is 
convenient to take this - dm.) We shall shew hereafter that 
dm is a constant multiple of the force required to depress the 
part of the surface near the origin. 

Suppose then that 
dm 

<I> =-- ........................... (15), 
r 

where r is the distance from the origin to any point of the solid 
Since the only (x, y, z) that occurs is the origin, we may suppress 
the accents on (:c', y', z') and write 

dm X+p. zx 
u = 271' A + 3p. r' ' 

dm X+p. zy 
'IJ=----

271' A + 3p. r' ' 

w=dm+dm;>..+p.~ 
2,.,. 2,. x + 3p. r 

............... (16). 

If dm be regarded as a small finite quantity the depression 
near the origin is very great, and we must regard the origin as 
excluded from the part of the solid whose deformation we in
vestigate. The problem is that of a considerable depression near 
a single point, and the above formulre shew how to find the 
displacements at a distance from the point. 
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147. Elementary Dlacu.don of Particular Ezample. 
Simple Solutloas of Fint Type. 

On account of its importance we shall consider this solution 
a priori. 

It can be readily verified that the displacements 

u = := ' v = ~' w = ~ + ~: ~ ~ .......... (17 ), 

where r is the distance of the point (a:, y, z) from the origin, 
satisfy the general equations of equilibrium, when there is no 
bodily force, at all points not indefinitely near the origin. This 
is M. Boussinesq's first type of simple solutions of these equations. 

Now these expressions can be written 

O'r OSr O'r ~ + 2JA. 
u=-~, V=-5'.1• W=-~+-,.-V'r ... (18), 

u~a: u~y uz ~+JA. 

where r is the distance of (a:, y, z) from a given point. If the above 
expressions be multiplied by any quantity independent of x, y, z 
we still have a solution, and the sum of any number of such 
solutions is a solution, and therefore 

u = -a:;a:J J p1rda:' dy', v =-a!~ J J p1rdrC dy',} 
()t 2 ... (19) 

w = - oz• J J p1rda:' dy' + ~:: V• J J p1rda:' dy' 
is a solution, r being the distance of (a:, y, z) from the point (a:'y') 
on the plane z =0, and p1 any function of a:', y'. Now we may 
regard p1 as the surface-density of a distribution of matter on the 
plane z = 0, and then ff p1rda:' dy' is the "direct potential " of this 
distribution at (a:, y, z), and, since V'r = 2/r, tV•ffp1rda:' dy' is the 
"inverse potential" (i.e. the ordinary gravitation potential) of this 
distribution. 

148. Solid bounded by IDflDlte Pl&De. Purely Normal 
Surface Dlaplacement. 

We shall suppose the solid bounded by the plane z = 0, and 
seek the distribution of surface-traction which would produce the 
above system of displacements. It corresponds to purely normal 
displacement of a part of the bounding surface, the remainder 
being kept fixed. 
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It is easy to verify that the stresses T, 8, R across any surface 
s = const. arising from the displacements (17) are 

2,u.2 x z2x 
T = - A + ,u. ;s- 6,u. ~ , 

2,u.' y sty 
8 = - A+ ,u. f.s- 6,u. -r , ................. (20). 

R = -
2
"'' !.. - 6,u. ! A+,u.r' -r 

The surface-tractions at s = 0, arising from the system (19) 
have a component H parallel to the s axis given by 

2,u.
2 JJzp1d:C dy' JJzSPid:C dy' H=A+,u. r +6p. -r ......... (21), 

the axis of s being drawn into the solid. 
These quantities have finite limits when z = 0. The integral 

_ JJ sp1~dy' 
is the attraction parallel to z of the surface distribution P~> and 
therefore when s = 0 its limit is - 27rpl' 

ff z3 d:Cdy' 
To find P1 r' , we transform to polar coordinates r', (}' 

in the plane x', y', and put r' = qs, where q may be any positive 
quantity, thus this integral is 

Hence 

J2r foe PlqdqdfJ' = f7rPl· 
0 10 (1 + qt)! 

A+ 2,u. 
H = A+ p. 4,u.7rPI ..................... (22). 

The displacement at the surface is easily seen to be purely 
normal and equal to 

~ :3; JJ p~a.r;'dy' ......................... (23). 
Now suppose PI to vanish at all points except near the origin, 

and suppose that near the origin p1 becomes infinite in such a way 

that ff p1dx' dy' is finite and equal to ,A +
2
,u. 

4
W . 

"'+ ,u. 7rp. 
Then the part near the origin suffers a very great normal 

displacement, and the resultant normal traction is W. If to fix 
ideas we consider the plane z = 0 horizontal, and the axis z drawn 
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vertically downwards into the solid, the problem is that of finding 
the deformations produced in the interior by very great normal 
pressure distributed over a very small area so as to have a finite 
resultant, and such tangential traction as will hold fixed the 
parts of the bounding plane at a distance from the origin. 

To obtain the displacements in this problem we have to 

multiply the expressions (I7) by ... 'A. +
2
p. 

4
W . 

"'+ p. 'IT'J' 

149. Weight supported at single point. Rest or 11111'· 

race fb:ed. 

The displacement can be analysed into: 

(I) . I displ I 'A. + 3p. W I a vert1ca a.cement equa to ..----
2 

-:;:----- -, 
"'+ J' -r'IT'J' r 

(2) a radial displacement from the origin equal to 

"A.+p. w cose 
'A.+ 2p. 47rl' 7 , 

where e is the angle between the radius-vector and the vertical. 
The stress exerted across any horizontal plane by the maUer 

above it can be reduced to: 

to 

(I) a vertical pressure equal to 

tt W cos e (I + 3 'A.+ p. cost e) 
27r ('A. + 2p.) ,.. I' , 

(2) a radial tangential traction outwards from the axis z equa 

p.W sine( "A.+p. 11 ) 

27r ('A.+ 2,U) rt I + 3 7 COB e . 
At the surface these reduce to a radial tangential traction 

p. w 
'A.+ 2p. 27rr' 

at all points at a finite distance from the origin. This is the 
traction required to hold the surface fixed. 

To find the strains we refer to polar coordinates (e, q,, r). 
The displacements u', v', w' along the meridian, the parallel, and 
the radius-vector are 

, __ "A.+ 3p. w sine , _ 
0 

, _ w cos e (2"·) 
u - 'A.+ 2p. 47rp. r ' 11 - ' w - 27rp. r .. · or • 

Then, using the formulm of ch. VII. art. I25, we find that the 
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extension along the meridian is equal to that along the parallel, 
and either of them is 

l(X+p) Wr-1cos8/{7rp(X+2p)} ............ (25). 

The contracticm along the radius vector is 
i Wr-1cos 8/{JL7r) ..................... (26). 

The cubical oompression is 
t Wr-1 cos 8f{7r (X+ 2p)} .................. (27). 

There is a. shear in the meridian plane of amount 
t Wrsin 8/f7r(X + 2p)} .................. (28). 

The axes of the elongation-quadric are in and perpendicular to 
the meridian plane, and the two in the meridian plane can be 
obtained by turning the tangent to the meridian (1) and the 
radius vector (3) through an angle i tan-1 

( 2p tan 8 /(3>.. + 5p )} in 
the direction from (1) tow&rds (3). 

150. Geaera.llN.tioa. Particular Integral for the 
Bodlly Forcu1• 

The results of the preceding example are very important. We 
see that if the mass ffp1da;' dy' be very small and be distributed 
with a finite surface-density over a very small area, there will be 
a finite normal surface-traction per unit area near the origin 1, 

equal to 
47Tp(X+ 2~)( __ _r ____ d "t) 

, sun~ eDSl y , 
"'+JL 

and vanishing surface-traction elsewhere. The displacements 
corresponding to this state of things are proportional to 

'i1r _ o'r _ otr + >.. + 2p V"r 
oxoz ' oyez ' o.e' x + JL · 

We also found that if Pl be the density of a surface-distribution 
on the plane z = 0, the functions u, v, w given by 

u =- a!'ozff p1rdal dy', "=-:Ozff p1rd:J;' dy', 

w=- ~JJ N·daldy' + ~:~v~JJ p1rdaldy', 

1 The methods of this and the following article are taken from M. Bo111111ineeq's 
.dpplication de• PoUfltielB etc. pp. 276 sq. 

1 For the case of infinite normal surface-traction near the origin, having a 
finite resultant for a very small area, and vanishing surface-traction elsewhere 
see below, ari. 16ll. 
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where r is the distance of any point (a:, y, .e) from the point (a:', y') 
on the surface, are functions which satisfy the equations of 
equilibrium at every point on either side of the surface, p1 being 
finite. 

It follows from this that, if p' be the volume-density at 
(a:', y', .e') of a distribution of fictitious matter, and ~ be the 
"direct potential" of this distribution given by 

~ = fff p' rda:' dy' d.e', 

the functions u, v, w given by 

<M> OS~ <M> X + 2p. .. 
u =-()a;()z' "=- oyCJz' w=- ()z' + 'X+ p. V-~ ... (29) 

satisfy the differential equations of equilibrium, under no forces, at 
all points where p' vanishes. 

To find the bodily forces X, Y, Z, which must be applied in 
order that the expressions given in (29) may continue to satisfy 
the equations of equilibrium at points where p' is finite, we form 
from the u, v, w of (29) the expressions such as 

('X + 1'-) ~! + 1'-Viu, 

where ~ = ~ + 011 + aw = _____!!'__!VI fff 'rda;' d I d.e'. 
oa: ()y oz 'X + 1'- ()z p '!I 

Observing that V' fff p'rda;' dy' dz' = - &rrp' when r = 0, we find 

X'= 0, Y' = 0, pZ' =g.,. I'-~+ 2P. p', where Z' is the value of Z at 
1\,+P. 

( 
I I ') a;, '!I' z . 

Thus the displacements 

~ 
u =- ()a;()z , 

where <P = 8;~ ~ ~ ;~'-Jff rZ'da;' dy' dz' ............ (:3o). 

correspond to a. bodily force always parallel to the axis z. 

Hence we can find the displacements, produced by any bodily 
forces whatever, in the form 

L. 17 
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P Jf.J[X' ~+,u. a (x'ar Y'ar zar)].3-'d '.3J 
U=k,U. r-2(~+2,u.)oa: Oil:+ O!f+ a8 u.u; y,_, 

v = _!!_ ff.f [ Y' - ~ + ,u. -- ~ (X' Or + Y' ar + Z' ar)] dtr! dy' d6 
47r,U. r 2(A. + 2,u.)oy om oy a. , 

w= ~,u.JJJ[~- 2(~:~,u.) :.(x'~ + Y~ +Z'~)]dtr!dy'M 
.................. (31}. 

These are the complete values of u, v, w at any point of an 
infinite solid to a finite part of which finite bodily forces X', Y', Z' 
are applied. They will also represent the displacements in such a 
solid, when the forces are applied at all points, provided they 

become at an infinite distance small of the order ~ at least, where 

R is the distance of the infinitely distant (a:, y, z) from the origin; 
and this condition will be satisfied if the bodily forces X, Y, Z 
at (a:, y, z) are such that when R is infinite XR, YR, ZR converge 
uniformly to zero. 

Another application of the results (31) is that they give 
particular integrals of the general equations of equilibrium of a 
finite solid mass subject to given bodily forces, whatever the 
surface-conditions may be. (See art. 137.) 

151. Cue of Force applied at angle point. 
Consider particularly the case of a single force parallel to the 

axis z applied at the origin. This force must be regarded as a 
bodily force ZpdV acting on the element of mass pdV. If we 
suppose Z to become infinite, while ZpdV remains finite and= P 
say, we have the limiting case of a force P applied at a single 
point (the origin). The displacements at any point not indefinitely 
near the origin are 

~+ ,U. p ZIC 
U=----

~ + 2,u. s.,.,u. .,.a • 
~+,u. p zy 

v = ~ + 2,u. s.,.,u. .,.. , .......... (32). 

w = ~ + ,u. ~ ~ + ~ + 3,u. ~ ! 
~ + 2JA- 81r,u. r ~ + 2JA- s.,.JA- r 

If in art. 149 we write !P for W, and take the vertical to 
mean the direction of the force P, all the statements of that 
article apply to this case. 
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1152. Local Perturbation•. 
It is of great interest to enquire what will be the resulting 

displacements when a system of forces, which acting on a rigid 
body would produce equilibrium, is applied to a small part of a 
solid. In the Theory of Beams we have seen that Saint-V enant 
introduced a. principle, which we have called the" Principle of the 
~qui valence of statically equipollent loads". This principle states 
that the application of an equilibrating system of forces to a. small 
part of the surface of a solid produces no sensible strain, except at 
very small distances from the part subjected to the action of the 
forces. M. Boussinesq brings this principle under a more general 
one which he states thus : 

" External forces which produce equilibrium being applied to 
" an elastic solid at points within a. given sphere provoke no 
"sensible displacement at distances from the sphere which are of 
'' a certain order of magnitude in comparison with the radius." 

M. BouBBinesq has given several examples of this principle, and 
they lead to the conclusion that the application of forces to a 
small part of a solid produces, at sensible distances from the part, 
sensibly the same displacements as would be produced by the action 
of any other system of forces equivalent to the same resultant 
force and the same couple when applied to a. rigid body. Near 
the region of application of the forces their mode of distribution 
sensibly affects the result, and the displacements differ finitely 
from those that would be produced by an equivalent set of forces 
differently distributed ; but these deviations from the kind of 
displacement that depends on resultant forces and moments are 
practically confined to a small space near the region of application 
of the forces, and they are called by M. BouBBinesq " Local Per
turbations". 

The student will find no difficulty in proving, by differentiating 
the formulre of the last article with respect to z, that equal and 
opposite forces, applied at points near together, in the same 
straight line, produce a.t sensible distances displacements which 
vary directly as the forces, and as the distance between their 
points of application, and inversely as the square of the distance 
from the point of application of one of them ; and that the re
sulting strains are directly as the forces and the distance between 
their points of application, and inversely as the cube of the dis-

17-2 
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tance from the point of application of one of them. Similar 
results can also be proved in the case where the forces are applied 
at points near together, but not in the same straight line. Such 
systems produce then displacements which can be regarded simply 
as local perturbations, insensible at sensible distances from the 
region within which they are applied. In the case of a long thin 
wire or rod strained by the application of forces at its ends, or a 
very thin plate or shell strained by forces applied at its edge, the 
falling off of the local perturbations at a little distance from the 
region of application of the force is likely to be much more rapid. 
The particular case of a very thin plate subjected to torsional 
couple has been considered in Thomson and Tait's Natural Philo
sophy, Part II., art. 728, where it is shewn that the local pertur
bations diminish according to an exponential function of the 
distance from the edge. 

DISPLACEMENT IN A SOLID BOUNDED BY AN INFINITE PLANE

SURFACE-TRACTIONS GIVEN. 

153. Calculation of the Dllatatton. 

For the calculation of the cubical dilatation we must, according 
to art. 141, determine a system of displacements, which satisfy the 
equations of equilibrium and make the surface-tractions equal to 

asr-1 o2r-1 otr-1 
2p. ozoa: • 2p. ozoy , 2p. ass • when z = 0. 

This is the same system of surface-tractions as that which in 
the previous problem (art. 144) we denoted by L0 , M0 , N0 , except 
for a factor, viz.: these are-(>..+ 3p.)/("JI. + p.) times L0 , M0 , No. 
and thus the displacements which correspond to them are 
-(>..+3p.)/("JI. +p.) times the displacements f 0 , 'f/0 , ~0 of our 
previous problem (art. 144). 

The displacements required have therefore the forms 

>.. + 3J.t-o.R-1 + 2z {)I.R-1 
"JI. + 11- oa: ozoa: ' 

).. + 3~ {)_R-1 + 2z {)2 _R-1 

>.. + p. oy ozoy • 
"JI.+Sp.o.R-1 2 (}.R-1 

- >.. + 11- oz + z ass • 
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and the surface-values of these, when z = 0, are 

"A.+3p.ar-1. 
"A.+p. ai"' 

so that the value of~ at (a:', y', z') is given by the equation 
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1 JJ( Or-
1 ar-1 ar-1) ~ = - 2.,. ('A. + 1-') F 1fti + G oy + H ---az da:dy .. . (33), 

where F, G, H are the given surface-tractions at z = 0. 

1154. Propertle• of certain f\mctton•. 

The determination of the rotations is more difficult and depends 
upon the properties of the function X defined by the equation 

x= log(z+z' +R) ....................... (34). 

This function is finite, continuous, and one-valued within the 
solid, and satisfies Laplace's equation. 

We have 

ox- 1 a:-a:l 
na: - :z + z' + .R ---:zr • 
o_x 1 y-y1 
oy z+z'+R R ' 

~- 1 z-z1 1 1 
oz-z+z'+R R Tz+z'+R=R: 

CJ2x- ]l'J- (a:- flh'f (a:- a:1)2 

oa:2- R'(z+z' +R)- Jl'J(z + z' + R)~ 

1 (z + z' + 2R)(a:- flh)s 
= R(z+z'+R)- R 3 (z+z'+R'f 

<1x 1 
oy• = R (z+ z' +R) 

(z+z' + 2R) (y-y1'f 
Rs(z+z'+R'f 

<1x z-z~ 1 (z+z'+2R)(.e-zl'f 
iJz2 =- -Rs = R (z + z' + R) - - ~ (z + z' + R'f 

-(z+f +RJ {1 +2 z:it} · 
Hence 

1 _ 3 (z+z' + 2R) __ 2(z+z')+R_ =O 
V X- R(z+z' +R)- R(z+ z' + R'f R(z+z' +R'f . 
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Also 
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OSx aR-1 
(J:rfi)z=a;-' 

OSx aR-1 
aya-z= ay · 

OSx aR-1 
az• = ----a;- . 

[155 

Again, consider the function y defined by the equation 

+ = (z + z') log (z + z + R)- R ............ (35). 

We find av- av-az1 = (Jz =X. 

and y, a;: and ~! satisfy Laplace's equation. 

liSIJ. Determination of •ublldlary displacement. re
quired in finding the rotation•. 

To find v 1 we have, by art. 142, to find displacements f 11 '711 ~1 
satisfying the equations of equilibrium, and such that the surface
tractions that would produce them are the same as if the displace

()r-1 ar-1 
ments near the surface were 0,- az , Ty ; thus we have to find 

displacements f1 , '711 ~1 which satisfy the boundary-conditions 

~(~~1+~)=~:;. 
(o~1 d'71) ((Jtr-1 O'r-1

) 

~ oy + -az = ~ ayt - azl ' ......... (36). 

-x (af1 + 0,1 + a~~) + 2 a~;1 = 2 a:ar--1 
ax Cy oz ~ (Jz ~ oy()z 

Th fi t . o CJR-1 aR-1 . fy h .c._ d. . e unc 1ons , --a:;-, Ty satiS t e 11.n1t two con 1t10ns 

identically, and therefore we take 
I I aR-1 I oR-1 

E1 = E1 , '11 = '11 --- , ~1 = ~1 + --, az ay 
and the functions f 1

1
, '7/, ~/ must be finite, continuous, and one

valued throughout the solid, and must satisfy certain differential 
equations, to be given presently, and the boundary-conditions 

afff + af;' = o, a;;+ a;;= 0 ............ (37), 

and (oE~~ a.,/ a~11) a~~~ CJt R-1 

-x ax+ ay + az + 2~ az =- 4~ ayaz ······<38>· 
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Now supposing that 

, oE" , &r,'' , or' E1 = oy • '1/1 = oy . '1 = ay ............... (39). 

the third of these boundary-conditions becomes 

(OE" o'IJ" o~" oR-1 

A\.aa:·+ oy)+<"A-+2~} oz =~4~--az ...... (40). 

In the notation of the last article these equations can be 
satisfied by assuming 

1:" 2 o-x + ~ 
S" = z oa:Os a oa: • 

'IJ"=2sa+a~. . ................. (41). 

'"=2• O'x+.e~ o.a4' oz 
where « and ,8 are constants : for with these values we find 

oE" 0'1}" or' ~ o-x oa: + oy + a; = 2 ozl - (a- ,8) OZ1 • 

or' ~ o-x az =(2 + ,8) oz' + 2z ozl; 
and, when z = 0, we have 

oE" o " or') or' o-x 
"A. ( oa: + o~ + oz + 2~ oz = [(2 - a + ,8) "A.+ 2 (2 + ,8) ~] oz1 ; 

and since ~ = 0! 1

, the third of the boundary-conditions ( 40) is 

satisfied if 
-a"A.+ (,8 + 2) ("A.+ 2~)=- 4p.. 

The other two boundary-conditions become, when z = 0, 

(a+ ,8+ 2) ~z =0, (a+,8+ 2) 0;... =0. 

Hence 

Thus 

a+,8+2=0. 

a=~ .8=-2 "A-+ 2~. 
X+~' "A.+JL 
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It follows that the displacements 

E =2z oax +2~ D'x 1 ofliJyoz }\. + p. ofliJy ' 

oax P. O'x o.R-1 
'11 = 211 oyt()z + 2 X + p. oy' - Tz 

[156 

= 2z ~ + 2 __L__ O'x-~ ...... ( 42) 
o'!fiJz }\. + p. oy' oz' ' 

_ ~ }\. + 2p. O'x o.R-1 
~1 

-
211 oyozl - 2 }\. + p. oyoz + ---ay 

=2zO'x_2~o'x_()tx J 
'Uyozl x + p. 'Uyoz oyoz 

satisfy the boundary-conditions. It is easy to verify that they 
also satisfy the differential equations of equilibrium. 

1156. Calculation of the Rotation•. 

Hence we find, by art. 142, and remembering that V'x = 0, 

_ >..+2p.Jj(F a•x 0 O'x ~) 
47rp.sr1 - }\. + p. otiiJy + oy'- H (Jyoz daxly 

+ ff( G ~~-Fa) daxly ..................... (43). 

In like manner we should find 

47rp.sr, =-~ :2; j J ( F ~ + G o~y - H aO::z) daxly 

+ ff( G :::a;- F~)wmy .................... (44). 

It is easy to shew that the functions f 1 , .,., ~. required for the 
determination of •a are 

o.R-1 o.R-1 
E·= oy ' .,.=- oa: ' ~.=o; 

and therefore 

47rp.•1 = ff( F ~~~- G a~) da:dy ......... (45). 

1157. Simplified fbrm1 for the Dilatation and the Ro
tation•. 

We introduce now four functions L, M, N, cf> defined as follows: 
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Then since 
ox=-~ «x=_ox ox=~ oal om • oy' oy • oz' oz 

and V•x=O, 
it follows that L, M, N, 4> all satisfy the equation 

osv o1V osv 
om'• + oy'• + oz'1 = 0 
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at all points within the solid, and a.re finite, continuous, and one
valued functions of m', y', z'. 

Now the value of ~ given in art. 153 and the values found in 
the last article for w~o w1 , w, can be re-written in the following 
forms: 

1 o4> 
~ = 27r (A+ p.) oz" 

A+ 2p. o4> 1 o (oM oL) 2
'111

1 = 27rp. (A+ p) oy' + 27rp. 'am' om' - 'Oy' ' 

A+2p. o4> 1 o (oM oL) 2··=-27rp.(A. +p.)om' + 27Tp.oy' om'- Oy' , 

1 o (oM oL) 2
1'D'· = 27T}Io oz' om' - Oy' 

158. Determination of the Dlaplacement w. 

...... (47). 

To find u, v, w a.s functions of (m', y', z') we have to find solu
tions of such equations a.s 

OSu OSu OSu A + p. o~ 
om'• + ail• + oz'• = - ---,;:--- om' ............... ( 4B}, 

with the boundary-conditions 

when z'=O. 

ou 
- 2p oz' + 2p.v. = F, 

- 2p.;;- 2pv1 = G, · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ... ( 49) 

Ow 
-2p. 0z'-~ =H 
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The determination of w is comparatively simple. It bas to 
satisfy the equation 

~ O'w Qlw 1 OJ~ 
aaft + ay• + a1• =- 2.,.~-' a8~ ···· ·· · ········<5o), 

and the boundary-condition 

aw H X o~ 
a1 =- 2~-'- 4'11'~-' (x + ~-'> a1 .... ··· · ····· .. (51) 

when z' ==0. 

A particular solution of the differential equation (50) is 

w=--I_ 8 a~ 
4.,.~-' az' • 

and this makes 

when 8=0. 

We have to add complementary solutions which make 

aw H aw 1 a~ 
o.z' = - 21-' ' and o& = 4.,. (X + 1-') o& 

respectively, when .z' = 0, and these are 

1 aN ~ 
4.,. 1-' o.z' ' and 4'11' (X + 1-' )' 

Hence the complete value of w is 

1 aN ~ .z' a~ 
w =- 4'11'~-' az' + 4.,.(x + /-')- 4'11'~-' a&"" ........ (52). 

11S9. Determination of the Dl8placementa u and v. 

The form for w suggests that for u and v we should take 

, 1 aL .z' a~ 
u = u + 4.,.~-' a& - 4.,.~-' aaf • 

1 aM .z' a~ 
v=v'+--- ---

4.,. ~-' o.z' 4'11' ~-' ay 
Then u' and v' must satisfy the equation 

asv asv asv 
aaf• + ay• + oz'' = 0• 

} ............... (53). 
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and the boundary-conditions 

au,' 1 aq, 1 a (aM aL) 
o.i = - 4-n- (A. + ~) a:t + +rrp ay' o~e' - Oy' • 
ov' 1 aq, 1 o (oM oL) 
oz' = - 4nr ("'A. + J') oy' - 4'1t'p oaf ow' - oy' 

} ••. (04) 

when z'=O. 

We introduce now four new functions L', M', N, q,' defined by 
the equations 

M=JJG~y, 
L: = JJFyda:dy, 'l 
N = ffH"{{'da:dy, )-······· ........•..... (55), 

, oL' oM' oN 
q, = ox + ay' + oz' 

where y is the function (z + z') log (z + z' + R) - R defined m 
art. 154 and possessing the property 

oy oy 
oz = oz' =x· 

We deduce 

oL' aM' oN' oq,' _ 
oz' = L, oz' = M, oz' = N, o.i - q,. 

The boundary-conditions become 

, 1 oq,' 1 a roM' aL') 
u =- 4nr("A+p}o~e' + +rrp.oy' \a:t- 'Oy' ' 

, 1 aq,' 1 o (aM' oL') 
v =-,.,.("A+ p.) ay'- 4nrp.o~e' a:t - Oy' 

l ...... (56). 

j 
Since L', M', N', q,' are finite, continuous, and one-valued 

within the solid, and satisfy the equation 
o1V (}IV (}IV 
ax~ + ay's + a&~= o, 

we conclude that these values of u', v' also satisfy this differential 
equation, and, since they satisfy the boundary-conditions, we con
clude that the complete values of u and v are 

1 aL & ofb 1 aq,' 1 a (aM' oL'\ } 
u= 4nrp. a&- ,.,.p.a:t- ,.,.("A.+p.) o:t + 4'1t'p.Oy' o~e' - ¥ J' ... (

57
). 

1 oM z' aq, 1 ocfl 1 o (OM' oL') 
v= ,.,.p.a.i' - ,.,.~oy'- ,.,.("A-+p.) oy'- 4nrp.ow'\a:t - ay 
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Thus the displacements u, v, w are completely determined, in 
terms of the functions L, M, N, c/J, L', M', N', cfJ' introduced and 
defined by equations (46) and (55). 

160. Particular example. 
The simplest example of these formulre will be found by 

supposing the surface-traction to be purely normal. Then if, 
as in art. 149, we take the bounding plane horizontal and the 
axis z vertically downwards, this example corresponds to the 
case where the plane supports a weight distributed over its 
surface. 

We shall proceed with the example of a single weight W, 
supposed distributed over a small area d"' at the origin, and we 
shall take 

w =pld(J), 

so that p1 is the weight per unit area supported at the origin, and 
therefore H = p1 near the origin, and H = 0 elsewhere. 

Then the functions L, M, N, cfJ of the previous work are as 
follows 

w aN 
L=O, M =0, N= Wlog(z+r), c~J~ -~~ r uz 

and the functions L', M', N', cfJ' are 
L' ~o, M' ~o, N' = W {zlog(z+r)-r}, cfJ'~ Wlog(z+r)~.N 

where, as in art. 146, we have changed the notation, since the 
only (x, y, z) that occurs is the origin, and have suppressed the 
accents on (x', y', z'). 

The displacements are 
w a; w .ea: 

U=- . +--, 
47T(:\+~) r(z+r) 4nr~ r' 

W y W zy 
v=-47r(:\+~)r(z+r)+4'1f'~r' ......... (5S). 

W= W(:\+2~) !+ w ~ 
47r~ (:\ + ~) r 4'11'~ r' 

We shall give an elementary discussion of the results. 

161. Simple Solution• of Second Type. 
It can be readily verified that the displacements 

u~ (a; )' v~ ( '!/ )' w=! ......... (59), r z+r r z+r r 
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where r is the distance of the point (.v, y, z) from the origin, satisfy 
the general equations of equilibrium at all points, not indefinitely 
near the origin, which lie on the side z positive of the plane z = 0. 
They constitute M. Boussinesq's second type of simple solutions. 

Now these may be written 

a a a 
u =ax log (z + r), v = ay log (z + r), w = az log (z + r) ... (60), 

and, generalising as in art. 147, we may conclude that, if X be the 
"logarithmic potential" of a distribution of surface-density p1 on 
the plane z = 0, given by 

X= ff p1 log (z +r) da:'dy' ............... (61), 

where r is the distance of (x, y, z) from (x', y', 0), then the dis
placements 

ax 
U=. ·-

0/.C' 
ax v=-· ay, 

oX 
w= oz ............ (62) 

satisfy the equations of equilibrium. 

We may verify at once by differentiation that V•log (z + r) = 0, 

and therefore that V2X = 0; also that aa-; is the ordinary inverse 

potential J j ~ cW dy' of the distribution p1 • 

The system of displacements (60) is a system for which the 
dilatation is zero, and we easily find for the stresses T, S, R across 
any plane parallel to the bounding surface 

2~ 2py 2~ 
T=-~, S=- 7 , R=-7 ...... (63). 

162. Weight •upported at llingle point. Be•t of Sur
ftl.ce Free. 

Now, comparing these stresses (63) with the stresses found in 
(20) of art. 148, we see that we can reduce the tangential stre.'IS to 
zero at all points of the plane z = 0, by taking for the displacements 
certain multiples of those of the first type, compounded with 
certain multiples of those of the second type. 

Take then for the displacements the product of Wf4nrp and the 
simple solutions of the first type given by (17) of art. 147, viz.: 

zx zy z2 A+ 31' 1 
u=,.., v=;:;· w=;;:a+A.+pr' 
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and the product of- Wj47r (~ + p.) and the simple solutions of the 
second type given by (59), thus we have 

w a; w ~a; 
U=- + ---

47r(~+p.)r(z+r) 47rp.r'' 

w '!! w zy 
11 =- 47r (~ + p.) r (z+ r) + 47rp. r•' · ········ (64)· 

W= W(~+2p.) ~ + w ~ 
47rp. (~ + p.) r 47rp. r' 

These correspond to displacements produced by a single weight. 
W supported at the origin ; for the surface-tractions on any plane 
z = const. are 

F = 3W z'w G = 3 W zty H = 32~; ......... (6S). 
27r ,.. ' 27r ,. ' " .,-

The resultant of H has a limiting value when z = 0, which is 
the limit of 

2: J J ~ P1 ck' dy' ..................... ( 66), 

where ff p1 ck'dy' = W. As in art. 148 we find H = P~> and the 
resultant of H over the very small surface to which it is applied 
is w. 

The stress at any point across any plane parallel to the surface 
is in the direction joining the point to the origin (where the 
weight is supported), and is, as it were, a repulsion from that point 
of amount 

3W ~e 
27rrlcos , 

where 8 is the angle the radius-vector makes with the vertical. 

If we describe a sphere to pass through the origin and the 
point (a;, y, z), and to have its centre on the axis of z, and if D be 
the diameter of this sphere, we shall have r2 = Dz, and the stress 
across horizontal planes will be the same at all points of such 
a sphere, and its amount is 

3W 
27rP' 

We notice that the expressions for the stresses (65) do not 
contain any elastic constant, so that the transmission of force 
across the horizontal planes is of the same character for all isotropic 
solids. 
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The horizontal displacement is along the radius perpendicular 
to the axis z, and is equal to 

WsinO[ e p. 1 J 
4'1T'p.r 

008 -'A.+p.1+cos0 ' 

where e is the angle the radius-vector from the origin makes with 
the axis z. 

Within the cone whose generators are given by the equation 

COS1 e +cos e = p.f('A. + p.), 

this displacement is from the axis, and without this cone it is 
towards the axis. When X = p. the angle of this separating cone is 
cos-1 !( .J3 - 1) or 68° 32' nearly. 

The vertical displacement is 

w ("A.+ 2p. ) -4- -..,.--+coste • 
'IT'p.r "'+P. 

and is always downwards. 

At the surface the vertical displacement downwards is 

t Wr-1 (A.+ 2p.)f{p.'TT'(A. + p.)}, 

and the horizontal displacement towards the origin is 

t Wrlj{'lf' (A.+ p.)}. 

The form assumed by the free surface is approximately the 
surface formed by the revolution round the axis z of the hyperbola 

4'1T'p. (A.+ p.)zx =(X+ 2p.) W. 

163. Weight cU•tributed in any manner on Surfll.ce. 

In general taking, in the notation of art. 150, <I> for the direct 
potential of the distribution PH and X for the logarithmic potential 

of the same distribution on z = 0, and compounding ~p. of the 

displacements of the first type given by (29), viz.: 

" ~<I> N X+~ 
u = - ozox' v =- O!JOZ' w =- ozl + X+ p. Vt<f>, 

and- 4'1f' (~ + p.) of the displacements of the second type given by 

(62), viz.: 
oX 

U= OX' 
oX 

V=oy. 
oX 

W= OZ' 
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we obtain displacements 

1 ax 1 oa<1> u-- -----
- 4-n-(X + J') o.x 4-n-1' ozo.x' 

1 ax 1 eM> 
tl=- 47r(X+J') oy- 4-n-l'ozoy' ... (67), 

w = _ 1 ax_ ~ atc;I> + x + 2~-' v•<I> 
47T (X+ I') oz 4"'1' ozl 4-n-J'(X +I') 

where 
X= ff /'llog (z + r) £k'dy',} 
<l>=ffplrdofdy' .................. (6S); 

a.nd these are the displacements produced by purely normal surface
traction /'1 per unit area applied at z = 0. 

M. Boussinesq has given several examples of the application of 
these formulre to determine the displacements produced in a solid 
bounded by a horizontal plane which supports a load distributed 
in a given manner. 



CHAPTER X. 

LAM!f:'S PROBLEM 1• 

164. Statement of the Problem. 

Lame was the first to solve the problem of determining the 
displacements in an elastic sphere or spherical shell whose surface 
is subject to any system of tractions, and whose particles attract 
each other according to the Law of Gravitation. Sir W. Thomson 
has considered the more general problem where the sphere is 
subject also to the action of forces having a potential which 
satisfies Laplace's equation. The most general problem of the 
kind which has been solved is as follows: 

A gravitating solid elastic sphere, of homogeneous isotropic 
material, is rotating slowly about a diameter, and is subject to the 
action of bodily forces derivable from a potential expressible in 
spherical harmonic series ; it is required to determine the resulting 
displacements. 

We shall begin with the problem of the elastic equilibrium 
of the sphere when there is no bodily force, and the displacement 
at any point of the surface is a given function of position on the 
surface. We shall then proceed to the same problem when the 

1 The following among other authorities may be consul~ : 
Lam6, L€t;Om aur lea Ooordonn€ea Ourvilignu. 
Thomson and Tait, Natural Philosophy, Part n. 
Sir W. Thomson, Matkema$ical and Phyrical Papm, Vol. DL 

G. H. Darwin, •On the Stresses produced in the interior of the Earth by the 
Weight of Continents and Mountains'. Phil. Tram. R. 8. 1882, and 'On the 
Dynamioal Theory of the Tides of long period'. Proc. R. 8. 1886. 

Chree, ' On the Equations of an Isokopio Elastic Solid in Cylindrical and 
Polar Coordinates', and 'On the Stresses in rotating Spherical Shells '. Oamb. Phil. 
Soc. Tra11B. :nv., 1889. 'A new solution of the equations of an isotropic elastic 
solid ... '. Quarterly Journal, 1886 and 1888, and •Some Applications of Physics 
and Mathematiea to Geology', Phil. Mag. XUD., 1891. 

L. 18 
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surface-tractions are given. Finally we shall investigate the general 
problem. The general solution of the problem of elastic equili
brium of a spherical shell with given displacements or surface
tractions at the inner and outer surfaces is very complicated, and 
the reader is referred for it to Thomson and Tait's Natural 
Philosophy. We shall consider only the particular case of a 
spherical cavity in an infinite solid, which has an important 
practical application. 

16o. The sphere with given IIUJ'fb.ce-dlsplacementa. 

We have to find solutions of the equations 
a~ 

(>.. + p.) aa: + p.Vau = o, 

a A 
(>.. + p.) oy + p.VSV = 0, ................. (1), 

a~ 
(>.. + p.) oz + p.V~ = 0 

where ou Ov ow 
~=aa: + ay + az ........................ (2), 

which are finite, continuous, and one-valued within a sphere of 
radius a, and make u, v, w given functions of position on the 
surface. 

We may suppose the given surface-values of u, v, w expanded in 
spherical surface-harmonics, and thus we may take at the surface 

fi=QD 

u = I .A," 
tl=l 

ti=GO 

w = I o ........ .. (3), 
•=1 

where A., B., 0. are spherical surface-harmonics of order n. 

We seek a solution of equations (1) expressed in terms of 
spherical harmonics. 

Differentiate equations (1) with respect to a:, y, z, add, and use 
(2), and we find 

(>..+ 2p.)V2~ =0 ........................... (4). 

Thus ~ satisfies Laplace's equation, and therefore, within a 
sphere whose centre is the origin,~ may be expanded in a series 
of spherical solid harmonics, so that we may write 

ft=GO 

A= I o • ........................... (5), 
ti=O 

where On is a spherical solid harmonic of order n. 
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Now oO,af'oll: is a spherical solid harmonic of order (n -1), and 
thus 

Vi (rs~;) = 2 (2n + 1) a:; .................. (6), 

where r is the distance of the point (ll:, y, z) from the origin. Thus 
we get a particular solution of the equation 

'OA 
p.Viu= -(>.. + p.) ofl: ••••••••••••••••••••• (7) 

in the form 
>..+p. 1I=OO 1 aon 

u=--2-rt l: -2 1 ~ ........•...... (8), 
p. •=O n + ufl: 

and we have similar particular integrals of the equations for 
v and w. 

We have to add to the particular solutions complementary 
solutions, so arranged that the complete expression of 

oujoll: + ovfoy + owfoz 

may be identical with A. Suppose these complementary solutions 
are l:Un, ~ Vn, l: Wn, where Un, V", W" are spherical solid 
harmonics of order n, then we have identically 

~ [oU'*1 + oVn+l+ oWn+l] _ >..+ p.~_n_ e =I.O ... (9) 
oll: oy oz p. 2n + 1 " " ' 

where we have picked out the terms containing spherical solid 
harmonics of the same order n. 

Thus, if we write 

oUn+~ oVn+~ oWn+l .r~ ( ) --aiC + ---ay + ----az- = T n• • • • • • • • • • ••••• 10 , 

"tn will be a spherical solid harmonic of order n, and 

>..n + p. (3n + 1) Vn = lA' (2n + 1) On ...•••••••...•.•. . (11 ), 

and the complete expressions for u, v, w are of the forms 

u= ~ ( Un- M"rs
0t;1

), 

v = i ( V. - M. rt o"tn-1) 
1 n n oy ' ......••••.•.•. (12) 

w = ~ ( Wh- Mnrt
0t;-1

) 

18-2 
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where Yn-1 = aa~~ + o[y,. + ~:· ............... (13), 

and M.==! A(n-1~: ;(3n-2)"''''''''''''''(l4). 

In (12) we have picked out the terms which are homogeneous 
of the nth degree in (a:, y, z), we may also pick out the terms 
which contain spherical surface-harmonics of order n, and thus 
write 

u= ~ ( U,.- .Mn+rr'~t+~) ............... (15), 

with similar expressions for v and w. 

Now, to satisfy the boundary-conditions (3) we have such 
equations as 

I [( U,. -Mn+~a'0t:+l)- A,.;] =0 .....•.•. (16), 

when r=a. 

The left-hand side satisfies Laplace's equation within the 
sphere of radius a, and vanishes at the surface, it is therefore 
identically zero. There are three such equations as (16) which 
are all true identically, and it is clear that the temls of any order 
n separately vanish for all values of r. 

Differentiating equations such as (16) with the sign I omitted 
with respect to a:, y, z, and adding, we find 

Yn-l =:a: (A,.~) + :y ( B,. ;;) + :z ( 0,. ~)· ..... (17), 

which determines the function Yn-~> and in like manner all the 
functions 'l[r are determined Then U,. is determined from (16), 
and V,., W,. are given by similar equations. Thus we have finally 

_ ·~"' [ A rA ( 1 ) 11 OYn+I] (1 ) u- .. ..a.n---;+ a -r' .Wn+t_-:>_ ••••••••• 8' 
•=1 a ua: 

with similar expressions for v and w, where 

o ( ,.a+~) o ( rA+"\ o ( rn+'\ 
YnH =()a: An+t an+t + oy Bn+l a"+t) + az On+t an+i) ... (19), 

and 

M - A+p. n+s-li{n+1)+~(3n+4) ............... (20). 
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168. Dliplacement In any SoUd 

Equations (12) express in terms of rational integral functions 
of the coordinates quite general solutions of the equations of 
equilibrium for a simply-connected region containing the origin. 
For such a region ~ can always be expressed in a series of 
spherical solid harmonics such as 0,., and the displacements consist 
of particular integrals of the differential equations of the form given 
by (8) and complementary solutions of the same equations ex
pressible in a series of spherical solid harmonics, and the four sets 
of harmonics thus introduced are connected by the set of relations 
involved in the equation 'Oufo:c + 'OtJfoy + CJwfoz = ~. Mr Chree 1 

has applied this method to the determination of general solutions 
expressed in positive integral powers of the coordinates, and has 
obtained by this means the displacements in a rotating ellipsoid. 
He has also shewn that Saint-Venant's solution of the problem of 
the flexure of an elliptic beam is the only possible solution which 
contains no higher power than the third of the coordinates of a 
point on the cross-section. 

167. The •phere with given mrfll.ce-tractlon .. 

Suppose that, at r = a, the surface-tractions J!, G, Hare given. 
We may suppose them expressed in spherical harmonic series in 
the forms 

~ ~ ~ 

F=Il!,., G=~G,., H=IH,. ............ (21), 
1 1 1 

where F,., G,., H,. are spherical surface-harmonics of order n. 

Now the boundary-conditions are three such equations as 

F=~ Ad+ 2p. ~au+ f''lf_(ov +au)+~-'! (au+ aw) ... (22) 
r roa: r Om oy r oz aa: 

when r =a, and these are equivalent to three such as 

J!r = "Nr:~ + p. (r ~ + ~ - u) ............ (23), 

where ~= ua; + ey +wz ........................... (24), 

so that ~/r is the radial displacement. 

Suppose u, v, w found so as to satisfy the differential equations 

1 QuarurZy Jcnwnal, 1886 and 1888. 
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and the boundary-conditions, and their surface-values expressed in 
spherical surface-harmonics, then we shall have, when r = a, 

u = U," v = !JJ,, w = Ia,., 
where .A,., B,., a,. are spherical surface-harmonics, and we know 
that at all internal points u, v, w can be expressed in such 
forms as 

u==I(.A,.:;:.+a'Mn+t ~;+1 - r'M,. a~;-1) •••••• (25), 

where 

a ( r") a ( r") a ( r") v--1 == aa: .A,. a" + oy B,. a" + oz a,. an ' 
M. -l "A+p. 

,.- "A.(n-1)+p.(3n-2)" 

Thus if .A,., B,., a,. could be expressed in terms of the surface
tractions the problem would be solved. 

We have to calculate the surface-tractions coiTesponding to 
displacements such as (25). 

For this purpose we first write down the value of t:,. ; it is 

A - "<.' 2p.(2n -1) M. 41~ 
'-~> - ._ ;>._ + p. n T n-1· 

Then we transform a:t:.. by the aid of the identity 

_ r' [of rtn+~ a (a"'+~ )] 
a:f(a:, y, z) - 2n + 1 oa:- a1111+1 oa: r"'+1 f ..... ·<26>· 

We thus find (writing n- 1 for n and "o/n-1 for/) 

_ 2p. [ {Gyn-1 rl-
1 o (a~n-1 )}] • a:t:..- r' "A+"' I M,. aiD- a~n-1oa: r'fl-1 Yn-1 .... (27). 

We now introduce a new function 4>--n-~o which is a spherical 
solid harmonic of negative order - (n + 2) defined by the equation 

4>--. = ;a: (.A,. ~:::) + o~ ( B,. ~::) + ~ (a,.~:) ... (28). 

and use the identity (26) to transform the expression 

r" 
(a:.A,. + yB,. + za,.) 3 . 

a 
We find 
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Thus we obtain 

~ = I [2n: 1 ( Yn-1 - ;::: cf>---s) 

+ Mn+aa' (n + 1) Yn+1 - Mnrt (n -1) y,._1] •••••• (29), 

where the terms expressed a.re homogeneous of the (n+ 1)th 
degree in x, y, z. 

Hence we find 

~;=I [ MnHa1 (n+ 1) 
0t;+I- 2n~ 1 :x (;:: cf>---s) 

+r' {2n ~ 1- (n -1) Mn} ot:-1 
2r1 { 1 } {oy,._1 rt-1 a (a--1 )}] + 2n - 1 2n + 1 - (n - 1) M" a;-- atn-1 ox ,-.-1 y,._1 

......... (30), 

where we have used an identity similar to (26) to simplify x+-1> 
and have picked out the terms of degree n. 

Also we find easily 

r:- u =I [<n- 1) (.A";+ a1Mn+~ 0t;+I- raM" ~;-1) J (31). 

Hence the terms of degree n in Frfp. a.re 

(n -1) An '";: + 2nMn+sa1 ~n+1 - 2 (n- 2) Afnrt Dt-1 

a ux ux 

1 o (rf"+a ) rtt&+1 o (atn-1 ) 
- 2n + 1 ox a"'+l cf>--ra-t - En atn-1 ox ,-.-1 Yn-1 · · .(32), 

where 
1 >.. (n + 2)- p. (n- 3) 

En= 2n + 1 >.. ( n - 1) + p. (3n - 2) · · ··· · · · · ··· · ·<33). 

Rearranging, and picking out terms that contain surface
harmonics of order n, we have the surface-tractions required to 
produce surface-displacements An, .•. expressed in terms of the 
given surface-tractions Fn, ... by equations of the form 

rn rtn+~ 0 (alrl-1 ) 
( n- 1) An a" - En atn-1 ox rt-1 Yn-1 

1 0 (r"'+l ) Fnr" 
- 2n + 1 tJX aln+l cf>-n-s - p.a.n-1 = 0 ............ (34), 

whenr=a. 
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The left-hand side of (34) satisfies Laplace's equation within 
the sphere of radius a, and vanishes at the surface, it is therefore 
identically zero. We have three such equations as (34) which are 
all true identically, and these hold for each value of n and for all 
values of r. 

Introduce two new functions 'l'n-11 ~-n-~. which are spherical 
solid harmonics of orders indicated hy their suffixes, and defined 
by the equations 

'fln-1 = ~ (; F'!) + 0~ (; Gn) +! (; H,.), }· .. (
35

). 

(! (a"H ) a (a"+~ ) a (a"+~ ) 
<1>-n-2 = &; r"H F,. + oy 1""+1 G, +az f.n+i Ha 

Take equation (34) and the two similar equations, differentiate 
them with respect to a:, y, z, add, and we get 

>..(n-l)+lo'(3n-2) a 
Yn-1 = >..(2n1 + 1) + 21o'(n1 -n + 1) P, 'l'n-1 ······<36)· 

Take the same equations, multiply them by a:, y, z, add, and 
use identity (26) and equation (36), and we get 

a cp-n-2 = -2 ~-ft-1 ••••••••••••••••••• (37). 
nlo' 

Thus the functions Yn-1 and cp-n-~. defined in equations (17) 
and (28) in terms of surface-displacements, are definite multiples 
of the coiTeSponding functions 'l'n-1 and <l>-n-2, defined in like 
manner in terms of surface-tractions, and are, therefore, completely 
determined. Hence, by equation (34 ), .A,. is completely deter
mined, and Bn and On are given by like equations. Finally u, v, 
w are given by (25) and the similar equations in terms of the 
An, Bn, 0~, Yn-1> and thus u, v, ware completely determined. 

The possible values of n must he chosen, so that the system of 
applied surface-tractions may satisfy the conditions of equilibrium 
of a system of forces applied to a rigid body. It is easy to shew 
that n= 0 does not occur, and that, if n = 1, rF1 , rG1 , rH1 are 
the partial differential coefficients with respect to a:, y, z of 
a homogeneous quadratic function of these variables. In the 
general problem of art. 170 these conditions are satisfied 
identically. 
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168. Case or purely normal mrface-tractloiUI. 

Suppose the surface-traciions equivalent to a normal traction 
equal at any point of the surface to 

00 

~R.n. 
1 

where Rn is a spherical surface-harmonic of order n ; then we 
must have when r == a 

oo ( '")" oo (r)" .. (r)" Fr = a:~Ru a , Gr == y7Rn a; , Hr == &~Rn a ... (38). 

Now the surface-tractions that must be applied to the surface 
r ==a to produce the system of displacements (25) are given by 
(34), and may be written in forms of which the type is given by 

Fr== ~ [#' (n -!)An;;- !n~ 1 ;«< (;::: ~--) 

- p.E,,H,_sn+G! (f;::)] ......... (89). 

The surface-tractions actually applied can be written in forms 
of which the type is 

Fr = ~ 2n ~ 3 [as a: ( ~1 ~::) - ::: :a: { Rn+l ~) J ... ( 40). 

If we equate the right-hand sides of (39) and (40) it is easy 
to shew, as in the last article, that we have an equation which 
is true identically; and we can obtain, by considering the expres
sions for Grand Hr, two other like identities. We first differen
tiate these with respect to a:, y, z and add ; then we multiply 
them by a:, y, z and add We thus get the two equations 

!#' [(K + 1) + (n + 2) (2n + 5) En+J Yt~+t 

== ~ (n + 2)(2n + 5) (!)m+• (B a~ 
2n + 3 a n+l rn+i)' 
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At the surface the first of these gives us 

p. [(n + 1) + (n + 2) (2n + 5) En+s] V•+t 

[168 

= ( n + 2~ ?; + 5) (~) r.+1 R.w ..... ( 411) 

and, using this to simplify the second, we get at the surface 

2n (r)m+• n + 1 (r)r.+1 
- J.lo 2n + 1 a c/1-A-~ = 2n + 3 a R_.H• • • • .. ( 412), 

where we have picked out the terms containing surface-harmonics 
of the ( n + 1 )th order. As the equations obtained are relations 
between the surface-values of spherical solid harmonics of the 
same order they hold throughout the sphere. 

To determine the .A's, B's, and O's we shall suppose the 
surface-traction expressed by a single term Bn+t· In this case 
Vr.+1 and c/1-A-~ are the only functions ..; and c/1 that occur. 
Equating (39) and ( 40), and picking out terms which contain 
surface-harmonics of order n and of order n + 2, we get 

r" 
J.lo (n -1) .A,. a" 

[ 
11- a (r-+~ ) 1 a ( r"+l)] 

= a• 2n + 1 am am+s c/1-A-~ + 2n + 3 am ~1 a-+1 ' 

and 

Simplifying these by means of ( 411) and ( 42), we find 

and 
rr.+l 

-~n+a a•+~ 

r" 1 a (r"+l ) 
J.lo.A• a" = 2n (2n + 3) &; a-1 R.+t · · · · "· ·" .. ( 43) 

1 r-+~ a (a"+t ) 
= n + 1 + (n + !) (2n + 5) En+a (2n + 3) am+a am r"+a ~1 

... (4l4l). 

These are the only .A's that occur, and the B's and O's can be 
found by writing y and s respectively for a;. 
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169. Spherical Cavity In lnflnlte 10Ud mua1• 

By analogy with the solutions for space inside a. sphere we 
may write down those for space outside in forms of which the 

type is U =I {!:i -knrl :a;(~~)} ............... (45), 

where v and w are found by cyclical interchanges of the letters 
( U, V, W}, (a:, y, .e), and 'tnH is given by the equation 

V'n+l =r~ft+s{;a: (!:1) + ~(::1) + :.t (!:1)} ...... (46}. 

Also Un, Vn, Wn are spherical solid harmonics of positive degree 
n, and therefore 'tn+1 is a spherical solid harmonic of degree n + 1. 

These forms satisfy the differential equations of equilibrium 
X+J£ 

(1) if ~=-l(n+ 2)A+(3n+ 5)J£ ............... (47), 

and it can be shewn that the cubical dilatation a is given by the 

equation a =- 2I (2
n + 3) ~' kn '!:!~ ............... ( 48). 
X+J£ ,--

It can be shewn in the manner of art. 167 that the surface
tractions F, G, H at the surface of the cavity r = a, required to 
maintain the state of strain expreBSed by such equations as ( 45), 
are given by formulre of which the type is 

_ Fr = I [P rsn+a .£. ('+'n+~) Q (),Jrn+l 
}£ n am+s oa: rsn+• + " oa: 

+Pn';::a:(~~) -(n+ 2) a~:1] .............. (49), 

in which x-1 = oa~" + o~n + a:n .................. (50}, 

and 

P' 1 
"=2n+l 

(51). 

From the equations of type ( 49), it is easy, by the method of 
art. 167, to expreBS 'tn+l and X-1 in terms of given surface-

1 Only the leading steps of the analysis are given. 
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tractions, and thence to infer the values of U.,., V.,., W.,.. We 
shall consider a particular example. 

Suppose that at a very great distance there is a finite shear s, 
so that the displacement, when r = oo , can be expressed by 

'U = sy, 'II= 0, w = 0 .................. (52). 

In this case, it can be shewn, by the above analysis, that, if 
the surface r ==a be free, the only harmonics y and X that occur 
are proportional to xy, and that the only harmonics U that occur 
are ul and u.; also that ul and vl are respectively proportional 

to '!I and a;, while wl = 0, and that u, is proportional to ,., a:(~)' 
and V,r-1, W,r-1 are the same multiples of the differential co
efficients of xyr-3 with respect toy and z. 

We thus find for the forms of u, v, w 

u = A 1L + B ~ (a;y) + Or' ~ (fl!!i) + sy ,.. ax rD ax rD ' 

v=A-+B- - +Cr'- -x a (u;y) a (u;y) 
,.a ayr ()yr' ...... (53), 

W= B ~ (f!!!l) + Or' ~ (xy) 
az rD iJz rD 

where .A, B, 0 are constants. 

If the spherical cavity be free from stress, the constants A, B, 0 
are given by the equations1 

A= 3>.. + 8p. 3 

9>..+ 14p. as, 

B= 
3()..+p.) D 

9>.. + l4!p. as .................. (54). 

a- 3 (>..+ P.) 3 

-- 9>..+ 14p. as 

Th t . rtan . h h au ()v !tiS• e mos 1mpo t pomt concerns t e s ear - + ~ . 
oy uQ; 

easy to shew that the value of this, when x=O, y=O, r=a, is 

15X+30p. 
9>.. + 1.4p.-8 ........................ (55), 

1 See Phil. Mag. Jan. 1892, p. 77. 
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so that if X= p. (Poisson's condition), the value of the shear near 
the cavity :may be very little less than twice that at a considerable 
distance. This shews that the existence of a flaw\ in the form of 
a spherical cavity, may cause a serious diminution of strength in a 
body subjected to shearing forces. 

170. General Problem. 

We shall now consider the following problem : 

.A solid isotropic homogeneous elastic sphere, formed of gravi
tating matter, is rotating slowly about a diameter, and is subject to 
the action of forces derivable from a potential e:cpressible in spherical 
harmonic series-it is required to find the state of strain in the in
terior. 

Suppose a' is the unstrained radius of the sphere. Then, as 
part of the bodily force is radial, the sphere will be compressed, 
and the equation of the surface of the strained sphere will be of 
the form 

r =a+ Ie,.Q,H1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• (56), 

where a is slightly different from a:, Q,.H denotes a spherical solid 
harmonic of order n+ 1, and en is a small constant coefficient. 

We next consider the composition of the bodily forces. In 
the first place, owing to the rotation, we shall have to include 
tenus depending on " centrifugal force ". These may be regarded 
as derivable from a potential JO>¥ (1 - P,), where P, is Legendre's 
second coefficient, and Q) is the angular velocity of rotation about 
the axis z. Suppose now that g is the value of gravity at the 
mean strained surface r =a, and that Q)'a/g is a small quantity 
which may be neglected if it occurs as a factor in a product of 
which some other factor is considered small. Then the bodily 
forces consist of three sets : 

(i) Radial forces - grfa + ia''r. 
(ii) External forces derivable from a potential expressible in 

the form I W,.+l where W"+l is a solid harmonic of order n + 1. This 
includes 'the terms -!O>trtP,, arising from the" centrifugal force". 

(iii) Forces arising from the attraction of the harmonic in-

equalities and derivable from a potential which is I 2:!3 e,.Q-+1· 

1 Cf. arts. 95, 96. 
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Let us write 
3g 

Yn+t = W,l+l + 2n + 3 enQn+~ .................. (57), 

and V =l ( -~ +J,.,1) ri+IYn+1 ............... (58). 

Then the differential equations are three such as 
a~ av 

(~+.u>aa: +,u.V<Ju+p oa: =0 ............ (59). 

We have to find values of u, v, w from these which are finite and 
continuous within the surface r = a+ IenQn+1, and satisfy the 
condition that this surface is free from stress. 

The solution consists of two parts. We have first to find any 
particular solutions of the above system of equations. The par
ticular solutions that we can most easily find do not satisfy the 
boundary-condition. We must therefore add to them complemen
tary solutions of the equations that would be derived by putting 
V equal to zero. When the complementary solutions are properly 
chosen the boundary-condition will be satisfied. 

Now, as Vis a sum of terms, and the equations linear, it is 
clear that we may find the particular solutions corresponding to 
each term separately and add the results. We shall therefore 
consider V to consist of two terms, viz.: HJW-g/a)rland Yn+I· 
Our process consists in finding separately the particular integrals 
depending on these two terms, and the terms contributed by these 
particular integrals to the tractions at the surface r =a+ IenQn+1 • 

We shall assume that terms in which such products as emQm+1Yn+I 
or enemQn+IQm+1 occur may be neglected, also we shall neglect 
the product ro1en, but we shall suppose that gen is a quantity of the 
order retained. This is equivalent to supposing that the strains 
produced by gravitation are large compared with those produced 
by the external disturbing force or the "centrifugal force". It does 
not require us to suppose the gravitational strain large enough to 
be necessarily accompanied by permanent set. 

171. Particular Integral for the Radial Forces. 

We have given in art. 127 the solution of the differential 
equations of displacement due to radial forces proportional to r. 
We found that they were satisfied by supposing the displacement 
purely radial and equal to .A.r + Hrl, where A is an arbitrary con
stant and H is a given constant. 
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We therefore have particular solutions of the equations such 
as 

(x + j£) ~! + j'v~u + p a: {lrt ( J(A)1
- ~)} = 0 ...... (60) 

in the forms 

u = = (Ar+Hr), v = lL (Ar+Hr), w=~(Ar+Hr1) ... (61), 
r r r 

where H=n(~-i(A)')x: 2j£ .................... (62). 

We found in the same article that the traction across a sphere 
of radius r is radial and equal to 

(3X + 2j£) A+ (5X + 6j£) Hrt . .............. (63). 

It follows from this that the surface-tractions F, G, H across 
the surface r =a + IenQnH will contain terms such as 

~ {(3X + 2j£) A+ (5X + 6j£)Ha1}, 
a 

as well as terms depending on the spherical harmonics. 

All the terms contributed to the surface-tractions by the 
particular integrals depending on YnH• and by the complemen
tary solutions, will contain spherical harmonics like Y"H or Qn+1 , 

and thus the terms found above will have to vanish. 

This finds the same value for A as that given in art. 127, viz. : 

A __ 5X + 6j£ rr 1 ( 
- 3X + 2j£ .ua ..................... 64). 

In what follows we shall suppose A to have this value. 

172. Surfkce-tractlona depending on Radial l"orcea. 

These arise from the displacements 

u=A:c+Hrt:c, v=Ay+Hry, w=Az+Hrtz. 
The six strains e,f, g, a, b, care given by such equations as 

e =A + H (rl + 2:cl), ... a = 4Hyz, ... 
and the cubical dilatation A is given hy the equation 

A=3A+5Hrl. 
The six stresses P, Q, R, S, T, U, hence arising, are given by such 
equations as 

P = XA + 2p.e, .. . 8 = ~ •... 
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Now the direction-cosines l', m', n' of the outward-drawn 
normal to the surface 

r = a+ EnQn+l• 

where QnH is a spherical solid harmonic, and En is small, are given 
by such equations as 

Jl I& {(n+ 1)a: Q oQn+l} • ~ =: r + En ,.S nH-~ .......... (6l> ), 

and m, n' are similar expressions. 

The surface-tractions at the deformed surface that arise from 
the purely radial forces are three such expressions as 

l'P+m'U+n'T. 
Now 

pfl!_ + U'V_+ T~ = [Hrl (5X + 6p.) +.A (3X + 2p.)]~ ... (66), 
r r -r r 

and 

p oQn+! + u oQnH + T ~_QnH 
oa: ()y oz 

= [ Hr1 (5X+2p.) 0~;1 +4p.H(n+1)a:QnH+(3X+2p.).A a~;HJ 

Thus the part contributed to Fr is 
......... (6'1). 

a:[Ha2 (5X+ 6p.) +.A (3X+ 2p.)] [ 1 + (n: 
1

) EnQnH] 

+ 2HaenQnH (5X + 6p.) a:- aen [ Ha2 (5X + 2p.) 
0~~+1 

+ 41p.H (n + 1) a:QnH + (3X + 2p.) .A 
0~:+1] , 

of which the first term vanishes identically by (64), and the 
second is obtained by substituting for r its value a + enQn+t in 
(66). 

Thus, collecting the terms in a:Qn+1 and 
0~;+~ , and transform

ing by means of the identity (26), we have for the part contributed 
to Fr by the strain produced by the radial forces 

R [ 2 sx- (2n- 4) p. r~ aQ,l+l 41 • aQ'*l 
aen 2n + 3 ()a; + p.a ()a; 

5X- (2n- 4) p. H o (QA+l)] 
- 2 2n + 3 -- ,an oa: ,an+a .......... (68>· 
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This is the typical term arising from the spherical harmonic term 
enQnH in the equation of the surface. 

Since we neglect e11
9, e..em, and enm2, we may take H to be 

gp d . 2 oQnH £ oQn+I . h urfac I -liT (~-.f.-2p,) a' an wnte a ax or ,a -ax ill t e s e-va ue 

of (68), so that this surface-value becomes 

1._ __fff!_ I [5~ + 2 (n + 5) IJ. 2 oQnH 
lr~+2p, en 2n+3 a ox 

_ 5~- 2 (n- 2) 1J. ...-+a ~ (QnH)] (69) 
2n + 3 r--. ole ,an+s • • • • • • • 

This is the part contributed to the value of Fr at the free 
surface by the strain produced by the radial forces. 

173. Digression on certain tractions. 

The formula we have just obtained is very important. To see 
its meaning we may with advantage consider particular cases. 

Take first the case where the solid is incompressible. In this 
case~ is infinite, and the formula may be written 

g !e -~ [oQ,.H _ ,.sn+s ~ ( Q,.H)] 
P n 2n+3 ox ox ,an+s 

and this is, by (26), 

Thus the traction in question is a radial traction equal to the 
weight of the harmonic inequality. 

In general the normal traction on the surface of the mean 
sphere is 

_ln ~ {5~+ 2 (n+ 5)p,} (n+ 1) + {5~- 2 (n- 2)p,} (n+2) Q 
6:/P..., (2n+3)(~+2p,) en nH• 

which is equal to 
5~ + 6p, WP ~ + 2/J- !enQn+l"" ................. (70), 

so that the normal traction is equal to i (5~ + 6p.)/(~ + 2p.) times 
the weight of the harmonic inequality, and there are also tan
gential tractions. 

According to (70) the x-component of the normal traction is 

5~+ 6p.x 
1;gp ~ + 2,_, r !enQn+l> 

L. 19 
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and thus the terms of Fr contributed by the tangential traction 
are 

!_f!L_ Ie [~(n+2) !!' a'oQnH + 2 (n+ 1) IJ. .,.m+a ~(Qn+1)] 
X+2p. " 2n+3 oa: 2n+3 oa: .,.m+a • 

That the traction thus given is really tangential admits of 
immediate verification. 

In the theory of Hydrostatics we have to consider the effects 
of harmonic disturbing forces upon a sphere of gravitating in
compressible fluid, and it is always supposed that there is a 
pressure at the mean surface equal to the weight of the harmonic 
inequality. In like manner in the case of an incompressible solid 
sphere which is elastic in opposing change of shape, a.Jid subject 
to the mutual gravitation of its parts, some writers have supposed 
that there will be such a pressure on the mean sphere. This 
supposition finds here its justification. 

If we begin with a sphere of radius a, and deform it into an 
oblate spheroid by paring down the parts near the poles, and 
adding mass near the equator, it is clear that there must be 
tractions across the mean sphere to support the weight of the 
added mass. 

In the case of an elastic solid mass we now see that the cor
responding traction is not in general normal, nor is its normal 
component equal to the weight of the harmonic inequality. If 
we cut out a small part of the harmonic inequality by planes 
through the centre of the sphere, the weight of the part cut out 
will be partly supported by the normal pressure on its base and 
partly by the tangential stresses on its sides. The existence of 
such tangential stresses involves, according to Cauchy's theorem 
(art. U), the existence of tangential stresses in the tangent plane 
to the mean sphere. 

174. Particular Integral fbr the Disturbing Forces. 
Returning to the problem stated in art. 170, we have next to 

find a particular integral of the equations such as 

( ) a~ v aYn+l 0 7 X+iJ. ox +~J. 2u+p---ax= ............. ( 1), 

where YnH is a spherical solid harmonic of order (n + 1), with a 
small coefficient of the same order as e,.. 

Now such a particular integral can be found by assuming that 
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the strain throughout the sphere is irrotational, i.e. that there is a 
displacement-potential cf> such that 

ocf> of/> ocb 
u =ox • v = oy • w = oz • 

for then A = V2cf>, and the equations can be satisfied if 

(X+ 2~) V1cf> + p Yn+1 = 0 .................. (72). 

Just as in (8) of art. 165 we have a particular integral of this 
equation in the form 

p ,a 
cf> =-X+ 2p, 2 (2n + 5) Yn+l• 

Thus the particular integrals u, v, w of equations (71) are given 
by three such equations as 

- 1 p 0 
u-- 2 (2n + 5) ~+ 2}£ ()$ (r-2YnH) ............ (73). 

175. Surface-tractions depending on the particular 
integrals. 

The terms contributed to the cubical dilatation A by the 
particular integrals (73) reduce to 

- _P_y:+ 
X+~J.£ n 1• 

The terms contributed to~ (the product of the radius and the 
radial displacement) are easily found from (73) to be 

p n+3 
-X+ 2J.£ 2 (2n + 5) r2Yn+l· 

Thus the terms contributed to Fr by the particular integrals 
(73) are found by using the formula (23) to be 

- x-1-2J.£ [ XxYnH + J.£ {2 (;:: 5)·+ 2 (;:! 5)} ~ (r-2Yn+l) J 
and this becomes after differentiation, by using an identity similar 
to (26) with (n + 1) in place of n, 

_ __!!_[X+ p. (n + 2) ,a~Yn+I 
X + 2J.£ 2n + 3 ox 

(2n + 5) X+ 2 (n + 2) J.£ H 0 (Yn+l)] (7,.·) 
- · (2n + 3)(2n + 5) ,an ox ,an+a ........ •• '1' • 

At the free surface we may put a for rafter differentiation for the 
reasons explained in art. 170. 

19-2 
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176. The Complementary Solutions. 

These can be written in the form given in (18) of art. 165, viz.: 

U= ~ [An~ +(a2 -r2)Mn+t ~~+l]; 
so that the complete expressions for the displacements are three 
such as 

in which 

u=Ax+Hr2x 

p 1 0 
-X+ 2ji. ~ 2 (2n + 5) ox (r2YnH) 

+ ~ [An~ +(a2 -r2)Mn+2 °t;HJ. ........... (75), 

H = n X: 2p. (~-Jolt)' A= 5X + 6p. JI, 2 1 
3X+2p. a' 

M. -1 ~-1-p, 
n+2-~)..(n+ 1)+p.(3n+4) 

r.(76). 

177. Formation of the boundary-conditions. 

Now we may write the expression for the typical terms con
tributed to the value of Fr when r = a by the complementary 
functions, as given in (34), in the form 

rn p. o (r2"+s ) 
p. (n- 1) An an- 2n + 1 ox am+1 cf>--n-2 

r2"+s o ( am+'\ 
- P. EnH am+a ox YnH r2"+3} • • • • • • • • • • • .(77), 

and the typical terms in the surface-tractions are this and the 
terms given in (69) and (74). Since the surface is supposed free 
we must add these terms together and equate the result to zero. 
We thus obtain an equation which may be written 

~[an oYnH+b r2"H~ (Yn+l)+an'e oQnH+b 'e ~t~ (Qn+l) 
0/lJ n 0/lJ r2"+3 n OllJ n n OllJ r2"+& 

+an" a: (;:::lcf>--n-2) + bn"r-~+a :x (t:!~) + p.(n-1) An::]= 0 

............ (78). 
when r=a. 
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The coefficients an, bn, .•. are 

_ p X+J.£(n+2) t 

an - - X+ 2p. 2n + 3 a ' 

p (2n+5)X+2(n+2)p. 
bn = X+ 2p. (2n + 3)(2n + 5) 

an' = ! ~ 5X + 2 ( n + 5) p. at 
X+2p. 2n+3 ' ..• (79). 

b'=-!Je_ 5X-2(n-2)p. 
n X+ 2p. 2n + 3 ' 

II }£ 
an =-2n+1' 

b "=- E. =--p.- X~n+4)-p.(n-l) 
11 P. n+2 2n+5X(n+1)+p.(3n+4) 

Now the left-hand side of (78) is finite, continuous, and one
valued within the sphere r = a, satisfies Laplace's equation and 
vanishes at the surface, it is therefore identically zero for all 
values of r. We have two other identities of the same form 
which can be derived from (78) by cyclical interchanges of the 
letters A, B, 0 and x, y, z, and the terms of any order n separately 
vanish. 

We can utilise these equations to express the unknown har
monics Yn+I and 4>-n-2 in terms of Yn+l and Qn+I· 

If we differentiate these equations with respect to x, y, z and 
add, we obtain the equation 

- (2n + 5) (n + 2) [bnYn+I + bn'EnQn+l + bn"Yn+I] + p. (n + 1) 'o/n+I = 0 
......... (80), 

where we have picked out the terms which contain surface
harmonics of order n + 1. 

Again if we multiply equation (78) and the like equations by 
.x, y, z, add, and use (26) we get 

(n + 1) ( anYn+I + a11'EnQn+I + ttn"a1 (~)m+a cfJ-11-2) 

(n -1) (r\211+a 
- p. 2n + 1 at aJ ¢-11-2 = 0 ......... (81), 

where we have picked out the terms containing surface-harmonics 
of order n + 1, and observed that, in virtue of (80), the terms in 
bn, bn'· bn" and V'n+I disappear. 
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The above equations give 

'o/n+I p. {(n + 1) + (n + 2) (2n + 5) En+s} ) 

= ( n + 2) (2n + 5) (bnYn+I + bn' enQn+I) · 

(~r'+a 4>-n-'JP. 2n~ I a2 = (n +I) (anYn+I + an'enQn+I) r 
•.•...... (82). 

In these we can substitute from (57) Wn+I + 
2
n
3! 3 enQn+I for 

Yn+I; and thus we have 'o/n+I and t/>-1H1 expressed in terms of 
Wn+I and enQn+I• 

To determine Qn+I we remark that, since ,. =a+ IenQn+I is the 
equation of the surface, the radial displacement contains the 
harmonic terms IenQn+I and no others. 

Now the radial displacement arising from the particular 
integrals (61) is 

Ar+Hr. 

The value of the harmonic terms of this at the surface 
r = a+ IenQn+~ is 

I [AeuQn+I + 3Ha2enQn+I]· 

The surface-value of the radial displacement arising from the 
particular integrals (73) is 

p n+3 
- Ia).. + 2/J- 2 (2n + 5) Yn+I· 

The surface-value of the radial displacement arising from the 
complementary functions is by (29) 

I (2n: 5 Vn+I-2n+ I (~)zn+a 4>--2) • 

Hence equating the sum of these surface-values to IenQn+I we 
get the equation 

ai { 'o/n+I - (!:)m+a t/>-n-2 
2n+5 a 2n+ I 

(n + 3) p ( 3g )} 
- 2(2n+5)(~+2p.) Wn+I+2n+-3 enQn+I 

=(I-.A -3Ha2
) IenQn+I-·················(83), 

where we have substituted for Yn+I from (57). 
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~ow Vn+I• (~)m+s cf>-n-2, and QnH are spherical solid har

monics of order n + 1, and we have obtained in (82) and (83) 
three equations which determine these in terms of W•+~· It is 
clear that, if ~ w.+l be reduced to a single term, ~e.Qn+l will at 
the same time be reduced to a single term containing the same 
solid harmonic, and 'o/n+I and f"'l+scJ>-n-2 will be the only Y. and cJ> 
functions that occur. 

178. Determination or the unknown harmonics. 

We may now suppose that the disturbing potential consists of 
a single spherical solid harmonic Wn+l" Then they and cJ> func
tions are determined, and likewise the harmonic inequality enQn+I• 
and we seek to determine the unknown harmonics ~.A.., I.B., 
~c •. 

From the equation (78) pick out the terms containing spherical 
solid harmonics of order n, and of order n + 2. We find two equa
tions 

( 1) A r" 0 Yn+I I oQn+l II 0 (rm+s ) 
- f£ n - n a" = an ax + an En ax + an OX am+l c/>-n-2 ' 

Simplifying these by means of equations (80) and (81), we 
may write 

-An::= (n + i) ~n + 1) (): (:::: c/>-n-s)' } 
...... (84). 

rn+s - .,.m+a o V•+~) 
- AnH an+~- (n + 2) (2n + 5) ax (~+a 

Since we have already shewn how to express Vn+1 and 

(~)m+s cJ>-n-2 in terms of Wn+h the functions An and .A.n+s are 

determined, and it is clear that these are the only functions A 
that occur. The functions B., Cn and Bn+~• Cn+s can be written 
down by symmetry. 

This completes the analytical solution of the problem We 
shall consider some particular cases. 
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179. Oue where the sphere is not gravitating. 

If we annul gravitation in the interior of the sphere the 
problem is very much simplified. We may replace Yn+I by Wn+11 

and reject the surface-tractions of art. 172 contributed by the 
radial strain. We give the results and leave their verification 
to the reader. 

The typical terms of the particular integral for the disturbing 
forces are given in (73) ; they are 

1 p 0 
u =- 2 (2n + 5) X+ 2p. aQ: (riWn+I)· 

The terms contributed to Fr by the particular integrals are 
given in (74), they are 

Fr-- X+p.(n+ 2) rloWn+I 
- P (X+ 2p.)(2n + 3) ox 

(2n + 5) >.. + 2 (n + 2) p. +G o (W"+I) 
+ P (>.. + 2p.)(2n + 3) (2n + 5) rl" ()a; rl"+a · 

The complementary solutions are the same as those given in 
art. 176. 

The boundary-conditions can be written in the form 

:I [an oWn+~+ b ri"H ~ (W"+~) +a.:'~ (rl"+a, ) 
()a; n ()a; ri"H ()a; am+I 't'--n-2 

+b "r2n+G~(Vn+I) + u(n -1)A r"] = 0 
n ()a; rl"+a ,.. n a" • 

when r = a ; and just as in art. 177 we find 

{ 
X (n + 4)- p. (n- 1)) 1 

Vn+I n + 1 + (n + 2) X (n + 1) + IJ. (3n + 4)f 

= _n + ~ p (2n + 5) >.. + 2 (n -1- 2) IJ. W: 
2n + 3 X + 2p. p. n+IJ 

(!)m+a cf> = _ n + 1 2n + 1_p_ >.. + p. ( n + 2) W 
a --~ 2n 2n + 3 X + 2p. p. n+I 

......... (85). 

The functions An, AnH may then be written down by means 
of equations (84). 

In connexion with this problem we may notice in particular 
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the case of incompressible material, for which the ratio p.fX 
vanishes. We find 

(n + 2) (2n + 5) w,>+l 
Yn+I [n + 1 + (n + 2) (2n + 5) En+s] = 2n + 3 P -p_-~ • 

(r)m+a 2n 
- a 4>-n-2 2n + 1 

n+ 1 Wn+I --- p---· 
- 2n+ 3 p. ' 

and equations (84) become 

~ r" pa2 oWn+~ 
" a"= 2n (2n + 3) ox ' 

r"+2 p ,an+a o ( W n+t) 
- p..A.n+2 an+s = (n + 1) + (n + 2) (2n + 5) En+2 (2n + 3) ox ,an+a • 

Comparing these with (43) and (44) we see that the com
plementary solutions when the displacements are due to a 
potential Wn+I and the surface is free are the same as 

an+I 
those produced by purely normal surface-tractions p Wn+I r"+I, 

provided the material of the sphere be incompressible. Now, as 
in this case the particular integrals (73) are negligible, it follows 
that purely normal surface-tractions Rn produce the same dis
placements in an incompressible sphere of radius a as would be 
produced by bodily forces derivable from a potential p-1 Rn(rfa)". 
This result is otherwise obtained by Mr Chree (Oamb. Phil. Soc. 
Trans. XIV. p. 265). 

Returning now to the general case we find that the bounding 
surface, r =a, becomes after strain r =a+ IenQn+I• where 

Q [ 
Yn+1 (r)m+a cf>--n-~ p n + 3 W J 

En n+I = a 2n + 5 - a 2n + 1 - X + 2p. 2 (2n +5) fl+l • 

Any other concentric spherical surfacer= r0 , (r0 <a), becomes 

r = ro + Ien'Qn+t1 

where 
'Q 1 _ 1 (X + fJ-) ( n + 1) ( 2 2) .lA 

E'n n+I-2r
0
X(n+1)+p.(3n+4) a -ro Tn+I 

[ Yn+t (r)m+a a2 cf>-n-t p n + 3 W J 
+ro 2n+S- a r 0

2 2n+i-X+2p.2(2n+5) n+I 

and we are to give to each spherical harmonic function that occurs 
its value when r = r00 
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Substituting for YnH and ~-n-2 their values from (85), we find 
that the height of the harmonic inequality is given by 

_ ap WnH n+ 1 (2n+ 3)X+(2n+2)p. 
enQn+l- p. 2n (2n2 + 8n + 9) A+ (2n2 + 6n + 6) p. • • ·<86), 

and the radial displacement is given by 

e 'Q I- ro{J w!'+l n + 1 [ (2n + 3) A+ (2n + 2) Jl. 
" nH- p. 2n (2n"+8n+9)X+(2n1 +6n+6)p. 

a2 -r0• (n+3)A+(n+2)JJ. J 
+ -r::- (n + 1) (2n2 + 8n + 9}i + (2n2 + 6n + 6) p. ... (87)· 

The particular case n = 1 is interesting. For this case we 
find 

5A+4p. apW2 
e1Q2 = 19A + f4P: T .......... " .... " ...... " .. ·· · · .(S8), 

and 'Q I - ( 8:\ + 6p. 2 3A + 2JJ. s) p w2 (89) 
e1 2 - 19A + 14p. a - 19A + 14p. ro ro~~- .... ..... · 

These are equivalent to the expressions otherwise obtained by 
Sir W. Thomson. Since Wn+1 is the product of rn+~ and a func
tion independent of r, the radial displacement vanishes with r. 
The result for W2 can be expressed in the statement : A homo
geneous elastic isotropic sphere held strained by balancing attrac
tions from without, is deformed into an harmonic spheroid, of the 
same type as the potential of the disturbing forces, and all the 
concentric spherical surfaces are deformed into harmonic spheroids 
of the same type. These surfaces are not similar, but the ellipticities 
of all the principal sections increase from the outermost to the 
centre, the ratio of the extreme values being (5>.. + 4p.)/(8X + 6p.)1• 

180. Gravitating nearly spherical mua. 

Another simple case is that of a nearly spherical mass held 
strained by its own gravitation. Suppose the strained form is 

r=a+enQnH• 
where en is small and Qn+t is a spherical solid harmonic, of order
n + 1. The potential of the bodily forces is 

r2 3g 
- t9 a + 2n +3 enQnH 

so that we have 3genQn+J(2n + 3) instead of Yn+l• 

1 Thomson and Tait, Natural Philolophy, Part IL art. 835. 
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The tenns contributed to Fr by the particular integral for
this bodily force are given by 

F·- . A.+(n+2)#£ 3ge,. 1 oQ,.+t 
t -- P (A.+ 2f'-)(2n + 3) 2n + 3 a ow -

(2n + 5) A.+ (2n + 4) f£ 3ge,.,an+& o (Qn+t) 
+ P (A.+ 2f£)(2n + 3) (2n + 5) 2n + 3 ow ,an+s • 

The terms contributed to Fr by taking the stress produced by 
the radial force of gravitation at the defonned surface are given by 

F ' - gp e,. [{5 2 ( 5) } !I aQ .. +t 
t - 5 (A.+ 2J1-) 2n + 3 A.+ n + P. a ~ 

- {5A.- (2n - 4) Jl-} ,an+s ~ (;t~!) J. 
The tenns contributed to Fr by the complementary functions 

are given by (77). 

Thus collecting the tenns the boundary-condition can be written 

a., ~Qn+t + fJ rlln+& 1. (Qn+t) + fJ ',an+s l (+n+t) + ~' ~ (,an+B"- ) ow n ow rsn+~ n ow ,an+s ow 'f'-n-2 ,... 
+ fl-"i. (n -1) .A,. n = 0 ......... (90), 

a 
where 

= __ qpe .. a}__ __ {5A. + 2 (n + 5) #£ _ 3 A+ (n + 2) #£} 1 
a., (2n+3)(A.+2p.) 5 2n+3 ' 

fJ = __ gpe~- { 3 (2n+ 5)A+(2n+4)f£ _ 5A- (2n- 4) #£} 

:::=n~?K~~~>;~:;~;~+5) 5 . I 
......... (91). 

The three equations such as (90) give 

{
n+l A(n+4)-#£(n-1)} 
n+ 2 + A(n+ 1) + #£(3n + 4) f'-+n+1 

= 2n + 5 gpe .. Q,.+t {a (2n. + 5) A.+ (2n + 4) p. _ 5A.- (2n- 4) #£} 
2n+3 A+2p. (2n+3)(2n+5) 5 ' 

2n
2
: 1 p. (~Y'~+a cf>--s I 

= (n + 1) gpe,.Qn+t {5A. + 2 (n + 5) p. _ 3 A+ (n_-!:: 2) P.-} I 
2n + 3 A+ 2J1- 5 2n + 3 ) 

.••••.•.. (92). 
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Thus Vn+I• and 4>-n-'J• are determined in terms of e,.Qn+11 and 
the A's are given by the equations 

- (n - 1) A :t! = ,. -oQn+~ + txn" ~ (rt"+s"" ) } p. n an -n ox OX 't'-fi-'l 

rn+s +a {Q o (Q"+I) Q , o (Vn+I)} (93). 
- p. ( n + 1) An+2 an+s = r2n fJn OX rsn+s + fJn OX r2fl+3 

The displacement u is given by the equation 

rn rflH 
u=Ax+Hr'x+An -n +An+2 n+s a a 

( 
2 ) 1 ).. + P. 0Vn+I 

+a -r' -zx(n+l)+p.(3n+4)ax-

P 1 3ge,. o 
(X+ 2p.) 2 (2n + 5) 2n + 3ox (r'Q,.+I) ....... (94!). 

This, and the similar expressions which can be written down from 
symmetry, constitute the complete solution of the problem. 

Prof. G. H. Darwin1 has used the solution of this problem to 
find an expression for the stresses, produced in the interior of the 
earth by the weight of continents, and thence to obtain an 
estimate of the strength of the materials of the earth. Mr Chree2 

has shewn that if the material be regarded as incompressible, so 
that p./X is very small, then the tendency to rupture as measured 
by the difference of the greatest and least principal stresses (Prof. 
Darwin's measure) depends on the harmonic inequality e,.Qn+I• i.e. 
the question can be discussed by the aid of the above or a similar 
analysis ; if p.fX be not very small, the maximum stress-difference 
depends on the radial strain. The same writer has also shewn 
that, if p.fX be very large or very small, the tendency to rupture, 
as measured by the greatest principal extension, would again 
depend on the harmonic inequality, but unless p./X be very large 
or very small it depends on the radial strain. When p. and).. are 
comparable we have seen already (art. 127) that the materials of 
the earth, regarded as homogeneous and isotropic, would have to 
be very much stronger than any known material in order to resist 
the tendency to rupture near the surface, arising from gravitation. 
Prof. Darwin's conclusion as to the great strength of the materials 
of the earth appears to require some modification, depending on 

1 Phil. Tram. R. S. 1882, pp. 187 sq. 
1 Oamb. Phil. Tram. nv. 1887, pp. 278 sq. and Phil. Mag. :r.:uu. 1891. 
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the internal heterogeneity. An account of his results is given in 
Thomson and Tait's Nat. Phil. part II. art. 832'. 

181. Disturbing Potential a spherical harmonic of the 
second order. 

The cases of the general problem of art. 170 of greatest interest 
are those in which the disturbing potential is a spherical solid 
harmonic of order 2. These include the theory of the equilibrium 
figure of the rotating sphere, and the theory of the bodily tides 
in an elastic solid earth. 

Suppose then that n = 1 and seek to determine e1Q2 the height 
of the harmonic inequality. We have to use the equations 
obtained from (82) and (83), viz. : 

p:l[r2 [2 + 21E8] = 21 [b1' e1Q2 + b1 ( W2 + fge1Q2)), } 

~~- (~Y ~-3 = ~ [a/e1Q2 + al < w2 + welQ2)]. <95). 

'1/1'2 - (!.)ap_~ _,_P_ (W2 + !ge
1
Q2) = (1- A- 3Ha2)e1Q2 

7 \a 3 11- + 211- a 
The constants H, A, E3 , ah ~', blJ b1' are given by the 

equations 

H =n (X+g;IJ,) a' 

A=- 5)..+6.u. -h gpa 
3A. + 211- X + 2J.1- ' 

5).. 
Ea = f 2).. + 7 II- ' 

X+3p. 
~=-!-- pa2 ).. + 211- , 

I 5X + l2JJ-
~ = -h }..-+ 211- gpa2, 

b - _1_ 7).. + 611-
1 - "8"3" ).. + 211- p, 

b 1 _ - _L 5).. + 2JA
l- n )..+ 211- gp 

..••••......... (96),. 

where the terms in a~ have been rejected from H and A as an 
p. 289. 

We shall consider the particular cases where 11-/A = 0 and 
p.j).. = 1. 
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182. Incompreutble material. 

When the material of the sphere is incompressible we have X 

infinite and the constants become 

.A =0, H =0, Ea=-h_, 

tlt = - }pa2
, tlt' = }gpa2

, b1 = }p, b1' = - }gp. 

Hence the first two of equations (95) become 

¥ 1-'"h = v p ( wll- fgelQt), 

"' (~r c~>-~~ =- te < wll- tgelQll>; 

and the third of equations (95) then gives 

Q 
apWll 

e1 ll = 2gpa 191-£ • 
-5-+5 

We shall write this result 
15~ wll 

EtQll = 6~ + 19 g ..................... (9'1), 

where ~=igpaf~-£, 

so that (3~ )-! is the ratio of the velocity of waves of distortion in 
the material to that due to falling through half the radius of the 
.sphere under gravity kept constant and equal to that at the 
surface. 

183. Material fulfilling Poisson'• condition. 

When the material fulfils Poisson's condition (X=~-£) the 
constants become 

~ 
.A=-!!~. H =Tri Q,i, Ea=A, 

~=-!"'~a, ~'=*"'~a. bl =a"'~, b/ =- ir; "'a~, g ag 

where ~ is the number defined in the last article. 

Also the first two of equations (95) become 

¥+2=21 ~ [a (:2+!e1Qll)-wlQIJ > 

(~Y cf>-a=3~ [ -!(~'+feJQll)+HetQt] · 
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Hence 

y,- (~) 4>-a=» ~ W,- H- ~ e1Qs 
7 a 3 ag a ' 

so that the third of equations (95) becomes 

~ W: ~ Q ~ (W• Q) ( ~) e1Qs -9t- ,-ty.-el ,-f- -+tel s = 1-25 -. · ag a a g a 

From this equation we obtain the height of the harmonic 
inequality 

225~ w, 
elQ, = 275 + 93~ g ..................... (98). 

The result (97) of the last article is that when the material is 
incompressible the height of the harmonic inequality is 

225~ w2 
e1Q2 = 285 + 90~ g 

The difference between the result which holds when the 
material is incompressible and that which holds when the material 
fulfils Poisson's condition is a very small fraction of either for any 
the same value of~. so that in case it is uncertain which hypothesis 
is the best to make no very great error can arise in our estimate 
of the harmonic inequality if we assume the material to be in
compressible. 

In the applications that we shall make to problems relating to 
the earth, considered as an elastic solid globe, we shall have to 
assume the material incompressible to avoid the difficulties ex
plained in art. 127. 

184. Rotating Sphere. 

Consider the problem of a solid globe of incompressible elastic 
material rotating with angular velocity OJ. 

We have W,=-!OJ2r2P,, 

where P, is Legendre's second coefficient 

!cos2 8- ~; 

and e1 Q, is given by 
OJ2 15~ 

e1Q2=-! g r'P: 6~+ 19 . 
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The equation of the surface is 

_ [ ora t ] r -a 1 - fP2 g 
1 

+ ¥ :pa ............... (99), 

so that the ellipticity of the surface is 

(J)2a 1 i- .................... (100). 
g 1+¥~ 

gpa 

For a liquid sphere the ellipticity would be iro'afg. 

If the globe be of the same mass and diameter as the Earth, 
and of the rigidity of steel or iron, we have 

a= 640 x 108 centimetres, 

p=5"5, 

p. = 780 x lOS grammes' weight per sq. centimetre1
• 

The ellipticity of the surface due to the rotation is diminished 
by the rigidity in the ratio 

780 

or nearly 1 : 3. 

1 : 1 +.Y .1f640 

If the rigidity were that of glass, 

p. = 244 x 106 grammes' weight per square centimetre; 

and the ratio is 
244 

1:1 +.Y lf640 

or nearly 3 : 5. 

The same numbers apply generally to a globe of the same 
mass and diameter of the Earth whatever may be the forces whose 
potential is W,, and we have 

~ = J nearly for a rigidity equal to that of steel, 

~ = 5 nearly for a rigidity equal to that of glass. 

1815. Tide-generating Forces. 

The attraction of the Moon or any distant body at any point 
within the Earth's surface can be regarded as compounded of a 
radial force between the centres of the two bodies and forces 

1 This is the value for wrought iron given in the table, p. 77. 
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which vary from point to point. The first produces a motion 
of the centre of gravity of the Earth, and the remaining forces 
are a system which applied to a rigid body would produce 
equilibrium. Applied to the Earth, they produce small relative 
motions of its parts, which, by analogy to the corresponding 
motions of the Sea relative to the Earth, may be called tides. 
Now the tide-generating forces are derivable from a potential 
expressible in spherical harmonic series, and the most important 
terms are those of the second order. (See Thomson and Tait, 
Nat. Phil., Part II., arts. 804 sq.) The expression for W1 the 
tide-generating potential referred to the line joining the centres 
of the Earth and Moon as axis of the harmonic is 

M'Ya1 

Ws= -ff (icos1 8-l) 

correct to terms of the second order, where M is the Moon's mass, 
a the Earth's radius, D the Moon's distance, and 'Y the constant of 
gravitation. When this expression is referred to axes fixed in the 
Earth, it still consists solely of spherical harmonics of the second 
order, but the coefficients of these are periodic functions of the 
time. The principal terms are diurnal and semi-diurnal, depending 
on the rotation of the Earth, fortnightly and monthly depending 
on the motion of the Moon in its orbit, and nineteen-yearly 
depending on periodic changes in this orbit characterised by the 
revolution of the nodes in the ecliptic. 

The Sun produces tides as well as the Moon, and the tide
generating forces have periodic variations of semi-annual and 
annual periods, depending on the motion of the Earth in its 
orbit. 

The complete expression for the tide-generating potential 
therefore consists of a sum of spherical harmonics of the second 
order, and these have coefficients among which there is one with 
a semi-diurnal period, one with a diurnal period, and so on. Each 
of these terms would produce in a liquid globe, or in a mass of 
liquid resting on a rigid spherical nucleus, a deformation of the 
surface into an harmonic spheroid of the second order (called a 
" tide "), and the ellipticity of the spheroid would be proportional 
to the corresponding term of the tide-generating potential, and 
would be a periodic function of the time with a period coincident 
with that of the term. We therefore speak of diurnal and semi-

L. 20 
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diurnal tides, fortnightly and monthly tides, annual and semi
annual tides, and of a nineteen-yearly tide. 

186. Elutic Tidet1 in SoUd Earth. 

Exactly the same kind of deformation would be experienced 
by an elastic solid globe, and we have seen how the elevation e1Q., 
of the surface can be expressed in terms of the tide-generating 
potential W1 • 

If the globe be homogeneous and incompressible, of radius a, 
density p, and rigidity p., the ellipticity of the surface is 

1 

1+¥~ 
gpa 

of that in a liquid globe of the same size and density. 

Sir W. Thomson calls attention to the smallness of the part 
played by rigidity, as compared with gravity, in resisting the 
deforming influence. We can see by using the results of art. 184 
that the ratio of the ellipticities for a liquid globe and one as 
rigid as steel and incompressible is only about 3, and it is only 
about i when the rigidity is that of glass. 

The height of the tide, measured by rise and fall of sea relative 
to land, is reduced by the elastic yielding of the nucleus to the 
fraction 

1 + ¥ __E:_ 
gpa 

of the true equilibrium height, the material being incompressible. 

This ratio is about ! when p. is the same as that for steel, and 
about i when p. is the same as that for glass. 

187. Tidal Eft"ective Rigidity. 

Sir W. Thomson has applied the calculation, in the case of 
incompressible material, to test the geological hypothesis of the 
internal fluidity of the Earth. The problem may be stated 
thus:-

Supposing that, for purposes of discussion, the Earth is re-
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placed by a homogeneous incompressible elastic solid globe of the 
same mass and diameter, what degree of rigidity must be ascribed 
to the solid, in order that ocean-tides upon it may be of the same 
height as those on the Earth ? 

If this question were answered, the rigidity found would be 
that which Sir W. Thomson calls the tidal effective rigidity of the 
Earth. 

There are many difficulties in the way of a complete answer to 
this question. In the first place we have here investigated only 
the equilibrium of the sphere under bodily force~, and therefore 
the tide considered must be one that follows very nearly the 
equilibrium law. The diurnal and semi-diurnal tides may there
fore be dismissed. We shall see hereafter that the longest period 
of free vibration of the sphere, (supposed as rigid as steel,) in which 
its surface would be deformed according to a spherical harmonic 
of the second order, is 1 hr. 6 min. and thus an equilibrium 
theory would apply to fortnightly tides in the elastic solid globe. 
It has however been pointed out by Prof. G. H. Darwin 1 that it is 
very doubtful whether such a theory applies to the fortnightly 
ocean-tides. That it may do so requires a very great frictional 
resistance at the ocean-bed, much greater than is considered 
probable. There remain the tides of long period, the annual and 
semi-annual tides and the minute nineteen-yearly tide. The 
former are difficult to estimate on account of annual fluctuations 
of ocean-level, due to the melting of ice in the polar regions; the 
latter is probably too small to be observed. So far the difficulties 
of the tidal theory. 

Supposing these difficulties could be surmounted, and the tidal 
effective rigidity determined, we should still have to consider what 
light the determination throws upon the question of internal 
fluidity. The Earth is not a lwrrwgeneous elastic solid globe, its 
material is heterogeneous, and it is conceivable that a much 
smaller degree of rigidity of the materials in a heterogeneous 
globe might suffice to produce considerable resistance to deforma
tion of the surface than would be required if the material were 
homogeneous. This matter has not been considered mathema
tically ; but until it is settled it remains open to question whether 

1 'On fue Dynamical Theory of ihe iides of long period'. Proc. R. 8. 1886. 

20-2 
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the tidal effective rigidity defined above throws any light on the 
hypothesis of the internal fluidity of the Earth. We may observe 
that heterogeneity has a marked effect on the ellipticity of the 
surface of rotating incompreBBible fluid. For a homogeneous liquid 
globe of the same size and maBS as the Earth, rotating once in 
24 hrs., the ellipticity of the surface is about ffi, while there is no 
difficulty in inventing a law of density which shall make it equal 
to m• the observed value in the case of the Earth. This shews 
that the part of the resistance to deformation arising from gravity 
can be considerably increased by supposing the material hetero
geneous, but it is not at all clear a priori how the resistance 
depending on the rigidity would be influenced by heterogeneity. 

188. B.lgtdity of the Earth. 

If the Earth be regarded as homogeneous, and incompreBSible, 
:and of rigidity equal to that of steel, the height of the ocean-tides 
is reduced by the elastic yielding to f of the true equilibrium 
height. If the rigidity be that of glaBB, the fraction is f. 

From certain observations made in the Indian Ocean, Prof. 
G. H. Darwin concluded 1 that the observable fortnightly tide is 
really not much less than f, and certainly much greater than i of 
the true equilibrium height; and Sir W. Thomson argued thence 
that the tidal effective rigidity of the Earth must be much greater 
than the rigidity of glass, and very nearly as great as that of steeL 
He has on this and other independent grounds held that the 
.geological hypothesis of internal fluidity is disproved. The diffi
·culties we have pointed out in the last article appear to lead to the 
conclusion that, in the present state of knowledge, tidal phenomena 
do not yield any result which we can apply in a satisfactory 
manner to test this hypothesis. Pro£ G. H. Darwin in his most 
recent work 2 upon the subject is of the same opinion, viz., that 
tidal theory is not decisive either for or against the hypothesis. 

1 See Thomson and Taii, Nat, Phil, Part n., art. 848, 
I Proc. R. S. 1886. 



CHAPTER XI. 

VIBRATIONS OF A SPHERE1
• 

189. THE problem of determining the normal modes and 
periods of vibration of an isotropic elastic solid sphere or spherical 
shell whose surface is free was first completely solved by Prof. 
Lamb. It is a most interesting example of the general theory of 
the free vibrations of solids explained in arts. '79 and 80. 

We shall consider, in the first place, the theory of the free 
vibrations of a solid sphere or spherical shell, and afterwards the 
problem of forced vibrations in a solid sphere produced by forces 
derivable from a potential expressible in spherical harmonic series, 

190. Dift"erential equations of Free Vibration. 
We have to find solutions of the equations t>f displacement 

oA CJ~u 
<~ + p.) ox + p.V'u = P ott· 

oA osv 
<~ + p.) oy + p.Vsv = P ov • ............... (1,, 

oA osw 
(~ + p.) Tz + p.Vtw = P ott 

ou Ov Ow 
and A= ox+ oy + oz ........................ (2), 

1 The following among other authorities may be consulted : 
Jaerisch 'Ueber die elastisohen Bcihwingungen einer isotropen Kugel'. Crelle's 

Journal, LUXVIII. 1880. 
Lamb 'On the Vibrations of an elastic sphere'. Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. xm. 

1882, and ' On the Vibrations of a spherical shell'. Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. XIV. 

1888. 
Love 'The free and forced Vibrations of an elastic spherical shell ... '. Proc. 

Lond. Math. Soc. XIX. 1888, 
Chree ' On the equations of an isotropic elastic solid in cylindrical and polar 

coordinates'. Camb. Phil. Soc. Tram. XIV. 1887. 
Rayleigh 'On Waves propagated along the plane surface of an elastic solid'. 

Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, XVII. 1886. 
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which are simple harmonic functions of the time, are finite, 
continuous, and one-valued within the boundary, and satisfy the 
condition that the bounding surface is free from stress. 

Suppose the solid performing free vibrations whose period 

is 27r/p; then for a;; ... we may substitute - yu .. . , and thus the 

equations (1) become of the type 

oA 
(11. + p.) OX + p.VIu + pp"u = 0 ................. (3). 

Differentiating these with respect to x, y, z, adding, and 
writing 

h' = p'p/(11. + 2p.), "'= p'pfp. •••.••••••••••• (4), 

we have (V' + h') A= 0 .......................... (5), 

and the equations can be written 
oA 

(V1 + ~t1) u = (1 - K'fh') OX , 

(V• + r) v = (1 - K'fh') ~~, ............... (6). 

r:;s + "2
) w = (1 - K'fh') ~~ 

Equations ( 6) can be satisfied by putting 

1 oA 1 oA 1 oA 
u = - fii OX ' v = - Jl2 Oy ' w = - fii oz ......... (7), 

where A satisfies (5), and these satisfy (2). 

Hence the complete solutions of the equations of vibration 
consist of the sums of these solutions and the general solutions 
of the equations 

(V1 + K')u =0, (V1 + K')v=O, (V' + "') w= 0,} 
ou Ov Ow ...... (8). 
-+-+-=0 ox oy oz 

191. Description of method 

Before proceeding we point out the kind of results to be 
obtained. According to the theory explained in art. 79, there will 
be an indefinite number of normal modes of oscillation, and the 
oscillations of any normal mode can be executed independently. 
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If the system be oscillating in a normal mode then at any instant 
the displacements can be expressed in the form 

u= u'.A cos(pt+ e), v =v'.A cos (pt+ e), w = w'.A cos (pt +e), 

where 2w/p is the period, .A is a small arbitrary constant, and 
u', v', w' are functions of X, y, z. These functions are called 
normal function8, and the determination of the . vibrations of' any 
elastic system is effected when the normal functions are known and 
the frequency-equations have been formed and solved. In what 
follows we shall first determine the forms of the normal functions; 
and no confusion ought to arise if we denote them by u, v, w, 
instead of u', v', w', and write A for 'iJufiJx + 'OtJfoy + ()wj(Jz, where 
u, v, w are simply normal functions. In strictness each term of the 
cubical dilatation also contains a factor of the form .A cos (pt+ e). 

Among the vibrations of a sphere we shall find that for some 
modes there are spherical surfaces at which the displacement 
vanishes, just as in the vibrations of a string there may be one or 
more nodal points. Such surfaces will be called nodal surfaces, 
and their number and position are determined by the type of 
vibration and the frequency, and, conversely, if the number and 
position of these surfaces be given the type and the frequency are 
determinate. We shall find also other modes for which there are 
no surfaces at which the displacement vanishes, but there will 
then be surfaces at which the radial displacement vanishes, 
and we shall term such surfaces quasi-nodal. The number of the 
quasi-nodal surfaces for a particular class of vibrations does not in 
general determine the frequency or the type. 

We proceed now to the consideration of the vibrations of an 
isotropic elastic sphere. 

192. Determination of the Dilatatibn. 
We have to find a solution of the equation (V1 +h'}A=0 in 

a form adapted to satisfy boundary-conditions at the surface of 
a sphere. We therefore suppose A, at the surface of the sphere, 
expressible in spherical surface-harmonics, and we treat the typical 
term A=RnS", where Sn is a spherical surface-harmonic, and Rn 
is a function of r, defined by the equation 

a• n(n+l) 
o(hr)'(rRn)+rR,.- (hr'f (rRn)=0 ......... (9). 

This is the case of Riccati's equation which is integrable in 
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terms of circular functions, and the solution which remains finite 
in space containing the origin is 

Rn =,... (~ ;r)" (s!nr ~) .................. (10). 

This function can be expanded in a convergent series of powers 
of r, beginning with r'l, and, if we take such a multiplier as will 
make the first coefficient unity, and write ,...B.= m,., we shall 
have as the general form of A 

a=ao 
A= I ro,.,Y,.(hr) ..................... (ll), 

•=0 
where ro,. is a spherical solid harmonic of order n, and 

,y,.(x) =(-) .. 1.3. 5 ... (2n + 1) (~ :fxr (m:x) ..• (12). 

We add a few properties of the functions V• (x) which admit 
of ready verification : 

The equations connecting consecutive y's are 
d a;l 

x do; '1/rn-1 (x) =- 2n + 1 ,Y,.(x) =(2n-l){,Y,._,(x)-y,._1(x)} ... (13). 

The differential equation is 

d"ts~) + 2(nx+ 1)dydx(x) +V",.(x)=O .....•... (H). 

The series for y,. (x) is 

,Y,.(x) =I- 2. 2~ + 3 + 2 .4.(2n :3)(2n + 5)- ··· (15); 

and thus 'tn (x) = l v'(2'11') 1. 3 ... (2n + l):r<n+ll Jn+l(x) ... (16), 
where Jn+l (x) is the Bessel's function of order n + !. 

The function y,. (z) of the complex variable z is a uniform 
function in all parts of the plane of z which exclude the point 
at infinity. This point is an essential critical point .of the 
function. 

193. Determination of the Displacement.. 
The forms of u, v, w, which satisfy (8 ), can be written down in 

the same way ; thus 
u=IU,.,Y,.(IC1"), v=IV,.,Y,.(IC1"), w=IW,.y,.(IC1") ...... (17), 

where U,., V.u W,. are spherical solicl harmonics of order n, and 
these have to be arranged to satisfy the condition 

Ou ov Ow 
ox +oy + oz =O ·····················<18>· 
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Now this condition is 

I [-t (..cr) (oU~ + ~V .. +oW,.)+ CJ't,.(..cr) (xU ... +yV .. + zW"')] 
n ()a; oy oz Or r 

= 0 ....•.... (19). 

If Xn be a spherical solid harmonic of order n, then the 
forms 

u. ax.. ~ v: _ ax.. ax.. w. ___ ,.ax .. _ Y ax .. 
n = y oz - z oy ' n - z 0/JJ - llJ a; ' .. ... oy 0/JJ 

satisfy the equations 

xU,.+yV,. +zW,.= 0, and oU .. fox+ oV,./oy + oW,.JOz= 0, 
and U,., V ,., W,. are spherical solid harmonics of order n. 

A · ·r u. b ocbn+l +1 a (4>-~) d v d w. b gam 1 n e ~ - a,.,.an oa; rm=l ' an n an n e 

similar expressions with y and z respectively for u;, these will be 
spherical solid harmonics of order n provided 4>n+I be one of order 
n+ 1, and we shall have 

au.. av.. aw.. <2 ) 
0/JJ + oy + Tz""=n n+ 1 a..4>-l. 

and xU ... + y V,. + z W,. = (n + 1) 4>..+I + a,.'f'ln4>n-1 • 

Thus the terms contributed to (19) by such functions U,., V,11 

W,., will contain 4>n+I multiplied by 

n + 1 Gyn ( 2) a..; ... +l ( 2) ( ) -r- Tr + tln+s n + r---ar- + n + 2n + 5 tln+s'tn+z• 
where Vn is written for 'o/'n(K.r). 

By using (13) the multiplier becomes 

[- (n + 1) 2n: 3 + (n + 2) (2n + 5) 12n+s] Vn+I· 
'l'his vanishes identically if we take 

n+1 JC2 

12n+t = n + 2 (2n + 3) (2n + 5) · 

Thus we have found solutions of (8) in the form 

u =I [+ .. (..cr) (a4>n+1 + Y ax .. _ z ~) ax az ay 
n + 1 ~+o o (4>n+t)] 

- n + 2 (2n + 3)(2n + 5) Vn+s (..cr) ou; r-t• · · ·· .. (20), 

where v and w are to be derived from this by cyclical interchanges 
of the letters u;, y, z, and Xn and 4>n+1 are spherical solid harmonics 
of orders indicated by the suffixes.· This solution contains two 
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unknown spherical hannonic functions, and therefore constitutes 
the general 80lntion of 1ihe form required. 

The complete expressions for the nonoal fonctioos will be found 
by adding together the left-hand sides of the equations such as (20), 
and the particular solutions given by (7) and (11). They depend 
upon three sets of unknown spherical solid hannonics. e, x, •• 
and we sball shew bow to determine the ratios of these from the 
boundary-conditions. 

For convenience of reference we state here the results 80 far 
obtained. The cubical dilatation is 

~A••+• (Jar) 008 (pt +E). 
The displacement u is 

~.A oos(pt+E) [- ~s!: {•a'ta(Ar)+ 't.(~) (y~• -s~•) 

++-~ (~) U: -+•+1 (~) n:j (!n+~:+3)! (,!:~)]' 
and the displacements " and to are to be derived by cyclical 
interchanges of the letters a:, y, z. The summations extend to all 
integral values of n, and to all values of p given by the frequency
equations with the corresponding values o{ I& and "· 

It is also convenient to state that the product o£ the radius
vector and the radial displacement is given by the equation 

r = u.a:+ "Y+ toz=- ~!.A cos{pt+ E)[{n-t.(l&r) +hr+.' (l&r)}• .. ] 

+~A oos(pt+E)[n-t.(~) .. ]. 

194. 8urfll.ce-tractiona dependlng on Dilatation. 

We saw in art. 167 that, iC F, G, H be the sorf'ace-tractions on 
a sphere o{ radius r, 

Fr = A.a:~ + p. 0: (u.a:+ "Y +toz) + p. (r;- u ) ....•. (21). 

We shall first calculate the part o{ this expression depending 
on the dilatation, Cor which, omitting the constant and the time
Cactor, 

~ = !.o>,.y.(hr), l 
u=-_!_o~ "= _ _!_a~ to=-_!_o~ ........ (22). 

h2 oa: • h• ()y • h2 az . 
Using the identity 

xj(a:, y, z)= 2n: 1 {~ _,-H ;a:(,L.)} ...... (23), 
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we find 

" -~ ["'" (hr) {OOJn H 0 ( OJn )}] (24) a;~=.... 2n + 1 ()a; -,- ()a; rm+~ ......... . 
The terms of ua: + vy + we depending on a are - ~~ ~~ 

or - !~ IQ) .. {nt" (hr) + r dvd;hr)} ............ (25). 

The terms contributed hereby to a: ( ua; + vy + wz) are 

_ !_ ~ [OOJn { .r~ (h ) d'l/r,. (hr)} h•., om n.,.,. r +r dr 

XOJn ( d'l/r,. (hr) d2'fr,. (hr)} J +--;:-- l(n+ 1) dr +r drl J .......... (26), 

which, by using the identity (23), and the differential equation 
{14), become 

_!_I [{ ·'~ (k) _ h¥ ·'~ (k) _n_ d'l/rn(hr)l OOJ,. 
h1 n.,.,. r 2n+1 "'" r +2n+1 r dr J om 

+ {h~,. (hr) + n ~ 1 d'l/rd~hr)} ::•1 a:(;:~) J ...... (27). 

The terms of r ~ - u, depending on ~. are 

- ~ (r!- 1) I [{v,. (hr) + 2n ~ 1 r dvd;hr)} o;,. 
- ;:;'1 dv;z;hr)! (,::~) J .......... (28), 

which, by using the differential equation (14) to eliminate 

~" (hr) become 
drs ' 

- _! I [{<n- 2) ·'· (hr)- h¥ ·'~ (hr) n- 2 r d'l/r,. (hr)} OOJ,. 
h2 .,... 2n+ 1 "'" + 2n+ 1 dr om 

+ {h~,. (hr) + n ~ 3 dvd;hr)} ::·1 a: (,.::1) J .......... (29). 

1915. Sur:tace-tractions independent of Dilatation. 
We next calculate the part of the expression (21) for which 

a = 0 and u, v, w are such expressions 88 

Iv,. <IC1'> ( Y a&"- z a~,.) 

+I [ Vn-1 (IC1') 
0
::- Vn+~ ("t') n: 1 (2n +~;:+a)~ (~:1)] · 
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The terms of ua: + vy + wz not depending on A are 

I [ mfrn-1 (~) cf>n + n'l/rn+I (~) (2n + D72n + 3) cf>n] • 
which, by (13), reduce to 

'!.n'l/rn (~) cf>n· 

The terms contributed hereby to :a: (ua:+ vy+wz) are 

[196 

I[n{-t (~) + r dV'n ("r)}acf>n _ _ n_.,-+ad'l/r11 ("r) ~ ( tf>n )'j 
fl 2n + 1 dr da: 2n + 1 dr aa: ,-+1 

............ (30). 

The terms of r a;- u not depending on A are 

196. Formation of the boundary-conditions. 

The surface r =a being free from stress, we have to form three 
such equations as 

A a au 
- a:A+~(ua:+vy+wz)+r ~ - -u= 0 
p. ua: ur 

when r =a. This equation can be formed by adding together the 

terms of (24) multiplied by~, (27), (29), (30), and (31), and equa
P. 

ting the sum to zero. The equation obtained can be written 

I [ ( ~-zaxn) +a aMn + b rsn+a! (~) Pn y oz ay n oa: " aa: ,-+1 

+ C11 a!" rf- d11r1"+1 ~ (,.!:1) J = 0,, .... (32), 

when r=a. 

We find, after a few reductions by means of the equations (13), 
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and remembering that "A/ p. =- 2 + K'fh1
, the following values of 

the coefficients 

Pn = (n -1) Vn (~ea) + ~eavn' (~ea), 

an=~ [2~~ 1 tn(ha)- 2(n-1)V'n-1 (ha)J. 

1 K' [ 2(n + 2) , J bn=- h2 2n+ 1 V'n(ha)+ K'a2 havn (ha) , ... (33). 

197. Formation of the frequency-equations. 

There are three such equations as (32), which hold when r =a. 
The left hand sides of these are finite, continuous, and one-valued 
within the sphere r = a, they satisfy Laplace's equation, and vanish 
at the surface. They are therefore identically zero. In equation 
(32) and the like equations we may suppress the sign of summatJion, 
and the equations thus obtained hold for each value of n and 
for all values of r. 

Differentiating these equations with respect to a:, y, z and 
adding, we have 

bnfJJn + dn</>n = 0 .....................•.. (34). 

Multiplying these equations by a:, y, z, adding, and using the 
equation just found, we have 

anfJJn + Cn</>n = 0 ........................ (35). 
Using (34) and (35) in the equation obtained from (32), we have 

Pn=0 .............................. (36). 
Now Pn=O is an equation involving only ~e, a, and the number 

n; ~e depends only on the frequency p/2'1f', the rigidity p., and the 
density p. Thus Pn = 0 is a frequency-equation. 

In like manner the equation 

andn- bnCn = 0 ........................ (37) 

obtained by eliminating (l)n• cf>n from equations (34) and (35) is a 
frequency-equation. 
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198. Vibration• of the l"irst Clau. 
We now see that the vibrations fall naturally into two classes. 

For the first of these Xn is the only harmonic that occurs, 6. = 0, 
and ux + vy + wz = 0, so that the motion is purely tangential. The 
frequency-equation is p,. = 0, or 

(n- 1)"fr,. ("a)+ ~ea"fr,.' (~ea) = 0. 
Pro£ Lamb gives an account of the simpler cases. We shall 

follow his description of the different species of vibrations. 

Species n = 1. Rotatory Vibrations. 
If we take the axis of the harmonic XI as axis of z, we shall 

get for the normal functions 
U='o/'1(1Cr)y, v=-'o/'1(/Cr)a:, w=O. 

Each of the infinitely thin concentric spherical strata of which 
the sphere may be supposed built up turns round the axis of 
z through a small angle proportional to 'o/'1 (!Cr). The frequency
equation is "fr/(Ka)=O, and this may be written 

31Ca 
tan~ea=3 , 2" -ICa 

The first six roots of this equation are 1 

~ea = 1·8346, 2·8950, 3·9225, 4·9385, 5·9489, 6·9563. 
'1T' 

The number 'TT'j!Ca is equal to the ratio of the period of oscil
lation to the time taken by a wave of distortion to travel a 
distance equal to the diameter of the sphere. In any mode, after 
the first, the roots of lower order give the positions of the spherical 
loop surfaces (where the radial stress vanishes). Thus for the 
second mode there is a loop given by r = ·6337 a. The positions 
of the spherical nodes are given by 'o/'1 (!Cr) = 0, or tan IC1" = ICr and 
the first six roots of this are 

ICr/'TT' = 1·4303, 2•4590, 3•4709, 4•477 4, 5•4818, 6•4844. 

Species n = 2. 
The frequency-equation is 

'o/2 (!Ca) + Ka'fr2' (~ea) = 0, 
which may be written 

tanKa 12- ~a' 
---;w,-- = f2- 51C2a1 • 

1 For· the analysis ·by which this and the similar results in the present and the 
following article are reached the reader is referred to Prof. Lamb's paper in Proc. 
Lond. Math. Soc. XIII., 1882. 
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The first six roots are found to be 

"a/'11' = ·7961, 2·2715, 3·3469, 4·3837, 5·4059, 6·4209. 

The character of the vibration depends on the form of Xt· In 
the case where X2 is the zonal harmonic 2z2 

- afl- '!f, we have for 
the normal functions 

u=t~("r)yz, v=-V's("r)xz, w=O. 

All the particles on the same parallel move along the parallel 
through a small distance proportional to the sine of the latitude, 
and the equatorial plane is nodal. 

199. Vibration• of the Second Clau. 

For these Xn is zero, and the harmonics that occur are "'n and 
cfln, and we shall find that in general the motion is partly radial 
and partly tangential. The frequency-equation is 

bnCn - Undn = 0, 

where an, bn, Cn, dn are given by (33). It will be seen that in 
general both h and " occur in this equation, and therefore its 
solution cannot be reduced to a question of arithmetic until the 
ratio of the elastic constants A and p. is given. In general we 
shall consider two cases (1) where the material is incompressible, 
or A is very great compared with p., for which h is very small 
compared with "; and (2) where A= p., (Poisson's condition,) for 
which "= .j3h. 

Species n = 0. Radial Vibrations. 

For these the normal functions are 

u=-~~V'o'(hr), v=-~~to'(hr), w=-is~vo'(hr), 
and the frequency-equation becomes simply b0 = 0, or 

to (ha) + :a2 ha"[ro' (ha) = 0. 

This is tan ha = 4ha j ( 4- ~: h2a'). 

When A= p., this becomes 

(tanha)/ha= 1/(1-fh2a2
) 

and the first six roots are given by 

haf'Tt' = •8160, 1•9285, 2·9359, 3·9658, 4·9728, 5·977 4. 
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The number 'IT'/ha is the ratio of the period of oscillation to 
the time taken by a. wave of compression to travel a distance 
equal to the diameter of the sphere. 

For the higher modes of vibration the roots of lower order 
give the position of the spherical loop-surfaces across which there 
is no stress. The spherical nodes are given by "fro' (hr) = 0, or 
tan hr = hr and the roots of this are given in art. 198. It appears 
that, in the sth mode, there are s- 1 nodal spheres at which the 
displacement vanishes. The theory of the free radial vibrations is 
an interesting example of the general theory of those classes of 
vibrations, for which the displacement of any point can be expressed 
by means of a single function. This is the class of CMes treated 
in Lord Rayleigh's Theory of Sound, arts. 93, 94, and 101. The 
displacement t' of those articles can be taken to be the radial 
displacement of any point within the sphere, and is given by an 
equation of the form 

t' = Utc/>1 + u24>s + ... , 
where 'U]., u2 , ••• are the normal functions, and ~. cf>,, ... are the 
normal coordinates. Suppose ~. h,, ... are the values of h obtained 
from the frequency-equation, and Jhf2'1T', p2/2'1T', .. • the corre
sponding frequencies. Then the normal coordinates ~. f/>2 , ••• 

are identical with quantities of the form 

.Al cos (pit+ c:l), .A2 cos (p2t + Et), ... 

where .A1, .il2, ... and e1, e2, ... are arbitrary constants. The normal 
functions 'U]., u,, ... are given by 

or 

'Ut ="fro' (~r), U, ="fro' (h,r), ... 

Species n = 1. Incompressible 'TTW,teri,a),, 

The frequency-equation reduces to 

"at1 (Ka) + 2"[r/ (Ka) = 0, 

tan "a 6 - "2a2 

"a--· = 6 - 3K2a2 ' 

and the first six roots are given by 

Ka/'IT'= 1•2319, 2·3692, 3·4101, 4·4310, 5·4439, 6·4528. 

We may take cf>1 = z, and then equation (35) becomes 

-h~ Vl (Ka) 
~- tl(ha) z, 

so that ID1 may be taken = 0, but ID1/h' is not = 0. The radial 
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displacement at any point is proportional to ri {'1/ri (tcr)- y 1 (~ea)} s, 
so that in the sth mode there are s- 1 spherical surfaces at which 
the radial displacement vanishes. We may term these surfaces 
"quasi-nodal", and the equatorial plane is in like manner a quasi
nodal surface. 

Species n = 1. Material fulfilling Poisson's condition. 

Equations (34) and (35) become 

VI (ha) ~I- VI (~ea) ~ = 0, 

{vi (ha) +~~~hay/ (ha)} ;~I + l {vi (~ea) + ": y/ (~ea)} cf>I = 0, 

and the frequency-equation, obtained by eliminating (I)I/h' and ~. 
and supposing "= .j8h, is 

4 'it, ("a) 
1 + .\73 I J3 + ~t~j~~ = 0 . 

• r~ ("a) "a'i'I (~ea) 
~ea'Yl .;a 

The first three roots can be shewn to be 

~eafw = 1•090, 2•155, 2·465, ... 

The radial displacement is proportional to 

~ [VI (IC1')- ~: ~~~ {y1 (hr) + hry1' (hr)}J , 

z being written for cf>I, and the quasi-nodal spherical surfaces are 
found by equating the function in square brackets to zero. The 
radial displacement is finite at the free surface, and it can be 
shewn that, for the second mode of vibration, there exists one 
internal quasi-nodal spherical surface. In general for the sth 
mode there do not exist so many as s- 1 of these surfaces. 

Species n = 2. 

Equations (34) and (35) become 

{~as y, (ha)- 2yi (ha)} ~:-{~at 'irs (~ea)- 2'i'I (~ea)} ~ = 0, 

{vs(ha) + ~asha'ts' (ha)} ~= + i {'+'•("a) +~a~ ~eays'(~ea)} ~ = 0. 

The lowest root of the equation for ~eafw found by eliminating 
L. 21 
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012/h1 and t/JJ, when" is great compared with h or the material is 
incompressible, is ·848, and, when " = ..j3h or the material fulfils 
Poisson's condition, ·840. 

For a sphere of the size and mass of the earth supposed 
incompressible, and as rigid as steel or iron, (art. 184}, the period 
of the gravest free vibration, in which the surface becomes a 
harmonic spheroid of the second order, is about 1 hr. 6 min. If 
it be as rigid as glass the period is 2 hrs. nearly. 

200. Vibration• of a ~tpherical men. 

In case the vibrating solid is bounded by two concentric 
spheres we shall have to introduce the second solution 'I'" (a:) 
of the differential equation (14) of art. 192. The equations of 
motion are equations (1) of art. 191, and these lead, just as in 
that article, to equations (5) and (8). 

The complete solution of (5) for space between two concentric 
spheres is 

a=~ [Q),'I[r, (hr) + n, w" (hr)] ...........•... (38), 

where Q)" and n,. are spherical solid harmonics, and y.. (hr) 
and 'I'" (hr) are defined by the equations 

Vn (a:)=(-)" 1. 3 ... (2n + 1) (~ !)"(~a:) J 
1 d r ... (s9>· 

'I'" (a:) = (-)" 1 . 3 ... (2n + 1) (a; da:)" eo: a:) J 
Both these functions are finite, continuous, and one-valued 

for the space considered, and they satisfy the same differential 
equation, the same difference-equation, and the same mixed 
difference-equations. These equations are (14) and (13) of art. 
192. The function '1',. (x) is connected with Bessel's function 
of the second kind by a relation of the form 

xn+l 'I',. (x) = A Y,.+l (x}, 

where the constant A depends on the form assumed for the 
Bessel's function. This function 'I',. (x) has two critical points, 
the origin and the point at infinity. The first is a pole of the 
(2n + 1)th order, i.e. the product xt"+l '1',. (a:) has a finite limit 
when x = 0, the second is an essential critical point of the function. 

With the same notation we can write down the general 
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solutions of the equations of vibration for &n isotropic homo
geneous solid bounded by two concentric spheres; we have, just 
as in art. 193, 

1 oa 
u=-hsox 

+ ~ [-t (ItT) (o!J>n+~ + y oxn _ z ox") 
fl ax oz ay 

n + 1 ~+~ a (4>'*1)] 
- n + 2 (2n + 3) (2n + 5) Vn+s (ItT) ali: rm+-

+ ~ ['Y. (IC'I') (aci>n+I + Y ax.. _ z a~) 
n ox oz oy 

n + 1 N:'r'flH 0 (~"+I)] 
- n + 2 (2n + 3) (2n + 5) 'I'n+a (N:r) Oa; ,an+a ......... (40), 

where .6. is given by (38), and Xn• X11 , 1/>n+ll «<>n+1 are spherical 
solid harmonics whose orders are indicated by the suffixes. 

The boundary-conditions can be obtained just as in arts. 
194---196, and they can be written in the fonn 

~ [ ( oxn OXn) Oc.Jn b o ( c.Jn ) of/>,. ,~ o ( 1/>n ) .., Pn Y az - z 0y +a,. ox + "ox ,an+~ + c,. ax+ Utn ox rtn+~ 

P ( oXn oXn) A ann B a ( !ln ) + fl y "1ft- z oy +.an ox + n ax rtn+l 

+On °:" +Dn:x (~~)] =0 ............ (41), 

where p11 , a11 ... are the functions of a given in equations (33), and 
P 11 , A 11 ••• are the same functions with 'If's in place of y's. There 
are six equations such as ( 41 ). Of these two are obtained from 
(41) by cyclical interchanges of the letters x, y, z, &nd the other 
three are obtained from (41) by putting b for a, b being the radius 
of the outer surface and a that of the inner. H p,:, a.: ... P 11

1
, A,: ... 

denote the same functions of b that p 11 , a11 ... P 11 , A 11 ... are of a, we 
can deduce from these, by the process of art. 197, the following 
conditions 

Pn (y oxn _ z Oxn) + p (y ~X.. _ z oX.) = 0 } oz oy n oz oy 
...... (4!), 

P 1 (yOx" -zOxn) +P 1 (yoX.. -zoX..) = 0 " oz oy " oz ay 
21-2 
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and 

bn c.Jn + dn cf>n + Bn !ln + Dn ~n = 0 ......... (4S). 

a,. c.Jn + Cn cf>n + An !ln + On <I»n = 0 } 

a,.'c.Jn + Cn'cf>n + An'!ln + On'<I»n = 0 

bn' c.Jn + d,( cf>n + B,(!ln + Dn'4>n = 0 
From ( 42) we find 

p,.P n1 
- Pn

1 P n = 0 • •................... ( 44 ), 
and from ( 43) we find 

a,., Cn, An, On 

bn, dn, Bn, Dn 
=0 ............... (45). 

a,.', en', An', On' 

bn', dn', Bn', Dn' 

These are the frequency-equations. 

For the particular case of an indefinitely thin shell we have to 
put b = a + ~a, and then the second equation of ( 42) becomes 

Opn( ~-zoX")+oPn( oXn_zoX") 
oa Yaz oy oa Yaz 0y' 

and the third and fourth of ( 43) become 

oa,. OCn "' oAn n oOn <I» 
oa c.Jn+ oa yn+ aa n+ oa n, 

obn odn oBn n oDn ...... 
oa c.Jn + oa cf>n + oa .Un + aa 'A'n· 

The frequency-equations have the same forms as before, but the 
accented letters must now be regarded as the differential coefficients 
of the unaccented letters with respect to the radius. 

It should be noticed that to a first approximation the resulting 
equations depend only on the radius of the shell, the elastic 
constants, the density, and the frequency, and are independent of 
the thickness. This result is of importance in the theory of thin 
shells. It shews that for a complete thin spherical shell all the 
periods of free vibration are independent of the thickness of the 
shell. 

201. Forced vibration• of .oUd •phere. 
We shall next consider the vibrations produced in a sphere 

whose surface is free by the action of periodic forces derivable from 
a potential expressible- in spherical harmonic series. 
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Suppose that a. single term of the series is the rea.l part of 
wn+16&pt, 

where Wn+I is a spherical solid harmonic of degree n + 1. 
The forced vibrations will be obtained by a.ssuming that a.s 

functions of t the displacements u, 'II, w are all proportional to d'pe. 

The equations of motion can be written in such forms 88 

(A+p.) ~~ + p.V~ =- p (tJ'u+ 
0 ~;+~) ......... (46), 

where u is written for the coefficient of e'Pt in the expression for 
the displacement parallel to x, and .:1 for the coefficient of d'pe 

in the expression for the cubical dilatation. 
We have already in art. 139 given the particular integrals 

of these differential equations in the form 

U = _ _! ~lfn+~ v = _ _! oWn+l w = _ !_ oWn+1 ("·7) 
p~ox' p~oy' poz'"'Jl' 

These solutions make the cubical dilatation .:1 vanish, and 
they give for ~. the product of the radial displacement and the 
radius-vector, the expreBBion 

n+1 
~ = ua; + vy + wz = - -~- W n+l· p 

The surface-tractions hence arising are easily shewn to be 
given by such equations as 

Fr=- 2n; O~n+I ..................... (48), 

omitting the time-factor. 
p ux 

For the complementary solutions we shall a.ssume the forms 
1 0 

1t = - Ji,s OX IQ)nH Yn+l (hr) 

+I [ 'tn+~ (IC1') 
0~~+1- :: ~(2n+~;: + 5) Yn+• (IC1') ;x(:~;:~~)] • 

omitting the X terms from the general solution. The vibrations 
depending on these terms would not be forced by the actions 
considered. 

The surface-tractions arising from the complementary solutions 
are known to be given by such equations 88 

~ ~ [ 0Q)n+l b +• 0 (Q)n+l) ocf>n+I 
.1! r = J.lu4 tln+i --ax + n+l rtn OX rtn+a + Cn+J ax 

+ dn+l rtn+l :X(~!~) J ............ (49). 
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To get the boundary-conditions we have simply to add the 
parts of Fr arising from the• complementary solutions and the 
particular integrals and equate the result to zero ; we find in 
this way three equations of which the type is 

" [ a ... H b r-+• a (••H) . ~'*~ .~ rM+' a (~~)] • ~~~ + tt+l aQ; ,-+a -tCta+l~+....,.+l am ,-+a 

2n aw tt+l 
=pi ~ ............ (50). 

Now, operating upon these equations in the same way as in a.rt. 
197 upon the equations of the form (32), we obtain the following: 

which give 

2n ............. (51), 
bt&+l Mta+l + dta+l cf>tt+1 = 0 } 

ata+l CIIJta+1 + Cn+I cf>n+I = pJ W •+I 

0'*1 _ cf>..t1 == 2n W tt+l (S2) 
~~ - - bn+l pJ ~+I dta+I - bta+l Cta+l • •. • • • •.. • 

These equations determine the unknown harmonics mta+I and 
cf>ta+l that occur in the complementary solutions, and they shew 
that to each term W n+1 of the disturbing potential there corre
eponds one function 0 and one function cf>. 

It is easy to shew that the height of the harmonic inequality is 

~ [<n+1)Vta+I(~a)cf>tt+l 

{ ) (ha) d"o/ta+I ( ha )} 0ta+I n + 1 W: J - (n + 1 "o/tt+1 +a da ~~,~-7 ta+I e<.Pt ••• (53), 

so that this is of the form Eta !;+I e.Pt, where Eta is a. number; and 

the equation of the surface of the sphere at time t is 

_ E. w'*l ~ r-a+ ap tf'. ••••••••••••• , •••••• (54). 

202. Disturbing Potential a apherlcal harmonic or the 
~econd order. 

The case n = 1 is the most interesting. In this case the 
disturbing potential is a spherical solid harmonic of order 2. We 
have 
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as= 1{~a' Vt(ha)- 2'frl (ha)}, 

b~ =-it{~ Vt (ha) + :a,ha"fr,' (ha)} 1 

Ct =- {~al v~ (~a)- 2'frl (~a>} 1 

......... (55). 

~ =- ~~~ {+• (~a)+ r~t teay,' (~a)} 
The height of the harmonic inequality is 

!: [ 2 2'fr,(~a) bs+ {2t~:-~havs' (ha)} ~/h' _ 2 J tt.Pt ••• (S6). 

We give the arithmetical result for the special case when the 
material is incompressible and so rigid that the fourth power of 
tea may be neglected. 

We have by (15) 

ka = 0, V1 (ha) = 1, Vs (ha) = 1, 'fr,' (ha) = 0, 

te"'a1 rat ~' 
V'~(~a)=1- 10' Vs(~a)= 1-14 + 504' 

Thus the constants are given by 

1 ("sat ) 1 r as= h' 5-2 ' bz = - h, 5' 

o,=2(1-"';)~ 
2r { ra' 8 ( rat ~a')} 

~ =- 15 1 -14 + tt'a' - T + 126 • 

The height of the harmonic inequality becomes, when we reject 
~' in the numerator and denominator of (56), 

2W. [-1 + -H + ~tasMJ tt'Pt, 
ap' -H+tt'as-flg 

Simplifying, we get for the height of the harmonic inequality 

-fi pa Wstf'Pt ••••••••••••············(57), ,.,. 
which agrees with the result of the corresponding equilibrium 
problem in art. 182. 
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For a sphere of the mass and diameter of the earth, and of 
the rigidity of steel or iron, executing vibrations of the species 
considered with a semi-diurnal period, we have, in C.G.s. units 

2w/p = 12 X 60 X 60, p = 5·6, p. = 800 X 10', a= 64o() X 1()8, 

so that "a= t nearly. 

It follows from this that the neglect of ("a)' would be fairly 
justifiable in the case of such a body. We conclude that in the 
case of an elastic solid earth the bodily tides would follow the 
equilibrium law. 

203. Plane Wave• propagated at the ll11l'fiLce or an 
elutic .oHd 

Another extension of Pro£ Lamb's analysis is that of Lord 
Rayleigh1, who has applied a similar method to discuss waves 
propagated at the plane surface of an elastic solid, the disturbance 
being practically confined to a superficial region comparable with 
the wave-length. We give an account of Lord Rayleigh's method 
and results. 

The differential equations of the problem are the same as 
those established in art. 191. Taking z = 0 for the free surface, 
and z positive within the solid, we suppose that, as functions of a: 
and y, the displacements are proportional to e•Cft+n>. Then (5) 
takes the fonn 

{)'.!~ cz2 -,-2~ =O ........................ (58), 

where ,-2 = / 1 + 92
- h1 ........................ (59). 

Supposing r real and positive, we have 

~ = Pe-n ........................... (60), 

where P ex: e•Cft+n+pt); and the particular solutions (7) become 

if tg r 
u =- h• Pe-n, v =- h' Pe-n, w = hs Pe-n ...... (61). 

The complementary solutions satisfy equations such as 

{)'.lu au av aw a.zs- h = 0, ax+ ay + az = 0 ............... (62), 

where s'=/'+g2-r ........................... (63); 

J Proc, Lond. Math. Soc. xvu. 1886. 
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so that we have 

u=A6-u, v=Br", w = 06-81 ......... (64), 

where if A+ ,gB -sO= 0 ...................... (65), 

and A, B, 0 contain a factor 6d.ta:+n+ptJ. 

Hence the expressions for the displacements 

u = - if P6-n + .Ar" v =- '9 P6-n + Br" w =!... P6-n + 06-u 
h" ' h" ' h" 

......... (66). 

The boundary-conditions and equation (65) give, by taking 
P=1, 

- 2,gr - 2ifr ~ 
sB - h2 + ,go, sA - hi + tjU, 1 

O(st+f"+g")h1 +2r(f"+g")=O, J ......... (67
); 

r- 2 (f" +g")- 2h"s0=0 

and the frequency-equation is 

IC
18

- 81C18 + 24~t'' -16K11
- 16~t'1h12 + 16h'2 = 0 ... , .. (68), 

where "'' = ~e"f(jl + g1
), and h'" = h"f(j• + g") ......... (69). 

When the solid is incompressible h'1 = 0, and the equation for 
~t'2 viz.: 

IC
16

- 8~e'' + 24~e'2 - 16 = 0 ............... (70), 

has one real root "' = ·9127 5, while the complex roots make the 
real parts of r and s have opposite signs, so that they may be 
rejected. We now have 

"
2 = •91275 (f" + gt), r" = p + g", at= '08725 (f" + g•), 

and hlu =if (- 6-n + ·54336-a) e•(pt+fz+n> } 
h"v= '9(-6-n + ·5433r") 6'(pl+fz+n> ...... (71). 

h"w = v(/2 + g1)(~ -1·840r") 6'(pt+j!r+gy) 

For progressive waves whose fronts are parallel to the axis of 
y, we have 

u = U (rfz- ·54336-") sin (pt +fa:),} ......... (7!), 
w = U(6-fz-1·840ru) cos(pt +fa:) 

where U is a constant ; and the velocity of propagation is 

plf = •9554 .J(p.fp), 

which is slightly less than that of waves of distortion m an 
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unlimited medium. The horizontal motion vanishes at a certain 
depth. The motion at the surface is given by 

u = ·4567 U sin (pt +fa:)} 
o..t.O U ( t +fi) .................. (73) j w = - 0

0"2' cos p a; 

so that the particles move in elliptic orbits whose axes are nearly 
in the ratio 2 : 1. 

Lord Rayleigh also considers the cases where X= p., or the 
material fulfils Poisson's condition, where A= 0, or longitudinal 
extension is unaccompanied by lateral contraction, and where 
X= - JJ£, or the bulk-modulus vanishes. For A= J£ he finds 

It'= •8453 (jt + g1), rt = ·7182 (jt +!f), ,. = •1547 (/1 +!f). 
For a progressive wave 

u = U (e-n- ·5773e-") sin (pt +fa:), } 
W = U (•8475e-n- 1•4679e-") COB (pt +fa:) ...... (H), 

and the ratio of the axes of the elliptic orbit, described by a 
surface-particle, is reduced to about f. 

Lord Rayleigh suggests that these surface-waves may play an 
important part in earthquakes and in collision, as they diverge 
from the source of disturbance in two dimensions only, and con
sequently gain increasing relative importance at a considerable 
distance. 



CHAPTER XII. 

APPLICATIONS OF CONJUGATE FUNCTIONS. 

204. So far as I am aware, the only successful attempt hitherto 
made, to obtain general solutions of the equations of elastic equi
librium in a form adapted to satisfy arbitrary boundary-conditions 
at any other surface than a sphere or a plane, is that of Herr 
Wangerin1• He has shewn how to obtain solutions in terms of 
conjugate functions of the equations of equilibrium, under no 
bodily forces, for an isotropic body bounded by a surface of 
revolution for which Laplace's equation can be solved. We shall 
give a resume of his results, and shall then proceed to illustrate 
the application of conjugate functions to problems of elastic equi
librium by solving some questions relating to plane strain. 

201S. Wangerin'• Problem. 

Consider in the first place cylindrical coordinates •, ~. z, where 
z is the distance of any point from a fixed plane, GF the distance of 
the point from the axis z, and ~ the angle between the axial plane 
through the point, and a fixed axial plane through the axis z. In 
the meridian plane (z, s) suppose two systems of orthogonal curves 
cz = const. and /3 = const. given by the equation 

«+ t/3 = f(z + tGF) ••••••••••••••••••••• (l). 

These curves being rotated about the axis z give rise to a system 
of orthogonal surfaces whose parameters are «, /3, ~. and we may 

1 • Ueber daa Problem des Gleiohgewiohta elastiaoher Rotationsk6rper ', Grunert's 
Archiv, L1'. 1878. 
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use the formulre of ch. VII. The h's are h1 =h.,= h say, and h1 = GF-1, 
and we have 

h•- 0 (a.,fJ)_ 
-o(z,GF)' 

In Herr Wangerin's work h is replaced by J -~, and J 2 is the J aco
bian of z, GF with respect to a, fJ, or we have 

d(z+t'ril') 
J =mod d(a+ ,fJ)''"'""'""'"""'''(2). 

Laplace's equation takes the form 

:a. ('51'~~)+ 0~ ('51'~~)+ ::~;=0 ............ (3). 

The solution of this equation takes different forms according as 
V is or is not a function of cf>. In the first case we may suppose 
that so far as it depends upon cf> it contains a factor ~ where 
s is an integer, and we may denote a solution by X, e-+, where X, 
is a function of a. and fJ. In the second case we may denote a 
solution by X 0 • 

The cubical dilatation .6. may be expressed in the form 
GO 

.6. = Ao + l: .6., e~, 
1 

a.nd it is shewn that .6.0 is a function of the same form as X 0 , and 
.6.8 is a function of the same form as X,. We therefore write 

CD 

.6. = Xo + l: X, e"" ........................ ( 4). 
1 

The three rotations TlT1 , •!h TiTa can be most simply found by 
putting 

Then 8lt 8 2 , 8 8 ca.n be expressed in the forms 

GO 

82 =Mo+l:M~ ..................... (6), 
1 

00 

8,=No+ IN,e~ 
1 

and the L's, M's and N's can be written as follows: 

N. A+2p.J oX0 oX0 
o =- -P.- • ofJ da.-'51'----a« dfJ ............ (7), 
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which is the integral of a complete differential in virtue of the 
equation satisfied by X 0 , also 

Lo = aa:o , Mo = ~~o ..................... (8), 

where Yo is a function of the same form as X 0 , i.e. a solution inde
pendent of c1> of equation (3). 

Also we have 
},. + 2p. 

N,= Y,+--zX, 
p. 

... L,= aY, +},. + 2p. ~ (zX,) + }..+ 2J.L v ax, (9) .., aa p. aa J.L a{3 . . ... . . ' 

M aY, }..+2p. a< X) }..+2p. ax, 
t,8 ·= a13 +~- a13 z • --~£- s aa 

where Y, is a function of the same form as X,, i.e. a solution 
containing tf84> of equation (3). 

To determine the displacements we have to introduce three 
functions P, Q, R of a and /3, defined as follows : 

P =!- (9 ~~ + Rav) 
1D' oa 1D' a{3 ' 

Q + tR is a function of the complex variable a + t/3, 

Q and R satisfy the equation :a (~) + a~ ( ..z;;~ = Jt. 

There is no difficulty in determining particular values of Q 
and R which satisfy the conditions just given, and any values 
that do so are sufficient for the purpose. 

The displacements u, v, w in the directions v, 4>, z can be ex
pressed in the forms 

"' u = Uo + ~ U,tH4> 
1 

"' 1J = V0 +! V ,e•14> ..................... (10). 
1 

Then we have 

Wo = - f v ~~o da -v a iao d/3 •............... (11 ), 
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which is the integral of a complete differential in virtue of the 
differential equation for Y,. 

Also it can be shewn that 

U,== ~!o -4~(PXo+ Q;:-!+B~~o) l 
4 o ( P'llr Q oN, BoNo) 

- 3v ofJ - .LJo+ all+ ofJ 

v: oZo o (PX QoX0 RoX0) •••••• (1!), 
o= ofJ - 4 ofJ 0 + Ta + ofJ 

4 o ( P'llr QoNo BoN,) + 3Gro""« - .LJo+ a«+ ofJ 

where N0 is the function defined by (7) and Z0 is a function of the 
same form as X 0 • Further it can be shewn that 

and 

u. aw, M.} Ul ·=a+• , o;, ..................... (13), 
UJ V, = ofJ - vL, 

A+21' UJW,=Z,+zY,+ l--(r+zt)X, 
I' 

+ (A+ p.)si-(A + 21') (PX + Q'iJX, +BoX,) (1..._) 
J.~.(sl-i) ' o« 'iJfJ ...... "JJ!' 

where L, and M, are defined by (9), and Z, is a function of the 
same form as X,. 

The solution is thus expressed in terms of three sets of 
unknown potential functions X, Y, Z and these can be adapted 
to satisfy the boundary-conditions. The forms of these functions 
are known for a few surfaces of revolution such as quadrics, cones, 
and tores. 

206. Plane Strain. 

As a further example of the use of curvilinear coordinates we 
may consider the problem o~ strain in two dimensions, the position 
of a point being determined by means of conjugate functions «, fJ 
such that 

a+ ,fJ = f (x + 'y) ..................... (15). 

Let ~ be the cubical dilatation, and v the elementary rotation 
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of the medium at any point (a, {:J); then the equations of equili
brium under no bodily forces are 

(:\ + 2,u.) ~! -2,u. ~p = 0 } 
0~ 0. ................ (16). 

(:\ + 2,u.) of:J + 2p. oa = 0 

These a.re found from (3'7) of ch. VII. by taking h.= 1, h1 =h., 
and remembering that fiT ( = 11T1) is the only one of the components 
of rotation that occurs. 

It is clear from the above equations that(:\+ 2,u.) ~and 2,u.fiT 
are conjugate functions of a and {3 and therefore also of a; and y. 

We have next to find the displacements u and v from the 
equations 

~ = h• {~ (*) + 0~ (~)} }'I 
{

0 'II) 0 u } .................. (1'7), 
2- = h~ oa (li - of:J (h) 

in which ~ and 21.1J are to be regarded as known functions, and h 
is written for~ or h1 • 

If we can find any particular solutions of these, then the 
general solution may be obtained by adding to the particular 
values of ufh and vfh any others which make ~ and 211T = 0, i.e. by 
taking for the complementary solutions vfh and ufh conjugate 
functions of« and {3, such that (v + 'u)fh is a. function of«+ ,f:J. 

To obtain the particular solutions we may put 

~ = oct> _ o'fr '~I 
h oa of:J 
v oct> o+j ...•.•••..••.........••. (18), 
-=-+h o{:J oa 

and then 

so that 
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and a particular value of If> is the potential of a plane distribution 
of density - f:l./27r, and likewise of+ for a distribution - vf'Tr. 

This completes the solution in the general case, it will be seen 
to be arbitrary in two ways viz. (X + 2p.) 1:1 + 2p.v£, and the com
plementary ( v + £U )/h are any functions of a+ tf:J. 

The above includes as a. particular case the theory of solutions 
in rectangular coordinates a: and y. In particular problems it is 
generally better to use conjugate functions « and f:J, if it can be 
arranged that curves a= const. and f:J = const. shall represent the 
whole of the boundary. 

207. Polar Ooordinates. 

Consider first the case of polar coordinates given by 

e-+1/3 =a:+ £'!1 ........................ (20), 

and suppose the bounding surfaces are cylinders of the family «. 
The forms of 1:1 and 2v are given by the equations 

1:1 = x12J£:£[e-(.A.ncosnf:J+Bnainnf:J)+e--(.A.,/cosnf:J+B,.'sinnf:J)]} 

2v = !_ :£ [e"'"( -Bncosnf:J+.A.nsin nf:J)+e-n&(Bn' cosnf:J-.A.,.'sinnf:J)] 
/1-

............ (21). 

The value of h is e- ; and thus 4> and y have to satisfy the 
equations 

OS If> + ()'J 4> = - 1- :£ [ e (nH) • (.A. cos nf:J + B sin nf:J) 
oa2 of12 X + 2p. " " 

+ e-(n-21• (..d.n' cos nf:J + Bn' sin nf:J)], 

Oty + ()2:t = !.. :£ [ e (n+t)• (- B cos n{:J + .A. sin nf:J) oa1 of12 II- n n 

+ e-(~1• (B,.' cos nf:J- An' sin nfJ)]. 

Particular integrals of these equations are 

.I.- _!_ - "'-' [ 1 (nH)• (.A. Q B . t:J) .,..-X+ 2p.·"" 4(n + 1) e nCOsn,.... + nsmn,.... 

- 4 (n 
1
_ 1) e-(~l• (.An' cos nf:J + Bn' sin nf:J)], 

4'~=! :£ [ 
1 

e(n+tl•(-B cosnt:J+.A. sinnt:J) 
'I' p. 4 (n + 1) " ,.... " ,.... 

- _! ____ e-(n-tl•(B 'cos nt:J -.A. 'sin ..,t:J)J · 4 (n -1) " ,..... " ,.,..... ' 
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and particular integrals of equations (1 7) are therefore 

ue&== I [ 4 (n
1
+ 1) (.;:: 2~- ;) e<n+sl•(.Ancosn#+B,sinn#) 

+ 4 (n
1
_ 1)(.;:;:1' -~)e-(n-Sl•(.An'cosn#+Bn'sinn#)J. .. (22), 

and 
.,.. [ 1 (n+2 n ) . ve&== ~ 4(n+ 1) ~-A+ 2p. e<n+•l•(- B,cosn#+.A,sm n#) 

+ 4(n1-1) (n:2 -A;2p.) e-~•(B,: cos n# -.A,:sinn#)] 

......•...•. (23). 

We have to add to these complementary solutions of the forms 

ue&==I [e'k'(-Dncosn#+Onsinnf:J)+ e-n&(Dn'cosn# -On' sinn#)]} 
ve& ==I [e""'( On cosn# +Dnsinn#) +e-n&(On'cosnf:J+Dn'sinn#)] 

........•... (24). 

The tangential and normal tractions F and G across any 
cylindrical surface of the family a are, by (38) of ch. VII, 

ou 
F == ~ + 2p.e- oa' 

Ov 
G == - 2p.v + 2,_,e- oa ; 

and the values of these are easily written down. 

In general there is also a traction A~ perpendicular to the 
plane of (a, #). 

208. Falling Oaaes. 

The general formulre fail when n == 0 or 1. In the first of these 
cases we may consider separately the solutions in which ~ is 
constant and those in which v is constant. 

When vis constant and ~ is zero we ha'9"e cf>= 0 and Y.= !vet-, 
also u = 0 and v = ve& + .Ae-•. The tractions F and G are F = 0, 
and G ==- 2p..Ae-.. If any cylinder be free we must have .A== 0. 
This corresponds to the torsion of a cylindrical shaft, and the 
strain at any point is the same. whether there be a coaxal 
cylindrical cavity or the shaft be complete up to the axis. 

When ~ is constant and v is zero we have cf> = }.1.6'- and 
1fr == 0, also u = l~e& + .Ae- and v == 0. The tractions F and G are 

F== (A+ p.) ~- 2p...de-t-, G ==0. 
L. 22 
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If there be a cylindrical cavity in an infinite solid and the 
displacement at infinity be - ce& towards the axis of the cavity, we 
have "= 0 and 

u=-c(r+ A+f'a'\ 
P. r-)' 

where a is the radius of the inner boundary, and r is the distance 
e- of any point from the axis. This corresponds to the ~ of a 
bar under extension when there is a cylindrical cavity parallel to 
the axis of the bar, the distance of the cavity from the axis of the 
bar being large compared with the diameter of the cavity and 
small compared with the diameter of the bar. The radial strain 
in the neighbourhood of the cavity becomes an extension equal 
to A/f£ times the radial contraction that would have place if there 
were no cavity. 

The failure in the case of n = 1 is caused by the occurrence of 
(n -1) in the denominator of (22) and (23). In order to find the 
forms applicable to this case we may start by supposing 

~=A: 2f' e-(A cosfJ +Bsin fJ), 

2v = !_ e- (B cos /3- A sin /3). 
f' 

Then we have 

~=A: 2f' e- (A cos fJ + Bsin /3), 

2
h': =; e-(B cosfJ-A sin/3); 

and the functions 4> and+ are given by 

~ =t A: 2f' aea(A cosfJ+Bsin /3), 

"fr =if' a.e- (B cos fJ- A sin /3). 

Thus the particular integrals for u and v, so far as they depend 
upon these terms, are 

u = ( i ::2: + 2:) (A cos fJ + B sin fJ) l 
1 ...... (25). 

v = ( i A: 2f' + 2: a.) (B cos fJ- A sin /3) 
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209. General Formula. 
Now taking ordinary polar coordinates r and 0 so that e- = r, 

{:J = 0, we have for the general forms of u and " 

- (1 1 + log r log r) ( A I 0 B I • 0) 
U- "2" }..+ 2p. + 21' .L11 COS + 1 Sill 

"' ( n + 2 n) rn+1 . 
+~ }..+ 21' -p. 4 (n+ 1)(Ancosn0+Bnsmn8) 

"' ( n-2 n) r-n+1 

+:; A.+ 21'- P, 4 (n _ 1) (An' cos nO+ Bn
1 

sin nO) 

ao 
+I [rn-1(-DncosnO+ OnsinnO) +r(n+li(Dn' cos n0-0n1 Sinn0)] 

1 

............ (26), 
and 

(
1 log r 1 + log r) (B I 0 A I • 0) V= "2"-- + --- 1 COS -.a.l Sln 

}..+ 2p. 2p. 

ao (n + 2 n ) rn+~ 
+ 7 --,;:- - :>.. + 21' 4 ( n + 1) (- Bn cos nO+ An sin nO) 

"' (n - 2 n ) r-n+1 
1 1 • 

+; -----;--}..+ 21' 4 (n-l)(Bncosn0-An smnO) 

"' +I [rn-1 (On cos nO+ Dn sin nO)+ r(n+1
) (0,: cos nO+ Dn1 sin nO)] 

1 
............ (27). 

In the same notation we have 

~ = _!._2 i[rn(Ancosn0+Bnsinn0)+rn(An1COBn0+Bn1BinnO)]} 
}..+ I' 1 

2'111' = ! i [r" (-Bn COB nO+ An sin nO) + r-1l ( Bn' cos nO -An' sin nO)] 
I' 1 

............ (28); 
and the tractions at a cylindrical surface r = const. are given by 

F=~+2p.~ l 
ov J .................... (29). 

G =- 2p.'ID' + 2p. ar 
This gives means for the complete analytical solution of any 

problem of plane strain in a. solid bounded by coaxal circular 
cylinders. 

210. Particular Example. 
As an example we may consider the case where there is a 

cylindrical cavity of radius a in an infinite solid, and at an infinite 

22-2· 
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distance there is a distribution of shear. To represent this we may 
take the displacements referred to the system of fixed axes of a; 

and y to be U imd V, and suppose that at an infinite distance 

U=sy, V=O. 
In the notation of the last article the conditions at infinity 

become 

or 

u cos 8 -vsin 8= sr sin 8, 
usin8+vcos8=0; 

u = tsr sin 28, 

v = !sr cos 28 - !sr. 

We have already seen that u = 0, v =-tar satisfy the equa
tions, and make the tractions F and G vanish a.t every cylindrical 
surface, so that we shall have to add this solution to the solution for 

u = tar sin 28, v = tar cos 28, 

when r is very great. 

From the general solutions (26) and (2'7) we have to keep the 
terms in B~', 02, 0~'· To satisfy the conditions when r is very 
great we have to take 0~ = !s. The condition that there is no 
traction across the surface r =a gives two relations among the 
three constants by which B.; and 0,' are determined. The work 
may be left to the reader, and the result is that . 

(X+ 2}-1- a~ a') } u= ---+ !r-t- ssin 28 
}..+J.' r r' ' 

...... (30). 

v = (____!!:__ as + !r + t a') s cos 28 -.far 
X+l' r r' 

It may be as well perhaps to remark that this problem does 
not, like the corresponding one in art. 169, yield a result in 
connexion with the theory of torsion. In the case of torsion a 
very important part of the shear consists as we know of a. shifl;ing 
of the fibres of the twisted prism parallel to the axis of the prism, 
and our work above, being confined to displacements in one plane, 
does not take this into account. 

211. Elliptic Coordinates. 
We shall next consider the case of elliptic coordinates given by 

a;+ £'!1 = c cosh (a+ t/3) ................... (31), 
and suppose in the first place that the elastic medium extends to 
infinity, and is bounded internally by an elliptic cylindrical surface 
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of the family «, say ex= exo, which is deformed in a given manner. 
Then, according to art. 206, we have to take for~ and 2v series of 
the form 

a= !Ane--e'nll, 

2w£ =X+ 2J.Io IAne--e'nll, p. 
in which An is a complex constant ; and we may at the end keep 
only the real part of the solution. 

Now the displacements have to be found from the equations 

a a (u) a (v) 
hs = aex h. + a{3 h ' 

2w a (v) a (u) 
-h, = aa li - o/3 7i • 

where h-» = -lei (cosh 2ex - cos 2/3). 
The functions M-t, 2vh-t can each be expressed as sums of 

terms of the forms 

{e-(n+l)•} c?s n/3 and {e--} c?s (n + 2) /3 
smn/3' sm(n+2)/3' 

and the equations for u and v can clearly be satisfied by assuming 
for u and v sums of terms of these forms with suitable coefficients 
These are the particular integrals of the equations for the dis
placements, and the complementary functions will be found by 
taking ( v + tu )/h any function of (ex+ t/3) and therefore by taking 
for vfh and ufh functions of the same forms as a and 2p.v/(X + 2p.). 

Now suppose definitely that 

~ = & (X! 2p.) Ie-- (.An cos n/3 + Bn sin n/3) l 
J 

...... (32); 

2v = ;p. Ie-- (Bn cos n/3- An sin n/3) 

then we can easily verify that 

(X+ 2p.)~ =! [e-(n+ll•{(.An -An+s)cosnfJ+(Bn -Bn+s)sin n/3} l 
+ e-!n-t)a {(.An- An-t) cosn/3 + (Bn- Bn-t) sin n/3}] 

2p. ~=I [e-!n+tl•{(Bn- Bn+t) cosn/3- (An- An+s) sin n/3} J 
+ e- (n-t) • {(Bn- Bn-t) cos n/3- (.An -An-t) sin n/3} J 

......... (33); 
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and again we can easily verify that ufh and vfh are given by 

u e-ltHI)a (n n+ 2) { } Ji= I 4(n + 1) p,- }..+ 2p. (.An-.A.nH)cosn,8+(Bn-Bn+t)sinn,8 

-I;-;~~~;)~- :;2~) {(.A.n-.A.~)cosn,8+(Bn-Bn-t)sinn,8} 
+ Ie-na (Dn cos n,8- On sin n,8) ................................. (34), 

'V e-ln+2)• (n+2 n ){ . } h =-I 4(n+1) -;--}..+2p. (Bn-BnH)cosn,8-(.An-.An+2)smn,8 

+I ~~~;)(n; 2 
-}..:2) {<Bn-B_,)cosn,8-(.A.n-.A.n-t)sinn,8} 

+ Ie-n« (On cos n,8 + Dn sin n,8) .................................. (35). 

Suppose the boundary-conditions given in the form 

u ' h = Ie--- (Ln cos n,8 + Mn sin n,8) J 
......... (36) * = Ie---(Mn' cos n,8 + Ln' sin n,8) 

when « = Clo· By equating the coefficients of cos n,8 and sin n,8 
we get four equations to determine the four sets of constants 
An, Bn, On, Dn. 

These equations are 

e-2&o (n n+ 2) 
4 (n + 1) /£-}.. + 2p. (.An- .An+s) 

&-o (n n- 2) 
- 4 (n- 1) ~-}..+ 2p. (.A.n-.An-s)+Dn=Ln 

- --- ----- (.An - .A.n+t) e--Mo (n+2 n ) 
4(n+ 1) p. }.. + 2p. 

- 4 (:~ 1) (n ~ 2-},. ~ 2p.) (.An- .A.-J + Dn = Ln' J 
......... (37) 

l 
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From the first two we get a difference-equation for the A's, 
and from the second two we get a difference-equation for the 
B's. When these are solved Dn and On are given by one of (37) 
and one of (38). 

As an example1 suppose the cylinder «o, whose principal semi
axes are a and b, turned through a small angle cf>. The boundary
conditions are 

u (a+ b)' . 'II h h = e-.• 2 cf> sm 2fJ, li = abcf>, w en a= «o. 

All the A's vanish, Bo and all the odd B's vanish, and B, = B, = ... , 
all the D's vanish and all the CJs except 00 and 0,, and we find 

p. 
0, = - t (a + b)' A + 3,u. cf>, 

B, = 20r"'" (A+ 2,u.), 

and 

v 
h = abcf> 

+Ha+ b)' cf> (e-'Jtl.o -e-.) (A+ 2p.)~3:,u.cos 2fJ. 

It appears that at a very great distance the displacements of 
points on a confocal cylinder vanish, since h vanishes. The 
cubical dilatation of the medium is 

4B m=oo 
&(A 

1

2 ) I e-- sin 2mf3, + ,U. m=l 

and the rotation of the medium is 

4B m=oo 
_ll I e-tm& cos 2m/3, 
&,u. m=l 

which vanish at an infinite distance. 

1 This example was suggested by Mr Webb. 
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The corresponding problem of displacement within a cylinder 
due to a rotation of its boundary is much simpler. 

Consider a solution in which ~ == 0, and v is constant and equal 
to cfJ, we have 

so that 

21ll' 
h' == c'c/J (cosh 2« - cos 2,8) 

== tc'c/J [a: (sinh 2«)- a~ (sin 2,8) J , 
vfh== lCScfJ sinh 2a, ufh =tc'cfJ sin 2,8. 

When « == «o we find 

tJ/h=alxf>, ujh=~(a+b)'cfJsin 2,8. 

Thus the above solution satisfies all the conditions. 



NOTES. 

NOTE A. ON SHEAR AND SHEARING STRESS. 

THE term " shear " was first used by engineers to denote tangential stress, 
and is so used in Rankine's Applied Mechanic&. The usage of it for sliding 
strain in this work might be justified by reference to Sir W. Thomson, now 
Lord Kelvin, and many other eminent authorities, theoretical and practical. 
The kind of strain called shear has been considered in ch. I, and the kind of 
stress called shearing stress has been considered in ch. IL The object of 
this note is to insist more fully than is done in those chapters on the twofold 
character of both shear and shearing stress as they occur in the mathematical 
expressions. For simplicity we sha.ll limit our consideration to the case of 
infinitesimal displa.cements. 

The shears are represented by such expressions as 'Ow(Oy + ov(iJz. Now 
this expression is the sum of two simple shears, viz. : a. simple shear ?no(Oy of 
the planes y=const. pa.ra.llel to the axis z, and a. simple shear ov(iJz of the 
planes z=const. parallel to the axis y. In like manner if we define the 
(infinitesimal) shear of two initia.lly rectangular lines (1) and (2) to be the 
cosine of the angle between them a.fter strain-a. definition which has been 
shewn to coincide with the definition in terms of sliding motion-then this 
shear will be made up of a. simple shear pa.ra.llel to (2) of the planes perpen
dicular to (1), and a. simple shear pa.ra.llel to (1) of the planes perpendicular 
to (2). The shears that occur in mathematical expreesions are in fact 
generally the sums of two such simple shears which are not a.t first separated. 
Thus in the energy-function the terms in a for example are just the same 
whatever be the proportion in a of the simple shear pa.ra.llel to !I to that 
pa.ra.llel to z. 

Shearing stress also is of a. twofold character, but the like ambiguity does 
not occur. Shearing stress consists of tangential stresses across two perpen
dicular planes, but these are always equal. 

We know that a. simple shear c is equivalent to equal extension and 
contraction each ic, and conversely that equal extension and contraction 
each e are equivalent to a. simple shear of amount 2e, and in the same way 
the extension and contraction might be taken to be equivalent to two simple 
shears each of amount e, which combine in the manner explained above ; 
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or again the same extension and contraction will be the equivalents of two 
simple shears whose sum is 2e and whose ratio is anything whatever. 

Equal pressure and tension each P are in like manner equivalent to a 
shearing stress, but the amount of the shearing stress is P. This shearing 
stress is really a stress-system consisting of equal tangential stresses P on two 
perpendicular planes. 

The above remarks appear to contain the secret of the "discrepant 
reckonings of shear and shearing stress" to which Lord Kelvin has frequently 
called attention. (See e.g. Thomson and Tait's Nat. Phil. Part II. art. 681, 
and Lecture8 on Molecular Dynamic~ p. 176.) The discrepancy appears 
to arise from the combination in a shear of two simple shears whose ratio 
it is unnecessary to know, while the tangential stresses combined in a 
shearing stress are always equal. Writing the discrepant statements in 
parallel columns we have 

Equal extension and contraction 
each e are equivalent to two simple 
shears of perpendicular planes ; the 
sum of the shears is 2e and their 
ratio may be anything whatever. 

Equal pressure and tension each 
Pare equivalent to tangential stresses 
on two perpendicular planes ; each of 
these is of amount P. 

Finally we may note that the values of the two simple shears will be equal 
if the strain be pure. It follows that, if we regard any small strain as 
analysed into a small rotation and a small pure strain, then the extensions 
and contractions to which the pure shears are equivalent are always obtained 
from the simple shears by precisely the same rule as that by which the 
pressures and tensions are obtained from the tangential stresses. 

NOTE B. ON .Ai:oLOTROPIC BODIES. 

1Eolotropy has been defined in art. 24 as variability of the physical 
character of a body depending on directions fixed with reference to the 
body. Fibrous and luminated bodies as well as crystals exhibit such 
variability of elastic character, and in regard to other physical properties 
(optica~ magnetic, thermal &c.) such variability is exhibited by many well
known crystalline bodies. The theory of elastic crystals given in the text 
takes account of elastic properties only. This theory is not proved, and it 
is not here suggested that, even supposing it proved for elastic properties, 
it would hold for other physical properties. In other words it is not 
suggested that the reolotropy of a body for the transmission of light waves 
(for example) is similar to its reolotropy for elastic reactions. 

The theory connects elastic quality with crystallographic form ; and it 
leads, in the case of each crystal form, to a certain number of elastic constants. 
In the absence of definite experimental evidence the assumption that the 
maximum number of these constants for a given body, and the way they 
enter into the stress-strain relations, are correctly given appears to have 
considerable probability. I think it will be generally admitted that a spheri
cal portion of a cubic crys~ for example, would exhibit identity of physical 
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properties after rotation through 000 about any one of the crystallographic axes. 
It may however be questioned whether the constants given by the theory are 
really independent. In other words I think it will be generally admitted that 
crystalline bodies are at least as nearly isotropic as the theory makes them, 
but it may be questioned whether they are not more nearly isotropic. Optical 
experiments appear in some cases to favour an affirmative answer to this 
question. 

Taking again the case of cubic crystals, it is easy to shew that the rigidity 
(art. 42) for two directions in a principal plane of symmetry, making half 
right angles with the two principal axes of symmetry that lie in the plane, is 
! (au- au), while the rigidity for two principal axes of symmetry is a.., 

This is the property which Lord Kelvin has noted as characteristic of 
"cubic asymmetry" or "cybold ooolotropy", and he has, on optical grounds, 
questioned the existence of bodies possessing the property. (Lecture~~ on 
Jlolecuiar Dynamics p. 158.) The experiments of Prof. Voigt (art. 45) appear 
to shew that ! (au-~2) and a44 have, for some well-known cubic crystals, 
widely different values. 

With regard to cubic crystals it may be as well to notice further two 
points: 

(a) That if the luminiferous ether in any body were similar in elastic 
quality to the elastic cubic crystals discussed in art. 37 the body would 
be doubly refracting and would exhibit conical refraction, but the wave
surface would be much more complicated than Fresnel's. 

(b) That although the three principal Young's moduluses, the three 
principal rigidities, and the three principal Poisson's ratios are equal, such 
bodies are not "transversely isotropic"· 

With regard to "transverse isotropy " it may be noticed that a body 
cannot be transversely isotropic in the plane (x, y) unless its energy-function 
reduce to the form for hexagonal crystals, viz : 

A (e+f)2+ Cg2+2F(e+f)g+N(c2-4ef)+L (a'+b2). 

For example a tetragonal crystal is not transversely isotropic although it has 
two principal Young's moduluses, two principal rigidities, and two principal 
Poieson's ratios equal. 

NOTE C. ON BETTI'S METHOD OF INTEGRATION. 

Mr Larmor suggests to me that the analysis in arts. 1411 142 admits of a 
physical interpretation. 

Suppose a small spherical element of a solid whose centre is a given point 
is uniformly extended. H the solid be unlimited and under no bodily force, 
the displacements at any point can be shewn to be proportional to 'Or- 1{0x, 
or-1/'0y, 'Or- I (Oz. If the solid be limited by a free surface certain displacements 
will take place at the surface. H the surface be fixed certain tractions will 
have to be applied to the surface. The interpretation to be made involves the 
displacements that exist when the surface is free and the spherical element 
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about a given point is extended, and the surface-tractions that must be applied 
to hold the surface fixed when the same state of dilatation is produoed in the 
spherica.l element. 

Equation ( 40} on p. 244 shews that the dilatation produced at any point by 
a given system of surface-displacements is proportional to the work done by 
the tractions that must be applied to hold the Bllrface fixed, when there is 
dilatation of the spherica.l element about the point, acting through the given 
surface-displacements; and equation (41} on the same page shews that the 
dilatation produced at any point by a given system of rmrface..tractions is 
proportional to the work done by these tractions aoting through the displace
ments that take place when the surface is free and there is dilatation of the 
spherica.l element about the point. 

There is a like interpretation of such equations as (48) and (46} on p. 246 
for rotation about any given line in terms of the tractions that must be applied 
to hold the surface fixed when a spherica.l element about a given point is made 
to rotate about the line, and of the displacements that take place when the 
surface is free and a similar rotation is effected at the point. In fact in the 
above statements we have merely to read 'rotation about a given line' for 
'dilatation'. 
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General equations, history of, 7; in terms 

of stress.components, 60, 207 ; for 
isotropic solids, 76 ; deduced from en
ergy·funotion, 119, 208, 

Gerstner: see Set. 
Glass, Wertheim on,l8; constants for, 77. 
Gravitation, compression of sphere due 

to, 219. 

Green, his principle, 12 ; constants for 
isotropic solids, 22 ; on waves in 
crystalline media, 25, 140; his trans
formation, 58; reduction of the num
ber of constants, 78; his method, 118. 

Hagen, on the elasticity of wood, 98. 
Hemihedriam, 80, 
Hexagonal crystals, 87, 
Hooke's Law, discovery of, 8 ; disputed, 

20 ; generalised, 70 ; proofs of, 70. 
Hydrodynamical analogy, for torsion, 

BB, 158, 161 ; for flexure, 186. 

Invariants, of strain, 41, 47, 211; of 
stress, 64. 

Iron (wrought), constants for, 77. 
Isotropy, defined, 71; transverse, 847. 

Jaerisch, on vibrations of sphere, SO. 

Kelvin, Lord : see Tlwmson, Sir W. 
Kirchlwjf, experiments on steel, 18 ; 

constants for isotropic solids, 22 ; 
theorems on energy-function, 120; 
theory of thin rods, 174. 

Lager'ljjelm, on statio and kinetic modu
luses, 24. 

Lamb, on vibrations of sphere, 80, 809. 
Lame, geometrical theorems on stress, 

6, 64 ; on the general equations, 12 ; 
constants for isotropic solids, 22 ; on 
curvilinear coordinates, 25, 200 ; on 
free vibrations, 27; his problem, 28, 
278. 

Lame and Clapeyron, on the general 
equations, 12 ; on solid bounded by 
plane, 27. 

Larmor, on gyrostatio inertia, 61 ; on 
the influence of flaws on strength, 
161 ; on Betti's method of integration, 
847. 

Lead, constants for, 77. 
Limit of elasticity : see Elastic Limit. 
Load, strain linear in terms of, 70 ; 

efJeot of repeated, 105 ; sudden ap
plication or reversal of, 108, 144 ; 
equivalence of static&lly equipollent 
systems of, 177. 
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Marriott<!, on Galilei's problem, 3. 
M att<lr, kineiic ilieory of, 16. 
MazweU, meiliod of obiaining general 

equations, 11 ; on viscosity and elas
tic after-working, 104. 

Modulw, static and kinetic, 24, 120 ; 
defined, 71 ; of compression, 72, 91 ; 
of rigidiiy, 72, 92; Young's, 78, 75, 98. 

Molecular force, hypothesis of, 8; stress 
deduced from, 112 ; elastic constants 
deduoed from, 113. 

Monoclinic cry•taU, 81. 

Navier, on ilie general equations, 8; 
on torsion and flexure, 81 ; LetjOM, 
121. 

Neumann, F. E., theory of elastic cry
stale, 22, 81 ; thermo-elastic equa· 
tiona, 24, 115. 

Neutral lim: see .A.:ril. 
Nodal mrfacu, of vibrating sphere, 818, 

320. 
Normal coordiMtu, explained, 141. 
Normal functions, explained, 142; for a 

vibrating sphere, 311, 320. 
Notatiom, double llllffix, 99; symbolical, 

120, 136. 

Orthogcmal mrjacea, theory of, 200 ; 
line element, 201; rotations of nor
mals, 203 ; systems of, 213. See also 
Curvilinear Coordiflatea. 

Peanon, on the methods of the older 
writers on Mechanics, S ; on rari
constancy and multi-constancy, 14; 
on the equivalence of statically equi
pollent systems of load, 83; on beams 
subject to continuous load, 34 ; on 
the yield-point, 102; on Wohler's ex
periments, 105 ; on the Bernoulli
Eulerian theory of beams, 180 ; Elal
tical Reaearchta of Barr€ de Saint
Venant, 196, 280. 

Perturbations, local, 28, 259. 
Piezometer, 281. 
Plane, 1olid bounded by, history of 

problem, 27; Cerruti's solution, 251, 
267. 

Plane-1train, general equations for, 835; 

polar coordinates, 886; elliptic co
ordinates, 840. 

Plaltici'Y: see Flow. 
Poiuon, on the general equations, 9 ; 

criticised by Siokes, 10; integral of 
ilie equations of wave-motion, 25, 180. 

Poilaon's ratio, 75, 95. 
Ponce let, on stress-strain diagrams, 101; 

ilieory of rupture, 106; on load sud
denly applied, 108. 

Potauium Chl.oride, constants for, 96. 
Pot<lntial, direct, 258; logarithmic, 269. 
PreBBUre, arrived at kinematically, 67. 

See also Streu. 
Pri1m : see Beam.. 
Puner, 168. 
Pyrite•, constants for, 19, 96. 

Qvartz, elasiic character of, 90; con
stants for, 97. 

Qvasi-nodalmrjactl, 811, 821. 

Radial 1train, polar coordinates. 217; 
cylindrical coordinates, ~. 

Ray, equations of, 189. 
Rayleigh, Lord, ilieory of free vibrations, 

26, 141, 820; reciprocal ilieorem, 128; 
on waves at surface of solid, 828. 

Rhombic crystall, 83. 
Rhombohedral cry•tal.l, 89. 
Rigidi'7!, introduoed by Vicatand Navier, 

21 ; defined, 72; depends on two di
rections, 98 ; torsional, 158; flexural, 
178; of the earth, 29, 808. 

Rock-8alt, constants for, 96. 
Rods : see Beama. 
Rotation, of a figure, 48; of ilie normals 

to orthogonal surfaces, 208. 
Rotation, C0111pooentl of, in Cartesian 

coordinates, 58; in curvilinear co
ordinates, 206; in polar coordinates, 
215; in a solid wiili given surface 
displacements or surface tractions, 
246; in solid bounded by plane, 265; 
in solid of revolution, 882; in case of 
plane strain, 385. 

Rupture, theories of, 106; examples of 
theories, 225. 

Saint- Ve11ant, on shear, 7; on ilie gene-
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ral equations, 10; objection to Green's 
process, 20; on the distribution of 
elasticity, 28; semi-inverse method, 
81, 146; theory of torsion, 82; on 
amorphous bodies, 98 ; theory of 
safety, 107; torsion-factor, 158; ap
proximate formula for torsion, 171 ; 
on the neutral axis, 182 ; on piezo
meter experiments, 281. 

SCTew-propeller shafts, 107. 
Set, defined, 69; Coulomb-Gerstner law 

of, 109. 
Shear, simple, defined, 87; strain-quadric 

for, 42; equivalent to extension and 
compression, 7, 48; twofold character 
of, 845. 

Shearing-stress, defined, 62; cone of, 64; 
twofold character of, 845. 

Shells: see Spherical Shell and Cylin
drical Shell. 

Solutions, uniqueness of, 128; possibility 
of, 125, 186; for bodily forces, equi
librium, 287 ; for bodily forces, forced 
vibrations, 288; for solid bounded by 
plane, 251, 266; simple, of first type, 
258; simple, of second type, 268; 
in potential functions, 258, 272; in 
spherical harmonics, 276; for a solid 
of revolution, 881; by conjugate func
tions, 885. 

Sphere, compression of by its own gravi
tation, 219; with given surface dis
placements, 274; with given surface 
tractions, 277; with normal surface 
tractions, 281 ; under bodily forces, 
285, 296; rotating, 808; free vibra
tions of, 809; radial vibrations, 819 ; 
forced vibrations, 824. See also Radial 
Strain and Solutions. 

Spherical cavity, in infinite solid, 288. 
Spherical •hell, radial vibrations, 222; 

under pressure, 221, 280 ; general 
theory of vibrations of, 822. 

Stability, strength dependent on, 109; 
in connexion with theorem of unique
ness of solution, 124. 

State of ease, 69, 102. 
Steel, elastic constants for, 77. 
Stokes, Sir G., criticism of Poisson, 10; 

on the general equations, 18; con-

L. 

stants for isotropic solids, 22; on 
diftraction, 25, 188. 

Strain, history of analysis of, 6; homo
geneous, defined, 86; ellipsoid, 86; 
principal axes of, 86 ; components of, 
88; quadric, 89; transformation of, 
40; invariants, 41, 47, 51, 211; pure, 
44; composition of, 4 7; infinitesimal, 
50 ; in a body, 52 ; produced by heat, 
115; conditions of compatibility of 
components of, 122; mean values of 
components of, 128 ; in curvilinear 
coordinates, 205; in polar coordinates, 
215; in cylindrical coordinates, 216 ; 
in solid bounded by plane and sup
porting a weight, 256. See also Radial 
Strain and Plane Strain. 

Strength, of materials, 101; of a beam 
under torsion, 161 ; of a beam under 
flexure, 182; of a beam under com
bined strain, 188. 

Stre11, history of analysis of, 6; at a 
point, 56; transformation of, 61 ; 
quadric, 62 ; principal planes of, 62 ; 
geometrical theorems on, 64; measure
ment of, 66 ; in a medium, 66 ; ther
mal, 115 ; in a twisted prism, 157 ; 
in a bent beam, 175; in solid bounded 
by plane and supporting a weight, 
255, 270; on mean surface of strained 
gravitating sphere, 289; due to the 
weight of continents, 800. 

StreBI-di.fferenct : see Rupture. 
Stre11-strain diagra11UJ, 101. 
Stre11-strain relatiom, for isotropic solids, 

73 ; for molotropic solids, 78 ; for 
amorphous bodies, 98 ; deduced from 
point-atom hypothesis, 118. 

Tetragonal cry.tals, 84. 
Thermo-elastic equatiom, history of, 24; 

establishment of, 114; deduced by 
energy-method, 118. 

ThofTUJon, Sir W., strain-ellipsoid, 7 ; on 
the energy-function, 18, 116; model 
of molotropic molecule, 16; on Lamb's 
problem, 29, 298; on the rigidity of 
the earth, 29, 808; on cubic crystals, 
96, 347; on molotropy produced by 
permanent set, 105 ; on fatigue, 106 ; 

23 
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on the possibility of solving the gene
ral equations, 126 ; on discrepant 
reokoning of shear and shearing stress, 
346. 

Tidal effective rigidity, 306. 
Tide1, foroe producing them, 804; elastic, 

806; equilibrin!Il theory of, 328. 
Time-tjfectl, 103. 
Topaz, constants for, 97. 
Tonion, Coulomb's theory of, 4; Young, 

81; Saint-Venant, 82, 157; hydro
dynamical analogies for, 88, 159, 161; 
strength of a beam under, 161 ; of a 
circular bar, 163 ; of an elliptic bar, 
168; of an equilateral triangular prism, 
160; ofa reotangular bar, 166,171; of 
sectors, 169; approximate formulae 
for, 171, 173. 

Tractions, at the extremities of a beam, 
under extension, 164; uniform flexure, 
155 ; torsion, 157 ; non-uniform flex
ure, 177; at surface of sphere, radial 
strain, 218 ; cylinder, radial strain, 
224 ; at surface of solid supporting 
weight, 255, 270. 

Tre1ca, on the flow of solids, 108. 
Triclinic crystals, 81, 

Uniquene1s of 1olution, 123. 
Unwin, Testing of Materials of Oon•truc

tion, 101, 105. 

Vector-differentiation, 201. 
Vibration, equations of, 60, 76; prin

cipal modes of, 141; theorems on, 
143; radial of a spherical shell, 222; 
radial of a cylinder, 226; of a sphere, 
309; two classes of, 318 ; of a spheri
cal shell, 322 ; of a. sphere under 

periodic forces, 824 ; of a cylinder 
under Saint-Venant'e stress-condition, 
147 ftn. 

Vicat, on rigidity, 22; on time-effects, 
lOS. 

Vuc01ity, of solids, 104. 
Voigt, on the con1tant oontroversy, 18; 

theory of crystals, 22 ; experiments 
on crystals, 96, 174; approximate 
formula for torsion, 178. 

Wangerin, on solids of revolution, 30, 
381. 

Warburg, on torsion, 105. 
Wave•, of compression and distortion, 

134 ; at the surface of a solid, 828. 
Wave-motion, history of theory of, 25 ; 

in isotropic media, 130, 184 ; in aeolo
tropic media, 140. 

Wave-mrface, 139. 
Webb, on cylindrical and polar coor

dinates, 200. 
Weber, on elastic after-working, 108. 
W eierltrau, criticism of the proof of 

Dirichlet's principle, 126. 
Wertheim, on PoiBBon's ratio, 18. 
Weyrauch, on the thermo-elastic equa-

tions, 115. 
Wohler, on repeated loading, 105. 
Wood: sec Amorphom Bodiel. 
Work, done in increasing strain, 60. See 

also Energy-Function. 

Yield-point, 102, 
Young, on shear, 4. 
Young's modulm, introduction of, 6 ; for 

isotropic solids, 73, 76; for molotropic 
solids, 93; quartic for, 94. 
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